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Preface

This book about mechanical vibrations focuses on spacecraft structures
design and reflects my experiences gained at Dutch Space B.Y., formerly
Fokker Space B.Y., Fokker Space & Systems B.Y. and the Space Division
of Fokker Aircraft B.Y., over a period of about 30 years.

Many books about mechanical vibrations have been published, however,
in spacecraft structures design, many vibration topics are applied but can be
read in different books. I have collected in this book most of the topics
about mechanical vibrations techniques usually applied in spacecraft
structures design .

I work as a part-time associate professor at the Chair Aerospace
Structures & Computational Mechanics, Faculty of Aerospace Engineering,
Delft University of Technology, and lecture "Spacecraft Structures" in the
Master's program. The scientific environment at the university, in
combination with my work in the aerospace industry, has amplified the
wish to write a book about mechanical vibrations with focus on spacecraft
structures design. To bring together most of the techniques of modal and
dynamic response analysis is my greatest motivation to write this book.

I would like to express my admiration for the patient attitude of my wife
Wil during the time I was preparing this book.

I would also like to acknowledge my colleagues at Dutch Space and the
Delft University of Technology in general, but in particular I would like to
thank my collegue John Tyrrell at Dutch Space, for all the discussions we
had about vibration problems within the framework of spacecraft structures
projects, and Gillian Saunders-Smits at the Delft University of Technology
for reading the English text. Also, I would like to thank Bas Franssen for
reading the sections on the Mode Acceleration Technique and Load
Transformation Matrices.

Jaap Wijker
Velserbroek 2003
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1 Introduction

1.1 Why Another Book about Mechanical
Vibrations?

Placing spacecraft (SIC) or satellites into an orbit around the Earth or in our
Solar System is done by expendable and reusable launch vehicles, ELV
(e.g. ARIANE 5, Atlas, Delta, etc.) and RLV (e.g. Shuttle) respectively. The
spacecraft is placed on top of the ELV or in the cargo-bay of the RLV.

t4
- .4 .ooof--- - f--- - - -+-- ----:;oIfI--+H
c.s
s
uu
~
0( o.oolt----C:..t-----t-----HHl

200 .00

lime (s)

Fig. 1.1. Total acceleration measured during launch of the ACE SIC with Delta II
launcher (Courtesy Goddard Space and Flight Centre, FEMCI l pages)

The propulsion forces, the aerodynamic forces, the acoustic and shock
loads during launch of the SIC strongly interact with the low- and medium-

I. Finite Element Modelling Continuous Improvement
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frequency dynamic characteristics of the launch vehicle (LN) and will
introduce mechanical vibrations throughout the LN and also at the inter
face with the spacecraft.

The propulsion forces from the stage main engines and boosters will
accelerate the LN and will result in inertia forces . The total inertia force the
SIC will encounter during launch is the summation of steady-state and
vibrations loads and will help the engineer to dimension the SIC primary
and secondary structures. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.1.

The primary structure is the backbone of the SIC structure and is consid
ered to be the primary load path. The total inertia loads are frequently called
the quasi static design loads when safety factors to cover uncertainties are
introduced. The design of the SIC structures against the quasi static loads,
considering minimum natural frequency considerations (stiffness), belongs
to the area of strength of materials . If minimum natural frequency require
ments are met, the SIC may be considered as a rigid body on top of or in the
cargo-bay of the LN.

The pure mechanical vibrations are illustrated in Fig. 1.2. The steady
state accelerations are subtracted. These mechanical vibrations are gener
ally categorised as follows:
• Sinusoidal vibrations, 5-100 Hz;
• Random vibrations, 20-2000 Hz;
• Shock loads, accelerations, 100-5000 Hz.

Ti l'Wl fuponae

2 .eD<lr-- - ...--- - - --,- - - - ,....,

Ti me (s)

Fig. 1.2. Vibrations during launch of the ACE SIC with Delta II launcher
(Courtesy Goddard Space and Flight Center, FEMCI pages)

The shock loads have very short time periods (0.5 ms) in comparison to
the time cycles associated with the lowest and lower natural frequencies of
the spacecraft (l0-50 Hz). Shock loads are mostly represented in the form
of a shock-response spectrum (SRS). The SRS reflects the maximum abso-
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lute acceleration of a single degree of freedom (sdof) excited at the base by
the transient acceleration representing the short-period shock . An illustra
tion of an SRS is given in Fig. 1.3. Shock loads are caused by the separation
of stages and by the ignition and cutoff of engines. However, the separation
of the spacecraft from the LtV will introduce, in general, the most severe
shocks in the spacecraft. Firing of pyros and the latching of deployable sys
tems, e.g. antennae, solar arrays, etc., cause shock loads in the spacecraft
internally.

Shoc k response spectrum
Ace spacecraft Iifloff

.o:q ••• 6Q

~
rJi j\

/
\.-J ~~

. 00' ",,'" ''l- , ,00 .. 00 ' 00 .
0.",

lime (s)

Fig. 1.3. Shock-responsespectrum(SRS). (Courtesy GoddardSpace and Flight
Center, FEMCIpages)

In addition to the mechanical vibrations the outside of the spacecraft is
also exposed to acoustic pressure (20-10000 Hz). Lightweight large-area
structures, e.g. solar arrays , antenna dishes, are sensitive to acoustic loads .
An illustration of the acoustic pressures is given Fig. 1.4. The acoustic pres
sure p has a random nature and is mostly denoted in sound pressure levels

(SPL) , specified in dB with a reference pressure Pref = 2xlo-5 Pa. The SPL

is defined as

SPL = 1010iE2

2

) •

lPref

(1.1)

Acoustic excitation of the spacecraft causes mechanical vibrations of a ran
dom nature on top of the random mechanical vibrations enforced via the I/F
spacecraft with the LN.

Summarising, the spacecraft will encounter severe vibrations during
launch and later less severe vibrations when the spacecraft is placed in orbit
and the deployable appendices are released and latched.
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Time response
Main eng ine ignition-lif toff

O.1ooor------,-- ---,--- -,-- - --,--....,

l J1~:J9 , • • • ••• • ,130. 00

Tome (s)

I Introduction

Fig. 1.4. Acoustic pressures (Pa). (Courtesy Goddard Spaceand FlightCenter,
FEMCI pages)

Structural engineers designing and analysing spacecraft structures, solar
arrays, antennae, instruments, equipment, etc., have to investigate the struc
tural responses (e.g. accelerations, forces, stress) of the spacecraft and its
components to mechanical vibrations and acoustic loads. The exposure to
mechanical vibration and acoustic loads is illustrated in Fig. 1.5.

The calculation of dynamic responses in the spacecraft, the primary
structure, the secondary structures, the instruments, the equipment, etc., is
called the dynamic analysis .

Besides the dynamic responses the modal properties of the complete
spacecraft and subsystems, e.g. natural frequencies, mode shapes, effective
masses, are of great interest. The modal and dynamic response analyses are
mostly done using finite element methods [Cook 89, Petyt 90].

All typical and special modal and response analysis methods, applied
within the frame of the design of spacecraft structures, are described in this
book. To bring together most of the techniques of modal and dynamic
response analysis is the greatest motivation to write this book.

The mechanical vibration topics discussed with focus on the design of
spacecraft structures are:
• Single degree of freedom (sdof) systems
• Damping models
• Multi-degrees of freedom (mdof) systems
• Modal analysis, e.g. natural frequencies, mode shapes, modal effective

masses
• Dynamic response analysis

• Deterministic in frequency and time domain
• Random vibration
• Shock response spectrum
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• Low-frequency acoustic loads, structural responses
• Statistical energy analysis
• Mode acceleration
• Residual vectors

• Free-free dynamic systems
• Inertia relief

• Reduced dynamic models
• Dynamic model reduction
• Component mode synthesis
• Load transformation matrices

The above mentioned topics will be previewed in the next section.

5

Enforced accelerations (g)
sinusoidal
random
shocks

Fig. 1.5. Spacecraft exposed to mechanical and acoustic vibrations

1.2 A Short Overview of Theory

1.2.1 Single Degree of Freedom (sdof) Systems

Spacecraft are, mechanically speaking, dynamically excited via the inter
face between the LN and the SIC. This is more or less illustrated in
Fig. 1.6. Thus within the frame of sdof dynamic system base excitation
(e.g. enforced acceleration) is of great importance!
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An sdof system with a discrete mass m , a damper element c and a spring
element k is placed on a moving base, which is accelerated with an acceler-

ation ii(t) . The natural frequency is given by Ulo =g (rad/s) and the

damping ratio by S. The resulting displacement of the mass is xU) . We
introduce a relative motion z(t) which is the displacement of the mass with
respect to the base. The relative displacement is

zU) =x(t) - u(t) .

d t
k ~~~c

t ii(t)
moving base I

Fig. 1.6. Enforced acceleration on a damped sdof system

The equation of motion for the relative displacement z(t) becomes

z(t ) + 2SUloZ(t) + Ul~ZU) = -ii(t) .

(1.2)

(1.3)

with

• ~ damping ratio, ~ = ~ .
2",km

The enforced acceleration of the sdof system is transformed into an external
force . The absolute displacement x(t) can be calculated with

xU) = z(t) + ii(t) = -2SUloZU)-Ul~Z(t) .

1.2.2 Damped Vibrations

(1.4)

For treating mechanical vibrations, the single degree of freedom (sdof) sys
tem is the simplest mechanical oscillator. In general a damping element
(linear or nonlinear) may be active in parallel with the linear spring. The
absolute displacement of the discrete mass is defined as x(t) . Applying an
excitation force F(t) (N) on the mass m (kg), the equation of motion of
such an sdof system is [Beards 96]:
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.. fd 2 F(t)
X(t) + - + ffi X(t) = - = f(t)

m n m

where

• ffi n=~ the natural circular frequency (Radls)

• fd the damping force (N).

The damping force fd may be caused by:

• Material damping
• Air damping
• Acoustic damping
• Joint damping (rivets, bolts, bonding)

7

(1.5)

For linear damping, the damping is either linearly proportional to the

velocity x(t) , the so-called viscous damping, or is linearly proportional to
the elastic force, kx(t) , the so-called structural damping.
Hence the damping force can be defined as:

• Viscous damping f d = ex (N)

• Structural damping fd = jgkx (N).

The mentioned damping models are applied throughout of this book.

1.2.3 Multi-Degrees of Freedom (mdof) Dynamic Systems

A number of coupled linear sdof systems lead to a linear dynamic system
with more degrees of freedom, the so-called multi-degrees of freedom sys
tem (mdof). Such a dynamic system is often called a discrete dynamic sys
tem with n discrete masses coupled with springs and dampers.

Continuous dynamic systems may be transferred to an mdof system
using generalised coordinates [Meirovitch 70].

The application of finite element methods to continuous structures will
result in a discrete mdof system where node displacements and rotations are
the discrete unknowns [Cook 89].

In general the equations of motion of a discrete dynamic system can be
written as

[M]{x(t)} + [C]{x(t)} + [K]{ x(t)} = {F(t)} ,

and consists of the following matrices and vectors :
• the mass matrix [M]

(1.6)
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• the stiffness matrix [K]

• the damping matrix [C)

• the force vector {F(r)}

• the displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors {x(t)}, {x(t)} and

{x(t)}

For linear mdof systems the mass matrix, stiffness and damping matrix do
not vary in time, however, the displacement, velocity, acceleration and
force vector do usually change with time.

The equations of motion of mdof dynamic systems can be derived by
applying, amongst others, Newton's law and Lagrange's equations [Meiro
vitch 70]. Both methods will be used to derive the equations of motion.

1.2.4 Modal Analysis

For structures exposed to dynamic forces the knowledge of the dynamic
characteristics of these structures is of great importance. The most impor
tant dynamic intrinsic (modal) characteristics of linear dynamic systems
are:
• The natural frequency
• The associated mode shape
• Damping

The natural frequencies and associated mode shapes may be analysed for
both undamped and damped linear dynamic systems . The main emphasis in
this book is on undamped modal characteristics because the damping in
spacecraft structures is, in general, low.

The modal characteristics of an undamped linear dynamic system are:
• The natural frequencies
• The associated mode shapes
• Orthogonality relations of modes (normal modes)
• Effective masses
• Rigid-body modes

To calculate the natural frequencies of complex dynamic linear systems,
in general, the finite element analysis method is applied. However, it is
good practice at first to apply a method to approximately calculate the natu
ral frequency of that system to get a feel for of the value of the natural fre
quency. The system will be simplified as much as possible in order to use
approximated methods, e.g.
• The static displacement method
• Rayleigh's Quotient
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• Dunkerley s Equation

1.2.5 ModalEffective Mass

9

The modal effective mass is a modal dynamic property of a dynamic struc
ture associated with the modal characteristics; natural frequencies, mode
shapes, generalised masses, and participation vectors. The modal effective
mass is a measure to classify the importance of a mode shape when a struc
ture will be accelerated via its base (enforced acceleration). A high effec
tive mass will lead to a high reaction force at the base, while mode shapes
with low associated modal effective mass are nearly excited by the base
acceleration and will give low reaction forces at the base. The effect of
local modes is not well described with modal effective masses [Shunmu
gavel 95]. The modal effective mass matrix is a 6x 6 mass matrix. Within
this matrix the coupling between translations and rotations , for a certain
mode shape, can be traced. The summation over all modal effective masses
will result in the mass matrix as a rigid body. We define the 6x 6 modal
effective mass [Mem•k ] as follows

(1.7)

with
• [Ld the modal participation factors associated with mode shape k

• mk the generalised mass.

1.2.6 Response Analysis

This section briefly outlines the response analysis of a mdof linear dynamic
system due to dynamic forces or enforced motions. Displacements, veloci
ties and acceleration will also be discussed. The general equations of
motion are set up and a partitioning between internal and boundary dofs has
been made in order to solve the internal dofs because boundary motions
were applied in combination with forces. When solving the equations of
motion a distinction has been made between relative motions, motions with
respect to the base, and absolute motions. Also a distinction has been made
between redundant and nonredundant boundaries. The equations are appli
cable to solve the responses both in the time and the frequency domain .

In general, the equation of motion, in particular the internal dofs, are
solved using the mode displacement method (MDM), because the full
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(1.8)

damping characteristics, meaning a full damping matrix, are not readily
available.

The enforced acceleration of a structure, can be treated using three differ
ent methods:
• Relative motions: The absolute motion {x(t)} of the dynamic system is

separated into a relative motion { z(t)} with respect to the base and the
motion at the base {Xb(t)}. The absolute motion {x(t)} is the summa

tion of the motion at the base and the relative motion
{x(t)} = {z(t)} + {xb(t)}. The dynamic system has fixed free boundary
conditions, either determined or nondetermined.

• Absolute motions: The absolute motions {x(t)} of the dynamic system
are calculated in a direct manner as a result of forces {F(t)} and
enforced motion {xb(t)} . The dynamic system has fixed free boundary

conditions.
• Large-mass approach: The dynamic system is a free-free structure.

However, attached to the interface is a very large mass to introduce a
force that results in the enforced motion {xb(t)} to calculate the abso-

lute motions {x(t)}.

The damped equations of motion of an mdof dynamic system can be
obtained from (1.6)

[M]{x(t)} + [C]{x(t)} + [K]{x(t)} = {F(t)} .

1.2.7 Transient Response Analysis

Transient response analysis is the solution of a linear sdof or linear mdof
system in the time domain. For linear mdof dynamic systems, with the aid
of the modal superposition, the mdof system can be broken down into a
series of uncoupled sdof dynamic systems. For a very few cases the analyt
ical solution of the second-order differential equation in the time domain
may be obtained and numerical methods are needed to solve the sdof and
the mdof dynamic systems. Often, the numerical solution schemes are the
time-integration methods. The time-integration methods may have fixed or
nonfixed (sliding) time increments per time integration step, and will solve
the equations numerically for every time step, taking into account the initial
values, the equation of motion, either for sdof or mdof dynamic systems.
The sdof dynamic system may be written as

x(t) + 2SOlnX(t) + Ol~X(t) = F(t) = f(t) .
m
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Implicit and explicit numerical solution schemes will be discussed, such as
the Runge- Kutta method, The Houbolt method, the Wilson-s method, etc.

1.2.8 Random Vibrations

By random vibrations of linear dynamic systems we mean the vibration of
deterministic linear systems exposed to random (stochastic) loads.

During the launch of a spacecraft with a launch vehicle the spacecraft
will be exposed to random loads of both mechanical and acoustic nature.
The mechanical random loads are the base acceleration excitation at the
interface between the launch vehicle and the spacecraft. The random loads
are caused by several sources, i.e. the interaction between the launch-vehi
cle structure and the engine exhaust noise, combustion. Also, turbulent
boundary layers will introduce random loads.

The theory of random vibrations of linear systems will be briefly
reviewed.

The following equation to calculate root mean square (rms) of accelera-

tion response x(t ) is very useful and is called Miles' equation, [Miles 54].
It is mostly written as:

(1.9)

with

• X rms the rms acceleration

• Q = 21~ the amplification factor

• tn the natural frequency (Hz)

• w. ·(fn) the power spectral density (PSD) of the enforced acceleration
u

at the natural frequency tn

Other interesting properties of narrow-banded stationary processes will
also be discussed in this chapter:
• Number of crossings per unit of time through a certain level
• Fatigue damage due to random excitation

The mentioned properties are important properties for further investigation
of the strength characteristics.
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1.2.9 Shock-Response Spectrum

1 Introduction

Separation of stages, such as the separation of the spacecraft from the last
stage of the launch vehicle will induce very short duration loads in the
internal structure of the spacecraft, the so-called shock loads. The duration
of the shock load is generally very short with respect to the duration associ
ated with the fundamental natural frequencies of the loaded dynamic
mechanical system.

The effects of the shock loads are generally depicted in a shock response
spectrum (SRS). The SRS is essentially a plot that shows the responses of a
number of sdof systems to an excitation. The excitation is usually an accel
eration-time history. An SRS is generated by calculating the maximum
response of an sdof system to a particular base transient excitation. Many
sdof systems tuned to a range of natural frequencies are assessed using the
same input time history. A damping value must be selected in the analysis.
A damping ratio ~ = 0.05, Q = 10, is commonly used. The final plot, the
SRS, looks like a frequency-domain plot. It shows the largest response
encountered for a particular sdof system anywhere within the analysed
time. Thus the SRS provides an estimate of the response of an actual prod
uct and its various components to a given transient input (i.e. shock pulse)
[Grygier 97]. An example of an SRS is given in Fig. 1.7.

Shxk Rlsporse Speclnrn (SRS)

350...---,-------.-----r--.-----.-----,

3Xl - - - - - - -

0:10

250 - - - ,- -

100

I I I , ,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - ,- - - - , - - - -, - - - ,. - - -

- '_ - - - I _ _ _ _ ' _ _ _ ~ _ _ _ !.. _ _ _

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
, I , I I

OL-_-'--_-L-_----'--_------''---_-"----_--'
o 00:> 1CXll 100:> am 2500 am

~(Hz)

Fig. 1.7. SRS of half-sine pulse (HSP)
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The response of an sdof system, due to enforced acceleration, will be
reviewed.

Furthermore the calculation of SRSs will be discussed in detail. The
maximum values occurring in time histories will be compared with the SRS
approach and finally, it will be shown how an existing SRS can be matched
(with synthesised decaying sinusoids).

1.2.10 Acoustic Loads, Structural Responses

By acoustic vibration we mean the structural responses of structures
exposed to acoustic loads or sound pressures . In this chapter we discuss the
low-frequency acoustic vibrations because the equations of motion are
solved using the modal approach, namely mode superposition. In the
higher-frequency bands the statistical energy analysis (SEA) is a good sub
stitute for the classical modal approach .

In general, the modal characteristics of the dynamic system are calcu
lated with the aid of the finite element method [Cook 89]. The accuracy is
determined by the detail of the finite element model and the complexity of
the structure . As stated above the equations of motion will be solved using
the classical modal approach and therefore linear structural behaviour is
assumed.

The structure is assumed to be deterministic , however, the acoustic loads
have a random nature. In general, the sound field is assumed to be reverber
ant (diffuse). The sound intensity is the same in all directions.

Lightweight and large antenna structures and solar arrays of spacecraft
(Fig. 1.5) are very sensitive to acoustic loads during the launch phase.
Spacecraft external structures are subjected to severe acoustic loads.

1.2.11 Statistical Energy Analysis

The statistical energy analysis (SEA) is based on the principle of energy
conservation. All the energy input in to a system, through mechanical or
acoustic excitation, must leave the system through structural damping or
acoustic radiation. The method is fast and is applicable over a wide fre
quency range. SEA is very good for problems that combine many different
sources of excitation, whether mechanical or acoustic .

With the SEA a statistical description of the structural vibrational behav
iour of elements (systems) is described . In the high-frequency band a deter
ministic modal description of the dynamic behaviour of structures is not
very useful. The modes (oscillators) are grouped statistically and the energy
transfer from one group of modes to another group of modes is statistically
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proportional with the difference in the subsystem total energies. Lyon and
Dejong wrote a very interesting book about this topic [Lyon 95].

1.2.12 Inertia-Relief

Free-free systems can move as a rigid body through space, the structure is a
so-called unconstrained structure. The stiffness matrix [K] is singular and

therefore the flexibility matrix [G] = [Kr
1 does not exist. Launch vehi

cles, aircraft and spacecraft are examples of free-free moving dynamic sys
tems. In this chapter a method, the inertia-relief, will be derived to analyse
free-free systems. The motion as a rigid body will be eliminated and a new
set of applied loads (relative forces) will be used to analyse the elastic
behaviour of the free-free system. The relative motion and relative forces
will be introduced and a definition of the inertia-relief flexibility matrix
[Gf ] will be given.

1.2.13 Mode Acceleration Method

The mode acceleration method (MAM) will improve accuracy of the
responses; displacements and derivatives thereof such as element forces,
stresses, etc., with respect to the mode displacement method (MDM) when
a reduced set of mode shapes is used. The MDM is often called the mode
superposition method. The MDM may only be used for linear dynamics
systems. The MAM takes the truncated modes into account "statically".
The MAM is, in fact, rearranging the matrix equations of motion in the fol
lowing manner

- I .. .
{x} = [K] ({F(t)}-[M]{x}-[C]{x}) . (LlO)

Using the MAM, less modes may be in taken into account compared to the
MDM.

1.2.14 Residual Vectors

Residual vectors have been discussed by John Dickens and Ted Rose in
[Dickens 00, Rose 91]. The modal base, when the modal displacement
method [MDM] is applied, will be extended by residual vectors to account
for the deleted modes. This method is quite similar to the mode acceleration
method (MAM). Dickens proposed to construct a static mode (displace
ment) with respect to the boundaries based on the residual loads. Rose con-
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structed a static mode, again with respect to the posed boundary conditions,
however, based on the static part of the dynamic loads

Since the residual vectors are treated as modes, they will have associated
modal mass, modal stiffness and damping. With the aid of artificial damp
ing the responses due to the residual vectors will be minimised.

1.2.15 Dynamic Model Reductio~

The combination of nonreduced finite element models (FEMs) of subsys
tems to a dynamic FEM of the complete system (spacecraft or launcher)
will, in general, result in a finite element model with many degrees of free
dom (dofs) and therefore will be difficult to handle . The responsible analyst
will ask for a reduced dynamic FEM description of the subsystem to manip
ulate the total dynamic model and will prescribe the allowed number of left
or analysis dofs of the reduced dynamic model. The reduced dynamic
model is, in general, a modal description of the system involved.

The customer will prescribe the required accuracy of the reduced
dynamic model, more specifically the natural frequencies, mode shapes in
comparison to the complete finite element model or reference model. For
example, the following requirements are prescribed:
• The natural frequencies of the reduced dynamic model must deviate less

±3 % from the natural frequencies calculated using the reference model.
• The effective masses of the reduced dynamic model must be within

±10% of the effective masses calculated with the reference model.
• The diagonal terms at the cross orthogonality check [Ricks 91] must be

greater than or equal to 0.95 and the off-diagonal terms must be less than
or equal to 0.05 . The cross orthogonality check is based upon the mass
matrix .

• The diagonal terms at the modal assurance criteria (MAC) must be
greater than or equal to 0.95 and the off-diagonal terms less than or
equal to 0.10.

Sometimes the requirements concern the correlation of the response
curves obtained with the reduced dynamic model and the reference model.

Reduced models are also used to support the modal survey, the experi
mental modal analysis . The reduced dynamic model will be used to calcu
late the orthogonality relations between measured and analysed modes .
This reduced model is called the test-analysis model (TAM) [Kammer 87].
Also, various reduction methods will be discussed.

All mentioned reduction procedures are based upon the Ritz method
[Michlin 62].
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1.2.16 Component Model Synthesis

1 Introduction

The component mode synthesis (CMS) or component modal synthesis
[Hintz 75] or modal coupling technique [Maia 97] is used when compo
nents (substructures) are described by the mode displacement method
(MDM) and coupled together (synthesis) via the common boundaries {xb}

in order to perform a dynamic analysis, e.g. modal analysis, responses, of
the complete structure (assembly of substructures). The CMS method can
only be applied to linear structures . The component mode synthesis method
can also be applied to components for which the modal characteristics are
measured in combination with finite element reduced dynamic models.

In general, a component or substructure is a recognisable part of the
structure, e.g. for a spacecraft ; the primary structure, the solar arrays, the
antennae, large instruments, etc.

In the past, the CMS method was applied to significantly reduce the
number of dofs due to the imposed limitations on computers, however,
nowadays, these limitations are more or less removed but the CMS method
is still very popular. Subcontractors deliver their reduced FE dynamic mod
els to the prime contractor who will combine (synthesise) all these models
to the spacecraft dynamic FE model to perform the dynamic analysis on the
complete spacecraft. The same applies to the coupled dynamic-load analy
sis when the reduced FE model of the complete spacecraft is placed on top
of the launch vehicle. In general, the dynamic FE modal of the launch vehi
cle is a reduced dynamic FE model too.

Dynamic properties of substructures may be defined by experiment and
may be coupled to other dynamic FE models of other substructures. Hence,
there are many reasons to apply the CMS method.

For dynamic analysis the components may be obtained by reducing the
number of dofs using the MDM. The physical dofs {x} are generally
depicted on a small number of kept modes (eigenvectors), the modal base.

{x} = [<I>]{11},

• [<I>] The modal base consisting of the kept mode
• {11} The generalised or principal coordinates .

(1.11)

The number of generalised coordinates {11} is, in general, much less than
the number of physical dofs {x} .

There are many CMS techniques described in the literature. The modal
description of the components strongly depends on the boundary conditions
applied by building the reduced FE model of the component. The discus
sion of the CMS method will focus on:
• Components with fixed-interface dofs {xb }
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• Components with free interfaces
• Components with loaded interfaces

However, we will only consider undamped components.

1.2.17 Load Transformation Matrices

17

The mathematical reduced (condensed) dynamic model consists of the
reduced mass and stiffness matrices. The damping matrix is generally not
delivered in a reduced form because the damping characteristics will be
introduced later in the dynamic response analyses.

Because the reduced dynamic model only consists of reduced matrices
during the dynamic response analysis no direct information about physical
responses; e.g. forces, stresses, can be made available. The reduced
dynamic model will only produce response characteristics of physical (e.g.
IIF dofs) and generalised degrees of freedom such as displacements, veloci
ties and accelerations.

To be able to produce responses, stresses and forces in selected structural
elements during the dynamic response analyses using (coupled) reduced
dynamic models the so-called load transformation matrix (LTM) can be
used. The LTM defines a relation between forces and stresses in certain
structural elements and the degrees of freedom of the reduced dynamic
model. In general, the transformation matrix is called the output transfor
mation matrix (OTM) [Fransen 02]. Besides LTMs displacement transfor
mation matrices (DTM), acceleration transformation matrices (ATM) can
also be defined, however, only LTM's will be discussed. The creation of
DTMs and ATMs is the same as the generation of LTMs.

Two methods, fixed-free and free-free systems, of obtaining LTMs are
discussed. Both methods are based upon the mode displacement method
(MDM) in combination with the mode acceleration method (MAM).

1.3 Problems

1.3.1 Problem 1

Scan an available LN users manual with respect to the dynamic load speci
fications that must be applied in the design of spacecraft structure. Users
manuals ofLNs are available on the website oflauncher authorities such as
ARIANESPACE, www.arianespace.com!
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2 Single Degree ofFreedom
System

2.1 Introduction

The single degree of freedom (sdof) system consists, in general, of a mass,
a spring and a damper and is a very important dynamic element within the
framework of mechanical vibration. The motion of the mass represents the
degree of freedom. A degree of freedom for a system is analogous to an
independent variable for a mathematical function. The mass represents the
kinetic energy, the spring the potential energy and the damper introduces
the dissipation of energy. The sdof element is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.

Mass

Spring

Fixed base

Fig. 2.1. Simple degree of freedom (sdof) element

The sdof element without a damper is called the undamped sdof system
and the sdof element with a damper the damped sdof element. In general,
the damper is a dashpot, in which the damping force is proportional to the
relative velocity of the mass. The relative motion of the mass is defined
with respect to the fixed base. In the case of linear mechanical vibration the
dynamic properties of continuous dynamic systems, such as rods, beams,
plates, etc., can be related to the sdof dynamic system.
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Continuous dynamic systems can be discretised in many connected sdof
systems, the so-called multi-degrees of freedom (mdot) dynamic systems.
Many techniques can be applied to discretise continuous systems (see
Table 2.1). The finite element method is one such frequently used tech
nique.

Linear mdof dynamic systems can be transformed in uncoupled sdof sys
tems using properties from linear algebra [Strang 88, Zurmuehl64]. There
fore much attention will be given to the sdof system .

In this chapter both the dynamics of undamped and damped sdof systems
will be discussed.

The equation of motion of the sdof system will be solved both with the
Laplace transform and the Fourier transform. The Laplace transform is used
to solve the equation of motion in the time domain (transient vibration) and
the Fourier transform in the frequency domain (steady-state vibration, har
monic vibration or frequency responses).

2.2 Undamped Sdof System

The undamped sdof consists of a mass m (kg) and a spring k (N/m) and is
illustrated in Fig. 2.2. The properties of the mass element and the spring
element do not vary in time. An external force F(t) is applied to the mass
element. The force is dependent on time.

fixed base

1x(t)
. ;

Free body diagram

Fig. 2.2. Undamped sdof and free-body diagram

Ifthe mass has a small displacement x(t) (m) and has an acceleration x(t)

(m/s2) and the mass element is exposed to several forces; an external
applied force F(t) and two internal forces; the spring forces kx(t) and the

inertia force mx(t) . In the sense of the D'Alembert principle (Jean Le Rond
d'Alembert 1717-1783) [Meirovitch 70] a dynamic problem is treated as a
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static problem. The equilibrium of the mass element will result in an equa
tion of motion of the sdof dynamical system.

mx(t) + kx(t) = F(t). (2.1)

We will now introduce the radian (circular) natural frequency ffin (rad/s)
which is defined as

ffin = J!. (2.2)

The dimensions of the spring stiffness k are (N/m) or (kgmls2m=kg/s2) and
the dimension of the natural frequency now becomes (rad/s). The
undamped natural period Tn (s) is

The frequency is denoted by in (Hz)

1
in = 21tffin = T ·

n

(2.3)

(2.4)

The unit (Hz), Hertz, was named after the German physisist Heinrich Hertz
(1857-1894) [Nahin 98]. Quite often instead of the unit (Hz) the unit cycles
per second (cps) is used.

Dividing (2.1) by m will result in the following equation of motion for
the sdof system

•• 2 F(t)
x(t) + ffinX(t) = - = f(t) .

m
(2.5)

Equation (2.5) is a linear second-order nonhomogeneuos differential equa
tion. The coefficients are constants.

In Table 2.1 a few examples of sdof systems are illustrated. The mass of
the beams is neglected and no shear effects are taken into account. The

bending stiffness of the beam is EI (Nm2).
Equation (2.5) and corresponding initial and boundary conditions will be

solved using the Laplace transform method and the Inverse Laplace Trans
form [Kreyszig 93].
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Table 2.1. Examples

Example of single degree of freedom
dynamic system

Undampedequation of motion
.. 2
X + <Onx = 0

2 AE
<0 =

n mL
EA,L

!-----~O 111-'7

EI, L 2 3EI
<0 =

n mL3

2 6EI
<On = -3

mL

2 24EI
<On = --3

mL
EI. LEI, L ~

-----01--
m

2 GJ
<On = TL

m

GJ, L1------0 1 1l1~

where

• E
• 1

• J

• G
• L

Modulus of elasticity (Young's modulus of elasticity) (Pa)

Second moment of area (m")

Torsion constant (m")
Shear modulus (Pa)
Length (m)

Discrete mass element (kg)

Second moment of inertia (kgrrr')
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The standard Laplace transform (Pierre Simon de Laplace 1749-1827

[Nahin 98]) of the functions x(t) , x(t), x(t) and j(t) , with t ~ 0, are [Krey
szig 93]:

L(x{t)) ={e-s1x(t)dS = X(s),
o

and

L(x(t)) ={e-S1X(t)dS = sX(S)- x(O) ,
o

and

L(x(t)) = {e-stx(t)dS = iX(s)- sx(O)-x(O) ,
o

and

L(f(t)) = {e-S;(t)dS = F(s).
o

2.2.1 Solution of an Sdof System with Initial Conditions

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

We will solve (2.5) with the aid of the Laplace transform with a zero exter
nal force, Jet) = 0, however, with the initial conditions, namely x(O) = Xo

and x(O) = O. The Laplace Transform of the homogeneous equation of
motion (2.5) is

.. 2
L[x(t)] + (OnL[x(t)] = L[O],

or
2 • 2

S X(s) - sx(O) - x(O) + (OnX(s) = o.
After the introduction of the initial conditions we have

2 2
S X(s) - sXo + (OnX(s) = O.

We will find the following relation for X(s)

sXo
X(s) = -2--2'

S + (On

The inverse Laplace transform is defined as

- 1
X(t) = L [X(S)].

(2.10)

(2.11)
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The Laplace transform of the function g(t) = cosuv is

as
L[ag(t)] = -2--2 '

S + (On
(2.12)

Finally the solution of the homogeneous equation (2.5) with initial condi

tions x(O) = Xo and x(O) = 0 is

(2.13)

Assume the initial conditions are specified for both the velocity and the dis

placement, x(O) = Vo and x(O) = Xo '

The expression for Xes) becomes

Vo sXo
Xes) = -2--2 + -2--2 '

S + (On S + (On

The Laplace transform of the function g(t) = sin(Ont is

a(On
L[ag(t)] = -2--2 '

S + (On

(2.14)

(2.15)

The final solution of the homogeneous equation (2.5) with initial conditions

x(O) = Xo and x(O) = Vo is

This solution for x(t) is called the complementary function and is associ
ated with the initial conditions.

2.2.2 Solution of an Sdof System with Applied Forces

The solution of an sdof system with applied forces can be divided into two
categories:
• Enforced motion; displacement, velocity and acceleration or combina

tions. In this book we will only consider sdof systems with enforced
accelerations or base excitation. Enforced motion can be translated into
applied forces .

• External forces applied to the sdof system
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Enforced Accelerations
An sdof system with a discrete mass m and a spring element k is placed on

a moving base, which is accelerated with an acceleration ii(t). The result
ing displacement of the mass is x(t). We introduce a relative motion z(t) ,

which is the displacement of the mass with respect to the base. The relative
displacement is

z(t) = x(t) - u(t) .

rxi t)

moving base

Fig. 2.3. Enforced acceleration on an sdof system

The spring force Fsf(t) acting on the mass element is

Fsf(t) = k{z(t)} = k{x(t) - u(t)} .

(2.17)

(2.18)

With reference to Fig. 2.2 and (2.1) the equation of motion of the enforced
sdof system in Fig. 2.3 is

mx(t) +k{x(t) - u(t)} = o.

Introducing the relative motion z(t) and z'(t) (2.19) becomes

mz'(t) + kz(t) = -mii(t),

or

.. 2 ..
z(t) + ronz(t) = -u(t) .

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21)

The enforced acceleration of the sdof system is transformed into an external
force. The absolute displacement x( t) can be calculated with (2.17) or

•• .... 2
x(t) = z(t) + u(t) = -ronz(t) . (2.22)

A Sinusoidal Enforced Acceleration
We start with the zero initial conditions z(O) = 0 and z(O) = 0 the sdof
system will be enforced with sinusoidal acceleration, assuming mif:. ron
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u(t) = A sintor .

The Laplace transform of (2.21) is now

2 Single Degree of Freedom System

(2.23)

2 2 00
S Z(s) + oonZ(s) = -A-

2
- -

2
.

S + 00

The Laplace transform Z(s) becomes

1 00
Z(s) = -A-2- - 2- 2- - 2 •

S + oons + 00

The inverse Laplace transform of (2.25) is from [Kreyszig 93]

z(t) = C 1
{Z(s)}= 2-

A 2(~Silloont- SillOOt).
00 - 00 oonn

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.26)

The solution for z(t) is called the particular integral and is associated with
the forcing function. When 00 = oon the solution of (2.26) does not exist.

Applying the 1'H6pital rule, differentiating the numerator and the denomi
nator and let 00 -7 oon , we find

(2.27)

The last term of (2.27) grows out of bounds, indicating resonance. The rela

tive acceleration z'(t ) for 00:;c oon is found after differentiation of (2.26)

twice with respect to time.

(2.28)

External Forces
We recall here (2.5) of the sdof system illustated in Fig. 2.2

x(t) + oo~x(t) = F(t) =f(t) .
m

Assume zero initial conditions with respect to the initial displacement and

velocity; x(O) = x(O) = O. The Laplace tranform of (2.5) becomes
2 • 2

S X(s)-sx(O)-x(O)+oonX(s) = F(s).

After the introduction of the initial conditions the expression of X(s) will
be
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F(s) 1
Xes) = -z--z = F(s)-z--z '

s + COn S + COn

The convolution product is defined as [Stephenson 70]:

I I

J(t)* get) =I J(t - 't)g( 't)d't =I j(t)g( t - 't)d't ,
o 0

27

(2.29)

(2.30)

and the Laplace transform of the convolution product is [Stephenson 70]:

L[f(t)*g(t)] = F(s)G(s) .

Applying the convolution theorem to (2.29) we obtain

IIsincon(t - r) II sincon't
x(t) = f('t)d't= --f(t-'t)d't,

o COn 0 COn

or

I . I

I SIn COn't Ix(t) = --f(t-'t)d't = h('t)j(t-'t)d't
o COn 0

(2.31)

(2.32)

(2.33)

sincont
where h(t) = -- is the undamped impulse response function.

con

The total solution of (2.5) is the superposition of the solutions of (2.16),

with the initial conditions x(O) = X o and x(O) = vo ' and the particular
solution (2.32)

(2.34)

2.3 Damped Vibration and the Damping Ratio

A viscous damper element will now be added to the sdof system as illus
trated in Fig. 2.4. The damping force is proportional to the relative velocity
of the mass element. The mass m , spring stiffness k and the damping con
stant c are constant with time. The damped sdof has linear properties.
In the sense of d'Alembert the mass is in equilibrium, the internal forces are

in equilibrium with the external force, with Finertia = -mx(t), the equation

of equilibrium can be written as follows
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fixed base

1X(I)
1mx(t))

cx(t )

Free-body diagram

2 Single Degree of Freedom System

Fig. 2.4. Sdof system with damper

Finertia + Fdamping + F stiffness = Fextemal '

In terms of the motion of the mass this means

mx(t) + cx(t) + kx(t) = F(t) ,

(2.35)

(2.36)

where
• c the viscous damping constant (Ns/m)

With the introduction of the natural radian frequency oon= J£ and the crit-

ical damping constant Cerit = 2 jk;;z and the damping ratio ~ =...£ the
Cerit

damping constant C can be expressed as follows

c r Cerit rJ£ 2r- = ",- = 2", - = ",00 .m m m n
(2.37)

The critical damping is the minimum damping that results in non-peri
odic motion of the sdof system under free vibration . The damping ratio is
the ratio of the sdof systems actual viscous damping to its critical damping.

Dividing (2.36) by the mass m the equation of motion of the damped
sdof system becomes

.. r ' 2 F(t)
x(t) + 2",oonx(t) + oonx(t) = - = f(t) ·

m
(2.38)

We will investigate the influence of the damping ratio on the solution of
the second-order linear homogeneous equation of motion, with f(t) = o.

x(t) + 2~oonx(t) + oo~x(t) = O.

We try the following solution for x(t)

AI
x(t) = e , (2.39)
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which results in the characteristic equation

The solution of (2.40) is

"') ,2 = ron( - t, ±Jt,2 -1) .

29

(2.40)

(2.41)

We consider three cases for the damping:

1. The system is underdamped, t, < 1 ; the damping ratio is less than the
critical damping ratio, the sdof system will show oscillatory (periodic)
behaviour (two conjugate complex roots).

2. The system is critically damped, t, = 1; the damping ratio is the critical
damping ratio, the sdof system shows aperodic (nonoscillatory) behav
iour (repeated real roots) .

3. The system is overdamped.t, > 1 ; the damping ratio is greater than the
critical damping ratio, the sdof system shows nonoscillatory and expo
nentiallly decaying response behaviour (real roots).

2.3.1 Solution of the Sdof System in the Time Domain

The Laplace transform of (2.38) is

ix(s) - sx(O) - x(O) + 2t,ron{sX(s) - x(O)} + ro~X(s) = F(s). (2.42)

Withinitialconditionsatt = O,x(O) = xo and xtu) = VO ' Xes) becomes

Below critical damping t, < 1
Equation (2.43) becomes

1
Xes) = 2 2 2 {xo(s+t,ron)+xot,ron+vo+F(s)}. (2.44)

(s + t,ron) + ron(l - t, )

The damped natural (circular) frequency rod (rad/s) is defined as

rod = ronJl- t,2.

The solution of (2.44), the inverse Laplace transform, is

(2.45)
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The function

-sm t sinOOdt
h(t) = e n -00- ,

d

(2.46)

(2.47)

is called the damped impulse response function, which is, in fact the
response of the damped sdof system, with zero initial conditions, and as
external force the Dirac delta function 8(t) (P.A.M. Dirac, 1902-1984).
The Dirac delta function has the following properties:
.8(t)=Ofort:1:0

·r 8(t)dt = 1

·r f(t))8(t-a)dt = f(a)

-sm t sinOOd t
In (2.47) e n represents the exponentially decay and -- the periodic

OOd

motion.

Equal to critical damping ~ = 1
Equation (2.43) becomes

1
X(s) = 2{xO(s + OOn) +xoOOn + Vo + F(s)}.

(s + OOn)

The solution of (2.48) is

t

-sov vot -smnt f -smn't
x(t)=xoe (l+t)+-e + 'te f(t-1)d1 .

OOn 0

(2.48)

(2.49)

Above critical damping ~ > 1
Equation (2.43) becomes

1
X(s) = 2 2 2 {xo(s+~OOn)+xo~OOn+vo+F(s)} . (2.50)

(s + ~OOn) -OOn(~ - 1)
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The solution of (2.50) is, with

n, = ffinJr"z - 1

31

(2.51)

(2.52)

In this book no further attention will be paid to damped dynamical sys
tems with damping ratios equal to or higher than the critical damping ratio
(r" =1). In general the damping ratios 0 ~ r" s 0,1 are very common in
spacecraft primary structure design, appendices and electronic boxes. In
most cases the damping in structures is represented by the modal viscous
damping ratio. Later in this book another model of damping idealisation,
the structural damping (hysteresis), will be discussed.

An sdof dynamic system is given by [Kreyszig 93]

9.082x(t) + cx(t) + 890x(t) = 0

When it is subjected to x(O) = 0.15 m and x(O) = 0 mls . How does the
motion change if the sdof has damping given by

1. c = 200.0 Ns/m

2. c = 179.8 Ns/m

3. c = 100.0 Ns/m

Solution 1

9.082x(t) + 200.0x(t) + 890x(t) = O.

The damping ratio r" = ~ = 1.11>1 .
2",km

The solution can be written as x(t) =A/I, thus with
AI •z = -11.01 ±4.822 we can solve the constants Al and Az of equation

A l l AZI • d 1 1
x(t) =Al e + Aze . With Al + Az = 0.1500 an I\.IAI + I\.zAz = 0 the

solution becomes
x( t ) = 0.246e-6.1901 _ 0.096e-15.831.

Solution 2

9.082x(t) + 179.8x(t) + 890x(t) = O.
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The damping ratio ~ = ~ = 1.
2",km

The solution can be written as xU) = All, thus with A = -9.899 we can

solve the constants AI and A 2 of the equation x(t) = A/I.I +A2tl
l
. With

A) = 0.1500 and AA) +A2 = 0 the solution becomes
-9.8991

x(t) = (0.1500+ 1.485t)e .

Solution 3

9.082x(t) + 100.Ox(t) + 890x(t) = O.

The damping ratio 1; = ~ = 0.56< 1.
2",km

The solution can be written as x(t) = All, thus with
AI 2 = - 5.506±j8.227 we can solve the constants AI and A 2 of the equa-

tion xU) =A/I.
II

+A2/
zl.

With AI +A2 = 0.1500 and AlAI + A2A2 = 0 the

solution becomes

x(t) = {0.1500cos(8.227t) + 0.1004sin(8.227t)}e-5
.5061 .

2.3.2 Solution of the Damped Sdof System with Applied Forces

The solution of a damped sdof system with applied forces can be divided
into two categories:
• Enforced motion; displacement, velocity and acceleration or combina

tions. In this book we will only consider sdof systems with enforced
accelerations or base excitation. Enforced motion can be translated into
applied forces. The sdof system is illustrated in Fig. .

• External forces applied to the sdof system.

Enforced Accelerations
An sdof system with a discrete mass m, a damper element c and a spring
element k is placed on a moving base which is accelerated with an acceler

ation u(t) . The resulting displacement of the mass is x(t). We introduce a
relative motion z(t) which is the displacement of the mass with respect to
the base. The relative displacement is

z(t) = x(t) - u(t) (2.53)
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moving base
ii(t)

Fig. 2.5. Enforced acceleration on a damped sdof system

Analogue to (2.21) we can write

.. . 2 ••
z(t) + 2~ffinz(t) + ffioZ(t) = -u(t) (2.54)

The enforced acceleration of the sdof system is transformed into an external
force. The absolute displacement x(t) can be calculated with (2.54) or

•• •• •• • 2
x(t) = z(t) + u(t) = -2~ffioZ(t)-ffioZ(t) (2.55)

We start with zero initial conditions z(O) = 0 and z(O) = 0 and the sdof
system will be enforced with a sinusoidal acceleration

u(t) =Asino» (2.56)

Equation (2.54) may be solved with the aid of and with the initial condi
tions, the displacement z(O) and thevelocity z(O), the solution for z(t) is

-~Olnt( -L.)z(t) = z(O)e cosffidt +~ Slllffidt

(2.57)

The solution of (2.57) , the relative displacement z(t) is

The relative velocity z(t) becomes
. -~Ol t r r'z(t) = e n [(Cffid-Bffio':»cos ffidt-(Cffi,:>+ Bffid)Slllffidt]
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(2.59)

(2.60)

The constants Band C can be determined by evaluating (2.58) and (2.59)

for the boundary conditions z(O) = z(O) = 0:

(2.61)

and

(2.62)

2.3.3 Solution in the Frequency Domain

Solving (2.38) in the frequency domain means forced-response characteris
tics (particular integral) of the sdof system are taken into account. No initial
conditions are taken into account. They are assumed to be damped out. This
type of response analysis is often called forced responses, frequency
responses or steady-state responses . We will solve (2.38) with the use of the
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Fourier transform technique (Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier 1768-1830).
The Fourier-transform of a function x(t) is defined by [James 93]

F{x(t)}= X(oo) =rx(t)e-j<iltdt,

and the inverse of the Fourier transform is

1 1 f= .F {X(t)}= x(t) = 21t X(oo)t!<iltdoo .

(2.63)

(2.64)

Some authors introduce the factor 2-.l not in (2.64) but in (2.63), or ~
1t ~21t

in both equations for reasons of symmetry. We have adopted the above
because it is commonly used in the engineering literature.

The Fourier-transform of the first time derivative of x(t), the velocity

x(t )

F{x(t)}= jooX(oo) =rx(t)e-j<iltdt (2.65)

The Fourier transform of the second time derivative of x(t), the accelera

tion x (t ) is

The Fourier-transform of (2.38) is

- 00
2
X( (0) + 2j~oonooX( (0) + oo~X( (0) = F( (0) .

We make X(oo) now explicit, thus

X(oo) = 2 ~(oo)
(oon- 00 ) + 2j~oonoo

The receptance a((0) becomes

X( (0) (oo~ - (0
2
) - 2j~oonoo

a(oo) = - = .
F(oo) (oo~ _ (02)2+ (2~oonoo)2

The absolute value of the receptance la(oo)1 is

(2.67)

(2.68)

(2.69)
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(2.70)la(ro)1 = !X(ro)1 = 1 .
F(ro) J(ro~ _ ro2)2 + (2~ronro/

The absolute value of the receptance la( ro)1 reaches a maximum value at
the resonance frequency rores (rad/s)] if, [Friswell 98],

(2.71)

(2.74)

The damped natural frequency is rod = ronJ1- ~2 .

Enforced Accelerations
We will solve (2.54)

z'(t) + 2~ronz(t) + ro~z(t) = -ii(t)

in the frequency domain assuming a base excitation like (2.56)

ii(t) = A sin (rot)
The Fourier-transform of (2.54) and equation (2.56) is

-ro2Z(ro)+2j~ronroZ(ro)+ro~Z(ro) =-A~[B(ro-ro)-B(ro+ro») . (2.72)
]

The inverse Fourier-transform of (2.72) is

z(t)= p-I {Z(ro)} = -A~~r [B(~ + ro1- B(~- ro)]jOltdro . (2.73)
-~ (ron-ro )+2J~ronro

Finally, the solution of the relative displacement z(t) becomes

( ) _ A sin(ro - <p)t
Z t - - ,

J 2 2 2 2
(ron - m") + (2~ronro)

where the phase angle q> can be calculated with

2~ronro
tamp = 2 2'

(ron - ro )

The relative velocity z( t )

and the relative acceleration z'( t)

(2.75)

(2.76)
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z'(t) =A(l sinew- q»t = -W2z( t) ,

J 2 2 2 2
(Wn- W ) + (2~wnw)

We can rewrite (2,74), (2.76) and (2.77) as follows

z(t) = IZ( w)/ sin( (to - cp)t+ 1~1t),

and

z(t) = wIZ(w)1 sin«w-cp)t + 21t),

and

37

(2.77)

(2.78)

(2.79)

(2.80)

This means that the relative velocity zU) has a positive phase shift of

e = ~1t rad with respect to the relative displacement z(t) and the relative

acceleration z'(t) has a positive phase shift of e = 1t rad with respect to
the relative displacement z(t). IZ(w)1 is the modulus or vector length of the
harmonic displacement of z(t) with a forced excitation frequency ro .

(2 .81)

In fact, the moduli of the displacement z(t) . the velocity zU) and the

acceleration z'(t) are the frequency responses due to the enforced harmonic

acceleration ii(t) = Asin(wt).

In the complex plane (Wessell or Argand diagram) means the multipica-

tion with j a positive phase shift of e = ~1t rad. The multiplication of the

displacement z(t) with jw is differentiating with respect to time of with
z(t). Instead of using the harmonic function sintor we will use the har-

monic function tlrof
, with j = H (rotation operator). Euler's formula,

published in 1748 by Eule~, [Nahin 98], tells us that

1. Casper Wessel 1745-1818, [Nahin98]

2. Euler 's identity
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dOlI = sin(rot) + jcos(rot). (2.82)

The series of dX can be written as

jx = . Ux)2 Ux)3 Ux)4 Ux)5
e 1+JX +2! +3! + 4! + 5'! + .....

2 4 3 5

dX
= (l-~+~- ...)+j(x-~+~- ...) = cos(x)+jsin(x).

Equation (2.82) is illustrated in Fig. 2.6.

sin(rot)

cos(rot)

Fig. 2.6. Complex plane (Wessel or Argand diagram)

We will solve (2.54)
. . . 2 •.
z(t) + 2~ronz(t) + ronz(t) = -u(t)

in the frequency domain assuming a base excitation like (2.56)

ii =AdOlI
•

We assume now that the displacement is

z(t) = Z(ro)dOlI.

Substituting (2.84) into (2.54) we find for ZUro)

-A
Zero) = 2 2 •

ron - ro + 2j~ronro

We rewrite (2.85) as follows

_A(ro2
- ro2

- 2'.]'1' ro m)
Zero) = n ~ n .

2 2 2 2(ron - ro) + (2I;:ronro)

The modulus of Z(eo) is

(2.83)

(2.84)

(2.85)

(2.86)
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and the associated argument Arg(Z(ro))

(2.88)

The velocity z(t) now becomes

and the acceleration z'(t )

.• 2 j(jJt 2 j(jJext •· j(jJt
z(t) = 0ro) Z(ro)e = -ro Z(ro)e = Z(ro)e .

The associated arguments for z(t) and z'(t) are respectively,

. 1t
Arg(z(t)) = 2+ Arg(Z(ro))

Arg(z'(t)) = ± 1t + Arg(Z(ro)) .

The absolute acceleration becomes

or

(2.89)

(2.90)

(2.91)

(2.92)

(2.93)

.. ..
X(ro) = Z(ro)+A = (2.94)

The result of (2.94) is similar when (2.56) has been used.
Instead of using the formal Fourier-transform for solving the frequency

responses of the sdof system exposed forced vibration we use !(jJt to
achieve solutions of response functions in the frequency domain .

Frequency Response Function
The frequency response function (FRF) H( oi) is defined as the quotient of
the frequency response of the accelerations with respect to the base acceler
ation (2.83), however, both in the frequency domain
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Thus the FRF becomes

2 Single Degree of Freedom System

(2.95)

The FRF with respect to the absolute accelerations Hx(O))A =X(0))

ForcingFunction f(t)

We will solve (2.38):

x(t) + 2~O)i(t) + O)~x(t) = F(t) = f(t)
m

in the frequency domain assuming the forcing function

F .
f(t) = -.!!t!WI

m

We now assume that the displacement is

x(t) = x(0))i
W1

The frequency response function X(0)) becomes

or expressed in the static displacement X stat = :0 (m), using (2.2).

(2.96)

(2.97)

(2.98)

(2.99)

(2.100)

(2.101)
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(2.102)

The absolute velocity x(t) now becomes

x(t) = jroX(ro)d
W 1 = X(ro)dW1

,

and the absolute acceleration x (t )

(2.103)

(2.104)

Frequency Response Function
The following FRF can be derived :

X(ro) _ 1

X
stat

- (1-00:+2jr,~)'
oon ron

(2.105)

and the modulus is

(2.106)1

(1-:;)'+(2,:;)'
I~~:)I = -;===::::;::==::::::::

Alternative forms (names) of the frequency response function [McCon
nel 95, Maia 97] are:

• Receptance 0.(00)= H( (0) = disp1acemen~ re~ponse
force excitation

• Admittance 0.( (0) = dis~acemen~ re~ponse
orce excitation

D . li () displacement response• ynamlc comp lance a. ro = c . .
rorceexcrtation

• Mobilit Y(oo)= 'ooH ( oo ) = velocity r~sp~nse
y ] force excitation

• Accelerance A (00)= jooY((0) = aCC~leration ~es~onsee
orce excitatron

I t A()
acceleration response

• ner ance 00 = . .
force excitation

D ic stiff 1 force excitation
• ynamic sti ness 0.("') =

\AI displacement response
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=
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• Apparent mass

• Dynamic mass

2 Single Degree of Freedom System

force excitation
-- =
Y(oi) velocity response

1 force excitation
A ( ro) acceleration response

1 force excitation
A (Ul) = acceleration response

2.3.4 State Space Representation of the Sdof System

In (2.38) the equation of motion of a sdof dynamic system has been
derived. We assume underdamped damping ratio (s < 1) characteristics.

.. r.: : 2 F(t)x(t) + 2."UlnX(t) + UlnX(t) = - = f(t) .
m

We will now introduce the state space variables y(t)

y(t) = { Yl(t) } = { ~(t) } .
Y2(t) x(t)

Rearranging (2.38) we get the space state equations of motion

(2.107)

Response Analysis in Time Domain
With initial condition s at t = 0, Yl(0) = X o and Y2(0) = Vo' the equation
to solve the Laplace-transform, becomes

[~ S + 00;-~ 2,ooJ{ ~:~:~ } = { v0 :~(S) } (2.1<W)

The solution for Yl(t) = x(t) becomes (see also (2.52»

(2.110)
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Frequency Response Analysis
The forcing function in the frequency domain is assumed to be

We assume now that the state vector is

{y(t)} = {Y(OO)}jlOt.

The equations written in the frequency domain are

The solution of (2.114), Y1(oo) = X(oo) becomes

and the solution for Y2(oo) = X(oo) is

. Fo joo .
Y2(oo) = X(oo) = - (2 ) = JOOX(oo) .

m 2 00 00
00 1-- + 2j~-

n 002 00
0

n

(2.112)

(2.113)

(2.114)

(2 .115)

(2.116)

The damped natural frequencies can be obtained by calculating the poles of

X(oo) or X(OO) with
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( 1 _ CO: + 2jl;~) = O. (2.117)
CO COn

n

This means that the damped natural frequences become

1. COl = -1;-jJ1-1;2
con

2. CO2 =-I;+jn
COn

The natural frequency con is obtained with

and the damping ratio I; is calculated with

I; = (COl + co2) •

2con

(2.118)

(2.119)

A certain sdof dynamic system, enforced with a Dirac delta force, can be
described with the following equation of motion .

.t(t ) + xU) + 100x(t) = oCt - 1) .

The characteristics of the damped sdof system, the displacements, the
velocities and the accelerations in the time domain will be calculated.

The space state equation of motion becomes

{
YI(t) ) = [0 1J{ yIU) }+{ 0 },
Y2( t ) -100 -1 hU) 0(t-1)

with initial condition at t = 0 , YI (0) = 0 and h(O) = O.

The eigenvalue problem is obtained by substituting for {y} = {Y(An/ t

in the homogeneous state space equations of motion

[
A -l]{YI(A)} {o}

100 1 + A Y2(A) - 0 .

The eigenvalues Al and 1.2 are

• Al = - 0.5 - 9.9875j

• Al = - 0.5 + 9.9875j
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From (2.118) we obtained the natural circular frequency of the sdof
dynamic system

(00 = JA I Al = J(0.5)2 + (9.9875)2 = 10,

and from (2.119) the viscous damping ratio I;
(A + A )

I; = ~ 2 = 0.05.
(00

The solution for the state variables is YI (t) = x(t) and Y2(t) = x(t).

With (00 = 10, I; = 0.05 and (Od = (OoJ 1 - 1;2 = 9.98749

t •

f -SOl tSlll(Od't
Yl(t)= x(t)= 100 e n --8(t-'t-1)d't,

o (Od

and

t ( )
• ~~t •

h(t)= x(t)= 100f e COS(Od't-~Slll(Od't 8(t-'t-1)d't.

o '"1- 1;2

It is a good excercise to evaluate the two previous relations.

2.4 Problems

2.4.1 Problem 1

A 1000 kg mass is attached to a spring such that the natural frequency is 25
Hz. What is the spring constant k (N/m)?

Answer: k = 24.67 106 N/m

sdof 1

m

sdof2

Fig. 2.7. sdof systems (spring-mass systems)
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2.4.2 Problem 2

2 Single Degree of Freedom System

Derive the radian natural frequencies for both sdof dynamic systems as
shown Fig. 2.7, [Norton 89]

Answers: 0)1 = {2k, 0)2 = fk.
~;; ~2;,

2.4.3 Problem 3

Assuming a clamped-free massless elastic beam with bending stiffness EI ,

derive an expression for the natural frequency of the dynamic system.

Fig. 2.8. Beam-springs-mass system

Hint: Calculate the displacement 0 caused by the inertia force mg applied

to the mass . The spring stiffness is given by k = 3£:. The natural fre
21

quency f (Hz) can be calculated with f = 2~~'

Answer: f = 0.191 ill Hz.
~mz3

2.4.4 Problem 4

A mass oscillates harmonically with an amplitude of 0.002 m and a fre
quency of 35 Hz. What are the values of the maximum velocity v in (mls)

and the maximum acceleration a in (g) (9.8Imls2)?

Answers: v = 0.44 mis, a = 9.86 g.
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2.4.5 Problem 5

47

Derive the expressions for the mobility and impedance of a mass element, a
spring element, viscous-damping element and a mass-spring-damper sys
tem. For the answers see Table 2.2.

Table 2.2. Element mobility and impedance

Element

Mass

Spring

Damper

Mass-spring-damper

2.4.6 Problem 6

Mobility

jmt»

jro
k

1

c

Impedance

jmi»

k
jro

c

An sdof dynamic system is desribed by

x(t) + 4x(t) + 5x(t) = 8cost.

Calculate the radian natural frequency ron and the damping ratio 1; .
Solve the forced equation of motion using the Laplace-transform subject to

the initial conditions x(O) = x(O) = O.

Answers: ron =.[5, S = 0.89, and x(t) = cost+sint-e-
2t(cost+3sint)

[James 93].

2.4.7 Problem 7

The mass m of the mechanical system of Fig. 2.9 is subjected to a harmonic
forcing sin(rot) . Define the steady-state response of the sdof system.
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s in (WI)

m 1
'-----r-----' X ( I )

Fig. 2.9. Mechanical system

2.4.8 Problem 8

2 Single Degree of Freedom System

Show that the maxima and minima of an underdamped motion occur at
equidistant values of t, the distance between two consecutive maxima

b
. 21temg-.

COd
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3.1 Introduction

For transient vibration, damping is less important than for harmonic (sinu
soidal) vibration. In the case of harmonic vibration the damping in struc
tures plays a very important role to reduce the responses . At the resonance
frequencies the inertia loads are in equilibrium with the elastic loads; there
fore the applied external loads are balanced by the induced damping loads.
The lower the damping, the higher the responses in the structure , because
less energy is dissipated . When the damping is very low the responses can
be so large that damage is caused to the structure.

Damping may be categorised as follows [Beards 96]:
• Passive damping
• Inherent damping
• Added damping
• Active damping

Inherent damping in a structure is largely determined by the materials
used, the type of construction and the assembly. In general the damping in
pure materials is very low. The friction in structural joints, cable booms,
etc., will give a much higher damping than the material damping only. In
lightweight and large structures; solar arrays, antenna dishes, etc., the
acoustic radiation will also contribute to the damping due to the dissipated
energy of the occurring sound.

Damping from other (external) sources may be added to the inherent
damping in the structure. The application of passive dampers and damping
layers are examples of extra damping introduced in a design. In the case of
prescribed response amplitudes (acceleration, etc.), responses will be con
trolled by use of active damping .
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Only the inherent damping in structures is discussed in this chapter. The
phenomena of increased damping due to increases in the input levels and
frequencies is not considered here.

3.2 Damped Vibration

For treating mechanical vibration the single degree of freedom (sdof) sys
tem is the simplest mechanical oscillator. The sdof system consists of a dis
crete mass and a massless linear spring connected to the mass and the base.
Ingeneral a damping element (linear or nonlinear) may be active in parallel
with the linear spring. The relative displacement of the discrete mass with
respect to the base is defined as x(t) (m). Applying an excitation force F(t)

(N) to the mass m (kg), the equation of motion of such an sdof system is
[Beards 96]:

.. f d 2 F(t)
x(t) + - + 00 x(t) = - = f(t),m n m

where

• ron=~ is the natural circular frequency (radls).

The damping force fd (N) may be caused by:

• Material damping
• Air damping
• Acoustic damping
• Joint damping (rivets, bolts, bonding)

3.2.1 Linear Damping

(3.1)

For linear damping, the damping is either linearly proportional to the veloc

ity x(t), the so-called viscous damping, or is linearly proportional to the
elastic force, kx(t) , the so-called structural damping . Hence the damping
force can be defined as:

• Viscous damping fd = ex (N)

• Structural damping fd = jgkx (N)

At the resonance frequency of a harmonic vibration, both viscous damp

ing and structural damping forces exhibit a positive phase shift of ~ rad
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with respect to the elastic force. Structural damping is proportional to the

stiffness. The phase shift of ~ rad for structural damping is obtained by

multiplying the proportional part of the elastic force with the complex

number j = H [James 93].
The introduction of complex numbers in the mathematical model limits

the application of the structural damping only for harmonic vibration . At
the resonance frequency the harmonic inertia loads have a ±1t rad phase
shift with respect to the elastic forces.

In general, the mathematical models of viscous damping and structural
damping are applied to linear mechanical vibration. They are easy to under
stand and to use in dynamic response analysis of harmonic vibration.

The concept of viscous damping may also be used in transient vibration.

3.2.2 Viscous Damping

The equation of motion of an sdof system, assuming linear viscous damp
ing and a mass excited by an external load is:

mx(t) + cx (t ) + kx(t) = F(t),

where
• c is the viscous damping constant (Ns/m).

Dividing (3.2) by m

x(t) + 2~OOnx(t) + oo;x(t) = F(t) =!(t) ,
m

where

• Ceril = 2jk; is the critical damping (Ns/m)

C
• ~ = - is the damping ratio

Ceril

C r CeTiI r~ r• - = ... - = 2... - = 2... 00m m m n

3.2.3 Structural Damping

(3.2)

(3.3)

The equation of motion of an sdof system, assuming linear structural damp
ing and the mass excited by an external load is:
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mx(t) + k(l + jg)x(t) -= F(t) ,

3 Damping Models

(3.4)

where
• g is the structural damping ratio (hysteric damping) (-)

Dividing (3.4) by the mass m gives

x(t) + ro~( 1 + jg )x(t) = F(t) = f(t) .
m

3.2.4 Loss Factor

(3.5)

When damping is general it is commonly quantified by the loss factor. The
definition of the loss factor is [Thomson 98]:

(3.6)

where

• 0diss = ffo dx is the dissipated energy per cycle

• °diss

21t
is the damping energy per radian

is the peak potential energy.

For the viscous damping c and with x( t) = A sin(rot - q» , the damping
energy loss is given by

0diss = ffodx = fcxdx = fc/ dt = 1tcroA
2 = 2~1tA 2ro /fi;t , (3.7)

and with

(3.8)

we obtain

(3.9)

At the natural frequency ron the loss factor 11 = 2~.

In the case of harmonic vibration the structural damping
•• 2 F(t)
x(t) + ron(l + jg)x(t) = - = f(t)

m
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can be expressed as the following equation x(t) = Asin(Olt- q»:
2

.. (Oln). 2 FU)xU) + ill gx(t) + OlnX(t) = -;;; = f(t) .

The dissipated energy per cycle is

and with the peak potential energy given by
1 2 2

Emax = 20lnA ,

we obtain

Ildissl1=--=g .
21tEmax

3.3 Amplification Factor
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(3.10)

(3.11)

The maximum absolute response of the sdof system, either with viscous or
structural damping is very close to, or the same as, the natural frequency.
(With viscous damping the maximum amplification occurs at

00 = OlnJ1 - 2s2
, but the damped natural frequency is given by

Old = OlnJ1 - S2). The maximum absolute value of the frequency response
function (FRF) at the resonance frequency is called the amplification factor
(quality factor, magnification factor) Q . The FRF can be obtained by

applying a unit forcing function f(t) = tlro t
• The response of the discrete

mass can then be assumed to be x(t) = X(jOl)tl rot . This solution for x(t)
will be substituted in the equations of motion of a simple mass-spring sys
tem with either viscous or structural damping.

3.3.1 Modal Viscous Damping

The equation of motion of the sdof system with modal viscous damping is

x(t) + 2SOlnX(t) + Ol~XU) = fU) .

The frequency response of x(t) is X(jOl)
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(3.12)

where

• H( (0) = 2
1 is the frequency response function (FRF)[1-(:J +2j~(:JJ

The modulus of the FRF, HUw) is

(3.13)

[{1-(:J2r+(2~:nr]
IH( (0)1 = r======:====

IH(w)1 = ~'
2~",1 _ ~2

and will be reached at an excitation frequency

The maximum value of IH(w)1 is
I

00 = wnJI- 2~2 . (3.14)

In general, the natural frequency oi, is:

At the natural frequency:

(3.16)

where Q is called the amplification factor.

3.3.2 Modal Structural Damping

(3.17)

The equation of motion of the sdof system with modal structural damping is
•• 2
x(t) + wn(l + jg)x(t) = f(t) .

The frequency response of x(t) is XUw) ,

1
X(w) = 2H(w),

wn
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where

• H(w) = 1 2 is the frequency response function (FRF)

[l-(:J +jgJ

The modulus of the FRF HUw) is

IH(w)1 = r===::::::::::==
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(3.18)

(3.19)

The maximum value of IH(w)1 is reached at the natural frequency wn '

1
IH( wn)1 = - .

g

At the natural frequency the absolute value of the FRF becomes

1
!H(wn)1 = - = Q .

g

3.3.3 Discussion of ModalDamping

For harmonic oscillations the damping force tD is

• for modal viscous damping I tD I = 2s(~)
w~X(w) wn

• for modal structural damping I /D I = g
wnX(w)

At the natural frequency wn the damping forces are equal to each other.

Below the natural frequency the modal viscous damping force is lower than
the damping force due to structural damping, however, beyond the natural
frequency the viscous damping force is greater than the structural damping
force.
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3.4 Method of Determining Damping from
Measurements

3.4.1 The Half·Power Point Method

3 Damping Model s

For the half-power method the modal viscous damping is estimated by
measuring the frequency increment dCO at the half-power points (i.e. where

the response R is equal to R= RfiaY. "" ~) . The modal viscous damping ~

is

(3.20)

In (3.20) the value of the modal viscous damping must be ~:s; 0.1, [Car
rington 75] (see Fig. 3.1).

Equation (3.20) can be very easily proved because

IHUco)1 =

Then with

(3.21)

we get

with

(C01)2 (C02)2con "" 1 - 2~ and con "" 1+ 2~, (3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

To measure the damping ratio ~ with the aid of the half-power method the
response peaks at the resonance frequency must be well separated . Damp

ing may be measured or derived from a modal survey test', however, modal

I. A modal survey test is a test that identifies a set of modal properties of a mechanical sys
tem.
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survey is beyond the scope of this book. Readers who are interested in
modal survey are advised to read [Ewins 00, Maia 97].

Response

00
001 002

I I
I flOO I
I( )

Fig. 3.1. Half-power method

3.5 Problems

3.5.1 Problem 1

Define the critical damping and damping ratio of the single degree of free
dom dynamic system as illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The bar rotates about the
support at point A. The only degree of freedom is the angle of rotation <p .

1. Set up the equation of motion q,(k, m, c, L) = o .

2. Define the natural frequency oon '

3. Define the critical damping Ccrit •

4. Define the damping ratio ~, the equation of motion is then
•• • 2
<p + 2~oon<P + OOn<P = O.
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)

--....,---c=J

4L
(

L L L
( ) ( )( )

A

/ \-- <p j, ~ j,C

Fig. 3.2. Single degree of freedom dynamic system

Answers:

.. c > 5 k
1. <p + 4m <p + S;;;<p = 0

2 5 k2. 00 =-
n 8m

3. Ceril = 2JlOkm

4.1;;= ~
Ceril

3.5.2 Problem 2

The damper in the single degree of freedom dynamic system, as illustrated
Fig . 3.2, is deleted. The structural damping g is proportional to the stiffness
k.

1. Define the undamped equation of motion ~(k, m, L) = O.

2. Introduce the structural damping in the equation of motion.

3. Assume a periodic motion ;Olt. Derive the expression for the structural

damping in the damper c, g( c, m, k, (0) .

Answers:

.. 5k
1. <p + s;;;<p = 0

.. 2
2. <p+oon(l+jg)<p = 0

2c
3. g = SkOO
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4 Multi-Degrees ofFreedom
Linear Dynamic Systems

4.1 Introduction

A number of coupled linear sdof systems form a linear dynamic system
with more degrees of freedom, the so-called multi-degrees of freedom sys
tem (mdot). Such a dynamic system is often called a discrete dynamic sys
tem with n discrete masses coupled with springs and dampers . We talk
about a dynamic system with n degrees of freedom (dofs).

Continuous dynamic systems may be transferred to an mdof discrete sys
tem using generalised coordinates.

The application of the finite element method to continuous structures
will result in a discrete mdof system where node displacements and rota
tions are the discrete unknowns.

In this chapter the derivation of the equations of motion of an mdof
dynamic system will be discussed. In general, the equations of motion of a
discrete dynamic system can be written as

[M]{x(t)} + [C]{x(t)} + [K]{x(t)} = {F(t)},

and consists of the following matrices and vectors:
• the mass matrix [M]

• the stiffness matrix [K]

• the damping matrix [C]

• the force vector {F(t)}

• the displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors {x(t)}, {x(t)} and

{x(t)}

For linear mdof systems the mass matrix, stiffness and damping matrix
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do not vary with time, however, the displacement, velocity, acceleration
and force vector do usually change with time.

4.2 Derivation of the Equations of Motion

The equations of motion of mdof dynamic systems can be derived applying,
amongst others, Newton's law, differentiation of energies and work and the
Lagrange's equations [Meirovitch 70]. The mentioned methods will be used
to derive the equations of motion for a simple 3-dof discrete dynamic sys
tem (Fig. 4.1). No damping is taken into account.

Fig. 4.1. 3-dof discrete linear dynamic system

4.2.1 Undamped Equations of Motion with Newton's Law

We will assume for the displacements, the following relations:

• (xl-x2)~O

• (xl -X3) ~ 0

• (X2-X3)~O

Fig. 4.2. Free-body diagrams
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The spring force F (N) is equal to the spring constant k (N/m) multiplied
by the difference in displacement Llx (m) between the discrete masses,
F = kSx .

The free-body diagrams are illustrated in Fig. 4.2.
The equations of motion per discrete mass (Newton's law) are then as

follows:

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

Equations (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) may be transferred into matrix notation

or

[M]{x} + [K]{x} = {F}.

(4.5)

(4.6)

The mass matrix [M] and the stiffness matrix [K] are symmetric. This can
be easily proven . The general expressions for the kinetic energy T and the
potential (strain) energy U of a linear system are

T = ~miiiXj , summed over i,j=1,2,... (Einstein convention) (4.7)

U = ~kijXh' summed over i,j=1,2,... . (4.8)

Equations (4.7) and (4.8) may be written in matrix notation, the kinetic
energy in the mdof system is

1 . T .
T = 2{x} [M]{x} ,

and the potential energy is

1 T
U = 2{x} [K]{x} .

The second derivative of a function has a symmetric property

(4.9)

(4.10)
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and

thus

[M] = [M{, [K] = [K{ .

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

The reciprocity properties can also be proved using (4.9) and (4.10). The
transposition of a scalar quantity is equal to the scalar quantity.

1 .T . T 1 .T T· 1.T .
T = z({x} [M]{x}) = z{x} [M] {x} = z{x} [M]{x}.

The same applies for the potential energy.
The work done by the external forces can be expressed as

W = Fix i, summed over i=1,2,.... ,

hence

aw
Fi =a 'Xi

4.2.2 Undamped Equations of Motion using Energies

(4.14)

(4.15)

The undamped equations of motion for the linear dynamic system, as
shown in Fig. 4.1 will be derived using the kinetic and potential energies
and the work done by the forces.

The kinetic energy T of the discrete linear dynamic system is

(4.16)

and the potential energy U of the linear system is

12222
U = z[kll(x\) +k12(x\-x2) +k13(x\-x3) +k23(X2-x3)] ' (4.17)

and the work W done by the forces becomes

(4.18)

For the mass matrix [M], the elements ~ij become
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aZT - iT - iT
• mll = = m l1 ' m12 = -- = 0 and m13 = -- = 0

aX\aX\ aX\aXZ aXlaX3
aZT - aZT - aZT

• mZl =-- = 0, mn =-- = mZZ and mZ3 =-- = 0
aXZaX\ axzaxz aXZaX3

iT - aZT - aZT
• m31 =-- = 0, m3Z =-- = 0 and m33 =-- = m33,aX3aXI ax3axz aX3aX3

for the stiffness matrix [K] , the elements kij become

iu - aZu
• kll =~ = kl1 +klz+k13, k1Z =~ = -klz and

uXIuX\ UX\UXZ

- iu
k13 = -- = -k13axlax3

iu - iu
• kZI =-- = -k12, kai =~ = k12 +kZ3 and

axzaxI UXZUXz

- aZu
kZ3 =-- = -k13aXZax3

aZu - iu
• k31 =-- = -k13 k3Z =-- = -kZ3 andaX3axI ' ax3axz

- aZu
k33 =~ = k13 + kZ3'UX3UX3

and the force vector [F], the elements Ii become
- aw

• II = - = 0aX t

- aw
• fz = - = Fzaxz

- aw
• 13=-=0aX3

We have achieved equations of motion similar to (4.5).

4.2.3 Undamped Equations of Motion using Lagrange's Equations

63

The equation of motion of the mdof dynamic system, as illustrated in
Fig. 4.1, can also be derived by Lagrange's equations. Lagrange's
equations, without damping, are as follows [Gatti 99, Meirovitch 70]
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with

• 11;

• L(ll,~)

• T(ll,~)

• U(ll,~)

• oW

d aL aL .
dta~; - all; = Q;, 1=1,2, ,

the i-th (generalised) coordinate, degree of freedom

Lagrangian of the dynamic system, L = T - U

kinetic energy of dynamic system

potential or strain energy of the dynamic system

the i-th (generalised) force, oW = Q;Oll;, Q; = ~W
on,

virtual work of external forces

(4.19)

The scalar function L = T - U determines the entire dynamics of the
given system. The kinetic energy T of the mdof dynamic system is given
by (4.16)

1 .2 .2 .2
T = 2[mllXI + m22x2 + m33x3] ,

and the potential energy U by (4.17)
1 2 2 2 2

U= 2[kll(XI) +kI2(XI-x2) +k13(xl-x3) +k23(X2-x3)]'

The derivation of the undamped equations of motion is as follows
d aL .. aL

• d--' = mllXI, ~ = -{kllxl + k 12(xl -x2) + k 13 (XI -x3)}
taxI OXI

d at. .. st.
• d--' = m22x2, a- = -{-k12(xl-x2)+k23(x2- x3)}

tax2 X2

d at. .. at.
• d--' = m33x3, a- = -{-k13(xl-x3)-k23(x2-x3)}

tax3 X3

• sw = F20X2' Q l = Q3 = °and Q2 = F2
Finally the derived equations of motion are equal to (4.5).

[

mil O 0] Xl [k
ll+k12+k13

-k
12

-k
13]{XI ) _{ O)

o m22 0 X2 + -k12 kl 2 + k23 -k23 X2 - F2 '

° ° m33 X3 -k13 -k23 k 13 + k23 x3 °
or in the general matrix notation

[M]{x} + [K]{x} = {F}.
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4.2.4 Damped Equations of Motion using Lagrange's Equations

6S

(4.20)

(4.21)

The damped equations of motion of the mdof dynamic system may also be
derived from Lagrange's equations. Lagrange's equation with damping is
the same as (4.19), [Gatti 99, Meirovitch 70]

d at. aL aD .
dta~i - all

i
+ a~i = Qi' 1=1,2,...... ,

with

• D(~i) Viscous damping energy, D = ~Cij~ i~j, summed indices. The

damping terms are symmetric cij = cj i ' because

iD iD
~ = cij =~ = cj i •
OXiOXj OXjOXi

The damping force is proportional to the (relative) velocity. The damping
force Fo (N) is equal to the damping constant C (Ns/m) multiplied by the

difference in velocity dX (rn/s) between the discrete masses, Fo = cdX.

Fig. 4.3. 3-dof dynamic system with 2 discrete dampers

The damping energy of the dynamic mdof system, as shown in Fig. 4.3,
becomes

1 . 2 .. 2
D = 2[cll(xd + C13(X\ -X3) ].

The derivation of the damping terms in the damped equations of motion is
as follows

so . .. oo daD . .
• -. = CllX\ + c13(Xj -X3), - . = 0 an - . = -c13(X\ -X3)

aX\ a~ a~
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Thus the equation of damped motion becomes

r
kll

+ k
12 + k

13
-k

12
-k

13
] { XI } _ { 0 }

+ - k12 k12 + k23 -k23 X2 - F2 '

-k13 -k23 k 13 + k23 X3 0

or in the general matrix notation

[M]{x} + [C]{x} + [K]{ x} = {F}
In the following example we will generate the equations of motion of an

mdof dynamic system composed of a continuous elastic structure - a canti
levered bending beam- and two discrete elements; a mass-spring system
and a viscous damper. The elastic behaviour of the beam will be translated
with the aid of an "assumed mode" multiplied by a generalised coordinate.

The dynamic system is shown in Fig. 4.4. The bending beam is clamped

at point A and has a bending stiffness EI (Nm2), a length L (m) and a mass
per unit length m (kg/m). The damper has a damping constant c (Ns/m)
and is connected between the base and point B of the beam. The spring with
a spring stiffness k (N/m) is connected between the discrete mass M (kg)
and point B of the beam.

We split the deflection w(x, t) in an assumed mode <jl(x) and a general
ised coordinate T)(t) , hence

w(x, t) = <jl(x)T) (t) . (4.22)

The whole system will be excited by enforced base acceleration u(t) (m!

s2). The displacement o(t) of the discrete mass M with respect to the base
is (relative motion) .

The assumed mode <jl(x) will be calculated from a clamped beam loaded
with a unit-point load at point B (see Fig. 4.5).
The bending moment at X is

M(x) = -(L-x) . (4.23)
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r
ii (t )

A EJ, L, m

------
x

c

base

(4.24)

Fig. 4.4. Mdof dynamic system with bending beam, mass-spring and damper

w(x) F= \
A EJ

B

(MIX) 1F= l

B
x L-x

( )

Fig. 4.5. Clamped beam loaded with unit load

The deflection w(x) is related to the bending moment M(x) [Wempner 95]

w' (x) = _M(x)
EI '

with

• E the modulus of elasticity (Young's modulus) (Pa, N/m 2)

• I the second moment of area (m")

The boundary conditions at point A are

w'(O) = 0 and w(O) = O.

The solution of (4.24) with (4.25) is

I(I 2 I 3)
w(x) = EI 5.Lx - (/ .

For the dimensionless assumed mode ~(x) we select

(4.25)

(4.26)
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The strain energy per unit of volume is given by

I
dU = 2crbendinl~dV

For a bending beam the strain energy U becomes

(4.27)

(4.28)

L 2 L 2If If MzMz Iff M 2 If MU = 2 crbendingcdV = 2 T EI dV = 2 -2Z dAdx = 2 EI dx, (4.29)
v 0 AEI 0

v

where
• z the fibre distance (m)
• x the coordinate in the longitudinal direction of the beam (m)
• L the length of the beam (m)

• A the cross section of the beam (m2
)

Equation (4.29) can be written as

L 2 LIf M If 2U = - -dx = - EIw' (x) dx
2 0 EI 2 0 .

The displacement w(x, t) of the beam at point B (x = L) is

w(L, t) = <l>(L)l1(t) = 211(t).

(4.30)

(4.3 I)

We assume that w(L, t) - oCt)> O. The damped equations of motion will be
generated using (4.20).

The total strain U or potential energy of dynamic system, as shown in
Fig. 4.4, becomes

L

I f 2 I 2U = 2EI w' tx, t)dx + 2k[w(L, t) - oCt)] ,
o

or, using (4.1), the strain energy will be

L

I 2 f 2 I 2U = 2EI11 (t) <l>' tx)dx + 2k[<l>(L)11(t) - OCt)] .
o

(4.32)

(4.33)

The kinetic energy T is similar to the strain energy, however, we must

take into account the base velocity u , thus
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L
1 f·2 . 2 1 ~ . 2

T = 2m [w (x,t)+u] dx+
2M[o(t)+u]

,
o

or

L
1 f . . 2 1 ~ . 2

T = 2m [<jl(X)ll(t)+u] dx+
2M[o(t)+u]

.
o

The damping energy D is

1 . 2 1 . 2
D = 2CW (L, t) = 2c[<j>(L)ll(t)] .

69

(4.34)

(4.35)

(4.36)

We are now able to set up the damped equations of motion for the
unknowns ll(t) and oCt) . The procedure is as follows :

L L L

• ~'d~ = mf [<j>(x)~(t) + ii]<j>(x)dx = ~(t)m f <j>\x)dx+ muJ <j>(x)dx
all 0 0 0

d dl: I.:' ••• -- = Mo(t) +Mu
dt'dt>

L

• _~~ = 'd(~~ U) = ll(t)EIf
o
<j>,2~x)dx+ll(t)k<j>\L)-k<j>(L)O(t)

si. 'd(T- U)
• -'do = 'do = o(t)k-k<j>(L)ll(t)

• 'dD = 0, 'dD = c"' (L)~ (t )as 'd~ 'I'

The damped equations of motion are

rf>~(Xldx :]{ ~~:; H'$~L) ~]{ ~~:; }

+ [Elf> '\x)dx+k$'(L) -k$(L11{ ii:; }= _{ m($(X)dx L. (4.37)

-k<j>(L) k J M J
When substituting (4.27) into (4.37) the equations of motion become
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[~~mL 0]1 ~(t) j+[2c Ollli(t) j+[1~;1+4k_2kj{ ll(t) }=-1 ~mL ju.
O M O(t) 0 oj O(t) 8(t) M-2k k

This equation is similar to (4.1).

[M]{x(t)} + [C]{x(t)} + [K]{x(t)} = {F(r)}

4.3 Finite Element Method

The finite element method will give us the damped or undamped equations
of motion [amongst many textbooks see Cook 89, Przemieniecki 85]. The
structural system will be divided into nodes (grids) connected with each
other with the so-called finite elements; springs, rods, beams, membranes,
plate bending, volumes, etc. In general, a node represents 6 degrees of free
dom; 3 translations and 3 rotations . For every finite element a mass, damp
ing and stiffness matrix and external load vector will be generated . All the
matrices are assembled in the overall mass matrix [M], the overall damping
matrix [CJ , the overall stiffness matrix [K] and overall load vector {F(t)} .

The dofs of the nodes form, in fact, the displacement vector {x(t)} , the

velocity vector {x(t)} and the acceleration vector {x(t)}. Together we will
get (4.1)

[M]{x(t)} + [C]{ x(t)} + [K]{x(t)} = {F(t)}.

Later in this book the availability of the equations of motion is considered
to be more or less trivial.

4.4 Problems

4.4.1 Problem 1

The mdof system, as shown in Fig. 4.6, consists of 5 degrees of freedom .
Derive the equations of motion using
• the equations of equilibrium (Newton's law)
• Lagrange's equations
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4.4.2 Problem 2

71

A dynamic system, as shown in Fig. 4.7, has 3 dofs; w, <p and 8. The dis
placement 8 is with respect to line A-B. Both dofs wand <p are located in
the middle of A-B. The structure in between A and B is rigid and has a
mass m per unit length (kg/m). The discrete mass M (kg) is coupled at the

end of the massless elastic beam with a bending stiffness EI (Nm2). The
beam is rigidly connected at point B. The complete dynamic system is sup
ported by two springs with a spring stiffness k (N/m). The second moment

of mass of the rigid beam A-B I = 112mL~ (kgnr') .

• Set up the undamped equations of motion (e.g. using Lagrange's equa
tions).

Answer: The homogeneous equations of motion are

Fig. 4.6. Mdof dynamic system
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Fig. 4.7. Dynamic system with 3 dofs
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5 Modal Analysis

5.1 Introduction

For structures exposed to dynamic forces the knowledge of the dynamic
characteristics of these structures is of great importance. The most impor
tant intrinsic dynamic (modal) characteristics of linear dynamic systems
are:
• The natural frequency
• The associated mode shape
• Damping

The natural frequencies and associated mode shapes may be analysed for
both undamped and damped linear dynamic systems. In the case of damped
systems we talk about damped natural frequencies and associated damped
mode shapes.

In this chapter undamped and damped natural frequencies and corre
sponding mode shapes will be defined and related important properties will
be discussed.

5.2 Undamped Linear Dynamic Systems

The modal characteristics of an undamped linear dynamic system are:
• The natural frequencies
• The associated mode shapes
• Orthogonality relations of modes (normal modes)
• Rigid body modes
• Left eigenvectors
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5.2.1 Natural Frequencies and Mode Shapes

5 Modal Analysis

The undamped equations of motion of a linear dynamic system (structure)
are

[M]{x} + [K]{x} = {F(t)} , (5.1)

where

• [M]

• [K]
• {F(t)}

• {x}

• {x}

the mass matrix, either diagonal or consistent with the stiffness
matrix
the stiffness matrix
the external (enforced) forces
the displacement vector with n degrees of freedom

the acceleration vector

For the calculation of the natural frequencies only the homogeneous
equations of motion are needed, thus {F(t)} = {O}. We assume a har
monic solution for the displacement vector and the vector of accelerations

(5.2)

with
• {X( on} the amplitude (dependent of 00) rotating vector in the complex

plane with an angular velocity 00

• jrot a rotating unit vector with the angular speed 00 in the complex
plane with the Euler's formula [Nahin 98, Spiegel 64] is

tlrot = cos(oot)+jsin(rot) andj = H .

Substituting (5.2) into equation (5.1) the homogeneous equations of motion
become

([K]-oo
2[M]){X(oo)} = ([K]-A.[M]){X(oo)} = {O} . (5.3)

Equation (5.3) has a trivial solution {X(oo)} = {O} in which we are not
interested. Equation (5.3) has a non trivial solution ({X(oo)}:t {O} ) only if
[Strang 88]

det([K]-A[M]) = O. (5.4)

Solution of the eigenvalue problem will result in

1. The eigenvalues Ak, k = 1, 2, ....n with Ak = OOk
2

• In general, f k = ~~ is

the so-called natural frequency (Hz).
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2. Associated with the eigenvalues (natural frequencies) the eigenvectors
[X] are calculated. [cD] = [X]{ a} is called the modal matrix . This
means that the mode shapes are scaled because the eigenvectors are
defined with respect to an arbitrarily figure a . The modal matrix does
obey orthogonality relations .

If the mass matrix and stiffness matrix are symmetric, det[K] ~ 0 and
det[M] > 0 , then the eigenvalues are real and Ak ~ O.

The undamped equations of motion are

[M]{x} + [K]{x} = {F} .

Assuming [Mr
1 does exist these equations can also be written as

{ x} + [Mrl[K]{x} = [Mr'{F}.
Rearranging previous equations

{x} = -[Mr'[K]{x} + [Mr'{F},
or

{x} = [A1{x} + [Mr' {F} .

The eigenvalue problem is:

A[I]{X} = [A]{X} .

(5.5)

(5.6)

The solution of equations of motion can be constituted from the solution
of the homogeneous differential equation complemented with a particular
solution. The solution of the homogeneous part can be constructed from the
eigenvalues and the associated eigenvectors. The solution becomes [Strang
88]

n

{x} = L (C/
Olil + D;e-jOlil){X(A;)} ,

i =,
or

n

{x} = L (Aicoswit + B;sinw;t){X(AJ} ,

i= 1

with
• A, B, C and D integration constants .
• n the number of dofs.

(5.7)

(5.8)
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• 00; the radian natural frequency (rad/s) with 00; = .fA; .Here the rela

tion of the natural frequencies of the dynamic system and the
eigenvalues appears.

• {X(A;)} the eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue A;.

The integration constants can be obtained using the initial conditions for
the displacements and velocities at t = O. The initial displacements will
solve the A constants and the initial velocities the B constants. The com
plete solution of the displacement vector {x( t)} becomes

n

{ x(t)} = L (A;cosoo;t + B;sinoo;t){X(A;)} +xpart( t) , (5.9)

i =I

where
• xpart(t) is the particular solution of (5.5), also called the steady-state

solution.

A linear dynamic system is defined by the following equations of motion

[
20 -20 01{XI} {o}+ -20 50 -30 x2 = 0 , t ~ 0,

o -30 70 x 3 0

or

[M]{x} + [K]{x} = {F} .

At t = 0 the initial displacement Uo and initial velocities v0 are

The eigenvalues and the associated eigenvectors are

(A) = [4.3~60 21.~285 ~ J' (00) = [2.0~23 4.6~28 ~ 1
o 0 42.0688 0 0 6.4860J

and the matrix with the eigenvectors
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[

0.7488 -0.8219 0.62451
[X] = 0.5865 0.0793 -0.6891 .

0.3087 0.5641 0.3678

The A integration constants are calculated using the initial displacements
Uo at t = 0 and the integration constants B are calculated with the aid of

the initial velocities Vo at t = o.

The A integration constants are obtained using (5.8)

I0.4880 tT -t T
[X]{A} = {u o } -7 {A} = ([Xl [Xl) [X] {u o } = -0.5003 .

0.3578

The B integration constants are obtained using (5.8)

I0.2343 tT -I T
[X](co){B} = {vol -7 {B} = ([Xl [X](co» [X] {vol = -0.1068 .

0.0552

Finally the complete solution for {x( t)} becomes

I0.7488 t
{x(t)} = {0.4880cos(2 .0823t) + 0.2343sin(2.0823t)} 0.5865

0.3087

I0.8219 t
+ {-0.5003 cos( 4.6828t)-0.1068 sin( 4.6828t)} 0.0793

0.5641

{

0.6245 t
+ {0 .3578cos(6.4860t) + 0.0552sin(6.4860t)} -0.6891 .

0.3678

5.2.2 Orthogonality Relations of Modes

The eigenvalue problem is stated as

(- A.;[Ml + [K]){ <\Ii} = {OJ

with

(5.10)
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• { <l>j} the i-th eigenvector or mode shape

• Aj the i-th eigenvalue

5 Moda l Analysis

Premultiplying (5.10) with the transposposition of {<I>j} the following equa

tion is obtained

(5.11)

The same equation, as (5.11), will appear if the indices of the mode shapes
will interchanged

(5.12)

The mass matrix [M] and the stiffness matrix [K] are symmetric thus

and also

The mass matrix is positive-definite when {<I> j}T[MH<I>j} > 0 and the

stiffness matrix is positive-definite if {<I>j {[KH <l>j} > 0 , when the mode

shapes are not zero vectors. Subtracting (5.12) from (5.11) the following
equation is obtained

T
(Aj-Aj){<I>j} [MH<I>j} = {O} .

There are two possible solution
T T

1. (Aj-A):t:O then {<I>j} [MH<I>j} = 0 and {<I>j} [KH<I» = 0

2. (Aj-Aj)= 0 then {<I>JT[MH<I>j}:t:O and {<I>j}T[KH<I>j}:t:O

In general, the mode shapes are scaled such that the product

T
{<I>i} [MH<I>j}= Ojj'

and from (5.11) and (5.12) one can prove

(5.15)

(5.16)

(5.17)

with
• Ojj the Kronecker delta i= j then oij = 1 and if i:t: j then Ojj = o.
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Sometimes, the eigenvalues are repeated and then the eigenvalue prob
lem results in multiple eigenvalues. This complicates the calculation of the
modes. A discussion on multiple eigenvalues is given in [Newland 89].

The modal matrix [<1>] = [$1' $2' ···.An] has the following orthogonality
properties with respect to the mass matrix and the stiffness matrix

[<I>]T[M][<I>] = [I] and [<I>{[K][<I>] = (')..),
• [I] the identity matrix
• (')..) the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues

(5.18)

The modes are orthogonal (orthonormal if [<I>]T[M][<I>] = [I]) with
respect to the mass and stiffness matrices. The modes with the orthogonal
ity relations are often termed normal modes. In later chapters the orthogo
nality relations of modes are used to decouple the coupled equations of
motion by depicting the physical displacements, velocities and accelera
tions on an orthogonal base of modes, the so-called modal matrix. The
method to solve the equations of motions of a linear dynamical system
decoupling the coupled equations is called the modal displacement method
(MDM)

A linear dynamic system is defined with the following equations of
motion

[
10OJ
020

003

The eigenvalues {')..} and associated mode shapes of the undamped dynamic
system are

{

4.3360 ) _ [0.7488 -0.8219 0.6245]
{A.} = 21.9285 and [<1>] = 0.5865 0.0793 -0.6891 .

42.0688 0.3087 0.5641 0.3678

- T
The generalised mass matrix [m]= [<1>] [M][<I>] becomes

[

1.5346 0 0 ]
[m] = 0 1.6428 0 .

o 0 1.7453
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We normalise the modal matrix [<1>] such that [<I>{[M][<I>] = [I] with

[<1>] = J[mrl[~], thus

[<I>{[M][<I>] = r~ ~ ~1 and [<I>]T[K][<I>] = r4.3~60 21.~285 ~ 1.
l~ 0 :J 0 0 42.0688J

5.2.3 Rigid-Body Modes

If the linear dynamic system is not constrained the system can move as a
rigid body. This means that during the movement as a rigid body no elastic
forces will occur in the dynamic system. If this is the case the stiffness
matrix [K] is singular (semi-positive-definite). In general, there are 6 pos
sible motions as rigid-body; three translations and three rotations . This
implies six eigenvalues Ak = 0, k = 1,2, ...,6 of the eigenvalues problem

(-Ai[M] + [K]){<JlJ = {O} [Zurmuehl64].Ifsoonecanwrite

[K]{<JlR,k} = {O}, k = 1,2, ...,6 (5.19)

Again it is noticed that no elastic energy will be introduced in the dynamic
system. The rigid-body mode energy is defined with

1 T
2{lh,k} [KH<pR.d = {O}, k = 1,2'00 .,6 . (5.20)

This illustrates that in this case the stiffness matrix is not positive-definite,
but semipositive-definite. The six rigid-body modes can be calculated very
easily from (5.19). The free-free dynamical system (with n degrees of free
dom) is constrained at one point with 6 degrees of freedom; three transla
tions and three rotations. The set of degrees of freedom is called the R-set.
The other elastic degrees of freedom are placed in the E-set , such that
n =R + E . The constrained R-set is determinate, so no strains will be intro
duced in the elastic system. The R-set consists of 6 unit displacement and
rotations and those will be enforced to the dynamic system. Equation (5.19)
can be written

with

• [I]
• [<I>R,E]

the identity matrix
the E-set part of the rigid-body motion

(5.21)
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From the first equation of (5.21) the E-set part of the rigid-body mode can
be solved

-I
[<I>R,E] = -[KEE] [KER] ·

The complete matrix of the 6 rigid body modes becomes

[<1>.] • ~[KEd~'[KER]].

If the (5.23) is substituted into (5.21) the second equation reads

(5.22)

(5.23)

(5.24)

Equation (5.24) tells us that the reduced stiffness matrix reduced to the

redundant R-set degrees of freedom will vanish. The reduced matrix [KRR]

is very familiar to the static condensation technique, [Guyan 68].

A launch vehicle is modelled as an unconstrained bar consisting of two
truss elements with in total three degrees of freedom [Przemieniecki 85].
No external forces are applied.

L L
<: :> <: :>

2EA,1Il 2EA,III
0 D 0
-------7 XI --7 X2 ------;:"X3

Fig. 5.1. Unconstrained bar consisting of two truss finite elements

The mass matrix [M] and the stiffness matrix [K] of a truss element are

[M] = mL[2 11, and [K] = 2AE[ 1 -1] .
6 1 2J L -1 1

The equations of motion of the launch vehicle are

The eigenvalue problem becomes
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[
A L[2 1 OJ 2AE[1 -1 OJ]det - : 1 4 1 + L -1 2 -1 = 0

o 1 2 0 -1 1

5 Modal Analysis

• 2 AmL2
••

WIth K = 12AE the determinant IS

[

(1 - 2K
2
) -(1+2K2) 0 J

det - (1 + 2K2) 2(1- 2K:) -(1 + 2~2) = O.

o -(1 + 2K) (1- 2K )

On expanding the determinant the following characteristic equation is
obtained

6K
2(

1 - 2K
2)(K2

- 2) = O.
The solution of the characteristics equation are three roots (eigenvalues)

2
1. K( = 0, A, = 0 , 00, = 0

2. K/ = ~, A2= 6E~ , 002 = J6E~
mL mL

The associated modes are

[<1>] = [~ ~ ~1]'
1 -1 1

The generalised mass matrix [m]= [<I>{[MH<I>] , generalised stiffness

matrix [k]= [<I>{[KH<I>] and <A)= [mr'[k] are
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[m] = ~L[~ ~ ~l and [k] ~ 21Er~ ~ ~l and

o 0 ~J l~ 0 ~J

('A)= [mrl[k] = 12A~I~ O~5 ~l .
mL l~ 0 ;J

The calculation of the rigid-body mode [<I>R] can be done using (5.23),

with the displacement Xl placed in the R-set and the displacements X2 and

X3 placed in the E-set. After partitioning of the matrix [k] we obtain

2AE[J 2AE[2 -1] 2AE[-1][KRR]= L 1 ,[KEE]= L -1 1 ,[KER]= L 0 ,and

2AEi J
[KER]= L L-1 Ql.

The rigid-body mode becomes

[~RJ ~ [-[KEd~'[KERj ~ [:1

The rigid-body mode may be either extracted from the eigenvalue prob
lem or calculated partitioning the stiffness matrix in E-set and R-set subma
trices. Using the geometric information of the nodes with coordinates (x,y,z)
there is a third way to calculate the rigid-body mode. The geometric matrix
of a node is obtained by translations along the x-, y- and z-axis and rota
tions about the X- , y- and z-axis . The geometric matrix is given by (see
Fig. 5.2)

u 1 00 0 z -y Uo

v o 1 0 -z 0 X Vo

W 00 1 X -y 0 Wo= (5.25)
<flx 000 1 0 0 <flxo
<fly 000 0 1 0 <flyo
<flz 000 0 0 1

<flzo

In fact, the geometric matrix the motion of point A with respect to origin O.
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z

O,/-----:~-~-__7.y

<Pvo I / /
Vo 1/_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .Joo

x

Fig. 5.2. Geometric relations between displacements and rotations

5 Modal Analysis

The rigid-body mode is built up from the geometric matrices of all nodes
with respect to a certain origin of the coordinate system. There are six rigid
body modes.

5.2.4 Left Eigenvectors

Left eigenvectors, which can be extracted from measured frequency
response functions of structures and systems convey important information
on their dynamic behaviour [Bucher 97]. In this section the left eigenvec
tors are defined and the relation with right eigenvectors, the modes, will be
explained .

The general eigenvalue problem may be written as [Zurmuehl64]

[A]{x} = A{x}.

We now define a new eigenvalue problem

[A{{y} = A{y}.

The transposed version of (5.27) now becomes

T T
{y} [A] = A{Y} ,

where

• {y} the eigenvector of the matrix [A] T

• {y} the left eigenvector of the matrix [A]

(5.26)

(5.27)

(5.28)

The eigenvalues A of the eigenvalue problems stated in (5.26) and (5.27)

are equal because [Zurmuehl 64] det(A - AI) = det(A T - AI) . Zuermuhl,
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[Zuermuhl 64], proved that in the case Ai:;; Aj the eigenvectors {xJ and

{Yj} are orthogonal

T
{xi} {Yj} = O.

The eigenvectors {xi} and {yJ may be scaled such that

or

[X{[Y] = [I] .

with
• [X] = [XI' XZ' ] and

• [Y] = [YI' Yz, ]

(5.29)

(5.30)

(5.31)

The homogeneous equations of motion of an undamped dynamic system
are written as

[M]{x} + [K]{x} = {O},

and the eigenvalue problem with eigenvector {<Pi} is

([K] - A[M]){ <Pi} = {O}

([Mrl[K]){<pi} = A{<pJ .

The left eigenvector {Xj} is, from the eigenvalue problem,

([Mr' [K]{{Xj} = A{Xj} ,

(5.32)

(5.33)

(5.34)

or with a symmetric mass matrix [M] and symmetric stiffness matrix [K]

T -I 1 T
{Xj} ([M] [K]) = "'{Xj} .

Equation (5.34) can be written as

([KHMrl){Xj} = A{X) ·

Comparing (5.32) with (5.36) it can be shown that [Bucher 97]

{Xi} = [M]{<Pi} '

and when the left and right eigenvectors are properly scaled then

(5.35)

(5.36)

(5.37)
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(5.38)

5.3 Damped Linear Dynamic Systems

The dynamic characteristics of a damped mechanical dynamic system are:
• The state variables
• The complex eigenvalues
• The natural frequency
• The modal damping
• The complex eigenvectors

5.3.1 The State Vector

The damped equations of motion of a damped linear dynamic system are
generally written as

[M]{x} + [C]{x} + [K]{x} = {F(t)}, (5.39)

where

• [M]

• [C]

• [K]

• {F(t)}

• {x}

• {x}

• {x}

the mass matrix, either diagonal or consistent with the stiffness
matrix
the damping matrix
the stiffness matrix
the external (enforced) forces
the displacement vector with n degrees of freedom

the velocity vector

the acceleration vector

The damping forces are in this case proportional to the velocities.
A state vector is now introduced in which the displacements and veloci

ties are combined

{y} ={ : }. (5.40)

The damped equations of motion can be expressed in the state matrices and
vectors
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If the mass matrix [M] is not singular (5.41) may be rewritten

87

(5.4l)

or as

cY} = [A]{ y} + {F(t)} . (5.43)

The (5.41) may be arranged in another way result ing in symmetric state
matrices

(5.44)

The damped equations of motion of a linear dynamic system are

The state vector is

LyJ = LXI ' x2' x3' XI, X2, X3J'
and the matrice s [A] and {F(t)} become

0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0

[A] = 0 0 0 0 0 1 , and {F(t)} = 0
-6 4 o -0.1 0.1 0 0

2 -4 2 0.05 -0.1 0.05 1

o 1.3333-2 0 0.0333 -0.0667 0
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5.3.2 Eigenvalue Problem

5 Modal Analysis

The damped equations of motion of (5.39) are transformed with the aid of
the state vector into (5.43)

{y} = [A]{y} + {F(!)},
where

• [A] = [0 I Jand
-M-IK-~IC

• {F(tn = { _0 }
M I F(t)

Assuming a solution of the state vector

A At
{y} = {y}e

and of the homogeneous equation

{y} = [A]{ y},

the following eigenvalue problem is derived

([A] -A[l]){y} = {O},

where
• Ak the k-th complex eigenvalue and

A

• { y} the associated complex eigenvector

(5.45)

(5.46)

(5.47)

If the linear dynamic system is under critically damped the eigenvalues
Ak occur in pairs, the complex eigenvalue Ak and its conjugate complex

eigenvalue Xk ,

Ak, Xk = -Sk(Ok ±j(OkJl -sZ· (5.48)

Equation (5.48) is the analogue of a simple damper-mass-spring system.
The damping ratio Sk and the natural frequency (Ok can be calculated with

(5.49)

in combination with

(5.50)
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The damped equations of motion of a linear dynamic system are

[
Jf

.. ) [ lj · ) [ lj) 1)
0.5 0 0 XI 0.05 -0.05 0 Xl 3 -2 0 xl 0

o 1 0 ~2 + -0.05 0.1 -0.05 ~2 + -2 4 -2 x2 = 1 .

o 0 1.5 X3 0 -0.05 0.1 x3 0 -2 3 x 3 0

89

The eigenvalues of the eigenvalue problem ([A] - A[l]) {y} = {O} are

(with) =H)

-0.0867+2.8536}

-0.0867 - 2.8536}

{A.} = -0.0374+1.8oo5} and O~} =
-0.0374 - 1.8oo5}

-0.0093+0.7779}

-0.0093 - 0.7779}

-0.0867 - 2.8536}

-0.0867+2.8536}

-0.0374 - 1.8oo5}

-0.0093+0.7779}

-0.0093 - 0.7779}

-0.0093+0.7779}

The natural frequencies can be obtained from (5.50), A/Ak = rei

2.8549

2.8549

1.8009

1.8009

0.6053

0.6053

The modal damping ratio is calculated from (5.51) , Ak + ~k = -2~krek

0.0607

0.0607

0.0415

0.0415

0.0239

0.0239

5.3.3 Eigenvectors

A

The complex eigenvectors {yd from the eigenvalue in problem (5.47)
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A

([A] - Ak[I]){Yk} = {OJ

are gathered in the matrix of eigenvectors [P] .

5 Modal Analysi s

The state vector {y} is now depicted on the matrix of eigenvectors [P]

{y} = [P]{Tl(t)}· (5.51)

Substituting (5.51) into (5.43) and multiplying that result by [pr l the
matrix equation becomes

(5.52)

From [Strang 88] the matrix of eigenvectors [P] will diagonalise the matrix
[A] such that

Finally, (5.52) becomes

. -I -
{Tl} = (Ak){Tl} + [P] {F(t)}.

The solution of (5.54) is from [D'Souza 84]

(5.53)

(5.54)

t

{l1(t)} = [\{I(t- to)]{Tl(to)} +f [\{I(t-'t)][pr
l
{F('t)}dt , (5.55)

to

where

A, t
0e 0 ....

0
A2t 0• [\{I (t)] = e

0

0 0
A2nt

.... e

• n the number of degrees of freedom .

The initial conditions can be calculated using

- I
{Tl(to)} = [P] {y(to)} ' (5.56)

When the matrix of eigenvectors [P] is not complete the initial conditions
for the generalised coordinates are to be calculated by

T . -I T
{Tl(to)} = [P P] [P] {y(to)} . (5.57)
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5.3 Damped Linear Dynamic Systems

The damped equations of motion of a linear dynamic system are

[ Jj .. ) [ ~j . ) [ jj) 1!0.5 0 0 Xl 0.05 -0.05 0 Xl 3 -2 0 xl 0

o I 0 ~2 + -0.05 0.1 -0.05 ~2 + -2 4 -2 x2 = I .

o 0 1.5 X3 0 -0.05 0.1 X3 0 -2 3 x3 0

91

[PI =

The eigenvectors of the eigenvalue problem ([A] - A[I]){y} = {O} are

- 0.2707 - 0.1029j -0.2707+0.1029j -0.2684+0.2111j -0.2684- 0.2111j . .

0.1442+0.059Ij 0.1442-0.0591j -0.1807+0.1507j -0.1807-0.1507j . .

-0.0310- 0.0135j -0.031O+0.0135j 0.1991- 0.1551j 0.1991 +0.1551j . .
0.3170 - 0.7634j 0.3170+0.7634j - 0.3701 - OA911j -0.3701 +OA911j

-0.1813+0A065j - 0.1813- OA065j -0.2646- 0.3310j -0.2646+0.33IOj

0.0412- 0.0873j 0.0412+0.0873j 0.2719+0.3643j 0.2719- 0.3643j

· 0.3221 - 0.1878j 0.3221+0.1878j

· 004324 - 0.2567j OA324+0.2567j

[P] = 004115 - 0.2484j OAI15+0.2484j

0.1431+0.2523j 0.1431 - 0.2523j

· . . . 0.1957+0.3388j 0.1957 - 0.3388j

· . . . 0.1894+0.3224j 0.1894 - 0.3224j

The matrix of eigenvectors [P] will diagonalise the matrix [A], (5.53),

[pr l [A][P] = (Ak)

-0.0867+2.8536j 0 0 0
o -0.0867 - 2.8536j 0 0

o 0 -0.0374+ 1.8005j 0
o 0 0 -0.0374- 1.8005j ..

o 0 0 0

o 0 0 0

o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0

... . -0.0093+0.7779j 0

o -0.0093 - 0.7779j

The vector [pr
l
{F('!)} in (5.55) is
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-0.1410 - 0.3767j

-0.1410+0.3767j

[prJ {F(,t)} = -0. 1888+0.2489j
-0.1888 - 0.2489j

0.2492- 0.4140j

0.2492+0.4140j

5.4 Problems

5.4.1 Problem 1

The mdof system, as shown in Fig. 5.3, consists of 5 degrees of freedom.

1. Derive the equations of motion using
ethe equations of equilibrium (Newton's law)
eLagrange's equations

Fig. 5.3. Mdof dynamic system

The parameters have the following values;
the masses (kg), m J = 3, m 2 = 2, m3 = 4, m 4 = 1 and ms = 4, the

spring stiffness (N/m), k J = 3x10
3

, k2 = 2x103
, k3 = 5x103

, k4 = 4x103
,

3 3 3
ks = 6xl0 ,k9 = 6xlO and k7 = lxlO .
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2. Calculate the lowest natural frequency (On I and associated mode shape
T .

{<!>I} such that {<!>d [M]{<!> I} = 1.

Answer: (On I = 123.4 rad/s

5.4.2 Problem 2

A damped dynamic system obeys the following characteristics:

• mass matrix [M] = [3.1486 -2.04191
-2.0419 1.4850J

• stiffness matrix [K] = [119.2695 -0.67.67421 and
-0.67.6742 254.3679J

• a damping matrix [C] = [0.3367 -0.65381
-0.6538 2.2436J

Questions

1. Calculate the undamped eigenvalues {A} (natural frequencies) and asso

ciated modes [<1>] •

- T
2. Calculate [<1>] [M][<1>].

3. Scale the modal matrix [<1>] such that [<1>]T[M][<1>] = [l] and

[<1>]T[K][<1>] = (A).

4. Set up the matrix [A] = [0 I l
_M-1K _M-1cj .

5. Solve the damped eigenvalue problem ([A] - A[I]){y} = {O} .

6. Calculate the undamped natural frequencies {(On} and the modal damp

ing ratios {s} .

7. Calculate [pr l[A][p] .
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(6.1)

6 Natural Frequencies, an
Approximation

6.1 Introduction

Generally, when calculating the natural frequencies of complex dynamic
linear systems the finite element analysis method is applied. However, it is
good practice to first apply a method to approximately calculate the natural
frequency of that system to get a feel for the value of the natural frequency.
The system will be simplified as much as possible in order to be able to use
an approximate method . In this chapter the following methods, to quickly
obtain the value of the natural frequency, will be discussed :
• Static displacement method

• Rayleigh's 1 quotient [Temple 56]
• Dunkerley's equation

The theory will be illustrated with examples.

6.2 Static Displacement Method

The natural frequency of an sdof system, as shown in Fig. 6.1, is given by

in = 2
lng·

If a l g acceleration is acting on the mass m (kg) the inertia force mg (N)
will compress the spring with a spring stiffness k (N/m)] with a static dis
placement X stat

1. Lord Rayle igh, whose given name was John William Strutt (1942-1919)1
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Fig. 6.1. Undamped sdofsystem

mg
X stat = 'T :

6 Natural Frequencies, an Approx imation

(6.2)

The static displacement Xstat has the dimension (m). This means that we

can rewrite (6.1) as follows

(6.3)

(6.4)

The approximation of the natural frequency, using the static displace
ment method, is only applicable if the dynamic system has a dominant
lumped (discrete) mass with respect to the distributed mass.

If we calculate the static displacement !i per 1 rnJs2 the approximation of
the natural frequency is

In = 211C~ = 2
11CJI

.

A spacecraft placed on a payload adapter is such a system. The mass of
the payload adapter is (much) less than the lumped mass of the spacecraft in
the centre of gravity (centre of mass). The static displacement of the centre
of gravity, due to the unit acceleration inertia loads, can be used to calculate
the natural frequencies of the spacecraft placed on the payload adapter.

Given a spacecraft with a total mass of M tot = 2500 kg. The centre of

gravity of the spacecraft is located at h = 1.5 m above the interface with
the conical payload adapter. The diameter at the top of the cone of the pay
load adapter d = 1.2 m. The configuration of the spacecraft is shown in
Fig. 6.2. The diameter at the lower side is D = 3 m. The height of the cone
is H = 1.5 m. The cone had been made of CFRP with an isotropic Young's
modulus E = 120 GPa and a Poisson's ratio u = 0.3 . The thickness of the
cone t = 5 mm.
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h

y

z
I
I

"1i1'---.,....----"oilI .1.H
, ~. '

. , ~.. 4, \.,.. ' ....... '.

Fig. 6.2. Spacecraft mounted on a conical payload adapter

Calculate the natural frequency, associated with the first bending mode in
the x-y plane, when the spacecraft has been placed on the conical payload
adapter that is clamped at the lower side of the cone. The spacecraft is very
well connected with the payload adapter and discontinuities do not exist.

In [Seide 72] the following influence coefficients can be found

S2
In-
_s_' -2+(I+~)[!+(I+U)(Sina)2J o,

s, s2 2
1--

s2

1-~
+ S...;;.2_

3{
1-(1 + ~)[i + (1 + u)( sina)2J }_M_ ,

1tEt(sina) s2 s, coso
(6.5)

and
SI

1--

e = . S2 3 {1-(1 +~)[~+(l +U)(Sina)2J}Ds
1tEts1(sma) coso; S2

s,
1--

s2 {( S')[1 2J} M+ 3 1 + - - + (l + u)( sina) -- .
«e»,(sinu) cosa s2 2 s, cosc

(6.6)
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The shear force is Ds = Mtot (N) and the bending moment M = Mtoth

(Nm). The total static displacement .1 (m), of the centre of gravity, due to

1m/s2 acceleration in the x-direction is
.1 = B+ he

The natural frequency tn' corresponding to a bending mode shape in the x

direction is

1Alltn = - - = - = 37.42 Hz
21t.1 21t 1.8086x10-5

In our calculations we have neglected the mass of the payload adapter. The
spacecraft on top of the payload adapter was assumed to be rigid. The influ
ence of a flexible spacecraft on top of the flexible payload adapter can be
calculated using Dunkerley's method.

6.3 Rayleigh's Quotient

We define Rayleigh's quotient as [Temple 56]

T
R(u) = {u}/K]{u} ,

{u} [M]{u}
(6.7)

where
• {u} an admissible vector (assumed mode shape) that fulfils the bound

ary conditions

• [M] the positive-definite mass matrix, {u}T[M]{u} > 0
• [K] the stiffness matrix

The minimum value of Rayleigh's quotient R(u) can be found (stationary
value) when

BR(u) = o.
Thus

In general, the "kinetic energy" (generalised

{u} T[M]{ u} += a = rng , thus (6.9) can be rewritten as

[K]{u} -R(u)[M]{u} = O.

(6.8)

(6.9)

mass)

(6.10)
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Rayleigh's quotient is analogous to the eigenvalue problem

99

([K]-A[M]){<l>} = O. (6.11)

Rayleigh's quotient R(u) is equal to the eigenvalue A only if {u} = {<l>}.
We normalise the mode shapes [<I>] such that

[<I>{[M][<I>] = [I] and [<I>{[K][<I>] = (A) .

We can express the assumed vector {u} as follows

{u} = [<I>]{TJ} .

Equation (6.7) can then be written

LTJ;Aj
T

R(u) = {u} [K]{u} = -,-_
{u}T[M]{u}

j

(6.12)

(6.13)

Assume the mode shape {<l> i} is dominant with respect to the other mode

shapes, then TJj = EjTJi with Ej « 1 . When {<l>i} = {<l>d and (Ar AI)~ 0
(6.13) becomes [Meirovitch 75]

(6.14)

Rayleigh's quotient R(u) will result in an upper bound value of the eigen
value Aicorresponding with the assumed mode shape {u} . Rayleigh's quo

tient is never below 1..( and never above An' with n the numbers of dofs,
[Sprang 88].

A 1 8 gravitational field is applied the masses of the system, shown in
Fig. 6.3. The static displacement vector {x} becomes

] }_I] } ] }1 -1 0 I 1.8533

{x} = ";.8 [-1 3 J I = '!!f 0.8533 .
o -2 5J 1 0.3333

We take as admissible vector {u}
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1
g

Fig. 6.3. 3 dofs sdof linear system

f
1.8533 }

{u} = 0.8533 .

0.3333

Rayleighs quotient R(u) now becomes
T

R(u) = {u} [K]{u} = 0,4400!.
{u{[M]{u} m

The theoretical lowest eigenvalue is A. I = OAI587! .
m

Rayleigh's quotient of a bending beam is defined as

LJEI(u')~dx

R(u) = -'O'-L::----

Jmidx

°

(6.15)

with

• EI

• m
• u(x)

• L

the bending stiffness of the beam (Nm2)

the mass per unit of length (kg/m)
the assumed mode
the length of the beam (m)

For a beam, simply supported at both ends, we take the assumed mode u(x)

u(x) = HI-I)'
Rayleigh's quotient becomes
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£1
R(u) = 120-

4
•

mL

The theoretical value for the eigenvalue A, = 1t
4 £1

4
•

mL

6.4 Dunkerley's Method

101

Dunkerley published his equation in 1894 [Brock 76].
The equation of Dunkerley is a method to estimate the lowest natural fre

quency of a dynamic system, which is composed of substructures (compo
nents) of which the lowest and lower natural frequencies are known. The
damping is not involved in the equation of Dunkerley. The equation of
Dunkerley will predict an accurate lowest natural frequency when this fre
quency is rather shifted from the next natural frequencies.

The eigenvalue problem of an undamped dynamic system can be written
as

(_oo
2[M] + [K]){<j>} = {O}, (6.16)

with
• [M] the mass matrix.
• [K] the positive-definite stiffness matrix. The inverse of the stiffness

matrix, the flexibility matrix [G] = [Kr
l exists .

• { <j>} the mode shape corresponding the natural frequency 00> 0 .

We can rewrite (6.16) as follows

(6.17)

The solution of the determinant of (6.17), with n dofs, can be formally
written as

ith 11 1 hi' fh h . . .WIt 2' 2' .., 2 t e so unon, roots, 0 t e c aractenstic equation
00, 002 002

1(~2 [1]-[G][M])I = O.

(6.18)

(6.19)
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The sum of the n eigenvalues of (6.19) equals the sum of the n diagonal
terms of the matrix [G][M] [Strang 88]. This sum is known as the trace of
[G][M] , thus

(6.20)

To estimate the lowest natural frequency (0\ we may neglect the contri

bution of the higher natural frequencies (Ok' k=2,3, ......n • This approxima

tion becomes more and more accurate if (0\« (Ok' k=2,3, ....n , then we
obtain Dunkerley's equation

(6.21 )

The term gkkmkk may be interpreted as an sdof system with a discrete

mass mkk and a spring with spring stiffness g~i, as shown in Fig. 6.4. The

natural frequency ~ of the equivalent sdof system is
(Okk

1 mkk
-2 = gkkmkk = --=1 '
(Okk s..

Thus Dunkerley's equation, (6.21), becomes

Fig. 6.4. Equivalent sdof system in Dunkerley's equation

(6.22)

(6.23)

We consider one discrete mass at a time and neglect the other masses . We
calculate the flexibility term gkk for that discrete mass applying a unit load.
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The obtained displacement is, in fact, the flexibility gkk ' We shall illustrate

that with an example.

We consider the dynamic system as shown in Fig. 6.3.

System 1 System 3 System 3

Fig. 6.5. Decomposition of the dynamic system in 3 systems

Equation (6.21) will be applied to calculate the lowest natural frequency of
the complete dynamic system. The dynamic system has been decomposed
in three systems; system 1, system 2 and system 3, as shown in Fig. 6.5.

Table 6.1. Example calculations Dunkerley's equation

System #

2

3

115
2k + 3k = 6k

I 2
3k = 6k

3m
k

m

m

m

2 k
0), = 0.3333

m

The analysis procedure is illustrated in Table 6.1.
Suppose a dynamic system is built up of sdof's on top of each other, as

illustrated in Fig. 6.6. then we can derive an alternative equation of Dunker
ley.
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Fig. 6.6. n sdof dynamic systems

6 Natural Frequencies, an Approximation

The diagonal terms gkk' k = 1,2, ...n of the flexibility matrix [G] = [Kr'

([K] is a positive-definite matrix), can be written as follows

Equation (6.21) becomes

k

gkk = ~ 1..
£..Jk.
j =, J

(6.24)

(6.25)

We will apply the alternative equation of Dunkerley to the dynamic sys
tem shown in Fig. 6.5. Equation (6.25) will be applied to calculate the low
est natural frequency of a complete dynamic system. The dynamic system
has been decomposed into three systems; system 1, system 2 and system 3,
as shown in Fig. 6.7.
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Table 6.2. Example calculations alternative Dunkerley's equation

n

105

System #

2

3

n=3, j
I-
kj

3 I-
k

2 I
2k

1
-
3k

3m
k

k =j

m

2m

3m

2 k
(01 = 0.3333

m

The procedure to calculate the lowest natural frequency, using the alterna
tive equation of Dunkerley, is given in Table 6.2.

X211~111 X21 M XI1~,....... ~k "'"
System 1 System 3 System 3

Fig. 6.7. Decomposition of dynamic system in 3 systems (alternative method)

The spacecraft mounted on the conical payload adapter is shown in
Fig. 6.2. The spacecraft hardmounted at the interface between the space
craft and the adapter has a lowest bending mode (x-y plane) of f sc = 20 Hz.

Calculate the lowest natural frequency of the complete system (spacecraft
and adapter) . Equation (6.25) will be applied to calculate the lowest natural
frequency of a complete dynamic system. The dynamic system is composed
of two systems; system I and system 2, as shown in Fig. 6.8. The procedure
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to calculate the lowest natural frequency, using the alternative equation of
Dunkerley, is given in Table 6.3.

y

I
Flexib le
Spa~ecraft

z i

I

/ \

I
System I

x

y

Rigip
Spacecraft x

ZI

I

Syste m 2

Fig. 6.8. Decomposition of dynamic system into 2 systems (alternative equation of
Dunkerley)

Table 6.3. Spacecraft/payload adapter natural frequency calculations

(21t)2=
n n

System # n=2, j .x-. I.m k (kg)2
O)j Jk = j k <i

2

~cr= (;oYClamped flexible 2500
spacecraft

2

(37~42rRigid spacecraft on 2500
payload adapter mass of payloadresult previous

example
adapter neglected

n n

(21t)2It.Imk f =17.64 Hz
j= 1 Jk=j
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6.5 Problems

6.5.1 Problem 1
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An aeroplane settles 150 mm into its landing-gear springs when the aero
plane is at rest. What is the natural frequency In (Hz) for the vertical motion

of the aeroplane with g=9.81 rnls2 [Moretti OO]?
Answer: In = 1.29 Hz.

6.5.2 Problem 2

Demonstrate Rayleigh' method for estimating the fundamental frequency
OOn (rad/s) of a uniform cantilever of length L (m), mass-per-unit-length m

(kg/m), and a bending stiffness EI. Use the assumed deflection shape
3

x
W = "LWtip '

6.5.3 Problem 3

A dynamic system, as shown in Fig. 6.9, has 3 dofs; w, <p and 8 . The dis
placement 8 is with respect to line A-B. Both dofs wand <p are located in
the middle of A-B. The structure in between A and B is rigid and has a
mass m per unit of length (kg/m). The discrete mass M (kg) is coupled at

the end of the massless elastic beam with a bending stiffness EI Nm2. The
beam is rigid connected at point B. The complete dynamic system is sup
ported by two spring with a springs stiffness k (N/m). The following values
shall be used: M = 0.15 kg, L 1=02 m, L2=0.25 m, m=0.075 kg/m,

3~1 = (21tlOO)zM and k=10000 N/m. The second moment of mass of the
Lz

rigid beam A-B I = "2mL~ (kgrrr).

1. Calculate the lowest natural frequency with the static displacement
method, assuming M» mL I •

2. Calculate the lowest natural frequency with Dunkerley's equation, using
both the normal and the alternative equation.
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(
L)

) (
~ >

A
£1

M

k k i 8

Fig. 6.9. DynamicSystem with 3 dofs

3. Calculate the lowest natural frequency using Rayleigh's quotient. Hint:
use the deflection mode calculated in question 1.

4. Set up the equations of motion (e.g. using Lagrange's equations) and
calculate the eigenvalues and compare these results with the approxima
tions.

The homogeneous equations of motion are

and the calculated natural frequencies f = {

6.5.4 Problem 4

36.0 )
233.1 Hz.

1577.5

A two mass system is illustrated in Fig. 6.10, [Ceasar 83]. Determine the
natural frequency (Hz) of the two-mass system using .

1. the Dunkerly method

2. the Rayleigh method (use 1 g gravitation field to obtain displacement
field)

3. exact method (4 dofs)
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1/2 II I

Fig. 6.10. Two-mass system

For numerical calculations use the following data :
• E I = E2 = 70 GPa

-6 -6 4
• II = 7.5xlO ,12 = 5.9xlO m

• L I = L2 = 0.5 m

Answers: 14.02, 14.62, 14.50 Hz.

6.5.5 Problem 5

109

The mdof system, as shown in Fig. 6.11, consists of five degrees of free
dom.
• Derive the equations of motion using

1. the equations of equilibrium (Newton's law)

2. Lagrange's equations

The parameters have the following values; the masses (kg), m1 = 3,

m2 = 2, m3 = 4, m4 = 1 and ms = 4 , the spring stiffness (N/m),
3 3 3 3 3

k 1 = 3xlO, k2 = 2xlO, k3 = 5xlO, k4 = 4x10, ks = 6x10 ,

3 3
k9 = 6xlO and k7 = 1xlO .

• Calculate the natural frequencies and associated normal modes .
• Calculate an approximation of the lowest natural frequency (On , I using

the Rayleigh method. Use an assumed mode {<PI}' the static deforma

tion vector under a 1 g gravitation field.

Answer: Exact (On, 1 = 123.4 rad/s .
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Fig. 6.11. Mdofdynamic system
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7 Modal Effective Mass

7.1 Introduction

The modal effective mass is a modal dynamic property of a structure asso
ciated with the modal characteristics; natural frequencies , mode shapes,
generalised masses, and participation factors. The modal effective mass is a
measure to classify the importance of a mode shape when a structure is
excited by base acceleration (enforced acceleration). A high effective mass
will lead to a high reaction force at the base, while mode shapes with low
associated modal effective mass are nearly excited by base acceleration and
will give low reaction forces at the base. The effect of local modes is not
well described with modal effective masses [Shunmugavel 95, Witting 96].

The modal effective mass matrix is a 6x6 mass matrix. Within this matrix
the coupling between translations and rotations, for a certain mode shape,
can be traced.

The summation over all modal effective masses will result in the mass
matrix as a rigid-body.

In this chapter the theory behind the principle of the modal effective
mass matrix will be discussed and the way the modal effective mass matrix
can be obtained . The theory will be illustrated with an example.

7.2 Enforced Acceleration

An sdof system with a discrete mass m , a damper element c and a spring
element k is placed on a moving base that is accelerated with an accelera-

tion u(t) . The resulting displacement of the mass is x(t) . We introduce the

natural (circular) frequency ron=~, the critical damping constant
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Ceril = 2JJ(m and the damping ratio ~ = .E: . The amplification factor is
Cerll

1
defined as Q = 2~ '

We introduce a relative motion z( t ) , which is the displacement of the
mass with respect to the base. The relative displacement is

moving base

z(t) = x ( t ) - u(t) ,

rii (t )

(7,1)

Fig. 7.1. Enforcedacceleration of a damped sdof system

The equation of motion for the relative motion z(t) is

z'( t ) + 2~ronz(t) + ro~z(t) = -u(t) , (7.2)

The enforced acceleration of the sdof system is transformed into an external
force. The absolute displacement x(t) can be calculated from

.. .. .. • 2
x(t) = z( t ) + u(t) = -2~ronz(t)-ronz(t) , (7.3)

(7.5)

The reaction force Fbase(t) , due to the enforced acceleration u(t), is a sum
mation of the spring force and the damping force

Fbase(t) = kz(t) + cz(t) = -m(z'(t) + u(t» = -mx(t) . (7.4)

Assuming harmonic vibration we can write the enforced acceleration

u'(t) = U(ro)tl
lJl1

,

and also the relative motion z( t )

z(t) = Z(ro)tl
lJl1

, z(t) = jroZ(ro)tl
lJl1 and z'(t) = _ro

2Z(ro)tllJl1 (7.6)

and the absolute acceleration of the sdof dynamic system is

x(t) = _ro2X(ro)tllJl1
•

Equation (7.2) can be transformed in the frequency domain

(7.7)
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(7.8)

We are able to express the relative displacement Z((0) in the enforced
•• 2

acceleration U((0) = -00 U(00 )

Z(OO) =(:J2

H (00 )U(00 )

with

• H( (0) = 1 the frequency response function

1 - (:J2

+ 2j~(:J

Using (7.3) we can write the absolute acceleration X( (0) as

.. 2 2[ ( (0)2 ]X(oo) = -00 [Z(oo) + U(oo)] = -00 1 + OOn H(oo) U(OO),

or

(7.9)

(7.10)

(7.11)

The reaction force at the base Fbase ((0) now becomes with the aid of (7.4)

(7.12)

In this frame the mass m is the effective mass Meff = m. The reaction force

F base((0) is proportional to the effective mass Meff and the base excitation

U( (0) multiplied by the amplification 1 + (:J2
H( (0) . Similar relations will

be derived for multi-degrees of freedom (mdof) dynamic systems.
When the excitation frequency is equal to the natural frequency of the sdof
00 = (On ' the reaction force becomes

IFba se(OOn)1 = Jm[1 + 2;~JU(OOn)1 '" MeffQU(OOn)'

We write (7.12) in a dimensionless form

Fba~(OO) = [1 +(~)2H(00)J .
mU(oo) OOn

(7.13)

(7.14)
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7.3 Modal Effective Masses of an Mdof System

The undamped (matrix) equations of motion for a free-free elastic body can
be written as

[M]{x(t)} + [K]{x(t)} = {F(t)}. (7.15)

We denote the external or boundary degrees of freedom with the index j

and the internal degrees of freedom with the index i. The structure will be
excited at the boundary dofs ; 3 translations and 3 rotations .

Fig. 7.2. Enforced structure

The number of boundary degrees of freedom is less than or equal to 6. The
dofs and forces are illustrated in Fig. 7.2. The matrix (7.15) may be parti
tioned as follows

(7.16)

In [Craig 68] it is proposed to depict the displacement vector {x(t)} on a
basis of 6 rigid-body modes [<1>,] with {xj } = [I] and elastic mode shapes

[<I>p] with fixed external degrees of freedom {xj } = {O} calculated from the

eigenvalue problem ([Kij] - (Ap) [Mij])[<I>ij] = [0] . We can express { x} as

The static modes can be obtained, assuming zero inertia effects, and
{F;} = {O}, and prescribe successively a unit displacement for the 6

boundary dofs, thus {xj } = [I]. So we may write (7.16) as follows
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(7.18)

Enforced displacement {xj } will not introduce reaction forces in boundary

dofs .
From the first equation of (7.18) we find for {x;}

(7.19)

hence

and therefore

-I -I
[lI>;j] = -[K;;l [KijHI] = -[Ku] [K;j] '

The static transformation now becomes

{x} • { :; } • [~'J{Xj} · [<I>,]{x
j}

Using (7.18) it follows that

[K][lI>,l = {O} .

(7.20)

(7.21)

(7.22)

(7.23)

Assuming fixed external degrees of freedom {x) = {O} and also assum

ing harmonic motions x(t) = X(m)d
OlI the eigenvalue problem can be

stated as

([K;;] - Ak.p[M;;]){X(Ak,p)} = {O},

or more generally as

with
• Ak the eigenvalue associated with the mode shape {<p;p, k}

(7.24)

(7.25)

The internal degrees of freedom {x;} will be projected on the set of orthog

onal mode shapes (modal matrix) [lI>;p], thus

{x;} = [lI>;p]{llp} '

The modal transformation becomes

(7.26)
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{x} = { :; } = [~p]{~p} = [<I>p]{~p} . (7.27)

The Craig-Bampton (CB) transformation matrix ['P] is

(7.28)

with
• [<1>,] the rigid body modes.

• [<I>p] the modal matrix.

• { xj } the external or boundary degrees of freedom U::; 6) .

• {TIp} the generalised coordinates. In general, the number of generalised

coordinates p is much less than the total number of degrees of
freedom n = i + j , p « n .

The CB transformation (7.28) will be substituted into (7.15) assuming
equal potential and kinetic energies , hence

['P{[M]['P]{X} + ['P]T[K]['P]{X} = ['P]T{F(t)} = (f(t)}, (7.29)

further elaborated we find

with
• [M,,] the 6x6 rigid body mass matrix with respect to the boundary dofs

• [Kjj] the Guyan reduced stiffness matrix (j-set)

• (mp) the diagonal matrix of generalised masses, (mp) = [<I>p{[M][<I>p]

• (kp) the diagonal matrix of generalised stiffnesses,
T 2

(kp) = [<I>p] K[<I>p] = (')..) (mp) = (Wp) (mp)

T T -1
• [K;p]= [<1>;) [K ;;][<I>p] + [Kj;][<I>p] = (- [K;j] [Kii ] [K;;] + [Kj;])[<I>p] = [0]

T
• [KpJ = [Kipl = [0]

T
• [Kjj]= [<1>,] [K][<I>,]= [0]
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Thus (7.30) becomes

117

with

• [MjpJ= [cI>r{[M][cI>pJ= [L{, [L{ is the matrix with the modal participa

tion factors, Lk/ = {<l>r,d T[M]{ <l>p,/}, k = 1,2,..,,6 , I = 1,2,ooo,p, The

matrix of modal participation factors couples the rigid-body modes [cf>.l
with the elastic modes [cf>p] '

• {Fj } = {O} No internal loads are applied.

Introducing the modal damping ratios r,p we can rewrite (7.31) as fol

lows

(7.32)

Equation (7.32) can be divided into two equations

.. T ..
[Mrr]{xj} + [L] {l1p} = {O},

and

(7.33)

[L]{ Xj} + (mpH~p} + (2mpr,p<OpH~p} + (mpApHl1p} = {OJ ° (7.34)

Equations(7.33) and (7.34), when transformed in the frequency domain,
give

(7.35)

and

.... .
[L]{Xj} + (mpHnp} + (2mpr,p<OpHnp} + (mpApHnp} = {O}, (7.36)

with
'Oll " 2

• x(t) =xe' , X = -<0 X

• l1(t) = njOlI, n = j<on and ri = _<o2n
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• F(t) = Ft!rot

With (7.36) we express {np } in {Xj }

7 Modal Effective Mass

(7.37)

with

• [Ld = {G>p.dT[M][cI>r] lx6 vector with modal participation factors

• Lkj = {G>p,dT[MHcI>r,j} participation factor with k = 1,2,....p and

; = 1,2,...,6

Thus (7.37) becomes

(7.38)

Equation (7.38) will be substituted into (7.35) giving

[MrrHXj} + [L;, ...., L~]{(:r[~:]Hk(:J }C¥j} = {Fj}, k=1,2, ...,p (7.39)

We can prove that

(7.41)

because

or
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Assuming the inverse of [<Pip] exists. We define the modal effective mass

[Meff,d as follows

(7.43)

with

• [Ld = {<pp,dT[M][<P,]
T

• mk = {<pp,d [MH<pp,k}

The summation over all modal effective masses [Meff,d will result in the

rigid- body mass matrix [M,,] with respect to {x). (7.41) becomes

p= i

[M,,]= L [Meff,d '
k = I

Therefore (7.40) can be written

(7.44)

(7.45)

Equation (7.45) can be decomposed into modal reaction forces {Fbase,d

p ~

L {Fbase,d = {Fj} ,

k = I

with

Equation (7.47) is very similar to (7.12).

(7.46)

(7.47)

For the dynamic system, as illustrated in Fig. 7.3, the effective masses
[Meff,d will be calculated. The parameters m (kg) and k (N/m) are, respec-

tively, m = 1 and k = 100000. The set of internal dofs is

{Xi} = {XI' X 2, X 3, X4,XS' X6,x7}T and the boundary dofis {xj } = {Xg}.
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Fig. 7.3. 8 dofs dynamic system

7 Modal Effective Mass

The following procedure will be followed

1. {xj } will be assigned, xj = Xg

2. Calculate the rigid-body modes [<1>,] = [-[Kii]~IIKij]], Xj = x, = 1

3. Fix the dofs {xj } , xj = Xs = 0

4. Calculate the natural frequencies and associated mode shapes [<I>p],

xj = Xs = 0

5. Assemble ['P] = [<I>r<l>p]

6. Calculate ['P([M]['P] and ['P([K]['P]

T
[L k ] [Ld

7. Calculate the modal effective masses per mode [Mem,d = ---"-""";';'"

p

8. Calculate the summation of modal effective masses [Mrr]= L [Mem,d

k = I

The rigid-body mode {Ij>r}' is with respect to Xs = Xj = 1 , and the natural

frequencies and associated mode shapes are with respect to Xs = Xj = 0 are
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24.4522

31.1052
36.6716

{in} = 64.4657 , [ <Pr ] =

81.4344

82.0637

95.9164

121

[<I> ] =p

0.5347 -0.6015 -0.5781 -0.3363 -0.3717 0.3630 -0.1343

0.4075 -0.3717 -0.2712 0.2155 0.6015 -0.6022 0.3534

0.5347 0.6015 -0.5781 -0.3363 0.3717 0.3630 -0.1343

0.4075 0.3717 -0.2712 0.2155 - 0.6015 -0.6022 0.3534

0.2407 0 0.3831 -0.6458 0 -0.0202 0.1681

0.1835 0 0.1797 0.4137 0 0.0336 -0.4425

0.0664 0 0.0728 0.3044 0 0.0984 0.7001
00 0 0 0 0 0

The mass matrix [\}J]T[M][\}J] and the stiffness matrix [\}J{[K][\}J] become

39 5.5874 0 2.7421 3.7104 0 0.7400 3.8552

5.5874 1.5746 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1.0000 0 0 0 0 0

['I'{ [M]['I'] = 2.742 1 0 0 1.9255 0 0 0 0
3.7104 0 0 0 5.0429 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1.0000 0 0

0.7400 0 0 0 0 0 1.0989 0

3.8552 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.2863

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

00.0374 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0.0382 0 0 0 0 0

[\fI{[K][\fIl = 10
6

0 0 0 0.1022 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0.8274 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0.2618 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2922 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.6464

The results of the calculations are summarised in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1. Calculation of the modal effective masses

Natural Modal Generalised Modal effective
Mode shape frequency participation masses mass [Mem,d# (Hz) T

[mdfactor [Ld (kg)

1 24.5422 5.5874 1.5746 19.8271

2 31.1052 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000

3 36.6716 2.7421 1.9255 3.9048

4 64.4657 3.7104 5.0429 2.7300

5 81.4344 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000

6 82.0637 0.7400 1.0989 0.4983

7 95.9164 3.8552 7.2863 2.0398

Total mass (without mg = 10m) 29.0000

The mass mg = 10m (connected to dof xg ) is eliminated because the elastic

modes are with respect to xg •

It appears that the modal effective mass of the first mode shape is already
68.37% of the total mass of 29 kg. The second and the fifth mode shapes
have zero modal effective mass. Modes with zero modal effective mass
cannot be excited in the case of enforced acceleration.

The absolute value of the normalised base force IF ~~se( 0) )1 can be written
X(O)

as

and the calculations are illustrated in Fig. 7.4.

7.4 Problems

7.4.1 Problem 1

The problem is defined in the example Fig. 7.3, however apply a large mass

M1m = 10
6 kg at Xg. This method is discussed in [Appel 92].
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X
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150

IF~sel
100 - - -
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I , I I ,

, 0.10 ,

, , I , ,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I I I , I

20

50 - - -' - - - ' - - - '- - - l - - - ' - - - ' _ - -

O'--_L--_L--_L--_L--_'--_'----'
o

Calculate the following parameters:
• The free-free mode shapes [<I>] •

C 1 1 (Mlm<P; 8)2 d "." d th 1 . h h• a cu ate T ' per mo e I an compare e resu ts WIt t e
<1>; [M]<Pi

modal effective masses as calculated in the example. What is your con
clusion?

7.4.2 Problem 2

A cantilevered beam, as illustrated in Fig. •, has two discrete masses with
mass m . The distance between the masses and the clamped interface is L.

We assume a mode shape <I>(x) = (~r

Using <I>(x) calculate:
• the natural frequency using Rayleigh's Quotient.
• the generalised mass
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• the modal participation factor with respect to clamped position A
• the effective mass

5/ 65 9 81
Answers: m = 3.44 - 3 ' 64 m , 8m and 65m .

ml

0(
L

) 0(
L

)

A £1 Q £~
.-------7 x III <1> 11

Fig. 7.5. Cantilevered beam
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8 Response Analysis

8.1 Introduction

The analysis of responses of a mdof linear dynamic system due to either
dynamic forces or to enforced motions; displacements, velocities and accel
eration will be discussed in this chapter. The general equations of motions
are set up and a partitioning between internal and boundary dofs had been
made in order to solve the internal dofs because boundary motions were
applied in combination with forces. When solving the equations of motion a
distinction has been made between relative motions, motions with respect
to the base, and absolute motions. Also a distinction had been made
between redundant and non redundant boundaries. The equations are appli
cable to solve the responses both in the time and the frequency domain.

In general, the equation of motions, in particular the internal dofs, are
solved using the mode displacement method (MDM), because the full
damping characteristics, a full damping matrix, are not readily available.
The theory will be illustrated with an example. The chapter will end with a
set of problems to be solved by the reader.

8.2 Forces and Enforced Acceleration

Forces and enforced acceleration will be discussed . An example of
enforced motion is the acceleration at the interface between the satellite
(spacecraft) and the launch vehicle. The enforced acceleration of a structure
can be treated in three different methods:
• Relative motions: The absolute motion {x(t)} of the dynamic is sepa

rated into a relative motion {z(t)} with respect to the base and the
motion at the base {xb(t)}. The absolute motion {x(t)} is the summa-
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tion of the motion at the base and the relative motion
{x(t)} = {z(t)} + {xb(t)} . The dynamic system has fixed free boundary

conditions, either determinate or nondeterminate.
• Absolute motions: The absolute motions {x(t)} of the dynamic system

are calculated in a direct manner as a result of forces {F(t)} and
enforced motion {xb(t)}. The dynamic system has fixed free boundary

conditions.
• Large-mass approach: The dynamic system is a free-free structure, how

ever, attached to the interface is a very large mass to introduce as a force
the enforced motion {xb(t)} to calculate the absolute motions {x(t)} .

The damped equations of motion of a mdof dynamic system are

[M]{x(t)} + [C]{ x(t)} + [K]{x(t)} = {F(t)}.

8.2.1 Relative Motions

(8.1)

With the relative-motion approach the absolute motion {x(t)} is build up
from the relative motion {z(t)} and the enforced motion {xb(t)} . The rela

tive motion {z(t)} is with respect to the fixed base. The absolute displace
ments {x(t)} may be partitioned in a set of internal dofs {Xi} and a set of

boundary dofs {xb} . The boundary dofs are equal to the enforced displace

ments {xb(t)} . The absolute displacements {x(t)} become

{X} ={ :: }.

The same expression exists for the velocities {x}

and for the acceleration {x}

(8 .2)

(8.3)

(8.4)
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The static relation between the internal dofs {xJ and the boundary dofs

{xb} can be calculated from

(8.5)

The stiffness matrix [K] is also partitioned with respect to the internal

dofs and the boundary dofs. The reaction force {Fb} is due to the enforced

displacements {xb } . From the first equation of (8.5) we obtain the static

internal displacements {xJ due to the boundary static displacements {xb}

(8.6)

The absolute displacement {x} can be written as a summation of the rel
ative displacements {z} and the static displacements caused by the bound
ary displacements.

The matrix [<I>c]: [ G;b] consists of the so-called "contraint modes" ,

[Craig 68].
We will substitute (8.2), (8.3) and (8.4) into (8.1) and also partitioning

the force vector {F} in internal and boundary loads.

We will depict the relative motion {z} on the modal base [<1>;] as fol

lows

(8.9)

with
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• [<I>;) the modal base obtained from the eigenvalue problem

([Ki;l- oo;[Mij]){<Pid = {O}, with [<I>;l = [<PiI ' <P i2' .....] and 00;

the k-th eigenvalue .
• {T\;} are the generalised coordinates

The mode shapes [<I>;) obey the orthogonality relations with respect to

the mass matrix [Mi;l and the stiffness matrix [Kii]

(8.10)

After the base transformation we assume a diagonal matrix of modal
damping ratios, hence

T
[<I>;) [Cij][<I>;l = (2~kookmik)'

with ~k the modal damping ratio associated with mode {<Pi.k}'

Equation (8.7) can be written

(8.11)

{x) ={ :: }= {~H::}= [:' G;j{ :: }=[~]{X} (8.12)

We will rewrite (8.l) as follows

['P{[M]['P]{X} + ['P]T[C]['P]{X} + ['P{[M]['P]{X} = ['P{{F(t)} , (8 .13)

with

• ['P{[M]['P] = [ <l>rMij<l>i <l>rMiiGib+ <l>rMib ]
T T T

GibMii<l>i + Mbi<l>i GibMiiGib+ GibMib+ MbPib+ Mbb

• ['P]T[C]['P] = [ <l>rCii<l>i <l>rc.c; + <l>rc; ]
T T T

GibCii<l>i + Cbi<l>i GibCiiGib+ GibCib+ CbiGib+ Cbb

• ['P{[K]['P] = [ <l>rKii<l>i <l>rKiiGib+ <l>rKib ]
T T T

GibKii<l>i + Kbi<l>i GibKiiGib+ GibKib+ KbPib+ Kbb
T T

• [<I>i KiiGib+ <l>i Kib] = [0]
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and, furthermore we may write
- T T

• [Mbb] = [GibM;;Gib+GibMib+MbPib+Mbb]
- T T

• [Mib] = [<I>i MiiGib+ <l> i Mib]
- T T T T

• [Mbi] = [GibMii<l>i+Mbi<l>;l= [<I>iM;;Gib+<I>iMib]
- T T

• [Kbb] = [GibKiPib+ GibKib + KbiGib+ Kbb]
- T T

• [Cib] = [<I>i CiiGib+ <l>i Cib]
- T T T T

• [Cbi] = [GibCii<l>i + Cbi<l>;l= [<I>i C;;Gib + <l> i Cib]
- T T

• [Cbb] = [GibCiiGib + GibCib + CbiGib+ Cbb]
- T T

• [Kib] = [<I>i KiiGib + <l>i Kib]= [0]

T T T T
• [Kbi] = [GibKii<l>i + Kbi<l>;l= [<I>i KiiGib + <l>i Kib] = [0]

- T T
• [Kbb] = [GibKiiGib + GibKib + KbiGib + Kbb]

Equation (8.13) becomes, applying the orthogonality relations of modes
with respect to the mass and stiffness matrix

129

(8.14)

and the generali sed forces become

Thus , finally, the first part of (8.14) becomes
.. • 2

(mik){T1 i(t)} + (2~krokmik){T1 i(t)} + (rokmik){T1i(t)}

(8.16)

Equation (8.16) can be either solved analytically or using numeric schemes
like the Wilson-B . the Newmark-beta methods.

If the enforced acceleration {Xb} is specified the velocity {Xb} must be

obtained by integration of the acceleration {Xb}
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I

{Xb(t)} = {Xb(to)} +f {xb(t)}dt .
10

8 ResponseAnalysis

(8.17)

With a time increment M we can use the trapezoidal approximation of
the integral [Schwarz 89] in (8.17)

{Xb(t")} = {Xb(tO)} + a{~ {Xb(tO)} +~ {Xb(t)} + ~ {Xb(.,»]. (8.18)

with

• tj = to+jM

• tn = to + nS: = t

. . M .. ..
• {Xb(tn+')} = {Xb(tn)} + "2 ({Xb(tn)} + {Xb(tn+I)})

In the frequency domain we have

• {Tl;} = {D;(oo)}jOl/, {Ii;} = jOO{D(oo)} and {IT;} = -oo2{D(oo)}

'01/" 2 •• •• '011
• {xb} = {Xb(oo)}e' ,{Xb} = -00 {Xb(oo)} or {Xb} = {Xb(oo)}e' ,

.. .. ..

{X' } - {Xb(oo)} _ .{Xb(oo)} d {X } _ -{Xb(oo)}
b - . - -) an b-

)00 00 002

• {FJ = {F;(oo)}jOlI

If (8.16) is transformed in the frequency domain we obtain

[«ooi-00
2)m;k) + (2jSkookoom;k)]{ D j ( oo)}

(8.19)

A dynamic system is shown in Fig. 8.1. The number of dofs is 10; XI'

!PI , X2 ' !P2' X3' !P3' X4' !P4' Xs and x6' The springs with a spring stiffness

ks and k6 are coupled between the displacements x 3 - Xs and Xs - x6

respectively. The set of boundary dofs {xb } = { XI X2 X4rand the internal

dofs are {x;} = { (1\ (1\ X (1\ (1\ X X }T.
'1'1 '1'2 3 '1'3 '1'4 S 6
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Fig. 8.1. Dynamic system enforced with loads and acceleration

The enforced accelerations are {X"b} ={ X"t X"2 X"4 r
A dynamic load F6 is applied to dof X6 '

L

Fig. 8.2. Bar element

131

The stiffness matrix and mass matrix of a bar shown in Fig. 8.2 are from
[Craig 81, Cook 89].

12 6L -12 6L
2 2

[K ] = EI 6L 4L -6L 2L
bar 3

L -12 -6L 12 -6L

6L 2L2 -6L 4L2

156 22L 54 -13L

mL 22L 4L 2 13L _3L 2

, [Mbar] = 420 54 13L 156 -22L

-13L _3L 2 -22L 4L2

The total stiffness matrix [K] and the total mass matrix [M] of the mdof
linear dynamic system, as illustrated in Fig. 8.1, can now be set up. The
total stiffness matrix [K] is
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12 6L -12 6L 0 0 0 0 0 0

6L 4L 2 -6L 2L
2

0 0 0 0 0 0
-12 -6L 24 0 -12 6L 0 0 0 0

6L 2L
2 0 8L

2 -6L 2L
2

0 0 0 0

k L
3

k L
3

0 0 -12 -6L 24+-5- 0 -12 6L 5 0
EI EI

[K] = EI 0 0 6L 2L
2 0 8L

2
-6L 2L

2
0 0

L
3

0 0 0 0 -12 -6L 12 -6L 0 0

0 0 0 0 6L 2L
2

- 6L 4L
2 0 0

k L
3 3

k L
3

0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0
(k5 + k6)L 6

EI EI EI

k L
3

k L
3

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6

EI EI

and the total mass matrix [M] becomes

156 22L 54 -13L 0 0 0 0 0 0

22L 4L
2 13L _3L 2

0 0 0 0 0 0
54 -6L 312 0 54 -13L 0 0 0 0

-13L _3L2
0 8L

2
13L _3L2

0 0 0 0
0 0 54 -6L 312 0 54 -1 3L 0 0

ml 0 0 -13L _3L 2 0 8L
2 13L _3L 2 0 0[M ] = 420

0 0 0 0 54 13L 156 - 22L 0 0

0 0 0 0 -13L _3L 2 -22L 4L
2

0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
420m5 0

ml

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
420m6

ml

The submatrices [Kii ] , [Kbb] , T
[Mii ] , [Mbb] and[Kib] = [Kb;l ,

[Mib] = [Mb/ are given as.
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o
o

ooo

o

oo

o

o 0 0 0

-6L 2L2 0 0

k L
3

k L
3

o -6L 24 + ~I 0 6L ~I 0

EI 0 2L2 0 8L2 2L2 0 0[K ii ] = '3
L 0 0 6L 2L24L2 0 0

kSL
3 (kS + k6)L

3
k6L

3

EI 0 0 EI EI

k L
3

k L
3

6 6
EI EI

E/[12 -12 0] T E/[6L 6L 0 0 0 0 OJ
[Kbb ] = '3 -12 24 0 and [Kbi]= [Kib ] = '3 -6L 0 -12 6L 0 00 ·

L 0 0 12 L 0 0 -12 -6L -6L 0 0

Furthermorefor the mass submatrices we get

4L2 _3L 2
0 0 0 0 0

_3L2 8L2 13L _3L2
0 0 0

0 -6L 312 0 -13L 0 0

ml 0 _3L 2
0 8L2 _3L2

0 0
[Mii ] = 420

0 0 -13L _3L 2 4L2
0 0

0 0 0 0 0
420ms 0

ml

0 0 0 0 0 0
420m6

ml

and

ml [156 54 0 J
[Mbb ] = 420 54 312 0 ,

o 0 156

with

I [22L -13 L 0 0 0 0 OJ
[Mbi]= [Mib{ = ~O -6L 0 54 -13L 0 00 ·

o 0 54 13L -22L 0 0

Indeterminate (redundant) Interface
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(8.20)

If the interface {xb(t)} forms a redundant set of displacements we have to

use (8.16) to obtain the responses.

{Xj(t) }

Fig. 8.3. Forces and enforced acceleration (redundant set)

(mik){~i(t)} + (2SkOOkmik){~i(t)} + (oo;mik){T1i(t)}
T - .. -.

= [<I>i] {Fi(t)} - [Mib]{Xb(t)} - [Cib]{Xb(t)}

In the case of modal damping [<I>f[Cjj][<I>i] = (2skookmik) (8.11) there

is no damping matrix [C] available and we assume no damping with

respect to the constraint modes [<I>c]' hence [Cb] = [0], [Cb;] = [0],
-

[Cbb] = [0] and (8.16) becomes
.. . 2 T - ..

(mikHll;(t)} + (2Skffikmi/,){ 11 ;(t )} + (ffikmik){11/t)} = [<1>;] {Fi(t)} - [M;b]{Xb(t)},

or

(m ik){ ~i(t)} + (2skookmik){ ~i(t)} + (oo;mik){ T1i(t)}

= [<I>;I"{F,(lll - [~r[MJ[<I>J {ib(tll .

Equation (8.20) can be solved either analytically or by means of numeric
schemes like the Houbolt and the Newmark-beta methods.

In the frequency domain we can now solve 0ik(OO), with
jOlt

T1ik(t) = 0ik(OO)e ,

{~,,}T{F,(Olll-{ ~~k r[MJ[<I>, ]( Xb( OlII
n ik(oo) = 22 ,k=1,2, ... . (8.21)

mik(OOk-00 + 2jSkOOk OO)
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The relative motions {z} can now be calculated, with

{z(t)} = Z(ro)t/WI, using (8.29) Zero) = [cI>J{ll;(ro)}

2(00) = [<I>;]( z / . >([<I>/{F;(oo))-[ <I>; ]T[MH<I>c]{Xb(oo)}).
m;k(OOk-00 + 2J~kookoo) 0

(8.22)

The absolute motion {x(t)} = {X(ro)}t/WI can now be calculated with
(8.7) and is

{X(ro)} ={": }+ [ G;b }xb(ro)} ={": }+ [cI>cl{Xb(ro)} . (8.23)

The physical parameters, involved in the dynamic problem as shown in
Fig. 8.1, are set to:

E = 70x10
9 N/m2, I = 6xlO- 1O m", m = 0.5 kg/m, ms = 0.04 kg,

m6 = 0.02 kg, ks = 54000 N/m], k6 = 27000 N/m and L = 0.1 m.

The elastic modes [~] and constraint modes [<I>cl are presented, with the

sequence of the 10 dofs ; Xl , <PI' XZ, <Pz, x3' <P3, x4, <P4' Xs and x6.

The first three lowest natural frequencies, assuming {xb } = {O}, calcu

lated are: LfnJ = L124.8,254.7,498.9J Hz. The associated vibration modes,
such that the generalised mass matrix is a unit matrix, and the contraint
modes are:

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-1 .5489 2.6060 -21 .2465
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

3.0844 -5.1185 39.6527

0.3832 -0.6238 4.4993

0.7745 -1.3030 10.6233

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

-6.1688 10.2370 -79.3054

3.0398 -3.8905 -0.7894

5.5834 4.3370 0.1257

1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-11.6667 12.5000 -0.8333

0.0000 1.0000 0.0000

-6.6667 5.0000 1.6667

-0.2500 0.8750 0.3750

0.8333 -6.2500 5.4167

0.0000 0.0000 1.0000

3.3333 -10.0000 6.6667

-0.2500 0.8750 0.3750

-0.2500 0.8750 0.3750
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Determinate Interface
When the enforced acceleration takes place at one node ')\'~ with three
translations and three rotations the contraint modes are, in fact, the six rigid
modes [cI>c] = [cI>r] with respect to the node ')\': This is called a nonre

dundant base excitation. This is shown in Fig. 8.4.

Fig. 8.4. Enforced acceleration at one node ':A." (nonredundant)

This means that [KHcI>r] = [0] or no strain energy is stored in the elastic
-

body with the stiffness matrix [K] or [Kbb]= [cI>rHK][cI>r] = [0] . The same

applies to the damping matrix [C]. No energy will be dissipated if the
dynamic body moves as a rigid body, with [C][cI>r] = [0] and

- --
[Cbb]= [cI>r][C][cI>r] = [0], hence [Cib] = [0] and [Chi] = [0] . becomes
now

(8.24)

The mass matrix M ib: is also called the matrix of the modal participation
Tfactors [L] and can be expressed as

[ J
T

- T cI>.
[Mib] = [L] = 0' [M][cI>r] · (8.25)

The matrix of the modal participation factors is with respect to node ')\':
The first equation of can be written as
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(8.26)= [<1>,1'(F,(t)} - [:j'IMII<I>,HXb( t)} .

Equation (8.26) can be solved either analytically or by means of numeric
schemes like the Houbolt and the Newmark-beta methods.

Transforming into the frequency domain and using (8.25) we obtain the
following matrix equations of motion .

2 2 . T T ..
[«Oleffi )m;k) + (2JSkOlkOlm;k) Hn;(Ol)} = [<1>;] {F;(Ol)}- [L] {Xb(Ol)},

(8.27)

We can now solve n ;k(ro)

T T ..
{<!> ;k} {F;(Ol)}-[Ld {Xb(Ol)} (8.28)

n ;k(Ol) = 2 2 . ' k = 1,2, ... .
m;k(Olk-Ol + 2JSkOlkOl)

The relative motions { z} can now be calculated, with

{ z(t)} = Z(Ol) d(()(,

(8.29)

1 T T ..
Z(ol) = [<1>;] ( 2 2 )([<1>;] {Fi(Ol)}-[L] {Xb(Ol)}) . (8.30)

m;k(Olk-Ol + 2jSkOlkOl)

The absolute motion {x(t)} = {X(ol)}dOlI can now be calculated with
(8.7)

We will calculate the rigid body vector { <I>, } with respect to { x l,x2' x4}
assuming

then the rigid-body mode [<1>,] are presented, with the sequence of the 10

dofs; XI ' <PI' X2, <P2' x 3, <P3' X4 , <P4' X s and X 6 '
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1.0000

0.0000

1.0000

0.0000

1.0000

0.0000

1.0000

0.0000

1.0000

1.0000

8 Response Analy sis

The natural frequencies and associated modes are the same as for the unde
termined case.

8.2.2 Absolute Motions

We start with (8.8)

thus

[Mij]{x';} + [Cij]{ x;} + [Kij]{x;}

(8.32)

We will depict the internal motion {x;} on the modal base [<I>;) as follows

{x;} = [<I>;) {11;}, (8.33)

with
• [<I>;) the modal base obtained from the eigenvalue problem

([Kij] - (O~[Mij]){ $;k} = {O}, with [<I>;) = [$i!' $;2' .....] and (O~

the k-th eigenvalue.
• {11;} are the generalised coordinates.

The mode shapes [<I>;) obey the orthogonality relations with respect to

the mass matrix [M;;) and the stiffness matrix [Kij]
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(8.34)

After the base transformation we assume a diagonal matrix of modal
damping ratios, hence

(8.35)

We will substitute (8.33) into (8.32), premultiply by [<I>;l T and obtain the

following equation , assuming [Cib]{ Xb} = (0),
T .. T . T

[<I>;] [Mii][<I>i]{TJ i} + [<I>;] [Ci;] [<I>;] {TJi} + [<I>;] [Kii][<I>i]{TJ i}

= ([<1>/{ FJ - [<I>/([Mib]{Xb} + [Kii]{ xb})) '

Using the orthogonality relation from (8.34) we get
.. • 2

(mikHlli(t)} + (2skookmikH TJ i(t )} + (OOkmikHTJi(t)}

(8.36)

(8 .37)

Equation (8.37) can be either solved analytically or using numeric schemes
like the Wilson-B . or the Newmark-beta methods.

If the enforced acceleration {Xb} is specified the displacement {xb} must

be obtained by integration of the acceleration {Xb} (8.17). The displace

ments {xb(t)} can be obtained with

1

{xb(t)} = {xb(tO)} +f {xb(t )} dt .
10

(8.38)

With a time increment !J.t we can use the trapezoidal approximation of
the integral [Schwarz 89] in (8.38)

(x, (t, )) = { xb(tO)) + M[~ {Xb( to)) +~ {Xb(t})) + ~ { Xb(t.»l (8.39)

with

• tj = to+j!J.t

• tn = to + nf1t = t
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M . .
• {Xb(tn+l)} = {Xb(tn)}+2"({Xb(tn)} + {Xb(tn+I)})

In the frequency domain we have

• {lli} = {ni(oo)}jrot, {iIi} = joo{n(oo)} and {iii} = -oo
2{n(oo)}

·rot·· 2 •• •• 'rot
• {Xb} = {Xb(oo)}e' , {Xb} = -00 {Xb(oo)} or {Xb} = {Xb(OO)}e' ,

.. .. ..
{X· } - {Xb(OO)} _ .{Xb( OO )} d {X } _ -{Xb(OO)}

b - . - -J an b-
JOO 00 002

We can now solve n i k ( 00)

The absolute motion {x(t)} = {X(oo)}jrot can now be calculated

(8.41)

8.2.3 Large-Mass Approach

The large-mass approach is illustrated in the following example . To intro-
.--

duce the enforced acceleration a very large mass M has been attached to
.--

the sdof system. This large-mass is loaded with a dynamic load F = M u·
with ii. the enforced acceleration. The dynamic system is shown in Fig. 8.5.
The sdof system has a discrete mass m , a spring with a spring constant k

and a modal damping s.The undamped equations of motion are

or

[M]{x(t)} + [K]{x(t)} = {F(t)} . (8.43)
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The modal damping 1;, will be introduced after the decoupling of the
equations motion with the modal displacement method.

IX,(I)

Fig. 8.5. Frequency-response analysis, large-mass approach

The undamped eigenvalue problem of the dynamic system can be written as

(8.44)

The nontrivial solution can be found if

thus the following equation must be solved

---. ---. 2
(k-AM)(k-AM)-k = 0,

with two roots

(8.45)

(8.46)

(8.47)
2 kim + M)

Al = 0, A2 =co2= ---.
rnM

The eigenvectors (mode shapes) associated with the eigenvalues Al and A2

are
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The associated generalised masses become

8 ResponseAnalysis

(8.48)

T
(mg)= [<1>] [M][<1>] = (8.49)

and the corresponding generalised stiffnesses are

(kg)= (Amg)= [~{[<1[~J = r: {t:;)'1 = r: t+,fJ:(t+;l (8.50)

Applying the mode displacement method (MDM) with

then

{x(t)} = [<1>]{ll(t)}, (8051)

[<1>{[M][<1>]{~(t)} + [<1>{[M][<1>]{ll(t)} = [<1>]T{F(t)} 0 (8.52)

With the introduction of the 'ad hoc" modal damping I; the two uncou
pled damped equations of motion for the generalised coordinates {ll(t)}

become

(mg){~(t)} + (2I;mg.fi){~(t)} + (kg){ll(t)} = [<1>]T{F(t)} = (f(t)},(8053)

or

m:M +:~){ ~:::; H:2' k(~H+~)]{ ~:::~ 1

+ r: k(mm+t):(1 + ~)1{~:~;~ }= { :d (8.54)
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Premultilpying (8.54) with the inverse matrix of the generalised masses

143

Solutions in the frequency domain are

(- 00'[~ ~H~ 2j,~ooJ + [~ :~){ ~:~:; } = :: ~ 1{ ~l }U(00) (8.57)

M

The solutions for the generalised coordinates become

(8.58)

and

-(~ + l)U(W)
MI"

I12(w) = 2 2 = ---H(w)U(w). (8.59)
w2 - ro + 2j~WW2 m + 1

r--

M

The physical displacement vector [X(m) }

or
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{X(ro)} =
IlI(ro) + Ilz(ro)

m
III (ro)-::::: Ilz(to)

M
m + 1
"""'M

8 Response Analysis

and for the accelerations we may write

.. z [ 1 ]{X(on} = -ro {X(roj} = -;;;--
-+1
"""'M

1+ rozH(ro)

(I-ro';H(ro»)
..
U(ro) . (8.62)

"""' mAssume M » m , thus - «1 (8.62) becomes
"""'M

thus

. . 2 ··
XI(ro) = [1 + eo H(ro)]U(ro)

with

lim XI (oi) = 0 ,
ro~ ~

and
.. ..

Xz(ro) = U(ro).

(8.64)

(8.65)

(8.66)

The attached mass Mwill be of order O(I06m ... 108
m) in order to obtain

reliable responses.
The results of the large-mass approach are checked with the relative

motion approach, as illustrated hereafter (Fig. 8.6).
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ii(t)

Fig. 8.6. Sdof systemwith enforced acceleration

With the introduction of the relative motion z(t) ,

z(t) = x(t) - u(t),

we can write the equation of motion of the sdof system

z'(t) + 2~ronz(t) + ro~z(t) = -ii(t)

(8.67)

(8.68)

The enforced acceleration of the sdof system is transformed into an external

force. The absolute acceleration x(t) is

(8.69)

The response and base excitation transformed from the time domain into
the frequency domain is

jCJl/ " •• JCJl/
z(t) = Z(ro)e ,u(t) = U(ro)e .

The complex relative motion Z(m) can be expressed in U( ro)

..
U(ro) ..

Z(ro) = 2 2 = -H(ro)U(ro) ,
ron - eo + 2j~roron

and
. ..

Z(ro) = -jroZ(ro) = -jroH(ro)U(ro) ,

and

.. 2 2 "
Z(ro)= -ro Z(ro) = ro H(ro)U(ro) .

The absolute acceleration X(oi) becomes

(8.70)

(8.71)

(8.72)

(8.73)

.. . . 2"
X(ro) = {2j~ronroH(ro) + AH(ro)}U(ro) = {2j~ronro + ron}H(ro)U(ro) , (8.74)

and the absolute displacement X(ro)
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X(ro)= zre» + U(ro) = [-~2-H(ro)Jii(ro),

and

•• •• •• 2 "
X(ro)= Z(ro) + U(ro) = [1 + to H(ro)]U(ro) ,

with

lim X(ro) = O.
w~=

8.3 Problems

8.3.1 Problem 1

8 Response Analysis

(8.75)

(8.76)

(8.77)

A linear dynamic system, shown in Fig. 8.7, consist of 4 dofs; x" X2' X3

and x4. The enforced acceleration are LXbJ = Lx\, X4J = LjWt, jwt -e J rn/s2

and the internal dofs are Lx;J = LX2' X3J. All masses are equal

m, = m2 = m3 = m4 = 1 kg and all stiffness are equal

k, = k2 = k3 = 1000 N/m . The modal damping ratio for all modes is

~ = 0.02.

Fig. 8.7. 4 dofs linear dynamic system

Perform the following activities:
• Set up the total mass matrix [M]

• Set up the total stiffness matrix [K]

• Set up the submatrices [Mii ] , [Mbb] , [Mib] = [Mbl

• Set up the submatrices [Kii ] , [Kbb] , [Kib] = [Kbl

• Calculate eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors from eigenvalue
2

problem ([KiJ - ro ik[Mii ] ){(h}
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• Set up the modal matrix [<1>;]

• Calculate the constraint modes [<I>cl
.. 'OJI 1t

• Calculate vector {z"} = {Z(oo)}e' , e = 0, 2,1t, (8.23)

• Calculate the absolute acceleration
.. .• 'OJI" .. 'OJI 1t

{x} = {X(oo)}e' = ({Z(oo)} + {Xb})e' , e = 0, 2,1t, (8.23)

• Calculate directly the absolute acceleration { x} = {X(OO)}t!OJI,

1te = 0, 2' 1t (8.4l)

8.3.2 Problem 2

147

A linear dynamic system (shown in Fig. 8.8) consists of 3 dofs; XI' X2 and

Fig. 8.8. 3 dofs linear dynamic system

The enforced acceleration are Xb = XI = rlOJI mls2 and the internal dofs are

Lxd = LX2' X3J· The masses are ml = 2m2 = 2m 3 = 2 kg and the stiff

nesses are k I = 2k2 = 2000 N/m. The modal damping ratios for all modes

are ~ = 0.05 .
• Set up the total mass matrix [M]

• Set up the total stiffness matrix [K]

• Set up the submatrices [Mii ] , [Mbb], [Mib] = [Mbf

• Set up the submatrices [Kii ] , [Kbb] , [Kib] = [Kbf

• Calculate eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors from eigenvalue
2

problem ([Kii ] - OOik[Miil){ (b}

• Set up the modal matrix [<1>;]

• Calculate the constraint modes [<I>rl
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• Calculate vector {z} = {z(roniOO t
, (8.30)

• Calculate the absolute acceleration

{x} = {X(roni OOt
= ({Z(ron + {Xb} )i

oot
, (8.31)

• Calculate directly the absolute acceleration { x} = {X( roni oot
, (8.4l)

8.3.3 Problem 3

Solve the previous problem by replacing the mass ml by a large mass

M I = 106 kg and apply a force F I at XI' which is F I = Mli
Olt

, as illus

trated in Fig. 8.9.

Fig. 8.9. 3 dofs linear dynamic system

The masses are m2 = m 3 = 1 kg and the stiffnesses are k I = 2k2 = 2000

N/m]. The modal damping ratios for all elastic modes are ~ = 0 .05.
Use the MDM method!
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9.1 Introduction

Transient-response analysis is the solution of a linear sdof or linear mdof
system in the time domain . For linear mdof dynamic systems with the aid of
the modal superposition the mdof system can be broken down into a series
of uncoupled sdof dynamic systems. For a very few cases the analytical
solution of the second-order differential equation, in the time domain, may
be obtained and numerical methods are needed to solve the sdof and the
mdof dynamic systems. Often, the numerical solution schemes are time
integration methods . The time-integration methods may have fixed or non
fixed (sliding) time increments per time integration step, and solve the
equation of motion numerically for every time step, taking into account the
initial values either for sdof or mdof dynamic systems. The sdof dynamic
system may be written as

•• • 2 F(t)
x(t) + 2~ffinX(t) + ffinx(t) = - = f(t) .

m
(9.1)

The linear mdof dynamic systems is represented by the following matrix
equations of motion

[M]{x(t)} + [C]{x(t)} + [K]{x(t)} = {F(t)} , (9.2)

the coupled linear equations can be decoupled using the mode displacement
method (MDM) or mode superposition method. The physical displacement
vector x(t) is expressed as follows

x(t) = [<I>]{11(t)},
with
• {11(t)} the vector of generalised coordinates
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• (m)

• (oo~m)

The modal matrix [lI>] := [$ 1' $2' ....·' $n] has the following orthogonality
properties with respect to the mass matrix and the stiffness matrix

[lI>{[M][lI>] := (m) and [lI>{[K][lI>] = (oo~m)

the diagonal matrix of generalised or modal masses

the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues multiplied by the gener

alised mass

Making use of the orthogonality properties of the modal matrix, the
equations of motion are expressed in the generalised coordinates, general
ised masses, eigenvalues and generalised forces

.. . 2
(m;){Tl(t)} + (C;){Tl(t)} + (ffiimi){Tl(t)} = f(t) ,

with
• f(t) the vector of generalised forces .
• (Ci) the diagonal matrix of the generalised damping . This means the

damping matrix [C] consists of proportional damping . In general
we will add modal viscous damping to the uncoupled equations of

motion of the generalised coordinates,

Ci = {$i}T[C]{$J on an ad hoc basis .

• mi = {~JT[M]{~J the generalised mass associated with mode {~i}'

C ·
• ~i:= r/:-::: the modal damping ratio.

2A/ki m i

• k, = {~i}T[K]{$J = oo;m i the generalised stiffness.

• 00; the eigenvalue of the eigenvalue problem

([K]-OO;[M]){~J = {O}

Finally, the uncoupled equations of motion for the generalised coordi
nates enforced with the generalised forces become

T
.. • 2 {~J {F(t)} .
l1i(t) + 2~iOOil1(t) + OOi l1;(t) = = fi(t) , 1= 1,2 ,.... (9.3)

m;

Ifthe damped natural (circular) frequency OOd ; (rad/s) is defined as

Oldi = (0)1 - ~;,
then the theoretical solutions of (9.3) are
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with initial conditions
T -I

• {llo} = ([<1>] [<1>]) [<I>]{xo} and
. T -I .

• {llo} = ([<1>] [<1>]) [<I>]{xo }

151

(9.4)

In most cases no closed form solution of (9.4) exists and therefore we
will solve (9.1), or (9.2) or (9.3) numerically. Many numerical time integra
tion methods are described in the literature, e.g. [Abramowitz 70, Babuska
66, Chopra 95, Chung 93, Dokainish 89, Ebeling 97, Hughes 83, Kreyszig
93, Petyt 90, Pilkey 94, Schwarz 89, Subbraraj 89, Wood 90].

9.2 Numerical Time Integration

We define a series of time steps:

to = 0, t l = tJ.t, t2 = 2tJ.t,...,tn _ 1 = (n -1)tJ.t, tn = rust . (9.5)

The displacement vector {dn } , the velocity vector {vn } and the accelera

tion vector {an} are approximations of {x(tn)} , {.r(tn)} and {x(tn)} ,

respectively, conform to (9.1).

9.2.1 Discrete Solution Convolution Integral

The closed form solution of (9.1), with the initial conditions x(O) = Xo and

x(O) = vo ' is more or less illustrated in (9.4)

-~CJ)I( -.L )
x(t) = xoe n COsffidt+ Jl~(!sinffidt

(9.6)

The damped natural (circular) frequency ffid (rad/s) is defined as
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Old =Oln~'
The last part in the right-hand side of (9.6) is called the convolution integral

-~Ol r sinOld't
with the impulse response function h('t) = e n -- and the external

mOld

t

force F(t-'t) , viz. f h('t)F(t -'t)d't . Assuming zero initial condition the
o

solution of (9.1) can be written as

t

x(t) =f h('t)F(t-'t)d't .
o

(9.7)

The final time t and the running time 't are expressed as follows
t = tj = t j = jM (see also (9.5». The convolution integral in (9.7) will

approximated by a summation [Meirovitch 97]

t t j

x(t) = Jh(t)F(t-t)dt = Jh(t-t)F(t)dt = L MhW-k)M}F(kM) (9.8)
o 0 k = 0

j j

dn = LMh{U-k)M}F(kM) = L~thj-kFk ' (9 .9)

k=O k=O

For example,

. do
• ] = 0 ; ~t = hoF0

d,
• j=l;~t=h,Fo+hoF,

•

It is clear that the number of operations increases with each sampling tn'

The numerical solution of the convolution integral must be placed in the
area of the academic solutions and is not very practical for real-life prob
lems. It is better to apply recurrence-matrix methods, for which the last
solution {xn + d is only dependent upon the penultimate solution {r,},

hence
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where the matrix [An] is called the amplification matrix. For linear systems

the recurrent relation in (9.10) can be written as
.'

with
• [An] = [An_d = = [Ad = [Ao] = [A]

9.2.2 Explicit Time-Integration Method

The explicit time-integration method is the solution of equation(s) of
motion at time t + M and the solution is obtained by considering the equi
librium conditions at time t, and such integration schemes do not require
the inversion of the stiffness matrix in the step-by-step solution . Hence, the
method requires no storage of matrices if the diagonal (lumped or general
ised masses) mass matrix is used . The explicit methods are conditionally
stable and require small time steps to be employed to insure stability.

In the next section the following explicit time-integration methods will
be discussed :
• the central difference method
• the Runge-Kutta methods (for first- and second-order differential equa

tions)

9.2.3 Implicit Time-Integration Methods

Inthe implicit time-integration methods the equations for the displacements
at the current time step involve the velocities and accelerations at the cur
rent step itself, t + M. Hence the determination of the displacements at
t + M involves the solution of the structural stiffness matrix at that time
step. However, many implicit methods are unconditionally stable for linear
analysis and maximum time step length. In the next section the following
implicit time-integration methods will be discussed :
• the Houbolt method
• the Wilson- e method
• the Newmark method (explicit or implicit depending on the choice of

the parameters ex, 'Y and P)

9.2.4 Stability

The difference equation
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(9.12)

is [Strang 88]
• stable if all eigenvalues satisfy 11.;1 < 1

• neutrally stable if some 11.;1= 1 and the other 11.;1 < 1

• unstable if at least one eigenvalue has IAil> 1

The matrix [A] is called the amplification matrix.
In the case of unconditionally stable integration methods the solution

remains bounded for any time step M . For conditionally stable integration
methods the solution remains bounded only if M is smaller than or equal to
a certain critical value M erit.

9.3 Explicit Time-Integration

In this section the following explicit time integration methods will be
reviewed:
• the central difference method
• the Runge-Kutta methods (for first- and second-order differential equa

tions)

9.3.1 Central Difference Method

This method is based on the finite difference approximation, [Chopra 95,
Pilkey 94], of the time derivatives displacement. The central difference
method is one of the most widely used among explicit techniques in large
scale structural dynamics programs.

The time step is St . The central difference expressions for the velocity

xU) and the acceleration .r(t) at time tare
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x(t)

x(t) ~
I I I
I I I
I I I

t-At t+~t

Fig. 9.1. Illustration central difference method

' ( ) _ x(t+M)-x(t-M) _ dn+1-dn- 1
x t - 2M - 2M = vn '

and

or

x (t ) = X(t + M)-2x(t) +x(t-M) = dn+ I - 2dn + dn_ 1

Al Al

(9.13)

(9.14)

(9.15)

(9.16)

The approximations of the velocity is denoted with vn' the acceleration

with an and the displacement d; . Equations (9.13) and (9.14) are more or

less illustrated in Fig. 9.1. In vector notation we may write

{ } = {dn+1}-{dn_ 1}
~ 2At'

and

(9.17)

The equation of motion for the time t = nM is

with the initial conditions

{do} = {x(O)}

{vo} = { x(O)}

(9.18)

(9.19)

(9.20)
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-I
{ao} = [M] [{F(O)} - [C]{ vo} - [K]]{do} . (9.21)

(9.23)

From (9.16) and (9.17) substituted into (9.18) we can derive the following
equation

(al/M]+2~/C]){dn+l} = {Fn}

-([K]-a~2[M]){dn}-Cll[M]-2~/C]){dn-d. (9.22)

From (9.16) and (9.17) we can derive the following equation

M
2

{dn_ l} = {dn}-M{vn}+T{an} .

Thus for n = 0

(9.24)

With use of (9.24) we are able to start the recurrence procedure of the cen
tral difference method.

The central difference method is very efficient when the mass matrix
[M] is a lumped (diagonal) mass matrix and the damping matrix [C] is
diagonal too. This is the case when the modal displacement method will be
applied (see (9.3»

The numerical process of the central difference method will be stable for

time steps smaller than at::; _2_ =+ [Dokainish 89, Chopra 95]. The
oomax 1tJ max

truncation error is of O(M
4

) •

9.3.2 Runge-KuttaFormulae for First-Order Differential Equations

The classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta method [Abramowitz 70, Babuska
66, Dokainish 89, Kreyszig 93, Schwarz 89] has long been popular and is
often recommended for accurate numerical computations of solutions for
ordinary differential equations. The Runge-Kutta formulas are written as

y' = I(x, y) , y(xo) = Yo

Yn+l = Yn+h<\l/x,y,h)

(9.25)

(9.26)

(9.27)
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with

• k l = f( x n, Yn )

• k2 = f( x n + a.2h, Yn + ~2.,hk,)

• k3 = f( xn + a.3h, Yn + ~3.lhk, + ~3. 2hk2)

• k4 = f( x n + a.4h, Yn + ~4. ' hk, + ~4. 2hk2 + ~4. 3hk3)

157

(9.28)

In Table 9.1 the constants for three different Runge-Kutta methods are

given. The truncation error is of O(L\(5) .

The Runge-Kutta time-integration method is a one-step and a four-stage
method.

Table 9.1. Family of Runge-Kutta integration methods

Three over eight
Standard Runge- Runge-Kutta

Coefficients Kutta Formula formula Gill's formula

WI 1 1 1- - -
6 8 6

w 2 1 3
~(l- ~)- -

3 8

w 3 1 3
!(l + -L)-

3 8 3 J2

w4 1 1 1
6 8 6

0.2 1 1 1- - -
2 3 2

0.3 1 2 1- - -
2 3 2

0.4

~2.' 1 1 1- - -
2 3 2

~3.1 0 1 !(J2-1)
3 2
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Table 9.1. Family of Runge-Kutta integration methods (Continued)

Standard Runge-
Coefficients Kutta Formula

~3,2 1-
2

~4, 1 0

~4,2 0

~4,3 1

Three over eight
Runge-Kutta
formula

-1

Gill's formula

1
1--

J2
o

1

J2
1

1+-
J2

The equation of motion of an sdof dynamic system has been derived in a
previous chapter. We assume underdamped damping ratio (1; < 1) charac
teristics.

.. r ' 2 F(t)
x(t) + 2~oonx(t) + oonx(t) = - = f(t) .

m

We will now introduce the space state variables y(t)

y(t) = { Yl(t) } = { ~(t) }.
Y2(t) x(t)

Rearranging (9.29), we get the space state equations of motion

In the case of (9.2) (9.31) can be written as

(9.29)

(9.30)

(9.31)

and can be solved by the Runge-Kutta time integration method.
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9.3.3 Runge-Kutta-Nystrom Method for 8-0 Differential Equations

The Runge-Kutta-Nystrom method is a fourth-order method and is an
extension to the general Runge-Kutta methods for first-order differential
equation s as discussed in the previous section [Abramowitz 70, Kreyszig
93]. The procedure is given here.

y' '= !(x , y, y' ) , y (x o) = Yo and y'(x o) = y'o

with

• kl = ~h!(xn' Yn' y'n)

• K = !h(Y' +!k)2 n 2 1

• k2 = ih~Xn +ih' Yn+K' Y'n+kl)

• k3 = ~h~xn+~h' Yn+K' Y'n+k2)

• L = h(y'n + k3 )

• k4 = ~h!(xn + h, Yn + L, y'n + 2k3 )

9.4 Implicit Time Integration

(9.34)

(9.35)

(9.36)

(9.37)

In this section the following implic it time-integration methods will be
described:
• the Houbolt method
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• the Wilson- e method
• Newmark-beta method (explicit or implicit depending on the choice of

the parameters a, 'Y and ~)

9.4.1 Houbolt Method

The Houbolt recurrence-matrix solution, to calculate dynamic responses of
dynamic systems is proposed in [Houbolt 50, Subbaraj 89, Pilkey 94]. For
an sdof system the equation of motion is given by (9.29)

.. r ' 2 F(t)
x(t) + 2."ronx(t) + ronx(t) = - = f(t) .

m
To solve this equation Houbolt proposed the following difference equations

for the velocity xn and the acceleration in. The approximations of the

velocity is denoted with Vn , the acceleration with an and the displacement

dn • The numerical solution for the velocity is

1
vn = 6M[11dn-18dn- 1 + 9dn_2-2dn_3],

and the numerical solution of the acceleration can be obtained from

(9.38)

(9.39)
1

an = -2[2dn-5dn_l+4dn_2-dn_3] '
M

The substitution of (9.38) and (9.39) into (9.29) results in the following
relation to solve the displacement dn + 1

(9.40)

(9.4l)

or (9.41) written in a shorter way

(9.42)

In matrix notation

(
2 11 )d/M] + 6M[C] + [K] {dn+ d = {Fn+ d
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(9.43)

+ (~Z[M] + ~/C]){dn}-C~z[M] + 2~t[C]){dn -l}

+ (il
1
/ M] + 3~/C]){dn-z} ,

or (9.43) written in a more compact way

[Kn+ ,]{dn+ I} = {Fn+ I} + [Kn]{dn}-[Kn_ d{dn_d + [Kn_Z]{dn_Z} ' (9.44)

To solve the initial-value problem Houbolt also proposed the following
relations for vn and an

(9.45)

(9.46)

The initial values are defined as; do = Xo ' "o = xo = v0 and the associ
ated acceleration can be obtained from (9.29) and is

(9.47)

For n = 0 the displacements d., and d_z can be expressed in do, d1, Vo

and ao, using (9.45) and (9.46), and become

(9.48)

(9.49)

The starting point of the recurrence solution is n = O. The values of d.,

and d_z are known and expressed in the initial conditions, do and d, , thus
(9.41) becomes
(kn+1-kn_, + 8kn_Z)d1 = I, + (kn-2kn_ 1 + 9kn_z)dO

z
-(kn_ I-6kn_Z)Llt ao+ 6iltkn_Zvo

or in matrix notation
([Kn+ d- [Kn_d + 8[Kn_z]){d l } = {fl} + ([Kn]-2[Kn_ I] + 9[Kn_z]){do}

(9.50)

(9.51)

Now we may proceed with the recurrence solution for dz or {dz} and so on

with (9.42) or (9.44).
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The Houbolt method, which is an implicit method, is unconditionally sta
ble, so there is no critical time step limit St . The most significant drawback
associated with the Houbolt integrator is the algoritmic damping, which is
inherent in the numerical procedure, and is introduced into the response
when large time steps are used. In linear problems this damping can cause
the transient response to decay so severely that the static response is

obtained, [Subbraraj 89]. The truncation error is of O(M
4

) •

9.4.2 Wilson-theta Method

The Wilson-B method is also discussed in [pilkey 94, Subbraraj 89].

For any r so that t S; 't S; t + OM we have assuming a linear acceleration

.. .. 't .. ..
Xt+t = Xt+ O/:i/Xt+6M- Xt).

Equation (9.52) is illustrated in Fig. 9.2.

(9.52)

x(t + r)

-~
I I I
I I I
I I I

t+t t+8M

Fig. 9.2. Illustration calculation x(t + r)

The velocity Xt+t can be obtained by integrating (9.52) with respect to time

t 2

Xt+t = foXt+a.da = Xt+Xt't+2~/:i/Xt+6M-Xt), (9.53)

and the displacement Xt + t is obtained by integrating (9.53) again with
respect to time

r .. 2 3

f . . Xt't 't.. ..
Xt+t = Xt+a.da = xt+ xt't+T+ 60 /:i (Xt+6ar- Xt) .
out

If we substitute for 't = OM into (9.53) and (9.54) the result will be

(9.54)
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and
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(9.55)

Equation (9.2) can be written as

[M]{an+e} + [C]{vn+e} + [K]{dn+e} = {F(tn+e)} , (9.57)

with initial conditions

{do} = {x(O)} (9.58)

{vo} = {x(O)} (9.59)

{ao} = [Mr1[{F(0)}-[C]{vo}-[K]]{do} (9.60)

{F(tn+e)} = {F(tn)}+8[{F(tn+I)}-{F(tn)}] (9.61)

8M
{vn+e} = {vn}+T({an+e}+{an}) (9.62)

For linear structures the Wilson-8 method is unconditionally stable for
8 ~ 1.39, [Subbraraj 89]. If we substitute (9.61), (9.62) and (9.63) into
(9.60) the accelerations {an + e} will be solved.

(
8M (8M)2)

[M] + T[C] + -6-[K] {an+e} = {Fn} + 8( {Fn+ d - {Fn})

(9.64)

The accelerations, velocities and displacements can now be solved using
(9.52), (9.53) and (9.54), respectively, with r = M

1
{an+ 1} = {an}+e[{an+e}-{an}] (9.65)

M
{vn+ 1} = {vn}+{an}M+28[{an+e}-{an}] (9.66)
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We may rewrite (9.63) such that

6 6
{a n+6} = --2({dn+ 6}-{dn})-e A {vn}-2{an} . (9.68)

(eM) ut

Substituting (9.68) in (9.62) we obtain

3 etJ.t
{vn+6} = etJ./{dn+6}-{dn})-2{vn}-T{an}' (9.69)

If we substitute (9.68), (9.69) and (9.63) into (9.60) the displacements
{dn + 6 } are solved.

(~[Ml + e: [Cl+[Kl){dn+6} = {Fn}+e({Fn+d-{Fn})
(eM) ut

+ (e~t/M] + e~t[C]){dn} + (e~t[M] + 2[C]){Vn} + (2[M] + e~t[C] ){an}

(9.70)

With (9.68) substituted into (9.65) we obtain

6 6 (3){an+d = "32({dn+ 6} -{dn})--2-{Vn} + 1- e- {an} ·
eM eM

Using (9.63) with e = 1 the velocities at time tn + I can be solved

(9.71)

(9.72)

Using (9.62) with e = 1 the displacements at time t n + I can be solved

9.4.3 Newmark-beta Method

The Newmark-beta method, is described in [Belytschko 00, Hughes 83,
Pilkey 94, Subbraraj 89]. The equations of motion of a damped mdof sys
tem are given by (9.1) and/or (9.3). The basic form of the Newmark-beta
method is given by

{dn+d = {dn}+{VnMt+[G-~}an}+~{an+,}JtJ.? (9.74)

{vn+d = {vn}+[(l-y){an}+y{an+dlM . (9.75)
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We will rearrange (9.74) as

165

1 1 ( 1 ){an+1 } = ~M2[{dn+d-{dn}]-~M{vn}- 2~-1 {an}' (9.76)

Substituting (9.76) into (9.75) we obtain

{vn+ l } = it[{dn+I}-{dn}]+(l-~){Vn}-(~-l}~t{an} ' (9.77)

The equation of motion for time t = (n + I)M is

with initial conditions

{do} = {x(O)}

{vo} = { x(O)}

-I
{ao} = [M] [{ F(O)} - [C]{ vol - [K]]{ do},

(9.79)

(9.80)

(9.81)

in which n = 0,1, ..., N - 1 is the number of time steps and M is the time
step.
The acceleration vector {a n + d can be solved if (9.74) and (9.75) are sub

stituted into (9.78) using the appropriate initial conditions or start values.
2

([M]+yM[C]+~M [K]){an+d = {Fn+ l }

If we substitute (9.76) and (9.77) into (9.78) we can solve {dn + d

(~~lM]+~[C]+[K]){dn+d = {Fn+ l }

(~~lMl + ~[Cl){dn} + (~~t[M] + (~-1 )[Cl){vn}

(9.83)

The Newmark-beta method is unconditionally stable for a linear system
when

1• 'V>
t >: 2
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2
• A>(2y+l)

p - 16

9 Transient-Response Analys is

Positive algoritmic damping is introduced if y> 0.5 and negative algorit
mic damping leading to an unbounded response if y < 0.5. Thus, in most

applications y= 0.5 is used. If 't> 0.5 and ~ < ~ the following condition

must be met
I

~(y_ 0.5) + [~_ ~ + ~2(y_ 0.5)2}

Olnt ~ nerit = ,
G-~)

where ~ is the damping ratio. The damping ratio may be obtained assuming

(2~iOl) = [cI>]T[CHcI>] with [cI>] as the modal base.

Variations of the parameters y and ~ will lead to other well-known time
integrators very much related to the Newmark-beta method [Subbraraj 89].

Table 9.2. Properties of Newmark-beta method

Order of
Method Type Y ~ Stability accuracy

Average accelera- Implicit 0.5 0.25 unconditional
O(M

2
)

tion (trapezoidal
rule)

Linear acceleration Implicit 0.5 1/6 nerit = 2,/3 O(M
2

)

Central difference" Explicit 0.5 0 neri! = 2 O(l~i)

a. The acceleration vector {an + I} will be solved instead of the displacement

vector {dn + d .

9.4.4 The Hughes, Hilber and Taylor (HHT) alpha-Method

The HHT method, the a -method, is described in [Belytschko 00]. The
HHT method is based on the Newmark-beta method . The equations of
motion of a damped mdof system are given by (9.1) and/or (9.3). The HHT
method is a one-step, three-stage , numerically dissipative integration
method. The HHT method improves numerical dissipation for high-fre
quencies without degrading the accuracy as much and combines minimum
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low-frequency dissipation with high- frequency dissipation. The basic form
of the HHT-a method is given by

{dn+d = {dn}+{vn}M+[G-~){an}+~{an+I}J~t2 (9.84)

{do} = {x(O)} (9.87)

{vo} = {i(O)} (9.88)

{ao} = [Mr
l
[ {F(O)} - [C]{ vo} - [K]]{ do}, (9.89)

where

(9.90)

(9.91)

(9.92)

(9.93)

in which n = 0,1, ..., N - 1 is the number of time steps and M is the time
step.
The HHT method is unconditionally stable for a linear system when

• a E [-~, 0]
1-2a

• Y=-
2

• ~=(1_a)2
4

9.4.5 The Wood, Bossak and Zienkiewicz (WBZ) alpha-Method

The WBZ method, the a -method, is described in [Wood 90]. This method
is based on the Newmark-beta method. The equations of motion of a
damped mdof system are given by (9.1) and/or (9.3). The WBZ method is a
one-step, three-stage, numerically dissipative integration method. The
WBZ method improves numerical dissipation for high-frequencies without
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degrading the accuracy as much. It combines minimum low-frequency dis
sipation with high-frequency dissipation. The basic form of the WBZ-a
method is given by

{Vn+d = {vn} + [(1 - y){ an} + y{ an+d]M (9.95)

[M]{an+u
B

} + [C]{vn+ 1} + [K]{dn+ I } = {F(tn+I)} (9 .96)

{do} = {x(O)} (9.97)

{vo} = {x(O)} (9.98)

{ao} = [Mrl[{F(O)}-[C]{vo}-[K]]{do}, (9.99)

where

(9.100)

in which n = 0,1 , ..., N - 1 is the number of time steps and M is the time
step.
The WBZ method is unconditionally stable for a linear system when

• up E [-~, 0]

1- 2up
• Y =

2
2

(1- Up)• P = ---"---
4

9.4.6 The Generalised-alpha Algorithm

The generalised-a algorithm is described in [Chung 93]. The equations of
motion of a damped mdof system are given by (9.1) and or (9.3). The gen
eralised-a algorithm is a one-step, three-stage, numerically dissipative
integration method. The algorithm combines minimum low-frequency dis
sipation with high-frequency dissipation. The time integration is uncondi
tionally stable and possesses second order accuracy. The basic form of the
generalised-a algorithm is given by

(9.101)
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[M]{an+l_a) + [C]{Vn+ l_ a) + [K]{dn+ l _a) = {F(tn+l -a)} (9.103)

{do} = {x(O)} (9.104)

{vol = {x(O)} (9.105)

{ao} = [Mr
1
[{F(O)} - [C]{vo} - [K]]{do}, (9.106)

where

{dn+1 - at} = (1-afHdn+d+ af{dn}

{vn+ l- at} = (l-afHvn+I}+af{vn}

{an+ I-a) = (1- amHan+d + am{an}

{tn+ l- a) = (1-afHtn+I}+af{tn}

{F(tn+l-a)} = (l-afHF(tn+l)} + af{F(tn)} ,

(9.107)

(9.108)

(9.109)

(9.110)

(9.111)

in which n = 0,1 , ..., N - 1 are the number of time steps and !it is the time
step.
The generalised-a algorithm is unconditionally stable for a linear system
when

1• N <N<_
Vo m - ""1- 2

1 1
• ~ ~ 4+ :2(ar am)

The generalised-a algorithm is second-order accurate, providing
1

• Y = :2 -am + af

9.5 Piecewise Linear Method

In the Chap . "shock-response spectrum" the piecewise linear method is
described in great detail to calculate the shock response spectrum of time
responses. This is a time integrator only for an sdof dynamic system. The
piecewise linear method is based on theoretical solution of the equation of
motion, however, the applied loads are linearised in the time frame of inter
est [Nigam 68, Ebeling 97, Kelly 69]
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9.6 Problems

9.6.1 Problem 1

9 Transient-Response Analysis

Look at the coupled pendulum shown in Fig. 9.3 [Hairer 92]. All initial val
ues are equal to zero at t = O. The first pendulum is pushed into movement

by a force f(t) (N).

f(t)

Fig. 9.3. Coupled pendulum

f(t) = jO.QlJl-(l-t)2 It-ll~ 1
o otherwise

The nonlinear equations of motion for both masses are:
• 2

.. gsm<pI kr . . f(t)
<PI = - -L- - --2(sm<PI - sm<P2)cos<PI + L

I miLl ml I

.. g sin<P2 kr2
. .

<P2 = ------2(sm<p2-sm<pl)coS<p2
L2 m2L2

gsin<PI kr2
• .

--+ --2(sm<P1 - sm<P2)cos<PI
L I miLl

gsin<P2 k/. .
--+ --/sm<P2 - simp.j costp,

L2 m 2L2

The linearised equations of motion around <PI = <P2 = 0 become
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We choose the following somewhat modified parameters, [Hairer 93],
L) = L2 = 1 m, m1 = 1 kg, m2 = 0.99 kg, r = 0.1 m, k = 2 N/m, g = 1

m/S2, tend = 600 s.

The linearised equations of motion are solved using the Wilson-S method,

with S = 1.4 and I1t = 0.05 s.

The solutions for cp) and CP2 are shown in Fig. 9.4 and in Fig. 9.5.

\MIsmttaa tirre integalim

<P I (rad)

00 w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~

l irre (s)

Fig. 9.4. Response CPl
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0.01

lj)2 (rad)
o

-0.01

-O'015l--...J---'-.,----...L----,-'-::---,-L--,J--L- -'---'----.J
o 50 100 150 200 250 an 350 400 450 500

time (s)

Fig. 9.5. Response (j)2

9 Transient-Response Analy sis

Solve (9.112) with the central difference method and the generalised a
algorithm as described in previous sections.

9.6.2 Problem 2

Solve (9.11 2) numerically using the Runge-Kutta methods for the first
order and the second-order differential equation.

9.6.3 Problem 3

Solve (9.112) numerically using the Houbolt method.
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10.1 Introduction

Separation of stages, the separation of the spacecraft from the last stage of
the launch vehicle will induce very short duration loads in the internal
structure of the spacecraft, the so-called shockloads . The duration of the
shockload is, in general, very short with respect to the duration associated
with the fundamental natural frequencies of the loaded dynamic mechanical
system.

The effects of the shock loads are generally depicted in a shock-response
spectrum (SRS). The SRS is essentially a plot that shows the responses of a
number of single degree of freedom (sdof) systems to an excitation. The
excitation is usually an acceleration-time history.

A SRS is generated by calculating the maximum response of a sdof sys
tem to a particular base transient excitation. Many sdof systems tuned to a
range of natural frequencies are assessed using the same input-time history.
A damping value must be selected in the analysis. A damping ratio of
S = 0.05, Q = 10, is commonly used. The final plot, the SRS, looks like a
frequency-domain plot. It shows the largest response encountered for a par
ticular sdof system anywhere within the analysed time. Thus the SRS pro
vides an estimate of the response of an actual product and its various
components to a given transient input (i.e. shock pulse) [Grygier 97].

A typical example of a time-history acceleration and associated SRS as
illustrated in Fig. 10.1 and Fig. 10.2, are extracted from NASA-STD-7003
[Mulville 99].

In this chapter, the response of an sdof system, due to enforced accelera
tion, will be reviewed. Furthermore the calculation of SRSs will be dis
cussed in detail. The maximum values occurring in time histories will be
compared with the SRS approach and finally it will be shown how an exist
ing SRS can be matched (with synthesised decaying sinusoids).
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Fig. 10.1. Typical pyroshock acceleration time-history [Mulville 99]
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Fig. 10.2. Typical pyroschock maximum shock response spectrum (SRS)
[Mulville 99]

10.2 Enforced Acceleration

An sdof system with a discrete mass m , a damper element c and a spring
element k is placed on a moving base that is accelerated with an accelera-

tion ii(t) . The resulting displacement of the mass is x(t) . We introduce the
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natural (circular) frequency (00= g, the damped circular frequency

(Oct = (00)1- ~2 , the critical damping constant cerit = 2~ and the damp-

ing ratio ~ = .E: . The amplification factor is defined as
Cerlt

Q = 10 is generally assumed.

~ rX(I)

k ~ f C r ii (l )
moving base

Fig. 10.3. Enforced acceleration on a dampedsdof system

1
Q = 2~ where

We introduce a relative motion z(t) , which is the displacement of the mass
with respect to the base . The relative displacement is

z(t) = x(t) - u(t) .

The equation of motion for the relative motion z(t) is

•• • 2 ..
z(t) + 2~(Ooz(t) + (Ooz(t) = -u(t) .

(10.1)

(10.2)

The enforced acceleration of the sdof system is transformed into an external
force. The absolute displacement x(t) can be calculated with

(l0.3)

The solution of (l0.2), taking the initial condition with respect to displace
ment z(O) and velocity z(O) into account, is

(10.4)

For SRS calculations z(O) = z(O) = 0, hence
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J

I -~Ol tsinrod't.. JI -~Ol (I-t)sinroit - r) ..
z(t)= - e n --u(t - 't)d't =- e n u('t)d't . (10.5)

o rod 0 rod

After differentiation of (10.5) with respect to time [Kelly 69] the relative

velocity z(t) becomes

(10.6)

The absolute acceleration x(t) can be obtained by applying (10.3) [Kelly
69]

I

.. r J -~Oln(l-t) .. r 2
x(t) = 2~ron e cos(rod(t-'t»u('t)d't+ron(2~ -l)z(t) .

o
(10.7)

The maximum acceleration x(t) can be calculated by inserting the natural
frequency ron = 2nfn (radls) of the sdof system for every natural frequency.

The maximum acceleration x(t) will be plotted against the number of
cycles per second In (Hz). This plot is called the shock-response spectrum

(SRS) of the base excitation u(t) .

10.3 Numerical Calculation of the SRS, the Piecewise
Exact Method

In this section, two similar methods of calculating numerically transient
responses of sdof dynamic systems, are discussed:

1. A method as discussed in [Nigam 68, Ebeling 97]

2. A method as discussed by [Kelly 69]

In both methods the forcing function is assumed to vary linearly in a piece
wise fashion and, based upon this assumption, an exact solution is deter
mined.

The equation of relative z(t) motion of the sdof dynamic system exposed
to a base acceleration ii(t) is given by (l0.2)

z'(t) + 2~ronz(t) + ro~z(t) = -u(t).

The base acceleration u(t) is mostly given in a discrete form in a table;
acceleration versus time. We assume a linear variation of the acceleration
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between two time steps tj and tj + I ' The acceleration u(tj + I ) is expressed

in terms of the acceleration u( tj ) . The time increment is !:J.tj = tj + 1 - tj and

the increment of the acceleration is ilu( t) = ii(tj + I) - u( t) .

Fig. 10.4. Linearisation numerical scheme of acceleration u(t)

The acceleration u(tj + I) at the time tj + 1 becomes

Equation (10.2) will be rewritten

.. r ' 2 .. L1u(tj )
z(t)+2~O)nz(t)+O)nz(t) = -u(tj)- A (t-t), tj$t$tj + l •

utj

The integral in (10.10) is given by [Kelly 69].

(10.8)

(10.9)

(10.10)
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(10.11)

The state vector (z, z{ at time tj + I can be expressed in the state vector

at time tj and the piecewise linear given base acceleration ii at both tj and

tj + I [Nigam 68, Gupta 92, Ebeling 97],

with

• [A] = r" al~a 21 a 22

and

• [B] = r" bl~b21 b22

The absolute acceleration x ( tj + I) is given by (10.3)

x(tj+ ,) = -21;(Onz(tj+ ,)-(O~z(tj+,) .

With M j = tj + I - tj, the elements of the matrix [A] are

-~Olnt.tj(-L . )
• all = e Jl- 1;2Sill (OdMj + COS(OdMj

-~Olnt.tj sin (OdMj
• al2 = e (Od

(On -~Olnt.tj.

• a21 =----e Slll(OdLl t .Jl- 1;2 J

(10.12)

(10.13)
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In [Gupta 92] the following expressions for b21 and b22 are given :

all - 1
• b21 =- -2- -a l2

ron!i.tj

• b22 = -b21- a l2

179

In [Kelly 69] a very similar numerical approach, as discussed by [Nigam
68, Gupta 92, Ebeling 97], is proposed

z(tj + , ) = Bt Z(t)+B2Z(tj)+B3U·(tj)+B4!i.U·(t)

Z(tj+ ,) . .. ..=B6z(tj) + B7z(tj) + Bgu(tj) + B9!i.u(tj)'
ron

with (10.13)

(10.14)

(10.15)

where

• !i.tj = tj + I - tj
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• /).ii(tj ) = ii(tj + 1) - ii(tj )

• B, = e-("M'(~Sinrodt.tj+COSrodMjJ

-~lJ)nM sinood/).tj
• B

2
= e J _ ........;;-,,-

OOd

10 Shock-Response Spectrum

For the calculation of the SRS the following parameters are important
[Assink 95]:

1. The damping ratio ~ of the sdof dynamic system.

2. The number of sdof systems for which the maximum response is calcu
lated .

3. The minimum time frame of the transient Tmin (s). The minimum time

frame is the maximum of either Tmin 2:/,~ or twice the maximum shock
mm

time Tmin 2: 2t shock '

4. The time increment /).t must be less than 10% of the reciprocal value of

the maximum frequency fmax (Hz) involved in the calculation of the

SRS, /).t $/,0.1 . The minimum number of time steps n within the time
max

f . Tmin IJmax.rame Tmin IS n = /).t = /,
min
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A h If ' I " . 1tt d ..a -sme pu se Ubase = 200sm-, ( 0::;; t::;; r) = 0.0005 s an Ubase = 0,
't

t < 0, t> 't is applied to the base of series of sdof dynamic systems to calcu
late the SRS of the HSP. The total time is tend = 0.05 sand

M = 0.00001 ::;;/,0.1 = 3~~ = 0.00003 s. The damping ratio I;, = 0.05,
max

Q = 10. The Kelly method is applied to obtain the SRS.

The calculated SRS (absolute acceleration) is illustrated in Fig. 10.5.

10.4 Response Analysis in Combination with
Shock-Response Spectra

A multi-dof linear system, excited with an acceleration Ubase at the base, is
represented by the equation

[M]{x} + [C]{x} + [K]{x} = {O}. (10.16)

The matrix equation for the relative displacement vector {z} = {x} - {u},

the relative velocities {i} = {x} - {u} and the relative acceleration

{z} = {x} - {u} , with respect to the base, can be written as

[M]{ z} + [C]{ z} + [KHz} = -[M]{T}Ubase,

with {T} the rigid-body vector with respect to the base.
From the undamped eigenvalue problem (10.17)

([K] - AJM]) { (I>;} = {O},

(10.17)

(10.18)

the eigenvalues Ai and associated modes {tPi} can be obtained and used for
the modal analysis (modal displacement method (MDM» approach. We
assume

where

111

{z} = [tPl' tP2' tP3 ' .....] 112 = [<I>]{11} ,
113

(10.19)
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• [ct>] the modal matrix.

• {11} the vector of generalised coordinates.

ShockResponse Spectrum (SRS)
350.------,---.--------,---.---------r------,

, ,- - - - - - - - - - -300 _. - • - • - -

Q;10

250 - - - , - - - -, - - - - , - . - . , - - . . ,- - - -

, I I I ,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - I - - - -, - - - -, - - - - ,- - - - ,- - - -

100 . .. J • • - .' - • • • ' - • - - '. - - • '• • • •

50 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -t I I , ,

300025001000 1500 2000

Frequency (Hz)

500
0'----'----'-------'----'-----'----'
o

Fig. 10.5. The SRS of a half-sine pulse (HSP) with amplitude A=200 g and a time
duration 't = 0.0005 s

The modes are orthogonal with respect to the mass matrix [M] and the
stiffness matrix [K] ,

(10.20)

If we introduce the modal damping Ci = 2SiCOi the equations of motion

expressed in the generalised coordin ates become

T
.. • 2 -[~i] [M]{T} .. ..

11 i + 2SiCOi11i + CO ·11i = Ubase = -f ,Ubase ,
I [~J T[M][~J I

(10.21)

with
• Si the modal damping ratio with respect to mode ' i '.

• coi the natural frequency corresponding with mode {~i } .

• f i the modal participation factor.

Equation (l0.21) is similar to (l0.2). Equation (l0.2) is applied to calcu
late the maximum (peak) response of the sdof system to obtain the SRS cor-
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responding with the base acceleration Ubase. The peak responses, or SRS of
the sdof dynamic systems as described by (10.21), will be a fraction T, of

the base acceleration SRS of iibase • The acceleration SRS of the generalised

coordinate ~i is given by

(10.22)

The modal contribution to the SRS of the physical degrees of freedom;

{z}, {z}, {z} become

SRS(z', Wi) = {(USRS(~ i) ,

and the contribution to the SRS of the velocities

SRS(z,Wi) = {(USRS(Tli),
Wi

and the contribution to the SRS of the displacement

SRS( .) = {<I>i}SRS(Tli)
Z, WI 2'

Wi

(10.23)

(10.24)

(10.25)

The SRS of the absolute acceleration SRS(x) can be obtained in a similar

way as for the SRS for the relative acceleration SRS(z) .
The total SRS for the absolute acceleration is a particular summation

over all the modal contributions SRS(x, w;) . In [Gupta 92, Haelsig 72] two

summation methods were discussed. The first one is an absolute summation
taking all modes into account

n

SRS(x) = L ISRS(x, Wi)1 '

i = I

(10.26)

and the second one is the square root of the summation of the squared val
ues, the SRSS value

n

SRS(x) = L{SRS(X,W;)}2.

i= I

(10.27)

A four mass-spring system with the discrete mass m = 5 kg, the spring
stiffness k = 1000000 N/m and the damping ratio is S= 0.05 (Q = 10) is
illustrated in Fig. 10.6.
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p IX]
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, X4...... ,..
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10 Shock-Response Spectrum

Fig. 10.6. Four mass-spring-system

The base acceleration is:

1. A half-sine pulse U'base = 200sin1tt , 0 = t::; 't g and U·base = 0,
t

t < 0, t> r with r = 0.0005 s.

2. A Shock Response Spectrum based upon a HSP with an amplitude

A = 200 g, a time duration r = 0.0005 sand Q = 10.

For both cases the acceleration transient responses {x} and the SRS(x,j)
will be calculated and compared.

We will solve (l0.17)

[MH z·}+ [CH z} + [KHz} = -[MHT}ubase
applying the modal displacement method (MDM) and taking all 4 modes
into account. The absolute displacement vector is { x} = {z} + {u}, the

absolute velocity vector {x} = {Z} + {u} and the absolute acceleration

vector {x} = {z"} + {u'} . To calculate the spring forces only the relative dis
placement vector {z} is required. The force matrix [S] is defined as

1
1 -1 0 01

[S] = k 0 2 -2 0 .
o a 3 -3

o 0 0 4
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The forces in the springs are {F} = [S] {z} .

The physical relative degrees of freedom {z} are transformed into the
generalised coordinates tn } using the modal matrix [<1>], thus
{ z} = [<I>]{ll}.

The stress modes can be calculated with
[<1>0] = [S][<I>].

The decoupled equations of motion expressed in the generalised coordi
nates {ll} and adding the "al hoc" modal damping ratio Sbecome

T
•• • 2 - { <P i} [M]{T}.. ..
lli + 2siWill + Willi = Ubas e = -riUbase =f ·

{<Pi{[M]{<Pi}

To solve the acceleration in the time domain, the Newmark-~ method
[Wood 90] will be applied with ~ = 0.25 and y = 0.5 .

. !:ii .. 2 "
{ll}n+1 = {1l}n+M{1l}n+T(l-2~){1l}n+M ~{1l}n+ 1

{~}n+1 = {~}n+M(l-y){Ti}n+My{Ti}n+1

[D] = [I] +yM(2siw) + ~d?(W~)

[D]{Ti}n+1 = {f}n+I-(2SiW)({~}n+M(l -y){Ti}n)

- (W~) ( tn }n+ M {~ }n+ d;2 (1 - 2~){Ti}n) .

At t = 0, {Ti}1 = {Ti(O)}

{Ti} 1 = {f} 1- (2SiWi){~}\ - (W~){ll}] ,
with the initial conditions

. • T -I T .
• {1l}1 = {1l(0)} = ([<1>] [<1>]) [<1>] {z(O)}

T -I T
• {llL = {1l(0)} = ([<1>] [<1>]) [<1>] {z(O)}

The natural frequencies {In} (Hz) and associated mode shapes [<1>] of the

dynamic system illustrated in Fig. 10.6 are

40.4 10.7766 -0.5978 0.1972 _0.02321
94.0 Hz, [<1>] = 0.5261 0.4458 -0.6974 0.1950 .
151.6 0.3160 0.5785 0.4372 -0.6118

218.2 0.1420 0.3303 0.5325 0.7663

The stress modes become [<1>0] = [S][<I>]
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Fig. 10.7. Accelerations

1

0.2505 -1.0437 0.8946 -0.2181
[<I> ] = 106 0.4202 -0.2653 -2.2693 1.6134 .

o 0.5221 0.7446 -0.2857 -4.1342

0.5679 1.3213 2.1299 3.0651

The vector of modal participation factors {r} is

1.7608

0.7568

0.4695
0.3262

10 Shock-Response Spectrum

Question 1

With the initial conditions z(O) = 0 and 2(0) = 0 the time acceleration

{x(t)} are calculated and illustrated in Fig..
The relative displacement {z(t)} is calculated and shown in Fig. 10.8. The
time histories of the spring forces {F(t)} are illustrated in Fig. 10.9.
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Fig. 10.8. Relative displacements
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Fig. 10.9. Spring forces
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The maximum values of the time histories of the absolute acceleration

{X"(t)} and the spring forces {F(t)} are given in Table 10.1.
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Table 10.1. Maximum values of the accelerations and the spring forces

Node # Absolute Spring # Spring force
acceleration (N)
(m1s2)

xl 340 xl-x2 786

x2 319 xrx3 1331

x3 342 xrJ4 2145

x4 400 x4 2774

Table 10.2. SRS acceleration/displacement generalised coordinates

Modal r, SRS (fj )
r;SRS(fI)

Natural
participation 2

frequency SRS (Ji) (m1s2) (2rcfl)
Mode # Ii (Hz) (m1s2) factor r; (m)

1 40.4233 147.6260 1.7608 259.9357 4.0294e-3

2 94.0432 342.8672 0.7568 259.4977 0.7432e-3

3 151.6007 550.8845 0.4695 258.6392 0.285lxlO·3

4 218.1650 788.2119 0.3262 257.1538 0.1369x10·3

Question 2
The Shock spectra for the acceleration and the displacement per mode are
given in Table 10.2. The shock spectra per mode are given in Table 10.3,
and the absolute and SRSS values of the acceleration in Table 10.4. The
calculation of the shock spectra values of the spring force can be found in
Table 10.5, and the absolute and SRSS values are given in Table 10.6.

Observations
The SRS approach, absolute and SRSS values, bounds the maximum values
of the time histories .

Table 10.3. Acceleration

Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4

{<p;}r;SRS(t;) {<p;}r;SRS(t;) {<p;}r;SRS(t;) {<p;}r;SRS(f;)

Node (m1s2) (m1s2) (m1s2) (m1s2)
#

XI 201.8738 -155.1394 51.0037 -5 .9718

x2 136.7599 115.6969 -180.3807 50.1338
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Table 10.3. Acceleration (Continued)

Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4

{lUr;SRS(fj) {$; }r ;SRS(fj) {$;}r;SRS(f;) {$;}r;SRS(fj)

Node (mlsz) (mlsZ) (mlsz) (mlsz)

#

x3 82.1471 150.1255 113.0865 -157.3186

X4 36.9065 85.7168 137.7211 197.0530

Table 10.4 . SRS(x) acceleration

4 4

LI{$;}r;SRS(fj)1 L[{$;}r ;SRS(fj)]Z

Node
I I

# (mlsZ) (mlsZ)

xI 414 260

Xz 483 259

x3 503 259

x4 457 258

Table 10.5. Forces per mode

Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4
Spring
# (N) (N) (N) (N)

xl-xZ 1009.4 - 775.7 255.0 - 29.9

xZ-x3 1693.2 -197.2 -646.9 220.8

xr~ 2103.9 553.4 -81.5 -565.8

x4 2288.4 982.0 607.2 419.5

189
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Table 10.6. Spring forces

Sum Absolute
values

Spring # (N)

x1-x2 2070

x2-x3 2758

x3-x4 3305

x4 4297

SRSS

(N)

1299

1837

2249

2597

10Shock-Response Spectrum

10.5 Matching Shock Spectra with Synthesised
Time Histories

It is not possible to run an SRS on a shaker table, because it has no time his
tory. The calculation of a time history from a given or specified SRS (time
history synthesis) is not unique and the recalculation of a time history is a
process of trial and error [Smallwood 74a]. It is assumed that a time history
that results in a SRS in accordance with the given or specified SRS will
cause the same damage in the structure under test. However, the time-his
tory synthesis is very much dependent on the physical limitations of the
exciter. These limitations are illustrated in Table 10.7 [Smallwood 74a):

Table 10.7. Exciter limitations

Limitation #

2

3

Initial Final Maximum

Ubase(O) = 0 ubase(T) = 0
limited

Ubase(O) = 0 Ubase(T) = 0
limited

ubase(O) = 0 ubase(T) = 0 limited

The acceleration is actually limited by the force capabilities of the exciter
and the start and the final acceleration, velocity and displacement of the
applied transient must be zero.

Smallwood [Smallwood 74a] lists a number of possible transients that
meet the limitations indicated in Table 10.7:
• Sums of decaying sinusoids
• Sum of waveforms
• Shaker optimised cosines
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• Fast sine sweeps
• Modulated random noise
• Classical pulses

191

A discussion of all possible techniques for time-history synthesis is beyond
the scope of this book. Only sums of decaying sinusoids will be discussed .

Decaying sinusoids
The equation of motion for the relative motion z(t) is (10.2)

.• . 2 .•
z(t) + 2S(Onz(t) + (Ooz(t) = -u(t) .

The solution of (10.2), with initial condition with respect to displacement

z(O) and velocity z(O) is (1004)

-~Oln/( ---L .)z(t) = z(O)e COS(Od t +n Slll(Odt

. / .
. -~Ol /SIll(Od t f -~ Ol 't SIll (Od't ••+ z(O)e n -- _ e n --u(t - 't)d't .

(Od 0 (Od

For SRS calculations z(O) = z(O) = 0, hence
/ . / . ( )

f -~Oln'tSlll(Od't ·· f -~Oln(t-'t)SIll(Od t-'t ..
z(t)= - e --u(t-'t)d't =- e u('t)d't

o (Od 0 (Od

If the base excitation ii is equal to the Dirac delta function D(r) then

.. -~Ol /sin(Od t
z(t) = -e n -- = -h(t) , t~O .

(Od
(10.28)

Assuming z·( t ) is the acceleration response of one of the generalised coor
dinates of the uncoupled equations of motion, the transient response of a
structure consists of the superposition of decaying sinusoids that have been
exposed to shocks (delta functions) . Thus excitation consisting of sums of
decaying sinusoids appears to be a natural choice [Nelson 74] as a transient
vibration test of substructures and components exposed to shocks environ
ments. The usual basic decaying sinusoid is given by [Smallwood 74b]

(10.29)

/

The associated velocity viet) =f gi('t)d't, with Vi(O) = 0 becomes
o
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(10.30)

r

and the corresponding displacement Si(t) = f vi('t)d't, with Si(O) = 0 is
o

with

• Ai = 1 rnIs2, amplitude

• /;,i = 0.05, decay rate

• (Oi = 25 rad/s , circular frequency

53 4
time (s)

1Displacement (01)

Acceleratio n (01/s2)

/ Velocity (mls)

0.8

0.6

0.4

0 .2W~~~~~;;;;;::~
o

-D.2

-D 4

-D.6

-D.B

-I

Fig. 10.10. Acceleration, velocity anddisplacement associated with the associated
decaying sinusoids.

The plot in Fig. 10.10 shows that the velocity and the displacement tran
sients do not converge to zero with increasing time, i.e. the constraints as
stated in Table 10.7 are thus violated when basis decaying sinusoids are
applied .

Velocity and displacement compensation is needed to achieve zero
velocity and displacement with increasing time. Smallwood and Nord
[Smallwood 74b] and Nelson and Prasthofer [Nelson 74] suggested com
pensation methods to obtain zero velocity and displacement with increasing
time.
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Smallwood and Nord

with

193

(10.32)

(10.33)

• = com(l + S~)f 2SmAm ~ [A;1; 2S;Ai])
1 2+~ 2 + 2 .

Am co~(l + S~) i = 1 co;(l + S; ) CO~(l + S~)

• U(t) is the unit step function , U(t) = 0, t < 0 and U(t) = 1, t ~ O.
• The decaying sinusoids g;(t) are in fact g;(t -1) and start after 1 (S),

d h . . hi - SmOlm(t+ r ) . . . fan t e correcting tune istory Arne SlllCOm(t + 1) IS, m act,

- SmOlm t • d 0Arne SlllCOm(t) an starts at t= .

The magnitude Am and the shift 1 of the velocity and the displacement

compensating pulse are fixed by the other parameters.

Nelson and Prasthofer

n

(10.34)

;=1

(10.35)

with
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st<x:kraspcnse sp9Ctnrn (SRS).~10

~111 = 0.05

~111 = 0.1
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~ 111 = 0.0 1

~111 = 0.005 .
.. .' .. .. : .. .. '-

~m = 0.5

- - .. - - - ..... . .
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l /fn

.' .... ' ..

. , ..., .

! ,..~--~. : ~111 = 0.00 I
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2

. .:. >'~:-~~~- ."-""--""""'--=:;~~~

0/ '
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I:
. .

!
II 4

."
~ 3

Fig. 10.11. Normalised peak responsedecaying sinusoid

(
- 2 CO)d ) ( O)d ) ( O)d )• e = atan -- - atan -- - atan --

2 2 a-c b-cc - O)d

0);
• a =-

21t

• b = 21;;0);

• c = 1;;0);

• O)d = 0))1 -1;7

The normalised peak acceleration response of decaying sinusoids is the
SRS divided by the maximum value of the decaying sinusoid g;(t) . The

maximum value of the decaying sinusoid (g) is

(10.36)
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The normalised peak acceleration response of a decaying sinusoid is
illustrated in Fig. e . Fig. [Smallwood 74a] proposes a flow diagram that can
be applied to select decaying sinusoids to match a given shock response
spectrum to estimate the amplitude Ai in conjunction with the frequency (O i

and the decay rate 1;i '

In this example the decaying sinusoids of Smallwood and Nord will be
applied to match the SRS as illustrated in Fig. 10.5.

Initial Inputs

A i' Wi' Si ' SRS i

Wm' Sm

yes

No

Continue

Not OK

Compute new Ai

SRS i
Ai(new ) = TAi(old)

I

Calculate shock
spectrum B, at
each frequency

Wi'!;

Compare
shock spectrum
at each wi,fi

with desired
value

SRS i

OK

Plot time histories
acceleration,
velocity,
displacement

Plot shock response
spectrum over the
frequency range of
interest

Fig. 10.12. Flow diagram for selecting decaying sinusoids to match a gives shock
response spectrum [Smallwood 74b]
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This SRS is based upon the half-sine pulse (HSP), iibase = 200sinItt g,
't

o~ t ~ 't = 0.0005 s . The procedure as illustrated in Fig. will be used to
match the SRS with decaying sinusoids .
The SRS will be matched with the following values, see Table 10.8.

Table 10.8. Components of decaying sinusoids [Smallwood 74b]

Frequency t. ((Hz) Si (%) Ai (g) 'ti (8)#

250 20 35 0

2 500 10 50 0

3 750 10 68 0

4 1000 5 47 0

5 1250 5 47 0

6 1500 5 46 0

1m (Hz) Sm (%) Am (g) 't (8)

7 100 100 -87.7 0.0015

The matched acceleration time history of the combined Smallwood
decaying sinusoids is illustrated in Fig. 10.13. The trapezoidal rule
[Schwarz 89] was applied to calculate the velocity v(t) and displacement
set) time histories .

v(t+M) = v(t) +0.5M{ii(t) + ii(t +M)}

s(t+M) = s(t)+0.5M{v(t)+v(t+M)}.

(l0.37)

(10.38)

Several numerical integration methods, trapezoidal rule, Simpson's rule
and the Newton-Cotes method, are described in [Hairer 96]. A very popu
lar numerical integration method is Simpson's rule, with
X k = a + kh , Xn = b,

bf f(x)dx::::: h[f(xo) + 4f(x\) + 2f(x2) + 4f(x3) + 2f(x4 ) + .....+f(xn ) ] · (10.39)
a

The velocity time history is shown in Fig. 10.14, and the displacement time
history in Fig. 10.15. The original SRS and the matched SRS are both
shown in Fig. 10.16.
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Aa:eIercticrltin-ehstoy
200

150 - - - - - - - - - -

100 - - - - - - -

§

i 50

~

- - -

-100
0 0.002 0.004 o.rol ncos 0.01 0.012 0.014 0.Q16 0.018 O.CQ

tilT'e(s)
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Fig. 10.13. Matched acceleration time history of combined Smallwood decaying
sinusoids

V9cX:ity tirretlstay

.Q3

-

- - - - -

- - - - - - - -

.Q4 L-.....L---I_,-L-,---'...,-,-L---'-...,--'---'-...,-.L-....J
o 0.002 0.004 ncoe ooos 0.01 0.012 0.014 0.016 0.018 o.CQ

tirre(s)

Fig. 10.14. Velocity time history of combined Smallwood decaying sinusoids
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Fig. 10.15. Displacement time history of combined Smallwood decaying sinusoids

MllclEdshock respcrse splCIl\J11(SrreJ"-ood 74b). 0=10
350

--'"",-- .
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200 ;r - - - - - - -
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6
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0
0 sco 1000 1~ 200l 2500 :no

Fnlq.mcy (Hz)

Fig. 10.16. Original and matched SRS
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10.6 Problems

10.6.1 Problem 1

199

Calculate , using the Wilson- e method, the absolute acceleration SRS of the
following 4 pulses:

1. Rising triangular pulse

2. Decaying triangular pulse

3. Rectangular pulse

4. Half-sine pulse

and illustrate the SRSs in one figure. The pulses start at t = 't = 0.0005 s
and the duration tdur ation = 't . The amplitudes of the pulses are unity. The
results obtained with Kelly's numerical approach are illustrated in
Fig. 10.17.

i.e . ~ f--:--~-:-"-:-=--:~'-:~---~~-'---:' -'""--;'---:' -

::•.:«: »
I I ' " . '~o • ,

:§ 12 I! ' ..:..:- . . ~ . : -0,,;_< :-<,,

o~ , '1' 1" ' . . '. '.. '. :.

~ oe f!i~ .: -.:..:..:..:..: .' :"
[ I ' . ' , . . , , , ,

0.6 _ . - - - • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

0.4 f" : . ~ ..: . .: . . : . . : . . :.. :. . :. -
,. I • • • • I , I ,

I • • • • • , I ,

0.2 f - T - , - - , - - , - ., - -. - -. - - , . - ,- -

, • • • • 1 I I •

oO:-500=--::IOOO=-'=500=-=2000=-=2!iXl=-=:no==-=3S00~4000-:::----:4500=--=&ro
F""I-""'\I (Hz)

Fig. 10.17. SRS of rising and decaying triangular pulse, rectangular pulse and the
half sine pulse

The equation of relative motion z(t) of an sdof dynamic system, exposed to

a base acceleration u(t), is given by (10.2)

z'( t ) + 2~(Onz(t) + (O~z(t) = -il(t) .

The constant time increment is M = tj + 1 - tj •
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The Wilson-B method is defined as follows [Wood 90]

{Zj+ d = [AeHZj} + {Fe},

with

• {Z,} ~ [A;J
-I [1 + 2M8~ron - 8(l- 8)~?ro~ 1 l

• [Ae] = De
2 2 2 2

-M ron 1- (1- 8)2~t~ron- 8( 1- 8)M ron

• De = 1+ 2M8~ron + 8
2
L~iro~

• {Fe} = -~?De) r8{8.~j+) + (1- 8).~j}]l {8Uj+) + (1- 8)Uj}

• 8 = 0.5
• j is the time step

and the absolute acceleration x of the sdof system is
.. r' 2
Xj+1 = -2.."ronZj+)-ronzj+).

10.6.2 Problem 2

Match the SRS of a half-sine pulse (Fig. 10.5) with decaying sinusoids
using the proposed method of Nelson and Prasthofer [Nelson 74],
.. . tu
Ubase = 200sm- g, 0::;; t ::;; 't = 0.0005 s , elsewhere Ubase = O.

r
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11 Random Vibration ofLinear
Dynamic Systems

11.1 Introduction

By random vibration of linear dynamic systems the vibration of determinis
tic linear systems exposed to random (stochastic) loads is meant.

Random processes are characterised by the fact that their behaviour can
not be predicted in advance and therefore can be treated only in a statistical
manner.

A rnicrostochastic process is for example, the "the Brownian motion" of
particles and molecules, [Wax 54], a macrostochastic process is, for exam
ple, the motion of the earth during a earthquake.

During the launch of a spacecraft with a launch vehicle the spacecraft
will be exposed to random loads both of mechanical and acoustic nature.
The mechanical random loads are the base acceleration excitation at the
interface between the launch vehicle and the spacecraft. The random loads
are caused by several sources, i.e., the interaction between the launch-vehi
cle structure and the engines; exhaust noise, combustion . Also, turbulent
boundary layers will introduce random loads.

In this chapter the theory of random vibrations of linear systems will be
briefly reviewed .

For further study on the theory of random vibration the following refer
ences [Bismark-Nasr 99, Bolotin 81, Crandall 63, Crandall 73, Elishakoff
83, Elishakoff 94, Heinrich 78, Lin 76, Lutes 96, Maymon 98, Newland 94,
Robson 71, Schueller 87, Wirsching 95] are recommended.

11 .2 Random Process

A random process is random in time. With the aid of probabilistic theory
[Papoulis 65] of random processes the probability can be described. The
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mean value and the mean-square values are of great importance for random
processes . We can make a distinction between ensemble and time averages.
In this section we will briefly restate the properties of random processes .

The ensemble average of a collection of sampled records x\(t) , x2(t) ,

X3(t) ,.. .,xn(t) at a certain time t\ is defined as

n

E{x(t\)} = ~L>/tl)'
j = \

(11.1)

The time average (temporal mean, [McConnel 95]) value of a record
x(t) , over a very long sampling time T, is given by

T

(x) = lim -T
I f x(t)dt .

T...o, 00 0

First we make in Table 11 .1 a qualification of random processes .

Table 11.1. Qualification of random process

(11.2)

Random process Stationary

Stationary

Non stationary

Ergodic

Non ergodic

Non ergodic

A random process x(t) is stationary if the ensemble statistics are inde
pendent of a time-shift 't (s), which means, for example, for ensemble aver
ages of x(t) and x(t + r)

(11.3)

For an ergodic random process the ensemble statistics are equal to the
time averages, i.e. for the average values

(11.4)

An ergodic process, is by definition, a stationary process.
For our purposes we will assume a stationary and ergodic random proc

ess x(t) .

The cumulative probability F(X) , that x(t) ~ X, is given by
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x
F(X) =f j(x)dx , ( 11.5)

with
• f(x) the probability density function with the following properties

• f(x) ~ 0

·rj(x)dx = 1

X+dx

• F(X + dx) - F(X) = f j(x)dx = j(X)dx X 50 x(t) 50 X + dx
x

The cumulative probability function F(x) has the following properties :

• F(-oo) = 0

• 050F(x) 50 1

• F(oo) = 1

• f(x) = dF(x)
dx

1
f(x) =--e

aJ2ic
• The Rayleigh distribution R(a), a> 0 . X is Rayleigh distributed with

Examples of probability density functions (p.d.f.) are [Scheidt 94]:
• The constant distribution G(a, b), X is called equally distributed over

the interval [a,b], X-G(a,b),f(x) = b-.!-,a50x50b,f(X) = 0 else
-a

where.
• The normal distribution N(Il, a), a> O. X is normal distributed with the

~
1 - 2 2

parameters Il and a, X-N(Il, a) when f(x) = r;ce 0" •

a",2rr.

• The log normal distribution LN(Il, a), a> 0 . X is log normal distributed
with the parameters Il and (J, X-LN(Il, a), x> 0 , when

(In(x)-f1)2

20"2

2
X

2x -2
the parameter a , X-R(a) , x>O, whenf(x) = "Ze 0" •

a

For an ergodic random process the term j(x)dx may be approximated by
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f(x)dx"" lim -T
1~ Ot;,

T~~ LJ
(11.6)

with
• Ot; the lingering period of x(t) between ex::; x::; ~

The mode is defined as the peak of the p.d.f. f(x) , and the mean value fl

has an equal moment to the left and to the right of it:

r(x - fl)f(x)dx = o.

This means that the averaged value of x can be calculated with

rxf(x)dx cc

E(x)= fl = = f xf(x)dx .rf(x)dx

We can also define the n-the moment about the mean fl is follows

The second moment is called the variance of a signal.

2 f~ 2cr = fl2= (x - u) f(x)dx ,

(11.7)

(11.8)

(11.9)

(11.10)

and o is called the standard deviation.
Suppose a sinusoidal signal x(t) = Asinrot. Over one period T (s) the

signal x(t) will cross a certain area twice when x(t) = X+ Ox::; A, with a
total time 2ot . The p.d.f. can be estimated with

20t roOt .
f(x)dx =T =1t and with Ox = roAcosrotot the p.d.f, becomes

f(x) = 1 = 1 .
1tAcosrot FmX(t))2

1tA 1- -
A

The mean value fl is, in accordance with (11.8)
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E(x)= Jl = r xf (x )dx = 0 ,

and the variance (J2 becomes

205

In general, within the framework of linear vibrations it may be assumed
that the averaged (mean) values of the response of linear systems exposed
to dynamic loads will be equal to zero. So the second moments about the
mean u , the variance, are equal to the mean square values, or

cc

2 2 I 2E(x )= (J = x j(x)dx .

A random process x is randomly distributed, 0 ~ x ~ 1, with a p.d.f,
• f(x) = 1, 0 ~ x ~ 1

• f(x) = 0, x < 0 and x> 1

Calculate the mean value, the mean square and the variance of x :
= I

• The mean value E(x)= Jl = I xf(x)dx = I xdx = ~
-= 0

= I

• The mean square E(i) = I if(x)dx = I idx = ~
-= 0

. 2 2 2 I= 2 2 2 1• The vanance (J = E(x ) - Jl = (x - u) j(x)dx = E(x ) - Jl = 12

• The standard deviation (J = 0.289.

For a stationary and ergodic random process x(t) we have established
the following relations for the mean value

= T

Jlx = (x) = E( x) = I xf(x)dx= lim -T
1I x(t)dt ,

_= T--) = 0

and for the mean-square value

ee T

2 2 I 2 . II 2 2 2(x) = E(x ) = x j(x)dx= hm -T x (t)dt = c, + Jlx '
_= T--) = 0

(11.11)

(11.12)
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Fig. 11.1. Autocorrelation

The autocorrel ation function of a stationary and an ergodic random proc
ess x (t ) is defined as (Fig. 11.1)

T

Rxx('t) = E{ x(t)x(t + t)} = lim!f x (t )x ( t + t)dt
T~~T 0

with the following general properties

• lim Rxx(t) = 0
t~ =

• Rxx(r) is a real function

• Rxx(r) is a symmetric function , Rxx(r) = Rxx(-t) ,

Rxx(-t) = E{ x(t - t)x(t)}

(11.13)

T

• RxX<0) = E(x
2

) = lim ff x\ t )dt
T~~ 0

• Rxx(O);:: IRxx(t)l , which can be proven with the relation
T

lim !f [x(t)±X(t + t)] 2dt e: 0
T~~T 0

• The correlation between x (t ) and x (t ) is R .(t ) = -R . (r), thus
xx xx

R .(0) = -R . (0) = 0
xx xx

• If x (t ) = a y(t) + ~z(t) then
2 2

Rxx(t) = a Ry/t) + ~ Rzz(t) + a~Ryz( t) + a~Rz/t)

• The Fourier transform requirement is satisfied for the autocorrelation

function rIRxX<t)ldt < 00

The crosscorrelation function is defined as
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T

Rxi't) = E{x(t)y(t+'t)} = lim -Tlf x(t)y(t + 't)dt.
T-,>= 0

The autocorrelation Rxx('t) of x(t) = Asintoz is
T 2n

If OlA
2fOO A

2

Rxx(r) = T 0x(t)x(t + 't)dt = 21t 0 sin Olt sin Ol(t + 't)dt = 2 COSOl't .

The mean square of x(t) is

2 A
2

E(x ) = Rxx(O) = 2'

11.3 Power-Spectral Density

The Fourier transform of a function x(t) is defined as [James 93]

F{x(t)}= X(ol) = r x(t)e-jW1dt,

and the inverse of the Fourier transform

-1 I f= jWI
F {X(ol)}= x(t) = 21t X(Ol)e de»,

assuming that r Ix(t)ldt < 00.

We may write for the autocorrelation function RxxC't)

T T

RxxC't) = lim -Tlf x(t)x(t + 't)dt = lim 21Tf
x(t)x(t + 't)dt .

T-,>= 0 T-,> = -T

207

(11.14)

(11.15)

(11.16)

(11.17)

The Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function Rxx('t) is called the

power spectral density function Sxx(ol) (also called autospectral density

[McConnel 95])

and

(11.18)
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(11.19)

Both the autocorrelation function Rxx('t) and the power spectral density

Sxx(O) are symmetric functions about 't = 0 and 0) = o.
The pair of (11.18) and (11.19) is called the Wiener-Khintine relation

ship [Harris 74] .

For the correlation function R( t) = 0-2e-*1 will give the following

power- spectral density function S(0))

co 22J -bt 20- bS(O)) = 20- e cos(O)'t)d't = 2 2·

o (b + 0) )

The correlation function R('t) is given by (see Fig . 11.2)

2o
R('t)

-E

Fig. 11.2. Correlation function

E

The power-spectral density function S(0)) becomes
= 2

J 20-
S(O)) = 2 R('t)cos(O)'t)d't = -2{1-coS(O)E)} .

o EO)

The total energy E of the signal x(t) is given by [James 93]

E =r [x(t)]2 dt.

The (average) power P of the signal x(t) is given by [James 93]

(11.20)
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T

P = lim 2
1Tf

[x(t)]2dt .
T~= -T

With use of (11.16) we can rewrite (11.20)

E =f x(t)x(t)dt =(=x (t{2
11t(=X(ro)dOltdro]dt,

or by changing the order of integration (11.22) becomes

hence

f
= 2 If= * If= 2

E = [x(t)) dt = 21t X(ro)X (ro)dro = 21t IX(ro)1 dss,

209

(11.21)

(11.22)

(11.23)

(11.24)

The resulting equation (11.24) is called Parseval's theorem [James 93], with

• IX(ro)1
2

the energy spectral density, if z = x + jy, and z* = x-jy result-
. . * 2 2 1 21mg m zz = x + y = z .

Equation (11.21), using Parseval's theorem, can be written as

(11.25)

with

• lim 21T1X(ro)12 the power spectral density (PSD) function of x(t)
T~ =

Using (11.17) , (11.18) after multiplication by dOlte-jOlt, can be written

f= 1 [fT ]e'°Olt -jOl(t + t) 1 2
Sxx(ffi) = lim 2T x (t )x (t + 't )dt e dt = lim 2T1X(ffi)1 . (11.26)

_=T~= -T T~ =

The average power P, (11.25), can be expresses as follows

(11.27)

hence
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2 2 If00

Rxx(O) = E(x )= Ilx = 21t Sxx(0)) dt» . (11.28)

Sxx(O) has the following properties

• Sxx(O) = Sxx(-O)

• Sxx(O) ~ 0

The PSD function Sxx(0) is two-sided. It is more practical to replace 0)

(rad/s) with f (Hz, cycles/s) and to replace the two-sided PSD function

Sxx(O) with a one-sided PSD function Wxx(f) and than (11.28) now

becomes

2 2 f OO
Rxx(O) = E(x )= u, = Wxx(f)df ,

o

with
• Wxx(f) = 2Sxx(0)

(11.29)

White Noise
If the power-spectral density function of a signal x ( t ) is constant over the
complete frequency range, Wxx(f) = Wo ' 0 ~/~ 00 we talk about white

noise .

. functi WoThe power- spectral density unction Sxx(0) = 2 ' -00 s 0) ~ 00. The

autocorrelation function Rxx('t) can now be calculated using (11.19).

1 f oo j oY[ w, 1 foo joY[ W os:
Rxx('£:) = 21t Sxx(O)e di» = 2 21t e dO) = 2 U ( '£: ) ,

with

·r o('£:)d'£: = 1 , pC'£:) the Dirac delta function.

We have a random process with a constant (white noise) PSD function
between two frequencies (band-l imited). Calculate the associated auto cor
relation function Rxx('£:)

• W(f) = Wo ' t, ~f~f2
• W(f):;;: O,f<II and f>12

The autocorrelation function Rxx(r) is
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Equation (11.30) can be easily proved because

and therefore

Hence

W 2rcf2 W
RxxC!) = -2of cosorr.xo = -2° [sin21tf2t- sin21tflt],

1t 2rcf
l

1tt

resulting in

211

(11.30)

(11.31)

(11.32)

(11.33)

(11.34)

The result of (11.34) corresponds with the result we had if we used (11.29).

Assume a very narrow bandwidth [f2- fd = of. Then (11.33) then

becomes

Using the Taylor series f(x + ox) = f(x) +/i~)ox +1i~)8x2 + ...

cos 21tf1t
sin21t(fl + o/)t "" sin21tf1r + I! 21toft .

(11.35)

(11.36)

The auto correlation function Rxx(r) , with (11.35), can now be calculated

(11.37)

(11.38)
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In the following Table 11.2 some useful relations between the autocorre
lation function Rxx(r) and the power-spectral density function Sxx(0) are

given.

Table 11.2. Properties of auto correlation and power-spectral density function

x(t) Rxx('t) Sxx(0)

ax(t) 2 2ex Rxx(t) ex Sxx(O)

dx(t) 2 2
d Rxx(r) 0) Sxx(0)

dt
d't

2

dxn(t) 2n 2n
(_l/d Rxx('t) 0) Sxx(0)

dt
n

d't
2n

X(t)/jOlol ±jOlol Sxx(0) 1= 0)0)Rxx('t)e

11.4 Deterministic Linear Dynamic System

The linear deterministic system is illustrated in Fig. 11.3. The system shows
no random properties and the properties will not change with time. The sys
tem is excited with a random load f(t) and the response (output) of the sys
tem is denoted by x(t) . The random responses x(t) are very generalised
and may be: displacements, velocities, accelerations, forces, stresses. The
linear system will be characterised using the impulse response function.
Linear means that doubling the loads f(t) will result in twice as much
response x(t) . Besides presenting the forces and responses in the time
domain the forces and responses are transformed in the frequency domain.

A linear system may be represented either simply, as a single degree of
freedom system (sdof), or more complex with multi-degrees of freedom
(mdof), or even as a continuum. But in the solution of the responses the
modal superposition will be applied many times and the problem will be
reduced in solving many uncoupled sdof dynamic systems.
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X(oo)

)

h(t)

H(oo)
F(oo)

f(t) ~)I .....Jf-__--7X(t)

Random loads Random responses

Fig. 11.3. Deterministic dynamic system

The response x(t) of the linear system, due to the force f(t) , and the
impulse response function h(t) is given by the convolution integral

x(t) = r h('t)f(t-'t)d't, (11.39)

or in the frequency domain [Harris 74] by

X(oo) = H(oo)F(oo) , (11.40)

with
• f(t) the generalised external force in the time domain.

• F(oo) =r f(t)e-jOltdt, the Fourier transform of f(t).

• • -~ol .sinro n
• h(t), the damped Impulse response function h(t) = e n nr-::2'

oon.oJ 1 -~-

This impulse response function can be derived from the sdof

dynamic system x(t) + 2~OOnx(t) + oo~x(t) = f(t) .

• H( (0) the frequency response function, the Fourier transform ofh(t),

H(oo) =rh(t)e-jOltdt.

• x(t) the response of the sdof system.

• X(oo) the Fourier transform of x(t), X(oo) =r x(t)e-jOltdt and

1 f~ jOlt
x(t) = 21t X(oo)e dss .

The PSD function of x(t) , in accordance with (11.26) , is
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Sxx(co) = lim 2l-X(CO)X·(CO) = lim -2
1

IX(coi,
T-> = T T->= T

(11041)

with

• X·(co) =r X(t)t!lJJldt the conjugate of X(co) .

The PSD function of the random response x(t) can be expressed in the
PSD function of the random loads, applying (11.40)

1· 1 · •Sxx(co) = lim 2:"-X(co)X (00) = lim 2"-=H(co)H (co)F(oo)F (co), (11.42)
T->= T- T->= T-

or

(11.43)

Equation (11.43) is very important to analyse the response characteristics of
linear dynamic systems.

The cross-PSD function SxF(CO) is

1 •SxF(CO) = lim 2:"-X(co)F (co)
T-> = T

(11.44)

(11045)

with
• 9\(SxF(co) ) the real part of the cross -PSD function is called the co-spec

tral density (CSD) function
• g(SxF(CO)) the imaginary part of the cross-PSD function is called the

quad- spectral density (QSD) function

I · I •SxF(CO) = lim 2'-X(OJ)F (OJ) = lim 2'-H(OJ)F(OJ)F (OJ) = H(OJ)SFF(OJ) . (11.46)
T-> = T T ->= T -

The cross-PSD function is generally a complex-valued function .

11.4.1 Force-Loaded Sdof System

The mass-spring-damper system is loaded by the force F(t) at the mass m .

The mass is suspended by a linear spring with spring stiffness k and a
damper with damping constant c .
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1X(I )

~ c

fixed base

Fig. 11.4. Sdof systemloadedwith force F(t)

The equation of motion is
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mx(t) + cx(t) + kx(t) = F(t). (11.47)

Dividing (11.47) by the mass m the equation of motion of the damped sdof
system becomes

•• • 2 F(t)
x(t) + 2~wnx(t) + wnx(t) = - =f(t) ,

m

with

• Wn = J!; the natural frequency (rad/s)

• ~ = _c_ the damping ratio
2Jb;,

For harmonic motions, we write

x(t) = X(W)jWl andf(t) = F(w)jWl .

Substituting (11.49) into (11.48) the following result is obtained

X(w) = H(w)F(w) ,

with

• H(w) = 2 2 I the frequency response function.
wn- W + 2j~wwn

The square of the modulus of H(w) is

(llA8)

(11.49)

(11.50)

(11.51)
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The mean-square response of x(t), due to the random load f(t) with the
PSD function SFF(ro) , using (11.43), becomes

(11.52)

For the time being the forcing function f(t) has a constant PSD function

.. WFF(f)
(white noise) SFF(ro) =-2- = SF' thus

2 SFf~ 2
E{x(t) } = Rxx(O) = 21t IH(ro)1 dro. (11.53)

(11.54)

The integral r IH(ro)1
2dro has a closed-form solution [Newland 94]. If

Bo+jroB) f~ 2 1t{AoBi+A2B~}
H2(ro) = . 2 then /2 = IH2(ro)1 dro = AoA A .

Ao+JroA) - ro A2 _~ l 2

The modulus of the frequency-response function IH(ro)1
2 is given by

(11.51). Thus
2

• Ao = ron

• AI = 2sron

• A 2 = 1

• Bo = 1
• B) = 0

The integral (11.53) will be

2 ~f~ 2 ~
E{x(t) } = Rxx(O) = 21t IH(ro)1 dt» = -3 '

-~ 4Sron

The mean square of the acceleration x(t), E{/(t)}, with a white-noise
forcing function does not exist [Piszczek 86].

11.4.2 Enforced Acceleration

An sdof system with a discrete mass m , a damper element c and a spring
element k is placed on a moving base which is accelerated with an accelera-

tion ii(t) . The resulting displacement of the mass is x(t) . We introduce a
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relative motion z(t) which is the displacement of the mass with respect to
the base. The relative displacement is

z(t ) = x(t) - u(t) .

c:J rX(I)

k~ f C I ii(t )
moving base

Fig. 11.5. Enforced acceleration of a damped sdof system

The equation of motion of the sdof system, illustrated in Fig. 11 .5, is

(11.55)

(11.56)

The enforced acceleration of the sdof system is transformed into an
external force.

The absolute displacement x(t) can be calculated with

.r(t) = z'( t ) + ii(t) = -21;00nz(t)-00~z(t) . (11.57)

The PSD function Szz(00) , of the relative motion z( t ), becomes (using

(11.43»

S (00) = IH(00)1
2S

....(00)zz uu
(11.58)

with

• S ....(oo)= lim 21rU(00)i/ (00), with a dimensions of (m/s2)2/(Radls).
uu T-7 OO

Using w....(1) = 2S....(00) the dimensions of the PSD function are
uu uu

(m/s2)2/Hz

We will derive the mean-square values both in the time and frequency
domain starting with derivation of the autocorrelation function RzzC't).

Using (11.19)

1 f~ jwt
Rzz(l ) = 21t Szz(oo)e de»,

and inserting (11.58) we obtain the following expression
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1 f= I 12 jOlT.RzzC't) = 21t H(ro) Siiii(ro)e dro,

with the frequency response function H (co)

H(ro) = 1

ro~(l- ro: + 2j:)'
roo 0

(11.59)

For the time being the forcing function f(t) = -ii(t) has a constant PSD
w....(f) w..

function (white noise) S....(ro) = _uu_ = S.. = ---!! .
uu 2 u 2

Now the auto correlation function Rzz(t) can be written as

(11.61)

Finally we obtain for RzzCt) , [Bismark-Nasr 99]

The mean square of the response z(t) becomes

2 S.. W..
E{z(t) } = Rzz(O) =~ =~.

4~roo 8~roo

We know that

(11.62)

(11.63)

(11.64)
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and

cfRzz{'t)
R ....('t) = .

zz d't4
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(11.65)

We will repeat the mean-square calculations of z(t) in the frequency
domain.
Using (11.43) the mean-square response of z(t), due to the random load
f(t) with the PSD function S....(ro), becomes

uu

2 ISOO

2E{z(t) } = Rzz(O) = 21t IH(ro)1 Siiiidro . (11.66)

For the time being the forcing function f(t) has a constant PSD function
w....(f) w..

e h· ise) uu U hw ite nOise S.. ..(ro) =-- = S .. = - , t us
uu 2 U 2

2 S"Soo 2
E{x(t) } = Rxx(O) = 2~ IH(ro)1 di» . (11.67)

The modulus of the frequency response function IH(ro)1
2 is given by

(11.51). Thus the integral (11.67) becomes

2 S"SOO 2 S..
E{ z(t) } = 2~ IH(ro)1 dro =~.

-00 4Sron

This is analogous to (11.54).

The mean-square value of the relative velocity z(t ) is given by

2 S"SOO 2 2 S..
E{z (t)} = 2~ - 00 m IH(ro)1 di» = 4S~n '

(11.68)

(11.69)

Now we want to calculate the mean-square value of the acceleration

x(t) , which can be calculated using (11.57), x(t) = -2Sronz(t)-ro~z(t). The

autocorrelation function for the acceleration is

(11.70)

The autocorrelation R . (r) = -R .('t) between the velocity z( t ) and the dis-
zz zz

placement z(t) . Therefore

2 4
R ....(O) = (2Sron) R. .(O) + ronRzz(O) ,xx zz

(11.71)
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or

(11.72)

(11.73)

where

• Q = 21~ the amplification factor

• In the natural frequency (Hz)

In general, the mean value of the acceleration x(t) is zero, ~ .. = o. The
x

variance of the acceleration x(t ) ,

2 •.2 2 •.2 ••2
ax = E{x (tn - ~x = E{x (tn = X rms

where
• rms the root mean square

(11.74)

The modulus of the frequency transfer function IR(00)1
2

, (11.51), shows a
maximum value at the natural frequency 00 = oon

2 Q2
IH(oon)1 = 2 ·

OOn

2

The bandwidth ~oo at half-power, i.e, IH(oo)1 2 = Q 2' is ~oo::: 2~OOn or
200n

The mean-square value of the acceleration x(t) can now be written as

(11.75)

Most of the contribution of the power to the mean-square value of

E{x.2(t)} is stored in a very peaked area with a bandwidth ~Mn and a

height Q2. The contribution to the power outside the bandwidth ~Mn is
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much less. If the PSD function of the forcing function w....(1) is rather con-
uu

stant in the bandwidth ~L\fn and in the neighbourhood of the natural fre

quency In (Hz), (11.73) may be approximated by

(11.76)

Equation (11.76) is called Miles' equation, [Miles 54], and is normally writ
ten as

..
X rms = (11.77)

(11.79)

(11.78)

If the PSD function w. ·(fn) has the dimension (g2/Hz), the rms value of the
u

acceleration xrms has the dimension (g), in practice often denoted by Grms.
The equation of motion of the sdof system, illustrated in Fig. 11 .5,

expressed in the absolute responses is

mx(t)+c{x(t)-u(t)}+k{x(t)-u(t)} = O.

Equation (11.78) divided by the mass m will result in

x (t ) + 2soonx(t) + oo~x(t) = 2soonu(t) + oo~u(t) =l(t) .

The PSD function of the forcing function l(t) is defined as

SFF(oo) = lim 21-F(00)F*(00) = lim 21TI[2soo.jooU(00) + 00~U(00)]12 (11.80)
T-? ~ T- T-? ~

or

SFF(oo) = lim 2
1

[2jsoonooU(00) + 00~U(00)][-2jsoonooU* (00) + oo~U*(oo)].
T-?~ T

(11.81 )

Further expanded this gives
1 2 * 4 *

SFF(oo) = lim 2T(2soonoo) U(oo)U (00) + oonU(oo)U (00)
T -? ~

1 3 * 3 *lim 2T[ + joonooU(oo)U (00) - joonooU(oo)U (00)].
T-?~

Thus, finally,

(11.82)

(11.83)
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or expressed in the PSD function of the enforced acceleration ii(t) , (11.83)
becomes

(11.84)

The PSD function of the absolute acceleration x(t) will be

SiX< ro)= ro
41H(

ro)\2SFF(m) = ro
41H(ro)12[C~ronr+(~rJsuU< ro): (11.85)

Equation (11.85) can now be rewritten as

I A 1
2

1 ro + 2j~ro 1

2
S....(ro)= H(ro) SFF(ro) = n S.. ..(ro):

xx 2 2 uu
ron - ro + 2j~roron

The mean-square response of xU) , due to the random load f(t)

W ..
constant PSD function S.. ..(to) = S .. =~ becomesuu u 2

2 S"f~I A 12E{x(t) } = R.. ..(O) = 2
U H(ro) di»,xx 1t

with
2

• Ao = ron

• AI = 2~ron

• A2 = 1

• Bo = ron

• B I = 2~

The integral in (11.87) now becomes

(11.86)

with the

(11.87)

2 S"f~ I A 12 ronS.. 2 1t
E{x(t)} = R;X<0) = 2~ _~ H(ro) di» = 4~u(l+4~ )""2fnQWu' (11.88)

The result of (11.88) is the same as that obtained in (11.73).

We have an sdof dynamic system with a natural frequency t; = 100 Hz

and a damping ratio ~ = 0.05, Q = 21~. The white-noise PSD function of
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the base acceleration is w.. = 0.1 g2lHz. Calculate the fIllS acceleration of
u

the sdof system.

The fIllS acceleration response of the sdof system can be calculated using
either (11.73) or (11.88), the Miles's equation, (11.77)

11.4.3 Multi-Inputs and Single Output (MISO)

In Fig. 11.6 an sdof system is shown with both an enforced acceleration

u(t) at the base and a direct force F(t). We will now calculate the PSD
function of the force and acceleration . This will result in PSD functions and
cross-PSD functions.

k
rX(I)f c

moving ba se r ii(t )

Fig. 11.6. Multi-inputs (F(t) and ii(t)) single output (x(t))

The equation of motion of the sdof system, illustrated in Fig. 11.6, is a sum
mation of (11.48) and (11.79).

The force !(t) is !(t) = F(t) .
m

The PSD function of q(t) is

[C~ffinf + (:nfJSuu(ffi) + SFF(ffi) + 2(~f SF)ffi) ,

with
• SFF(ffi)thePSDfunctionof!(t)

(11.89)

(11.90)
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(11.91)

• S....(co)the PSD function of the enforced acceleration
uu

•
• SFi/ro) = Sijro) the cross-PSD function of t(t), u(t) and is, in gen-

eral, a complex-valued function

11 .5 Deterministic Mdof Linear Dynamic System

Dynamic systems may be exposed to random forces and or random
enforced motions (i.e. acceleration at the base). Both kinds of random loads
will be discussed in the following sections.

11.5.1 Random Forces

In general, the equations of motion of a discrete mdof dynamic system can
be written as

[M]{x(t)} + [C]{x(t)} + [K]{x(t)} = {F(t)} ,

and consists of the following matrices and vectors :
• the mass matrix [M]

• the stiffness matrix [K]

• the damping matrix [C]
• The force vector {F(t)}

• the displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors {x(t)} , {x(t)} and

{x(t) }

For linear mdof systems the mass, stiffness and damping matrix do not
vary with time and are deterministic, however, the displacement, velocity,
acceleration and force vector do usually change with time and are random .

Using the modal displacement (superposition) method (MDM) the phys
ical displacement vector x(t) will be depicted on the independent set of
vectors; the modal matrix [<I>]

x(t) = [<I>]{T\(t)},

with
• {T\(t)} the vector of generalised coordinates

(11.92)

The modal matrix [<1>] = [<PI ' <P2, .....'<Pn] has the following orthogonality
properties with respect to the mass matrix and the stiffness matrix
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[<l>f[M][<l>] = (m) and [<l>f[K][<l>] = (Am)

225

(11.93)

• (m) the diagonal matrix of generalised or modal masses
• (Am) the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues multiplied by the general

ised masses

Using (11.92) and premultiplying (11.91) by the transpose of the modal

matrix [<l>] T the result will be

[<I>{[M][<I>]{~(t)} + [<I>]T[C][<I>]{~(t)} + [<I>{[K][<I>]{ll(t)} = [<I>]T{F(t)}
(11.94)

Making use of the orthogonality properties of the modal matrix, (11.93),
the equations of motion are expressed in generalised coordinates, general
ised masses, eigenvalues and generalised forces

(mH~(t)} + ( cH~(t)} + (AmHll(t)} = f(t), (11.95)

with
• f(t) the vector of generalised forces
• (c) the diagonal matrix of the generalised damping . This means the

damping matrix [C] consists of proportional damping. Generally,
we will add on an ad hoc basis modal viscous damping to the
uncoupled equations of motion of the generalised coordinates,
Ci T
m. = 2~iooi' Ci = {~i} [C]{~;}.

I

• mi = {~;} T[M]{~i} the generalised mass associated with mode {~i} '

• ~i = i:-::: the modal damping ratio.
2",k imi

• ki = {~i}T[K]{~i} = Aimi the generalised stiffness.

• Ai = 00; the eigenvalues of the eigenvalue problem

([K] -Ai[M]){~;} = {O}.

Finally, the uncoupled equation of motion of the generalised coordinates
enforced with the generalised forces becomes

(11.96)

The PSD function of the external generalised forces q;(t) is defined as
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or

T
Sq.q (0) = {<I>;} [S y y( O)]{ <I>;} ,

I} I }

with
• [SFF (0)] the matrix of PSD and cross-PSD functions

I J

(11.98)

SF F (0) SF F (0)
I I I 2

SF F (0) SF F (0)
[SFP(O)] = 2 I 2 2

, J

SF F (0)
n I

SF F (0)
I n

SF F (0)
n-I n

SF F (0) SF F (0)
n n - I n n

The PSD function of the generalised coordinate l1i(t) is

/

H '(0) 12 Hi(O) T H;(O)
Sllll(O) = -'- SQQ(O) =--{<I>;} [SFF(O)]{<I>;} ,

I I m
i

mi I J mj

with
1

• H i(O) = - 2--2--
O)i - 0) + 2j~0)0)i

(11.99)

The matrix of PSD and cross-PSD functions of the generalised coordinates
becomes

H .(O) T H *(0)
[Sllll(O)] = (_'_)[<1>] [SFP(O))][<I>](_J_) .

I I mi I J mj
(11.100)

• [Sllill/O)] the matrix ofPSD and cross PSD functions of the generalised
coordinates

Slln_Illn(0)

Sllnlln_l(0) Sllnlln(0)

The matrix of PSD functions and cross-PSD functions of the physical dis

placements {x( t )} = [<I>]{l1(t)} with 11(t) = n(O)JOlt is
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1 .T 1 • T T
[Sxx(w)] = lim 2T{X;(W)}{X/W)} = lim 2T[<1>]{TI i(W)}{TI i(w)} [<1>] ,

I I T.....::,oo T.....::,oo
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(11.101)

or

[Sxix/W) ] = [cI>][[Sl1ill/ W)]][cI>{ .

Finally, we end with

The matrix of mean squares of x(t) can be calculated

[E(xix).)] = Rxx(O) = 211tf~ [Sxx(w)]dw = f~ [Wxx(f)]df ·
, J I J I }

o

Equation (11.103) can also be written as

(11.102)

(11.103)

(11.104)

11.5.2 Random Base Excitation

An mdof dynamic system will have an acceleration base excitation at the
base (Fig. 11.7)

Fig. 11.7. Base excitation

The undamped equations of motion are
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[M]{X'(t)} + [K]{x(t)} = {O} . (11.106)

If we introduce the relative motion vector {z(t)} = {x(t)} - {u(t)} , with
[K]{T}u(t) = {O}, (11.106) becomes

[M]{z·(t)} + [K]{z(t)} = -[M]{T}ii(t) (11.107)

[
H.(2nj) T H~ (2nj) ]

[WZiZ/f)] = [cI>] ( '
m

; )[cI>] [WFiF/f)][cI>]( ] mj ) [cI>]T, (11.108)

with
2 T

• [WFiF/f)] = (-1) [M]{T}{T} [M]Wiiii(f)

• H;(2nj) = 2c/; I the frequency-response function
(2n) i - + 2j'CJJ;)

• m; = {<p;}T[M]{<p;} the generalised mass

• [cI>] = [<PI' <PI ' ····,<Pn ] the modal matrix

• (- (2nj/[M] + [K]){ <PJ = {OJ the eigenvalue problem

Equation (11.108) can be written as

2 * T
[W (f)] = ![H ··(f) ]1 W.... = [H ..(f)][H ..(f)] w....ZiZj zu uulj) zu zu uulj) (11.1 09)

[WZiZ/f)] = ([lI>{(H;~~.n)[lI>{[M]{T}{T{[M][lI>] t; ~1t.n)}lI>{)wiiu.(f) .

(11.110)

Thus, the FRF [H ..(f)] iszu

[
H .(2nj) T ]

[H ..(f)] = -[cI>] (' )[cI>] [M]{T} .
zu m;

(11.111)

(11.112)

The minus sign reflects the negative RHS of (11.107).
The FRF [Hzu(w)] between the displacement U(w) and the relative dis

2
placement Z(w) , {Z(w)} = [Hzu(w)]U(w) = -w [H ..(w)]U(w),becomeszu

[Hzu(w)] = w
2[cI>]

[ (H~~\[cI>{[M]{T}] .

The absolute displacement vector is {x(t)} = {z(t)} + {T}u . The PSD
function of the absolute displacement {x( t)} is defined as
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. 1 * T
Sxx( ffi)= lim 2T{X(m) }{Xj (ffi)} ,

I } T~oo

or

229

(11.113)

1 * * T
Sx,x/ffi)= i~~2T[ {Z( roj} + {T}( U( ffi»)][{Z (ffi)} + {T}( U (ffi»] , (11.114)

or
1 * T T

Sxx(ro)= lim 2T«[Hzu(ro)]U(ro) + {T}U(ro)])[Hzu(ro)] U*(ro) + {T} U*(ro)) ,
I j T---.:-, 00

(11.115)

and, finally,
* T * T T T

Sxx(ro)= ([Hzu(ro)][Hzu(ro)] + {T}[Hzu(ro)] + [Hzu(ro)]{T} + {T}{T} )Suu(ro) ., }

(11.116)

The PSD function for the acceleration x(t) becomes
* T * T T T

Sx,x}ro)= ([Hzu(ro)][Hzu(ro)] + {T}[Hzu(ro)] + [Hzu(ro)]{T} + {T}{T} )S;,-uC ro) ,

(11.117)

or, in the frequency (Hz) domain

w....(j)= ([H ....(21tj)][H~...(21tj)]TjW ....(j) ,
x.x, xu xu ) uu

with
• [Hx/ 21tj) ] = [Hzu(21tj) ] + {T}

2 [H.(21tf) T ]
• [H zu« 21tj) ] = (21tj) [<1>] ( I m

i
)[<1>] [M]{T}

1
• H i(21tj) = --2-----

(21t) <l; -f + 2j'Cj'f;)

• {T} the rigid-body motion in the excitation direction {ii(t)}

11.5.3 Random Stresses and Forces

(11.118)

Besides the responses of the dofs, internal forces or stresses should be cal
culated to predict the strength characteristics of the structure itself.

The matrix of cross-power spectral densities of the physical stresses
(forces) S(J(J(ffi) can also be calculated, }
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(11.119)

where
• [<I>crl is the matrix of the stress or force modes

The stress or force modes [<I>crl can be calculated using the mode

shapes[<I>l and a so-called stress or force matrix [Dcrl . The stress mode is

defined as

(11.120)

When random loads are applied to the deterministic system, (11.119) can be
written as

and when random base accelerations are applied to the deterministic sys
tem, (11.119) can be written as

* T T
[Wcricr/f)] = [Dcr][<I>][Hcr)21tj)][Wiiii(l)][H crii(21tj)][<I>l [Dcrl , (11.122)

with
H.(21tj) T

• [HcrF(21tj)l= [Dcr][<I>l (' )[<1>]
m;

H .(21tj) T
• [H ..(21tj)]= -[Dcr][<I>] ( ' )[<1>] [M]{T}

cru m;

1
• H ;(21tf) = --2-----

(21t) <i -f + 2j'CJ/;)

• {T} the rigid-body motion in the excitation direction {ii(t)}

A 3 mass-spring dynamic system, as shown in Fig . 11.8, is excited at the

base with a constant band-limited random acceleration W..(I) = 0.01 g2/
uu

Hz in a frequency range 5 ~f~ 500 Hz. The mass distribution is m, = 200

kg, m2 = 150 kg and m 3 = 100 kg. The stiffness distribution is k, = 3x10
8

N/m, k2 = 2x10
8

N/m and k3 = lx10
8 N/m. The modal damping ratio for

all modes is S= 0.05 or Q = 10.
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rx,ll)

rx ,(1)

moving base r ii (t )

Fig. 11.8. 3 mass-spring system with enforced acceleration at the base

The undamped equations of motion are

or (11.123) expressed in the relative motion {Z{t)} will result in

(11.123)

The natural frequencies and associate mode shapes of the mdof dynamic
system are

{

94.35 t [-0.0224 0.0432 -0.0513J
{tn} = 201.73 Hz, :<1> ] = -0.0482 0.0386 0.0535

299.53 -0.0743 -0.0636 -0.0210

The effective masses, for, respectively modes shapes 1,2 and 3, are
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{

366.13 }
{Meff } = 64.97 kg.

18.90

The most important mode shape represents the maximum effective mass.
This first mode will show maximum responses. A 3x3 matrix w....(f) of

xx

PSD and cross- PSD functions of the acceleration will be calculated for
every frequency. The quadrature of diagonal terms of w....(f) are the mean-

xx

square values of the acceleration. Taking the square root of the mean-square
(auto-spectrum) values will result in the root mean square values of the
acceleration of the dofs Xl' x2 and X3' The plots of the PSD functions of the

acceleration Xl , X2 and X3 are shown in Fig. 11.9.
The integration, to obtain the mean-square values, is done with the trape

zium rule with a frequency increment !if = 1 Hz.

The nns values of the acceleration are

..
XI

..
X2
..
X3

{

30.27 }
= 41.72 ~ .

60.52 s

The force matrix of the dynamic system, shown in Fig. 11.8, is defined as

[

k l 0 0]
[Dcrl = -k2 k2 0 N.

o -k3 k3

The diagonal terms of the PSD function matrix Wcrcr(f) are plotted in
Fig. 11.10.
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Fig. 11.9. PSD values of the acceleration XI, X2 and X3 (m/s2)2/Hz
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Fig . 11.10. PSD values of the spring forces (N2/Hz)

The square root of the diagonal terms of the auto-spectrum functions of
the spring forces is
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J
500 [1.438X10

4

0 0 1
J(R(J(J(O) = (Frrns)= 1

5
(W(J(J(j)df = 0 l.071x104 0 4 N.

o 0 O.604xlO

11.6 Analysis of Narrow-Band Processes

In this section some interesting properties of narrow-banded stationary
processes will be discussed:
• Number of crossings per unit of time through a certain level
• Fatigue damage due to random excitation

Besides the rms value of the response of deterministic structures exposed to
random forces, the above-mentioned properties are important properties for
further investigation of the strength characteristics.

11.6.1 Crossings

Consider the event that a stationary process x(t) will cross the level a from

below with a certain positive velocity x(t) = v(t). One talks about a cross
ing with a positive slope (see Fig. 11.11). Nate) is the number of expected

crossings for a time period r , The random process x(t) is a stationary proc
ess so the number of expected crossings does not depend on the time the
process starts. The sum of numbers of zero crossing will be a linear func
tion in time, hence :

(11.125)

The number of positive crossings per unit of time v~, that the signal x( t)

will cross the level "a" with a positive slope (positive velocity), will be
defined as

(11.126)

The joint probability that the values of x(t) and vet) are between certain
values, for all times t, is defined as

f(a, ~)dad~ = Probe a ~ x(t) ~ a + de. and ~ ~ v(t) ~ ~ + d~) . (11.127)
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x(t)

235

o.s d«
vet)

- -:L - - --
--1-----

Fig. 11.11. Positive crossings

The cumulative joint probability is defined as

(ada ~+d~

F(a+da,~+d~)-F(a,~)= f f f(x,x)dxdx ,
a ~

or

(11.128)

(11.130)

F(a + de, ~ + d~) - Ft«; ~) ""a
2

r~~l)dad~ = f(a, ~)dad~, (11.129)

where
• f( a, ~) the joint probability density function
• F( a, ~) the joint cumulative joint probability function

Equations (11.127), (11.128) and (11.129) define the time per unit of time
x(t) in the interval a + dn with a velocity of approximately vet) "" ~ .

The number of expected crossings v~ per unit time through the interval

[a, a + da] with a velocity v(t) "" ~ is estimated by dividing the amount of
time per unit time spent inside this interval by the time required to pass this
interval. The time t to pass (up or down) the interval [a, a + da] is

da
dt = TI3f '

The amount of time per unit of time the signal x(t) is in the interval
[a, a + da] with a velocity in the interval [~, ~ + d~] is f( a, p)dad~. The
expected number of crossings (up or down) va per unit of time through the

level a with all possible velocities vet) "" ~ is

(11.131)
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The expected number of crossings (up or down) Va per unit of time through

the level a with all possible velocities v(t) :::; Bis

v; = f IBlf(a, ~)dB (11.132)

The expected number of positive zero crossings v: can be easily derived

from (11.132)

(11.133)

A special joint probability density function, as defined in (11.127), is the
case of a Gaussian process, i.e. a process with a distribution [Gatti 99]

(

2 . 2 )

. 1 - 2x(J~ - 2x(J~
f(x, x) = 2--e .

ncrxcrx
(11.134)

Substituting (11.134) into (11.133) and performing the integration gives

(11.135)

with
00

2 2 2 2 f• c, = E(x ) - {E(x)} = E(x ) = Wx(f»df
o
00

2 . 2 . 2 .2 f 2• crx = E(x ) - {E(x)} = E(x ) = (2nf) Wx(f»df
o

In general, we assume zero mean values of the displacement x(t) and

velocity x (t ) . The number of zero positive zero crossings can be obtained
from (11.135) with a = 0

+ crx 1
v - -- - - 1-"------o - 2ncr

x
- 2n (11.136)
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The number of positive zero crossings v~ (Hz) is also called the equivalent

or characteristic frequency of the random process. (11.135) can also written
as

(11.137)

(11.138)

For the mass-spring-damper system shown Fig. 11 .5 the variance of the

relative displacement cr; and the relative velocity cr~ has been calculated in

(11.68) and (11.69).

The mean-square value of the relative displacement z(t) is given by

2 2 S ..
E{z(t) } = crz =~.

4S(On

The mean-square value of the relative velocity z(t) is given by

.2 2 Su
E{z (tn = c . = - (11.139)

z 4S(On

With the aid of (11.136) the number of positive zero crossings per unit of

time v~ (Hz) can be calculated,

S ..
u

3
4S(On

The number of positive zero crossings per unit of time v~ is equal to the

natural frequency In of the sdof system, as illustrated in Fig. 11 .5.

For the mdof dynamic system, as shown in Fig. 11 .8, the number of pos

itive zero crossings v~ for all dofs will be calculated, assuming a random

base acceleration W .. (I) = 0.01 g2IHz in a frequency range 5 ~/~ 500 Hz.
uu

The integration, to obtain the positive zero crossings per unit of time, is
done using the trapezium rule with a frequency increment AI = 1 Hz.
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..
XI

The positive zero crossings for the acceleration

{

203 }
{V~} = 157 Hz.

128

..
X2
..
X3

are

The positive zerocrossings for the forces in { ~: } are

{

106 }
{V~} = 105 Hz.

128

11.6.2 Fatigue Damage due to Random Excitation

There are quite a number of failure modes, one of them is the failure of a
structure due to fatigue behaviour of materials . Fatigue appears when the
structure is exposed to oscillating loads (stresses). The material will crack
and failure occurs. Fatigue damage is caused by microplastic deformations
(strains) that will damage the structure of the material locally and accumu
late to microcracks and ultimately to failure of the structure.

With the Palmgren-Miner rule one is able to predict the fatigue life of a
structure or part of the structure caused by cumulative damage when the
construction is exposed to oscillating loads or stresses .

At a certain stress level c, (in the case of random vibration the one-

sigma value the stress) one can take the allowable number of oscillations N,

from a so-called s-N curve. In general, the relation between the stress level
and the allowable number of oscillations, the s-N or Woehler fatigue curve,
is

b
N(s)s = a, (11.140)

where a and b are constants .
The model of cumulative damage, as formulated by Palmgren and Miner,

the Palmgren-Miner damage function D(t) [Gatti 99] is
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N (t)

D(t) = Lt.Di •

i = I

239

(11.141)

We assume that the damage function D(t) is a nondecreasing function of
time that starts at zero for a new structure and is normalised to unity when
failure occurs; the instant of time tfailure at which D(tfailure) = 1 .

The Palmgren-Miner rule can be formulated as follows:
if the i-th cycle occurs at the stress level cri at which, in accordance with the

s-N curve , N, cause failure, then the i-th increment of damage

1
t.Di = N '

I

(11.142)

If we group cycles of approximately equal amplitude together, we will have
a situation in which we can identify n i cycles at the stress level c .. Then

. n i •
each one of these groups i Will produce N mcremental damage.

I

The failure condition becomes

D = L~. = 1.
i I

(11.143)

Nothing is stated about the sequence of the stress levels .
The number of positive crossings at the level a is given by (11.137)

a 2 a 2

+ crx 20; + 20;
V = --e = voe

a 21tcr
x

With (11.137) we are able to calculate the number of peaks np(ex) per unit

of time of x(t) in the range ex:S; x(t) :s; ex + do:

(l1.144}

thus

(11.145)

The total number of peaks during the time period T is given by n( ex) T .
We will introduce (11.145) into (11.143) and will replace the summation

with an integration,
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E{D(T)} = L~. = T{ ~~~~da.
I 0

i

(11.146)

The cumulative damage function D(tfailure) has been replaced by the

expected value of the cumulative damage function E{D(T)} at the time T
the structure will fail.

Substituting into (11.140) the number of allowable oscillations at stress
level s = a is

-b
N(a) = asi . (11.147)

Equations (11.145) and the (11.147) substituted into (11.146) will result in

Assuming failure at E{D(T)} = 1, the time to failure can now be calcu
lated

(11.149)
aT=-------

v~(Jiax)br(1+~)

The Gamma function I'(z) is defined by I'(z) ={l- I e- Idt .
o

An sdof dynamic system is excited at the base with random acceleration

u(t) with a PSD function W..(f) . The sdof system is shown in Fig. 11 .5.
u

The relative rrns displacement Zrms of the mass can be calculated with
(11.68)

s..(0))
u

Zrms = --3 =
4~O)n

The rrns stress in the spring is
kzrms

srms = A '
with
• k the spring constant (N/m)

• A the cross section (m2)
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The s-N curve is given by N(s)l = a
with

• a = 1.56x 10
39

• b = 4

The natural frequency of the sdof system is In = 100 Hz, the mass 100 kg

and the modal damping ratio 1; = 0.05. The cross section of the spring

A = 10-
4 m2. In a frequency range from 50-500 Hz the PSD of the base

acceleration is w.. = 0.1 glHz2.
u

The spring constant is k = (2rt/n )2m = (2rtlOO)2 100 = 3.948107 N/m.

The rms value of the relative displacement

Zrms = QW/ln) = lOxO.1x9.81
2

= 6.229xlO-4 m.
(2rt/n )3 (2rt 100)3

The rms stress in the spring becomes
k 7 ~

srms = ZArms = 3.948x10 x~;229x10 = 2.459x 108 Pa.
10

The number of positive zero crossing v~ = In = 100 Hz.

a
T = =

v~(j2as)br(1+~)

The time to failure T, the fatigue lifetime, can now be calculated
39

1.56x 10 4 = 533 S.

100(j2x2.459x108
) r(3)

11.7 Some Practical Aspects

In most cases the random mechanical loads for spacecraft and subsystems
of spacecraft are as illustrated below. The PSD values of the acceleration
depend on the frequency (Hz). In general, the frequency range is between
20-2000 Hz. The specification must be accompanied by the Grms value of
the random acceleration in the frequency range. An example of a typical
acceleration specification is given below.
• 20-l50Hz 6dB/oct

• ISO-700Hz w.. = 0.04 g2IHz
u
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• 70D-2000Hz -3 dB/oct.
• Grms=7 .3 g

The graphical representation of the random acceleration specification is
shown in Fig . 11.9.

tam

Ii. fi.

f= cBOCl cBOCl
f-- (pat

1/ I\.{nlg

"-
~ Ii<

/

a1lXD

aOOlO
1.QOO mID mlID

Frequency (Hz)

Fig. 11.12. Specification PSD acceleration, Grms=7.3g (courtesy NASAGSFC,
FEMCI ).

The octave band is defined by

fi = 2 1

11 . (11.150)

The number of octaves x between two frequencies Ix and the reference

frequency Iref can be calculated by

(11.151)

and x can simply be obtained with

(11.152)

lol[x)v:
log(2) .

Inr[x)
\tref = ----==-

In(2)x =

The relation between the PSD values depends on the number of dBs per
octave n dB/oct and the number of octaves between the two frequencies Ix
and I ref ' The relation in (dB) between the Wu<lx) and W,,(fref) is
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(

Woo(f ) ) nlogifx)
10log W u(j,x) = nx = I (;;f (dB)

ii ref og

or

nlol[x) nlog(2) ~
Wii(fx) Vref ( [x) 10 ( [x )3
Wii(fref) = nx = log(2) = V-: := V-: .

The angle m (dB/freq) can be obtained by

(
W,,(f»)

log Wu.~l+rxef)logW,,(fx)-logW,,(fref) VI n
u u

m = = =
logj, - logfref Ux ) 3 .

log -
ref
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(11.153)

(11.154)

(11.155)

Now we can calculate the Grms value of the acceleration specification.

(ilHz)

W(j) ml (dB/oct)

-~-I I m2(dB/oct)
I I
I I

A I A I A
I 1 I 2 I 3 I f(Hz)

Fig. 11.13. Calculation Grms (g)

The Gnns value of the random acceleration specification can be calculated
(see Fig. 11.13) using

with

. Al = mWI 2 [[_~)~.1] (g2)

--.!+l 2
3

• A2 = W(f3 -/2) (g2)

(11.156)
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m2• For "3 = -1 we may use L'Hopitals rule and

A3 = Wf31n~) = 2.303 Wf310g~) (g2)

11 .8 Problems

11.8.1 Problem 1

Calculate the Grms value of the following random acceleration specifica
tion.
• 20-l50Hz 6dB/oct

• I50-700Hz w.. = 0.04 g2IHz
u

• 700-2000 Hz -3 dB/oct.

Answer Grms=7.3 g.

11.8.2 Problem 2

A stationary random process has an autocorrelation function Rxx('t), which

is given by Rxx(1: ) = Xe -al.1 , where a> 0, [Norton 98].

Determine

1. the mean-square value

2. power-spectral density function SxxCco) of the process
00

aX f -jW'Answers: X, 2 2 SxxCCO) = Rxx(1:)e dt .
Ca + co )
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11.8.3 Problem 3

The single-sided spectral density of the deflection yet) of an electric motor

bearing is Wyy(f)= Wo = 0.05 mm2/Hz over the frequency band from 20
2000 Hz and is zero for all other frequencies . Determine the mean-square

(m2), root mean-square deflection (m) and obtain an expression for the

autocorrelation function Ry/'t) (m2
) .

-6
Answers: 9.9xlO-5, 9.95xlO-3, O.O;xlO [sin(21t2000't) - sin(21t20't)] .

1t't

11.8.4 Problem 4

A structural component at its static equilibrium position is represented by a
rigid slender bar of mass M (kg) and length L (m)], a spring k (N/m) and a
damper c (Ns/m) as illustrated Fig. 11.14.

a

-T

I. 31.
4 4

Fig. 11.14. Structural component + forcing function

The tip of the bar is subjected to a pulse f(t) (N) with an autocorrelation

function RfA't) (N2) as shown in Fig. 11.14. By modelling the system as an

sdof system, expressed by angle l}, with an equivalent mass, spring and
damper, and derive an expression of the output spectral density W1'l1'l(f).

28 2" 3 . 3
Answers: 192ML l} + 4Ll}c + 4Ll}k = !(t),

aT{ Sin(T)}2
21t ooT

2
S1'l1'l(oo) = 2 2 ' W1'l1'l(f) = 2SM(oo).

(
3 28 2 2) (3 )'4 Lk- 19200 ML + '4LCOO
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11.8.5 Problem 5

11 Random Vibration of Linear Dynam ic Systems

A response xU) has an autocorrelation function Rxx('t) that is given by

2 _at2

Rxx('t) = ~ e .

• Define the standard deviation ox of xU)

• Define the standard deviation of cr . and x(t)
x

• Define the number of positive zero crossings v~. x

• Define the number of zero crossings through x(t) = 'Y

_1
Answer : ~, ~ J2&, vo+ X = ! 0:, vo+ X _ Y = ! 0:e 0; [Scheidt 94]. 1t~2 . - 1t~2
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Loads, Structural Responses

12.1 Introduction

By acoustic vibration we mean the structural responses of structures
exposed to acoustic loads or sound pressures. In this chapter we discuss the
low-frequency acoustic vibrations because the equations of motion are
solved using the modal approach, namely mode superposition [Madayag
69]. In the higher-frequency bands statistical energy analysis (SEA) is a
good substitute for the classical modal approach.

In general, the modal characteristics of the dynamic system are calcu
lated with the aid of the finite element method [Cook 89]. The accuracy is
determined by the detail of the finite element model and the complexity of
the structure. As stated above, the equations of motion will be solved using
the classical modal approach and therefore linear structural behaviour is
assumed.

The structure is assumed to be deterministic, however, the acoustic loads
have a random nature. In this chapter the sound field will be assumed to be
reverberant (diffuse). The sound intensity is the same in all directions.

Lightweight and large antenna structures and solar arrays, of spacecraft
(Fig. 12.1) are very sensitive to acoustic loads during the launch phase.
Spacecraft external structures are severely subjected to acoustic loads.

12.2 Acoustic Loads

In the dimensioning design specifications of spacecraft, solar arrays and
antennae, acoustic loads are specified. These acoustic loads are generated
during launch or in acoustic facilities for test purposes. It is very common
to specify a reverberant sound field, which means that the intensity of the
sound is the same for all directions.
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(12.1)

Fig. 12.1. Spacecraft structures exposed to acoustic loads

In general , the acoustic loads are specified as sound pressure levels (SPL)
with units of deciBell (dB). The SPL is defined as

SPL = 10l0i~),
LPref

where
• p is the nTIS pressure in a certain frequency band, in general one

octave of one-third octave band

• p is the reference pressure 2xlO-
5 Paref

The x-th octave band of two sequential frequencies II and 12 is given by

in which:
• x = 1the octave band applies and

1

• X = ~ the one-third octave is applied , thus ~ = 2
3 =

The centre frequency Ie (Hz) is defined as

t; = JfmiJmax,

1.260

(12.2)

(12.3)

where
• Imin the minimum frequency in the frequency band (Hz)

• Imax the maximum frequency in the frequency band (Hz)
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The frequency bandwidth !1f (Hz) is

!1f = f max - f roin •

With f.f.m~ = 2
x the bandwidth becomes

mID

When:
• x = 1the octave band !1f = O.7071fc

• x = ~ the one-third octave !1f = O.2316fc

249

(12.4)

(12.5)

The power spectral density Wp(fc) (Pa2IHz) of the sound pressure is

defined as

(12.6)

12.3 Equations of Motion

The equations of motion of a discrete number of coupled mass-spring sys
tems with mass matrix [M], stiffness matrix [K] , dynamic force vector
{F(t)} , displacement vector { x} and acceleration vector {x} can be writ
ten as

[M]{x} + [K]{x} = {F(t)} . (12 .7)

The damping will be introduced later.
In general this discrete dynamic system is a finite element representation

of a real structure.
The force vector {F(t)} consists of a pressure (difference) applied to the

area associated with a node. One force applied to the node is

Fi(t) =f p(t)dA '" p(t)Ai,
Ai

where
• pet) is the transient pressure exposed to the surface (Pa)

• A i is the area associated with node i (m2)

(12.8)
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• F;(t) is the nodal force (N)

12 Low-Frequency Acoustic Loads , Structural Responses

Fig. 12.2. Node i with associated area A; exposedto pressure p

For a diffuse sound field a correlation exists between the nodal forces.
Radiation effects are not taken into account.
The displacement vector {xU)} will be projected onto the independent

mode shapes, the modal matrix [<I>] , multiplied with the generalised coor
dinates {TI U)}

{x(t)} = [<I>]{TlU)} . (12.9)

Using the well-known orthogonality properties of the mode shapes with
respect to the mass matrix [M] and stiffness matrix [K]

where

• O;j the Kronecker delta

generalised mass

eigenvalue of dynamic system

(12.10)

The coupled equations of motion are decoupled and expressed in the gener
alised coordinates {TI(t)} . We will also introduce the damping ratio 1;; and

the modal viscous damping term 21;;A~ ;(t) = 21;;Ol;~;(t). The decoupled

equations of motion become

T
.. • 2 {<p;} {F(t)} .

TI ;(t) + 21;;<O;TI ;U) + <Oi TI;(t) = = fi(t), I = 1,2, ..., n. (12.11)
mi

The solution, with zero initial conditions, is

(12.12)
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The damped natural (circular) frequency ffi d (radls) is defined as

ffi d = ffi;~.

In the frequency domain, with n(ffi) =r11(t)e-
j0l1dt

with

251

(12.13)

(12.14)

2

• H;( oi) = 2 2 ffi; the frequency-response function
(ffi; - co ) + 2jS;ffi;ffi

• F;(ffi) = r/;(t) e-j0l1dt the Fourier transform of the force function j.tr)

The ergodic stationary cross correlation function R
ll ill

/ 't ) is given by

T

Rll ll('t) = lim 2
1Tf

11;(t)11/t- 't)dt.
I J T~ oo

-T

(12.15)

The cross-power spectral density function Sl1ill/oi) is defined as [Harris

74]

(12.16)

and the reverse expression [Harris 74]

(12.17)

Equation (12.16) and (12.17) form the Wiener-Khintchine relationships
[Harris 74]. The crosscorrelation function of the generalised forces /;(t)

and Jj(t) is defined as

. 1 fT
Rff('t) = lim 2T /;(t)Jj(t-'t)dt .

t 1 T~ oo

-T

Equation (12.18), rewritten in matrix form, is

(12.18)
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T T T

R ()
- u ...!..f {</>;} {F(t) }{F(t - 't)} {eJ>j}d

ff 't - irn t
i j T-'too2T m.m,

-T I J

(12.19)

(12.21)

where
• (A) is the diagonal matrix of areas associated with the nodes of the

finite element model (Fig. 12.2)

Finally, the crosscorrelation Rf.f('t) can be related to the cross correlation
I)

matrix of pressures all over the surface of the structure.

1 T
Rff('t) = -{eJ>;} (A)[Rpp('t)](A){eJ>j},

I) m;mj I)

where

• [RpiP/'t)] is the matrix of cross correlation functions of the pressures

over the surface of the structure

Thus the cross-power spectral density becomes

1 T
Sff(c.o) = -{eJ>;} (A)[Spp(c.o)](A){eJ>j},

I ) mimj 'J
(12.22)

where

• [SpiP/ c.o)] the matrix of cross power spectral densities of the pressures

over the surface of the structure

The matrix of cross-power spectral densities of the pressures all over the
surface of the structure and related to the nodes i=1,2,...,n is

SpIPI(c.o) SpIPZ(c.o) . . SPIPn(c.o)

SpZPI (to) Spzpz (oi) . . SpzPn(co)
(12.23)

Equation (12.16) can thus be written as
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Sllill/CO) =

f~ i~co21~(T((CO hi(a)!i(t- a)da)((coh/~ - 't).!j(t- (~- 't»d~))e-jrotd'tdt (12.24)

and

Sllill/'O) = (co Rf;f}'t-a+~)e-jro(t-u+~)d'tU~ hi(a)e-jrouda)((co h/~)jro~d~).

(12.25)

Using (12.14) we obtain for Sllill/CO)

(12.26)

The matrix of cross-power spectral densities of the generalised coordinates
Tli and Tlj is

(12.27)

with
2

* co ·
• Hi (co) = 2 2 I the conjugate frequency response

(coi - co )-2j~iCOiCO

Equation (12.23) can be written as

CpIP,(co) CpIP2(CO) .. CP,Pn(co)

Cp2P,(co) Cp2P/co) .. CP2Pn(co)
(12.28)

a reference power spectral density function of the applied pres

sures. This reference power spectral density of the pressure is,
in general, related to the sound pressure levels of the sound
field exposed to the surface of the structure.
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• CpiP/£o) the correlation (coherence) function between the pressures at

the nodes i andj.

Some typical pressure fields can be described:

1. If the dimension of the surface is less than a quarter of the wavelength

CpiP/£o) '" 1.0 . The wavelength A = 2
k
rt with the wave-number k = ~

and c is the speed of sound. At room temperature the speed of sound

under 1 Bar pressure is c '" 340 rnIs

2. If the sound pressure field is completely random (rain on the roof) the

off-diagonal terms in the correlation matrix [CpiP/£o)] are zero and the

diagonal terms unity, hence [CpiP/£o)] = [I].

2

3. A three-dimensional wave field with uniform intensity (1= ~) in all

directions is commonly called a reverberent field. p is the density of the

air, p '" 1.2 kg/nr' . The coherence function CpiP/£))) is

C ( ') sin(klx - x'l) [JASA 55] d I 'I ' h diPiPj O),x, x = (klx-x'l) , ,an x-x IS t e istance

between two points.

Equation (12.26) can thus be written

(12.29)

where

• J~j( 0) the joint acceptance J~(0) = {(ll;}T (A)[ CpiP/ 0) ](A){ <1>j}

In accordance with (12.27)

with the matrix of joint acceptances

2 T
[Ji/O)] = [<1>] (A)[CpiP/O)](A)[<I>] .

Smith [Smith 65] introduces the modal impedance Zi( 0)

(12.30)

(12.31)
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and (12.30) becomes

S 00 = Sp(oo) _1_ i .oo _1_
[ 11;11/)] 002 (Zi(OO)[ '/ )](Z*i(OO/ '

255

(12.32)

(12.33)

The matrix of cross-power spectral density of the physical displacements
Sxr/OO) can now be calculated

T
[SX;X/OO)] = [<I>][S11

i11/
oo)][<I>] .

The matrix of cross power spectral densities of the velocities is

(12.34)

[Sx;/OO)] = oo
2[Sx;x/OO)]

, (12.35)

and the matrix of cross power spectral densitie s of accelerations becomes

4[S....(to)] = 00 [S (00)]. (12.36)
X;Xj · x ,xj

The matrix of cross-power spectral densities of the physical stresses
So (1 ( (0) can also be calculated

, J

(12.37)

where
• [<I>cr] is the matrix of the stress modes

The power spectral density is symmetric with respect to 00 = 0 and, if we
replace the circular frequency 00 (radls) by the number of cycles per second
f (Hz), the power spectral density function S((0) can by replaced by

W(f) = 2S(oo) . (12.38)

In all equations the power spectral S((0) density must be replaced by W(f)

and 00 by 00 = 21tf.

A rigid plate with a total area 4A (m2) and a total mass of 4m (kg) is
vibrating supported on a spring with a spring stiffness 4k (N/m). The rigid
plate is idealised in a finite element model with 6 nodes and 4 quadrilateral
elements . The damping ratio is S. We will calculate the responses of the
mass-spring system assuming :
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1. a full correlation of the pressures between all nodes (full correlation
matrix)

2. a white-noise type of correlation between all nodes (diagonal correlation
matrix)

2

9

3

6

r- -l - _ I-
I 5 I
I I

-i - - l-

f )

4

4A

Mass Spring System

Rigid Plate Area is 4A

Fig. 12.3. Vibration rigid plate exposed to an acoustic pressure

If a unit static pressure is applied to the plate the equivalent nodal forces
represent the associated areas of the nodes. The nodal forces depend on the
shape functions describing the finite element. The natural frequency is

[= 2~~ (Hz). For the rigid plate the matrix of the associated areas <A>,

the lumped mass matrix [M] and the mode {cjl} are very obvious.

The power spectral density function of the pressure Wp(f) (~Z2) is

•
•

1
Wp(f) = w, for )105.[5. 2[0

Wp(f) = 0 elsewhere
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~oooooooo ~oooooooo

o~ooooooo o~ooooooo

oo~oooooo oo~oooooo

o o c j o o o o o OOO~OOOOO

(A) = 4A 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0, [M] = 4m 0 000 1 0 0 0 0 ,{~} =

OOOOO~OOO OOOOO~OOO

OOOOOO~OO OOOOOO~OO

OOOOOOO~O OOOOOOO~O

OOOOOOOO~ c c o o o o o o j
The generalised mass m i = 4m .

The joint acceptance Ji I (f) becomes

2 T (Jll(f) = {<I>I} (A)[CpiPj(f)] A){<I>Il

1. For a full correlation matrix (plane wave) with components

CPiPj(f) = 1, the joint acceptance becomes Jil(f) = 16A
2

2. For a diagonal correlation matrix (rain on the roof correlation function)
with components CPiPj(f) = 0 ij the joint acceptance becomes

2 2
J\I (f) = 4A

The power spectral density of the generalised coordinate Tl becomes,
(12.33),

iHl (f)I
2W

p(f)JilW (f) - l-.....:.....::....:....L---t:_....:....,-~

TIT1 - (21tfo)4mi '
The power spectral density of the accelerations of the generalised coordi
nate Tl is

with
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• 10 the natural frequency (Hz)

The power spectral density function of the responses of the nodes is

41H (f)1
2W

(f)l
[Wx,x(f)] = [<jl]Wll;Tlj(f)[<jl( = (f) I / II [<jl][<jl]T .

o ml

Using the formula of Miles [Miles 54] the root mean square value of the
acceleration of the generalised co-ordinate 11 is

.. 111J1t 111~
11rms = ml ¥oQWp(fo) = m

l
~¥oQWo

with the amplification factor Q = 2
1r. ' and r. the damping ratio. The rms

value of the 9 dofs becomes (diagonal terms)

..
XI
..
X2
..
X3
..
X4
..
Xs
..
X6
..
X7
..
xg
..
X9

rms

A simply supported beam with length 4L (m) is idealised by 5 nodes
(Fig. 12.4). The beam has a unit width b (m). The total area is 4Lb. The
total mass of the beam is 4mLb (kg), where m is mass per unit of area (kg/

m2). The first mode shape <jll (x) = sin:~ is associated with the natural fre-

quency II = (1t)2 r=IC. (Hz) and the second mode shape
21t ~mb(4L)2

'" () . 21tx. . d . h h d 1 f'1'2 X = sin 4L IS associate WIt t e secon natura requency
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12= 4/1 = (21t)2~ (Hz). The damping ratio is ~ . The beam is
21t ~mb(4L)2

exposed by a random pressure field (raindrops on the roof), hence the
coherence matrix is [CpiPj(f)] = [I] .

1 2 3 4 5

L 0 0 0 L&
) x

4L
( )

Fig. 12.4. Supported beam subjected to acoustic load

The modal matrix of both modes, the mass matrix [M] and the diagonal
matrix of areas (A) are

[<1>] =

o 0

!J2 1
2

1 0

!J2 -1
2

o 0

~oooo ~oooo

01000 01000
, [M] = mLb 0 0 1 0 0 ,and (A) = Lb 0 0 1 0 0

00010 00010

oooo~ oooo~

The generalised masses become

[<1>{[M][<1>] = 2mLb[~ ~],
and the joint acceptance matrix is

[J .?(f)] = [<1>{(A)[C . (f)](A)[<1>] = [ill il~ = 2(Lb)2~1 oj.
IJ P,P; 2 2 0 1

J 12 J 22

The power spectral density function of the generalised coordinates becomes

with
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• IH, (/)1' = [1 -~)'l+ [Z-WJ
and

IH,(/)I' = [1-WT1+[z_WJ

Furthermore we find
T

[Wx,xj(f)] = [cI>][WTl iTlj(f)][cI>]

12.4 Problems

12.4.1 Problem 1

Recalculate the second example (simply supported beam, Fig. 12.4) with a
fully populated correlation matrix CPiPj(f) = 1 for every i=1, ...,5 and

j =1,...,5.
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12.4.2 Problem 2

261

Recalculate the second example (simply supported beam, Fig. 12.4) assum
ing a reverberent sound field. The correlation matrix of the reverberent

sin(lx.-x'n
sound field is Cpp(ffi,X,X') = (I 1'1) foreveryi=1, ...,5andj=1,...,5.

I ) Xj-X j

Assume for example lx, -X'2! = L, etc.
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13.1 Introduction

Statistical energy analysis (SEA) originated in the aerospace industry in the
early 1960s. Today, SEA is applied to a large variety of products, from cars
and trucks to aircraft, spacecraft , electronic equipment, buildings , consumer
products and more.

SEA is based on the principle of energy conservation. All the energy
inputting to a system, through mechanical or acoustic excitation , must leave
the system through structural damping or acoustic radiation. The method is
fast and is applicable over a wide frequency range. SEA is very good for
problems that combine many different sources of excitation, whether
mechanical or acoustic .

With the SEA a statistical description of the structural vibrational behav
iour of elements (systems) is described . In the high-frequency band a deter
ministic modal description of the dynamic behaviour of structures is not
very useful. The modes (oscillators) are grouped statistically and the energy
transfer from one group of modes to another group of modes is statistically
proportional to the difference in the subsystem total energies .

Readers who are interested in a more detailed description of the SEA
method are encouraged to read the following interesting literature [Lyon 62,
Ungar 66, Bamoski 69, Cremer 73, Lyon 75, Norton 89, Lyon 95, Keane
94, Eaton 96, Woodhouse 81]. A very clear discussion and explanation
about the SEA can be found in [Nigam 94, Chapter 10].
SEA is attractive in high-frequency regions where a deterministic analysis
of all resonant modes of vibration is not practical.
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13.2 Some Basics about Averaged Quantities

The average over all time of the square of the displacement x(t) is defined
as [Smith 65, Keltie 01]

T
2 • If 2 1 •(x) = hrn -T x (t)dt = 2-9i(X(Ol)X (ol)) ,

T-7~ 0

with

x(t) = 9i[X(ol);ffil] = Acos (Olt - t}) ,

or

x(t) = g[X(Ol);ffil] = Asin(Olt-t}) ,

where
• X(ol) the complex amplitude dependent upon the frequency
• A the amplitude of the oscillation
• t} the phase angle

We can write x(t) as follows

(13.1)

(13.2)

(13.3)

x(t) = 9i[X(Ol);ffil] = 9i (X) cos (Olt)-g (X) sin (tor) , (13.4)

and

x(t) = g[X(Ol);ffil] = 9i(X) sin (ror) + g(X)cOS(Olt). (13.5)

From this we can conclude that
• 9i{X(Ol)} = Acost}

• g{X(Ol)} = Asint}

• tant} = g{X(Ol)}
9i{X(Ol)}

The average value of (x2
) becomes

2(i) = [9\{X( ro)}]2 ({ cos (rot)}2) - 29\{X(ro)}~ {XCro)} (sin(rot)cos( rot»

+([~{X(ro)}]2){sin(rot)}2 .

The mean value of
~ ~

2~fffi (sinOlt)2dt = 1, 2~fffi (cosOlt)2dt = 1 and
- 0 - 0
ol ol

(13.6)
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21t

1 fro2 sinoncosrorzs = 0,
~o
00

resulting in

2 1 2 2
(x) = 2{[9i{X(OO)}] +[3{X(oo)}] } .

265

(13.7)

(13.8)

We know that the modulus of a complex number X(oo) can be obtained
from

IX(oo)1
2 = 9\ {X(oo)X(oo)*} = [9\ {X(oo)} ]2 + [3 {X(oo)} ]2 .

So we can express (13.8), using (13.9), as

2 1 2 2 1 *
(x) = 2{[9i{X(ffi)}] + [3 {X(oo)}] } = 29i{X(oo)X(oo) }

2 1 * 1 2
(x) = 29\(X(oo)X (00)) = 2IX(oo)1 .

Furthermore we can derive from the previous equations that

(13.9)

(13.10)

(13.11)

. 1 .* 1 * 1 2
(xx) = 29i(X(OO)X(OO» = 29iUOOX(OO)X (00» = 29iUooIX(oo)1 ) = 0, (13.12)

and

(xx) = ~9i(X(OO)x*(OO» = ~9iUOOX(OO)x*(OO» = ~9iUoolx(oo)12) = O. (13.13)

With
Xl(oo) = 9\X l +j3X l and X2(oo) = 9\X2+j3X2

and with
. 1 . * I. * 00

(X 1X2) = 29i(X,(oo)X2 (00» = 29iUooXl(oo)X2 (00» = "2(9iXI3X2-3XI9iX2),

(13.14)

and
. 1 . * 1. * -00

(x2xl) = 29i(X2(OO)X1 (00» = 29iUOOX2(OO)Xl (00» = T(9iXI3X2-3XI9iX2),

(13.15)

we can prove that

(XIX2) = -(X2XI) ' (XlX2) = -(X2X~) and (XlXI) = _(.t1
2)

.

The equation of motion of an sdof dynamic system is given by

(13.16)
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mx+cx+k = F(r)
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(13 .17)

The average input power llin is, with x(t) = X( to )dOlt and F(t) = F(m)dOlt

. 1 { ..}
llin = (Fx) = 29\ F(ro)X (to) .

If the averages are applied to (13.17) we obtain

m(xx) +c(i) + k(xx) = (Fx) = llin .

With (xx) = 0 and (xx) = 0 (13.19) becomes

.2
llin = c(x ) = lldiss .

(13.18)

(13 .19)

(13.20)

Equation (13.20) means that the average power llin introduced in the sdof

of (13.17) is equal to the average dissipated power lldiss. The dissipated

power lldiss can be written as

. 2 IL:: .2 r ·2 r I· 12
lldiss = c(x ) = 21;-Jkm(x) = 2m..,ron(x) = m..,ron X(ro) ,

or

with
• 11 the loss factor 11 = 21;

The mobility function Y( ro) is defined as

Y( ) = X(ro)
to F(ro).

Thus, X(ro) = Y(ro)F(ro) and

.2 11· 12 1 • •
(x) = 2X(ro) = 2{Y(ro)F(ro)(Y (ro)F (ro))}

The average power llin = (Fx) can be written as

(13.21)

(13 .22)

(13 .23)

(13.24)
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. 1 { ..} 1 2' 1 2 2n., = (Fx) = 29\ F(w)X (00) = 21F1 9\{Y (w)} = 2m11Wn1FI IYi (13.25)

1 2 2 1 2 2 1 I' 12n, = 2IF(ro)1 IY(ro)1 9\{Z(ro)} = 2mTlronIF(ro)1 IY(ro)1 = 2mTlron X(ro) , (13.27)

with

• Yew) = jW

mw~[(1-:;) +j11:J

• Z(00) = _1_) the impedance function
Y(w

A compedium of approximate mobilities for built-up structures in given in
[Pinnington 86].

L-....,-- l ,

Fig. 13.1. Sdof dynamic system

The sdof dynamic system, shown in Fig. 13.1, has a natural frequency
Wn = 21tfn = 208.2 Rad/s. The mass is m = 150 kg. The steady-sate

oscillating force F = 100 N produces a velocity v = X = 0.2 mls.
• Estimate the loss factor 11 .

The average input power is given by nin = ~FX .

The average input power is also given by (13.27), n in = ~m11wi2

When both previous expressions for the input power are compared with
each other we can write an expression for the loss factor 11

F 100
11 = -- = = 0.016.

mwi 150x208.2xO.2
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(13.28)

The averaged power of the velocity x can be expressed as

(x2
) = foo W . .(j)df,

xx
o

however, assuming an ergodic and stationary random process and the aver
aged power of the force F(t) conform to (13.28), we can state

(13.29)

with

• W . .(j) the one-sided power spectral density function of x(t)
xx

• WF(j) the one-sided power spectral density function of F(t)

In a certain frequency band with a bandwidth df and a centre frequency
f we can express (13.28) and (13.29) as

.2
(x )/:,f = w.·(j) Nxx

and

(F
2

) !1f = WF(j)N·

Using (13.24) we may write

W . .(j) = IY(j)1
2
WF(j) .xx

The averaged power of x(t) becomes, WF(j) = 2S F(oo) ,

(13.30)

(13.31)

(13.32)

(:/) =rW.x(j)df =rIY(j)1
2W

F(j)df = 4~r IY(oo)1
2S

F(oo)doo, (13.33)
o 0 _00

and with the admittance function Y( (0) = 2 {oo
m[(oon- 00 ) + 2j~oooon]

The integral r IY(oo)1
2doo

has a closed-form solution [Newland 94]. If
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2
• Ao = mOOn

• AI = m21;;OOn

• A2 = m

• Bo = 0

• B1 = 1

The integral r IY(00)1 2
ds» evaluated becomes

269

(13.34)

Equation (13.33) can be further approximated assuming IY(f)1 2 is very
peaked and reasonably constant PSD function WF(f) = 2SF((0) in the

neighbourhood of the natural frequency In . This gives

.2 f~ 1 f~ 2 WF(f, )f~ 2
(x) = W;;(f)dl = 21t IY(oo)1 SF(oo)doo ""~ IY(oo)! dss . (13.35)

o ~ ~

Thus

(./) = W~(fn)rIY(oo)1 2doo = WF2(fn) = W~(fn) .
1t _~ 16m 1t '(In 8m 1tTlfn

Equation (13.36) is in accordance with [Keltie 01].
The total average energy (E) becomes

(13.36)

(13.38)

b (x·2) -_ '"'n2 (x2) d 2 Th h (E) .ecause \.AI an k = moon. US, t e average energy IS

now

(E) = WF(fn) SF(OOn)
8m1tTlfn = 2mT\OOn·

Referring to (13.22) the average damping energy can be expressed as fol
lows

(13.39)
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Furthermore we can derive an equation to calculate (i)

(13.40)

(13.41)

(13.42)

with

• Q the amplification factor with Q = 21~ = ~ .

If we express the average (rms) input power Din (13.27) in the PSD

function of the random force we obtain the following expression

mllOlnf= 2 WF(fn)
Din =lit SF(Ol)IY(Ol)1 di» » ~.

The average power put into the sdof system will be dissipated in the
damper, thus in accordance with (13.22) we find

( .2) = WF(fn)
X 2.

8m mVn

This is equal to (13.36).

13.3 Two Coupled Oscillators

Consider a simple two-sdof system as shown in Fig. 13.2. The coupling ele
ment between the two sdof 's is a linear spring and is nondissipative. The
quantities of interest in this section are the average energies of each oscilla
tor and the average energy flow between them.

If the coupling element is a spring with spring stiffness k12 the equations

of motion for the coupled oscillators, as shown in Fig. 13.2, become
[Elishakoff 83]

(13.43)

(13.44)

with
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F 1(1) F2(1)

Coupling

1
Element " L"

1nIl 1112

.\",(1) .\"2(1 )

Fig. 13.2. Two coupled oscillators [Ungar 66]

271

(13.45)

We did not take into account mass coupling and gyroscopic coupling. This
is discussed in [Lyon 62]. Adding the mass and gyroscopic coupling com
plicates the analysis unnecessarily.
Equations (13.43) and (13.44) become

.. r . 2 2 F,
XI + 2~I(O,XI + (OIXl + m2(012(x, -X2) = m,

(13.46)

We assume that the forces F , and F2 are independent of each other. The

power supplied by force F, is (FIXl) and the power supplied by F2 is

(F2X2) •

(FIX,) = ml (XIX,) + 2mlSI COl (x~ + (mIcoi + m2coi2)(xIXI) - ml m2coi 2(x2x,)
(13.47)

(13.48)

We can easily prove that
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(13.49)

which states that the total power supplied is dissipated in the two dampers.
The coupling element (spring) is nondissipative. The power flow ll12 from

oscillator 1 to oscillator 2 is defined as (negative sign introduced to be con
sistent with average damping energy)

(13.50)

We will proceed to evaluate these averages in term of spectral densities.
Assume

{XI }={ XI(oo) }t!Wt .
X2 X2( 00)

Equations (13.44) and (13.45) can now be written as follows

= jF~~) I'
F2( 0»

m2

with the determinant D( 00)

with

• A4 = 1

• A3 = 2(~1001 + ~2002)

2 2 2
• A 2 = {OO I + 002 + oo12(m l + m2) + 4~1 ~2001 002}

222 2
• Al = 2(~1001002 + ~2002001 + ~lmiOOIOOI2 + ~2m200200l2)

2 2 2 2 2 2
• Ao = (00 1002 + m l 0010012 + m 200200l2)

With the aid of Cramer's rule we obtain

(13.51)

(13.52)
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Xl (00) =~-----------~
D(w)

1 2 . 2 2 2
Xl(ro) = D( )[{m2F l ( ro)(- ro +2J~2roro2+ro2+m.ro12)}+m.m2ro12F2(ro)],

m.m2 ro

(13.53)

and

X2(w ) = ~-----------~
D(w)

1 2. 2 2 2
X2(ro) = D( )[{m IF2(ro)(-ro +2J~lrorol+rol+m2roI2)}+mlm2ro12Fl(ro)],mlm2 ro

(13.54)

Ifwe express X1(w) = Xl' etc., (13.53) and (13.54) are written as

(13.55)

(13.56)

with

• Gil = m2(- 00
2

+ 2}S2WW2 + W~ + m.wi2)
2

• G12 = G2l = m.m2w 12

• G22 = m l(-w
2+2}S.ww.

+ wi +m2wi2)

Equations (13.55) and (13.56) can be written as, [Lyon 75]

(13.57)

(13.58)

with
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1 2 . 2 2
• H l l = -D(- (0 + 21S2(O(02 + (02 + ml (012)m,

2
(012

• H12 = H21 = D
1 2 . 2 2

• H22 = -D(- (0 + 21S1 (0(01 + (01 + m2(0 12)m2

The velocities can be expressed as

13 Statistical Energy Analys is

(13.59)

(13.60)

(13.61)

The average power flow from oscillator 1 to oscillator 2 I112 is given by

(13.50)

. 1 .• 1 • 2 • 2
(X2XI) = 2:9\(X2X I) = 2:9\(H21YuIFII + H12YdF21 ).

In (13.61) we assume no correlation between F I (r) and F2( t ) , thus

(F IF2) = o.
2 2 2 2

. (0 (012 r I 12 (0 (012 r I 12(X2XI) = --2hl(Od F2 ---2{~2(O2} FI
m21DI mllDI

2 2

(X2XI) = (0 (012 2{m'SI(OdFl-m2S2(02IFI12}
m,m2lDI

. WF1[ • WF2[ •
(X2X,) = 4n _=9\(H2IYII)d(O+4it _= 9\(H22Y12)d(O.

We also assume no crosscorrelation between the two applied forces F I (t)

and F I (t), hence the cross-power spectral function is

(13.62)

with
2

H Y• (012 { . 3 2r 2 . ( 2 2 )}
21 II = --2 1(0 - .,,2(02(0 -1(0 (02 + m l (012 '

mdDI
and
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2

H Y* 0012 {j 3 2r 2 . ( 2 2 )}
21 11 = --2 00 + ~I 00100 - JOO 001 + m2OO 12 •

m21D!
We obtain for (X2XI)

or

Using (13.38) we can write
012 = ~12[ (£1)-(£2)]

and
°21 = ~21 [(£2)-(£1)] .

We can easily prove that ~12 = ~21'

With
jooBI

H4(oo) = 4 3 2 I
A4 00 -jA3oo -A 2oo + jA I 00 +Ao

00 • 2 00 1tA B2f 0(0; doo= f IH4(oo)1
2doo = 2 -2 3 I

- 00 IDI AoA3 +A IA4 -A IA2A3

The Ai coefficients are from (13.52).

• A4 = 1

• A 3 = (Tlt 001 + T12OO2)

2 2 2
• A2 = {OO I + 002 + oo12( m l +m2) + Tlt T12OO lOO2}

2 2 2 2
• Al = (TltOOlOO2+ThOO2OOI +11ImlOOlOOI2+112m2OO2OOI2)

2 2 2 2 2 2
• Ao = (00 1002 + m l 0010012 + m2 OO2OOI2)

• B1 = 1

275

(13.63)

(13.64)

(13.65)
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If two conservatively coupled oscillators are identical and excited by
independent random forces, the spectrum of power flow between them is
proportional to the difference in the spectra of their energies. For oscillators
that are not identical, the total energy flow will be proportional to the differ
ence in energies, provided the excitation spectra are relatively flat near the
resonance frequencies [Barnoski 69].

If sdof 2 is blocked, i.e, (Ez) = 0, then IlI2 = ~\Z (E I ) . The coupling

spring k 12 is grounded. Analogons to the average damping energy (13.39)

we may express the average energy transferred from sdof 1 to sdof 2 and
sdof 2 blocked as follows

(13.66)

If sdof 1 is blocked, i.e. (E\) = 0, then Il21 = ~Zl (Ez) = ~IZ (Ez) , thus

(13 .67)

The average energy Il12 can be expressed as follows

(13.68)

with
• Tllz the coupling loss factor from sdof 1 to sdof 2 with a blocked sdof

2, (Ez) = 0

• Tlzi the coupling loss factor from sdof 2 to sdof 2 with a blocked sdof

1, (E.) = 0

• (OJ the circular natural frequency of sdof i

• (E) average total energy of sdof i, with (E j) = mj(xi) , (13.38)

Fig. 13.3. Powerflow analogy (courtesy R.G. Dejong, Calvin College, USA)
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From the fact that ~12 = ~21 we find the reciprocity relation of the coupling
loss factors

(13.69)

We can write the power-balance equations of both system 1 and system 2.
The systems are shown in Fig. . For system 1 the power-balance equation
yields

nl, in = 11120)1 (£1) -11210)2(£2) +1110)1(£1)'

and for system 2 the power-balance equation becomes

11120)1 (£1) -11210)2 (£2) = 1120)2 (£2) ,

or

11210)( (£1) - (£2») = 1120)(£2)'

If (13.70) and (13.71) are written in matrix notation we get

(13.70)

(13.71)

(13.72)

(13.73)

(13.74)

From (13.72) and (13.69) the ratio between the energy (£1) and (£2) can

be expressed as follows

(£2) 11 21
(£1) = (1121 + 112)

If we substitute the result of (13.74) into (13.70) we will find

n, in = 1110)1 (£1) +1120)2(£2) ' (13.75)

The average power supplied is equal to the total dissipated energies.

13.4 Multimode Subsystems

We assume two coupled linear multimode elastic structural systems, sub
system 1 and subsystem 2. Both subsystems are coupled via their common
junction. This is illustrated in Fig . 13.4. The theory described in this section
is based on [Keltie 01].
In a frequency band ~O) , each subsystem has a number of active modes
N 1(~O)) and N2(~0)) ' We introduce the term modal density n( 0)) (number
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of modes per unit of frequency, (modeslrad/s). The number of modes in the
frequency band ~(J) can be written as

(13.76)

Junction

Fig. 13.4. Twocoupledmdof subsystems

We count the modes in subsystem 1, denoted by ex, 1 S; ex S; N 1 and in the

same manner for subsystem 2, denoted by (J, 1 S; (J S; N2 • There are N1N2

interacting modal pairs ex and ~ . This is shown in Fig. 13.5. This modal
pair will be considered as two coupled oscillators.

We will derive the equation for the power flow 0\2 between subsystem 1

and subsystem 2 taking into account the following assumptions:

• Each mode of each subsystem has a (circular) natural frequency equally
distributed (probability) in the frequency range ~(J) (rad/s)

• Every mode in a subsystem has equal energy (Eo.) or (Eo)' hence

(E 1) = N 1(Eo.) and (E 2) = N2(Eo)
• Each mode in a subsystem has the same damping 110. or 11 0

Fig. 13.5. Illustrationof energyflow in multimode systems
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The average intermodal power flow 0acr between mode a and mode o , in

the frequency band ~ffi, is

(13.77)

The total power flow Il Io from all modes N1 of subsystem 1 in the fre

quency band ~ffi to mode o is given by

(13.78)

The total power flow °12 between all modes N, of subsystem 1 and all

modes N2 of subsystem 2 in the frequency band ~ffi now becomes

°12 = (~acr)NIN2(Ea)-(Ecr»'

In terms of the total subsystem energies

(E 1) = N, (E a) and (E2) = N2 (E cr)

(13.79)

(13.80)

(13.81)

Equation (13.79) can be rewritten in subsystem total energies in the fre
quency band ~ffi using (13.80),

(
E1) (E2»)

°12 = (~acr)NIN2 li;" - N
2

.

We define the coupling loss factor T\12' assuming a blocked subsystem 2, as

ffiT\12 = (~acr)N2'

and the coupling loss factor T\21 , assuming subsystem 1 blocked, as

ffiT\21 = (~acr)NI '

We can derive the reciprocity relationship from (13.82) and (13.83)

T\12N, = T\2,N2·

(13.82)

(13.83)

(13.84)

Equation (13.81) can be rewritten as follows using the definition for the
coupling loss factor

(13.85)

The dissipated energy per subsystem will be defined, similar to (13.39), as

O"diss = ffiT\,(E1) and02, diss = ffiT\2(E2)· (13.86)

The power flow between two subsystem is illustrated in Fig. 13.6.
We define the subsystem modal density (number of modes per unit of

radial frequency) n i with (13.76)
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(13.87)

With use of (13.84) we can prove the reciprocity relation

n , . diss

(13.88)

Fig. 13.6. Two interacting subsystems

If we go back to (13.85) and substitute the result of (13.88) we find

III2 = OOlll2[ (E\) - :~ (E~J.
Finally, we obtain the following equation

III2 = OOlll2n \[(E\) - (E~J .
n\ n2

The dissipated energy II;,diss of subsystem i is expressed as

II;,diss = OOll; (E;) ,

(13.89)

(13.90)

(13.91)

with
• II i,diss the dissipated energy of subsystem i

• 00 the centre frequency in a certain frequency band (octave or one
third octave)

• ll; the damping loss factor (DLF)

• (E i) total average energy of subsystem i

The power-balance equation of the two subsystems, shown in Fig. 13.6 can
be written as
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(13.92)

IIz = IIZ1 + IIz,diss .

Equations (13.92) and (13.93) can be written

and

In matrix notation

Applying (13.88) we may write (13.96) as follows

(13.93)

(13.94)

(13.95)

(13.96)

(13.97)

with
• IIi the source power input of subsystem i

• 0) the centre frequency is a certain frequency band (octave or one
third octave)

• ll ij the coupling loss factor (eLF) between subsystem i and subsys-

temj
Equation (13.97) is not symmetric.
The following set of equations is written in a symmetric form because of
(13.88)

(13.98)
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As a first approximation, a spacecraft structure can be modelled as a flat
aluminium platform that is coupled to a large aluminium cylinder as illus-

trated in Fig. 13.7 [Norton 98]. The density of Al-alloy p = 2700 kg/nr'.

The alumininium plate is 5 mm thick and is 3.5x 3 m2. The cylinder is 2 m
long, has a mean diameter of 1.5 m and has a 3 mm wall thickness . The fol
lowing information is available about the structure in the range 500 Hz
octave band: the platform is directly driven and the cylinder is only driven
via the coupling joints; the internal loss factor of the platform (system 1)

TI\ = 4.4xlO-
3

, the internal loss factor of the cylinder (system 2),

Tl2 = 2.4xlO-
3

; the platform rms vibrational velocity is (v\) = 27.2 mm/s;

and the cylinder rms velocity (v 2) = 13.2 mm/s

Input power

Platform ,r

L.-_---' Cylinder

Fig. 13.7. Simple spacecraft structure

Estimate the coupling loss factors Tl12 and Tl2\' and the input power TI\ .

Table 13.1. Spacecraft properties

Structural Mass Velocity (nns) Energy
part (kg) (mls) (Nmls)

Platform M\ = 117.8935 27.2xlO-3
(E\) = 8.7222xlO-

2

Cylinder M2 = 76.3407 13.2xlO-3 . -2
(E2) = 1.3302x10

The total power put in the spacecraft will be dissipated in the platform and
the cylinder, thus

TI\ = corh (£\) + co1h(£2) = 1.3060 Nm, W.

The power-balance equations for the platform and the cylinder can be writ
ten as (13.97)
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From the second equation it follows that

(E2) = 1112 =0.1525,
(E I) 1121 + 112

and with the power-balance equation for the platform
III

(11\2+11I)(E1)-1121(E2) = ro'
we obtain for the coupling loss factors 1112 = 4.26xlO-4 and

- 4
1121 = 3.92xlO .

13.5 SEA Parameters

To generate the SEA equations (e.g. (13.97) and (13.98)) a number of
parameters must be calculated:
• Modal density
• Source power input
• Subsystem energy
• Damping loss factor
• Coupling loss factor

The mentioned SEA parameters are discussed in the following sections.

13.5.1 Subsystem Modal Densities

The modal density n( (0) is the number of modes per radian frequency. The
modal density n(j) is the number of modes per frequency (Hz). The rela
tion between n( (0) and n(j) is

( )
_ dN(oo) _ dN(j) df _ n(j)

n 00 - ds» - df di» - 21t ' (13.99)

Bending Beam
The circular natural frequency of a simply supported bending beam is
defined as

_(e!!:)2 {Ei _oop - L ~-;;;' P - 1,2,3,... ,

assuming a mode shape Sin(P~X) , with

(13.100)
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• EI the bending stiffness of a bending beam (Nm2
)

• m the mass per unit of length (kg/m)
• L the length of the beam (m)

We may express the number p in rop

p = f~J;;;.
1t pVEi

The modal density can be easily obtained

do L 1 . r;;;
n(ro)= d:'.o = 21tJffi1/Ei'

The modal density nero) in (13.102) depends on the square root of fre
quency. The expression (13.102) can be taken as the general modal density
expression for beams in flexure.

Bending Plate
The circular natural frequency of the rectangular plate, simply supported,
along all edges, and no prestress , is given by

(13.103)

(13.104)

with
3

• D = Et 2 the flexural rigidity of the isotropic plate (Nm2/m)

12(1-v )

• a, b the length and width of the plate (m)
• t the thickness of the plate (m)

• m the mass per unit of area (kg/m2)

• m, n wave number

4 4[(m)2 (n)2
J2

·k=1t - +-
p a b

The number of modes N(k) in a quarter of the circle with radius k , see
Fig. 13.8, is given by
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1t

b :

-.....
"'011II ...

1 1-3
,/' I

/' II

a

2 2

N(k) = 1t; :~ = k
4:b

. (13.105)

Fig. 13.8. Modal lattice and constant-frequency contours for supported plate
[Smith 65]

The modal density n(w) can be calculated from

( )
_ dN(k) dk

n to - dk dui ' (13.106)

(13.108)

(13.107)

Using the result of (13.104) and (13.105) in the previous (13.106) we find
the following relationship for the modal density of the bending plate

abjO)); ~ JB
n(w) = ViS 1 4 ~ = ab ~ .

21t 2jO) D 41t D

We can replace the area ab by Ap = ab, thus (13.107) becomes

n(w)=~r; .
41t~iS

The modal density n( to) in (13.108) is independent of the frequency.

Consider an Al-alloy flat plate with a length a=2.5 m and a width b=2.0
m with a plate thickness of 10 mm. The Al-alloy has the following mechan-

ical properties, Young's modulus E=70x109 Pa, the density is 2700 kg/rrr'
and the Poisson's ratio u = 0.3. Calculate, in the octave band from 32
1000 Hz the modal density and the number of modes in the octave fre
quency bandwidth. The modal density of the plate is constant over the fre
quency range. For the circular frequencies the modal density becomes
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A~()

<r n m 2.5x2.0
nffi =-L. -=---

41t D 41t
2700xO.01 = 00142 modes/rad/s

9 2 . ,
70xlO xO.01

12(1- 0.32
)

and in the frequency domain (Hz) the modal density is
n(j)= 21tn(oi) = 0.0893 modes/Hz.

In Table 13.2 the number of modes per one-octave frequency band is calcu
lated and shown .

Table 13.2. Mode numbers

One-octave
Frequency band
!(Hz)

31.5

63

125

250

500

1000

Bandwidth

N= ¥J2
(Hz)

22

45

88

177

354

707

Modal density
(modeslHz)

0.0893

0.0893

0.0893

0.0893

0.0893

0.0893

Number of modes

in tif

2.0

4.0

7.9

15.8

31.6

63.1

We showed the derivation of the modal density n( co) for the bending
beam and the bending plate . In Table 13.3 other frequently used modal den
sities for structures and acoustic cavities will be given .

Table 13.3. Modal densities

Structural subsystem

Beam

Beam

Membrane

Plate

Motion

Longitudinal

Flexure, bending

Lateral

Bending, flexure

Model density n (oi)

L 1 .r;;;
21t.;ro'VEi
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Table 13.3. Modal densities (Continued)

Structural subsystem Motion Model density n( 00)

Sandwich plate [Nigam Bending, flexure
94, Chapter 10]

Acoustic chamber

+ {~o:? + 2i~(l- u
2
)} )

J- 2 4- 2 2 -2
m <0 mt» g ~(I - m )

Voo2 Aoo P--+--+--
21tZc3 81tZc2 161tc

Cylinder Bending, flexure

Symbols

flexural rigidity D =

A p surface area

(t + t )
d = he + I 2 z (m)

g _ JGxGY[_I_ + _1_J
- he Eltl E2t2

core height (m)

mass per unit of length (kg/m)

mass per unit of area (kg/m2)

thickness of face sheets (m)

total surface of the acoustic cavity (m2)

3

Et z (Nm2/m)

12(1-v)

E, EI , e, Young's modulus (Pa)

G,c, Gy Shear modulus (Pa)

R radius of ylinder (m)
S membrane tension force per unit of length (N/m)

I second moment of area (m")

•

•

•

• he

• m

• m
• t( , tz

• A

• D

•
•
•
•
•
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• P the perimeter of the acoustic cavity (m)

• V volume of the cavity (acoustic chamber) (rrr')

• 00 circular frequency (radls)

• 00, = .!.~ ring frequency is frequency whose wavelength is
R~p(l-,h
equal to the cylinder circumference [Norton 98]
2 E(t(E2t2• ~ = d --"--'--'~Eit , +E2t2

• P density of material (kg/rrr')
• v Poisson's ratio

13.5.2 Source Power Input

Mechanical Random Loads
The average (rms) input power njn of an sdof, is expressed in the PSD

function of the random force, (13.41)

n, = m:nrSF(oo)IY(oo)1
2doo'" W:~n) = SFi:n) .

If we assume the power spectral density is constant over a frequency band
width ~oo , the mean-square value of the random applied load is

2
(F ).100 = SF(oo)~oo.

Equation (13.41) can now be written as

Il, = SF(oon) = (F
2
) lioo

10 2m 2m~oo '

(13.109)

(13.110)

We have N( 00) lightly damped modes in the frequency band ~oo, the total
input power using (13.110), [Kenny 02a, 02b],

(F2
) .100 ( F)lioo

njn •.1OJ = 2M~ooN(OO) = n(oo)2M"" ' (13.111)

with M the total mass. The average input power is given by (13.25) and can
be rewritten as the average input power in the frequency band ~oo

(13.112)

If we compare (13.111) with (13.112) we find
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n(w) = 2M9\{ Y*<W)} .

289

(13.113)

The modal density can be averaged (smoothed) over the frequency band
~w = 002 - 00\ with the centre frequency 00 using the following expression

Wz

1 f *n(w) = ~w 2M9\{Y (w)} .
00,

(13.114)

(13.115)

(13.116)

[Skudryk 68] derived an expression with respect to the frequency average
input power of a bending plate excited by a force F( (0)

1 2 1 2 1
OpIate = 2IF(w)1 r::::- = (F) tzr :

S";Dm S";Dm

with ~ is the mass per unit of area.

13.5.3 Subsystem Energies

Mechanical Systems
The average energy (E) of an sdof system is given by (13.38)

(E) = WArn) = SF(Wn)
Sm1trifn 2mTlwn '

If we assume the power spectral density is constant over a frequency band
width ~w, the mean-square value of the random applied load is (13.105)

2
(F )1'100 = SF(W)~W.

We have N( (0) lightly damped modes in the frequency band ~w, the total
energy (E) 1'100 using (13.38) is

(E)
( F

2
) 1'100 ( F

2
) 1'100

1'100 = 2MTlw~wN(W) = n(w)2MTlW'

with M the mass of the subsystem. If we define the average energy (E) 1'100

as

2
(E)1'100 = M (v )1'100 , (13.117)

with (v2}l'1oo the mean square of the velocity, averaged in place and in the

frequency band ~w . The averaged mean square (V\:loo now becomes

2
2 (F }I'1OO

(v }Lloo = n(ro)-2- '
2M TIro

(13.11S)
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The average acceleration <i) ~lll can be calculated using

(13.119)

with
• 0) the centre frequency of the bandwidth ~O).

The power spectral density is Sa(O)) now becomes

(13.120)

Acoustic Systems
The total energy in (Eax) for a reverberant acoustic room (chamber) is,

[Beranek 71]

2
(E ) = (p )y,

ax pc (13.121)

where

• (p2) the mean-square sound pressure (space-time average) (Pa, N/m)2
SPL

which can be calculated with (p2) = p~flO 10 ,with Pref = 2xlO-
5

(Pa, N/m2) .

• SPL sound pressure level, SPL = 1OloiE2

2

) (dB)
lPref

• Y volume of acoustic room (rrr').

• p the ambient density of the fluid (air p = 1.2 kg/rrr' at room tem
perature and 1 Bar) .

• c the ambient speed of sound in fluid (air c « 340 m/s at room tem
perature).

Sound Radiation
A vibrating panel with average velocity (v) ~lll' space and time averaged,

surrounded by a fluid, will radiate power. This power radiation Il rad , in the

frequency band ~O), is [Beranek 71]

(13.122)

with
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(13.123)

• a rad the radiation efficiency
The radiation efficiency depends on the wavelength of bending in the plate
structure and the wave number of the acoustic field . If both wavelengths
(wave numbers) are equal we talk about the critical (coincidence) fre
quency. For an isotropic plate [Smith 65] the critical frequency is

2~C m
ferit= 21t D (Hz).

The wave number k (wave constant or propagation constant) (1/m) of the
acoustic field is [Smith 65]

k = ~.
C

(13.124)

The relation of the plate wave number kp to the circular natural frequency

(J)n of a simply supported isotropic plate is given by (13.104)

JOln~
ro,

k = (J)4-=-=k .
P n D c (13.125)

Equation (13.125) will result in (13.123). The radiation efficiency arad , in

several frequency ranges is given in Table 13.4 [Beranek 71].

Table 13.4. Radiation efficiency

Single-sided" radiation efficiency (ratio)

Frequency region a rad

Well below coincidence frequency f (Hz)

c
kp « k , a, b «f.. =] ,

ka, kb « 1 ,Ap = ab

b _~
1. Up to f ll ,fllferit - 2A '

p

2. Just above f) 1 arad fluctuates
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Table 13.4. Radiation efficiency (Continued)

13 Statistical Energy Analysis

Frequency region

Below coincidence frequency

(k < kp ), multimodal region

(kpa, kpb) > 2 , corner modes and

edge modes occur when frequency

is suchl~ ~

P=2(a+b»

c
Aerit = 1.--:-

ent

a = L
i:

At the critical frequency

Above the critical frequency

Single-sided" radiation efficiency (ratio)

O"rad

~ (l - 2a
2

) f <ferit
4 I 2 2

1t a",t(l-a)

o f>ferit
2

1 1- -

( a )2 (b)20" = - +-rad A
erit

A
erit

1

( r: )-2ent
O"rad = 1- 'T

a. For double-sided radiation the radiation efficiency will be multiplied by a factor
2

b. III is the first natural frequency of the panel with the highest volume displace

ment.

Diffuse(Reverberant) SoundField Driving a FreelyHungPanel
We will solve the power transfer from a reverberant room to a free-hanging
plate. The SEA parameters are illustrated in Fig. 13.9. System 1 is the
reverberant room and system 2 is the plate. We assume the energy in the
reverberant chamber will be kept constant. The power-balance equation for
the plate can be written as

(13.126)

or

(13.127)
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We will now focus on the power transfer from the reverberant room to the
vibrating plate

(13.128)

The radiated power II rad of the plate into the reverberant room is expressed
in (13.128) by

(13.129)

Reverberant
Room

Plate

Fig. 13.9. Plate hanging in reverberant room

with (Ez) = Mp(i)I'.w (13.117) we obtain the following expression for the

coupling loss factor llzt

(13.130)

The power transferred from the acoustic chamber to the plate can be
expressed as Wll tZ(E\) . With

z
• (Ear)= (E) = (p )v

\ pc

VWz
• nz= nar=~

21t c

A~• n =:.:.£. ~
p 41t D

The power transferred from the acoustic room to the plate now becomes
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13.5.4 Damping Loss Factor

[Trudell 80] proposed to apply loss factors , more or less dependent upon
the frequency. The damping value originated from acoustic tests on Saturn
IVBN interstage panels.

{
0.01

11 -
4.7687;1.11640

fS; 250Hz

f> 250Hz
(13.132)

For a cavity an equivalent internal loss factor is obtained from an average

acoustic absorption coefficient ex using the expression

(13.133)

where:
• c speed of sound in air

• A w total wall area of the cavity (m2)

• V volume of the cavity (rrr')

The proportion of incident energy that is reflected into the room is 1- ex ,
thus

IT n -
---.!!... = (1- ex).
IT ine

(13.134)

2

Every time a wave strikes a wall, a quantity of sound energy ex V (p ) is lost
pc

from the reverberant field. Statistically, this reflection occurs :A; per sec-

ond. ~V is statistically the average length the wave will travel. The number
w

cA
of strikes per second against the wall is 4;' The rate of energy loss in the

reverberant room is

(13.135)
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From (13.135) we can derive (13.133).

13.5.5 Coupling Loss Factor

295

In this section the coupling loss factors associated with some of the more
common coupling joints are summarised. For more information one may
want to read [Norton 89, Section 6.6].

Structure-to-Structure Coupling Loss Factors
The most commonly encountered structure-to-structure coupling is a line
junction between two plate structures . The coupling loss factor for a line
junction is given in terms of the wave transmission coefficient 't for the line
junction [Norton 98]. The coupling loss factor of a line junction from plate
I to plate 2 is given by

where

• t

• E
• u
• L

• ro
• Ap,l

• 't12

2cBL't12

T\ 12 = 1troA '
p,l

the bending wave velocity (or phase velocity),
I

<e = ()L2(~~U2J
thickness of the bending plate
Young's modulus of the plate material (Pa)
Poisson's ratio
length of the line junction (m)
radian frequency (radls)

the area of plate I (m2)

wave transmission coefficient

(13.136)

The normal incidence transmission coefficient for two coupled flat plates at
right angles to each other is given by [Norton 98]

(13.137)

where
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3 5
2 2

P1CL It)

• 'I' = 3' 5
2 2

P2 CL.2 t2

• P density of the plate material (kg/rrr')
1

• CL longitudinal wave velocity, CL = (~r (m/s)

13 Statistical Energy Analysis

(13.138)

The random incidence transmission coefficient "e 12 is approximated by
[Norton 98]

2.754~
t2

"eJ2 = "eJ2(O)---=-

1 + 3.24~
t2

The coupling loss factor for two homogeneous plates coupled by point con
nections (e.g. bolts) is approximated by, [Norton 98]

(13.139)

with
• N the number of bolts

Consider two flat Al-alloy plates that are coupled at right angles to each

other. The first plate is 3 mm thick and is 2.5x 1.2 m2, and the second plate

is 5.5mm thick and 2.0x 1.2 m2. Evaluate the coupling loss factors 1112 and

1121 in all the octave band frequencies from 125 to 2000 Hz for

1. A welded joint along 1.2 m edge

2. A bolted joint with twelve bolts along the 1.2 m edge
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The results of the coupling loss factor calculations are shown in Table 13.5.

Table 13.5. Coupling loss factors two for plates connected with an angle of 90°

Welded joint Bolted joint

Octave band Tl12 x 10
3

Tl21 x 10
3

Tl12 x 10
3

Tl21 x 10
3

(Hz)

125 3.15 5.77 14.4 26.4

250 2.23 4.09 7.19 13.2

500 1.58 2.90 3.60 6.60

1000 1.12 2.05 1.80 3.30

2000 0.789 1.45 0.899 1.65

For a cross-sectional change the transmission coefficient 't 12 becomes

[Francesconi 96]

[

5 3 3 5 )2-- -- - -
444 4

- 'I' + 'I' + 'I' + 'I'
't 12 - 1 I '

I -2 -2 2 I 2
2'1' + 'I' + I + 'I' + 2'1'

(13.140)

Acoustic Radiation
The coupling loss factor for a structure-acoustic volume coupling (see
(13.130)) is given by

(13.141)

Using the reciprocity relation of coupling loss factors, (13.88), we obtain
the following expression for the coupling factor from the acoustic space to
the structure

(13.142)

where
• ns the modal density of the structure
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(13.144)

(13.145)
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• nas the modal density of the acoustic space

13.6 Stresses and Strains

The strain energy u* per unit of volume in a elastic body in the principal
stress directions is given by

* 1u =2[0',E,+0'2E2+0'3E3] '

For plate and shell structures we have 2-D stress states (plane stress) and
we assume 0'3 = 0, hence the strain energy per unit. volume becomes

* 1
U = 2[0'1E I + 0'2E2] '

In the worst case situation the total strain energy is a line strain state, so

* 1
U = 2[O'E] .

For isotropic materials, with Young's modulus E (Pa) the strain energy per
unit of volume is expressed in stresses

* 1 2
U = 2E[0' t

In pure bending the stress can be expressed as (see Fig . 13.10)

2z
O'(z) = to'max'

(13.146)

(13.147)

-------......., ---::::7 amaxZt -- - - - - -~
- - - - - - - ,;I~ otz)

-- I

Plate, beam

Fig. 13.10. Bending stress in plate and beam, in one direction

The strain energy per unit of area now becomes

!I!I !I 2

5
2 * 1 52 2 2 2 52 2 to'max
I U dz = 2E I 0' (z)dz = -20'max I Z dz = 6i: '

--I --I Et - - I2 2 2

(13 .148)
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The average strain energy per unit of area is equal to the average kinetic
energy per unit of area of a plate, thus

2
t( (jm aX> =!~ ( 2)

6£ 2A v .
p

For «j~aX> we find the following expression

2 _ 3EMp 2
(omaX> - A (V).

t p

(13.149)

(13.150)

For a sandwich plate with a face sheet thickness tf (13.148) becomes

(13.151)

For «j~aX> we now obtain the following relation

(13.152)

13.7 Problems

13.7.1 Problem 1

A spring-mounted rigid body with a 100 kg mass can be modelled as an

oscillator with a spring stiffness k=6.25x 106N/m. A steady-state applied
force of75 N produces a velocity of 0.15 (m/s)]. Estimate the damping ratio
~, the loss factor 11 and the amplification factor Q (quality factor).
Answers: ~ = 0.0125 , 11 = 0.025 and Q = 40 .

13.7.2 Problem 2

Consider two coupled groups of oscillators with similar modal densities, in
which only the first group is directly driven in the steady state. Using the
steady-state power-balance equations, show that

(£2) 11 21
=

(£1) 112+1121
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Now, assuming that the oscillators are strongly coupled, the first group is
lightly damped, the second is heavily damped, and that one wishes to mini
mise the vibrational levels transmitted to the second group, what should one
do [Norton 89]? Hint: use (13.75).

13.7.3 Problem 3

Show that
nZ

n ;;-"'h"b
--....1..!!!.. = 111 +_1:.....-_
0)(£1) nz+11z1
for two coupled groups of oscillators in steady-state vibration.

13.7.4 Problem 4

Consider two coupled oscillators (sdofs) where only one is directly driven
by external forces and the other is driven only through coupling . Derive
expressions for the total vibrational energies (£1) and (£z) of each of the

oscillators in terms of the input power Il I, in , the loss factors 111 and 11z , the

coupling loss factors 11lz , 11zl and the natural frequencies 0)1 and O)z of the

oscillators .
Discuss the following situations:

1. 11 zl» 111 and 11Z1 » 11z

2. 11zl« 111 and 11zl «111

3. 11z« 11 Z1«111

4. 111« 11 Z1«11z

Answers.

( 1+ ~ZZI)
'I (£z) = -=--__

Tl (1 +11Z1)+ ' n1, in
0)1 '11 % O)z11z

(£1) = ---=-__

nl,in

13.7.5 Problem 5

Evaluate (1) the modal density and (2) the number of modes in each of the
octave bands from 125 to 4000Hz for a 5-m long Al-alloy I of-shaped bar
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with flanges 75 mm width and a web plate with a height of 200mm and a

constant thickness of 3 mm. (E-AI-alloy=70 x 109 Pa, PAl -alloy = 2700 kgl

rrr') for (1) longitudinal, and (2) flexural (bending) vibrations .

13.7.6 Problem 6

The Large European Acoustic Facility (LEAF) has a chamber volume

V = 1624 m3. The chamber dimensions are 9 x 11 x 16.4 (width x length

x height) m3. Calculate the modal density of the LEAF in the one-octave
frequency band from 3l.5-8000Hz.

13.7.7 Problem 7

The Large European Acoustic Facility (LEAF) has a chamber volume

V = 1624 m3. Calculate the average energy (ELEAP) of the LEAF in the

one-octave band and SPL values as shown in Table 13.6.

Table 13.6. SPL LEAF

One-octave frequency band
(Hz)

31.5

63

125

250

500

1000

2000

4000

8000

SPL (dB),
-5

P ref = 2x10 Pa

136

141

147

150

147

144

137

131

125

The speed of sound in air c=340mls and the density of air P= l.Zkg/rrr'.
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13.7.8Problem 8

13 Statistical Energy Analysis

A panel is placed in a reverberant room with an average pressure (i).

Show that the average acceleration (i) of that panel can be expressed as
2 2

(a ) l1t npc llrad
-2=~ ,
(p ) pP llrad + IIp
where

• P

• llrad

modal density of a panel

total mass of the panel

speed of sound in air
density of air
coupling loss factor for radiation

the loss factor in the panel

The modal density of the room is only based on the volume participation
[Lyon 64].
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14 Free-free Dynamic Systems,
Inertia Relief

14.1 Introduction

Free-free systems can move as a rigid body through space, the structure is
so-called unconstrained. The stiffness matrix [K] is singular and therefore

the flexibility matrix [GJ = [Kr
1 does not exist. Launch vehicles , aircraft

and spacecraft are examples of free-free moving dynamic systems. In this
chapter, a method, the inertia relief, will be derived to analyse free-free sys
tems. The motion as a rigid body will be eliminated and a new set of
applied loads (relative forces) will be used to analyse the elastic behaviour
of the free-free system. In the following sections the relative motion, rela
tive forces will be introduced and a definition of the inertia-relief flexibility
matrix [Gel will be given.

14.2 Relative Motion

For a free-free moving dynamic system the total displacement vector {x}

may be expressed in a pure rigid motion displacement vector {xr } and a

relative elastic displacement vector {xe } , thus

(14 .1)

The modes of the free-free dynamic system will be divided in the 6 rigid
body modes [<I>r] and the elastic modes [<I>e] . The displacement vector {x}

will be projected on an independent set of modes

{x} = [<I>]{Tl} , (14 .2)
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with
• [<D) the modal matrix
• {'11 } the generalised coordinates

or

(14.3)

with
• {'I1 r} the generalised coordinates with respect to the motions as a rigid

body
• {'I1e} the generalised coordinates with respect to the elastic behaviour of

the dynamic system

The undamped equation of motion of a dynamic system loaded with the
dynamic force {F} is

[M]{X"} + [K]{x} = {F} . (14.4)

With the introduction of (14.3) into (14.4) and knowing that [K][<D r] = [0]

we obtain

14.3 Relative Forces

The uncoupled equations of motion of the dynamic system, exposed to the
force vector {F}, and expressed in the generalised coordinates {'11} can be
written

1. For the generalised coordinates associated with the motions as a rigid

body with in general 6 zero natural frequencies (O)~ = 0, i = 1, 2, ...., 6 )

.. T
'I1r,i = {<!lr,i} {F} . (14.6)

2. For the elastic generalised coordinates associated with the elastic defor
mations

.. 2 T.
'I1e,i + O)e,i'l1e. i = {<!le,;} {F},l = 7,8, ...,n. (14.7)

The rigid-body modes [<Dr] are orthonormal with respect to the mass

matrix [M]
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(14.8)

Similarly, the elastic modes [<I>e) are orthonormal with respect to the mass

matrix [M]

(14.9)

The external forces are in balance with the inertia forces of the rigid body
and the internal elastic forces. If we subtract the inertia forces from the
external forces the elastic forces are in equilibrium and will not excite the
rigid-body motions . We will define the virtual rigid-body forces {Fr } that

are in equilibrium with the inertia loads [MHxr } in such a way that [Craig
77]

(14.10)

The acceleration as a rigid body {xr } will be projected onto the rigid-body

modes {Xr} = [<I>rHTi r} . The virtual forces {Fr} can be expressed in the

generalised coordinates [Tir]

(14.11)

(14.12)

The generalised accelerations [Tir] are related to the external forces by sub

stituting (14.6) into (14.II )

{Fr} = -[M][<I>rH<I>r]T{F} .

From (14.5) and (l4.1I) we can derive that

[M][<1>eHiie} + [K][<1>eHlle} = {F} - [M][<1>rHiir} = {F} + {Fr} = {F e} ' (14.13)

The relative elastic forces {Fe} are defined as

(14.14)

with

(14.15)

The matrix [A] is called the inertia-relief projection matrix [Craig 00] or
the filtering operator [Thonon 98]. With (14.8) it can be easily proved
[Preumont 97] that

T
[<I>r] [A] = 0, (14.16)
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(14.17)

From (14.16) we learn that the load vector [A HF} is in equilibrium with
respect to the point on which the rigid-body vectors are defined. The elastic
motion {xe } can be solved with (14.13)

(14.18)

thus

(14.19)

The static solution of the relative or elastic motions {xe} = [cI>eHlle}
becomes (see (14.17) and (14.18))

An unconstrained dynamic system consists of three mass-spring
dynamic systems with the following mass matrix [M] and stiffness matrix
[K] . The system is loaded with an external force vector {F}

[
1 0 OJ r1 -1 0] { 1 }[M] = 0 1 0, [K] = -1 2 -1 ,{F} = 0 .

00 1 0 -1 1 0

Suppose the first dof (x,) has a prescribed unit displacement x, = 1.
The displacement vector

The vector

is the displacement of the dynamic system as a rigid body, because ,
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The rigid-body mode {<Pr} is defined as {<Pr}T[M]{<Pr} = 1, thus

{~,} = §f : }.
because

307

The matrix [A] can now be calculated

[2-1 -IJ[A] = [I] - [M][<I>r][<I>r]T = ~ -1 2 -1 .

-1 -1 2

The components of the vector of relative elastic forces become

{F,} = [A]{F} = §f ;: }

We denote that the components of the relative elastic force {Fe} are in

equilibrium, because {<Pr}[A]{ F} = {O} .

14.4 Flexibility Matrix

The relative elastic forces {Fe} are in equilibrium because the inertia

forces {Fr } were subtracted from the external forces {F} . Hence we may
constrain the free-free structure, to eliminate the motions as a rigid body, in
any arbitrarily selected point A (maximum 6 dofs) as illustrated in
Fig. 14.1.

We want to calculate the elastic displacement {xc,A} of the constrained

structure, due to the relative elastic force {Fe}, with respect to point A. The

displacements {xe•A } are

(14.21)

• [Ge] the flexibility matrix with respect to the degrees of freedom of

point A, the columns and rows corresponding to the dofs of point
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A are filled with zeros, IG,l = [Gooo~] . The displacemeots and

rotations of point A are zero {xA} = O.

Fig. 14.1. Constrained free-free structure loaded with relative forces {Fe}

If the stiffness matrix [Kl is partitioned in an e-set and a c-set (maximum 6
dofs in point A) we get

(14.22)

-1The stiffness matrix [Keel is, in general, regular and [Geel = [Keel .

The flexibility matrix [Gel is

(14.23)

The real relative elastic deformation {xe}is a summation of the relative

elastic deformation and fractions of rigid-body motions [<I>r]{t}r}' Thus the

relative elastic deformation {xr } is

{Xe } = {xe•A } + [<I>r]{t}r} '

• { t}r} generalised coordinates

(14.24)
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We will remove the fraction of rigid-body motion and force the displace
ment vector {xe } to be mass orthogonal with the rigid-body modes [lI>r] ,

thus

(14.25)

This means that the vector of generalised coordinates {t}r} is equal to

T
{t}r} = -[lI>r] [MHxe•A } ·

The relative elastic deformation {xe } finally becomes

(14.26)

(14.27)

The relative displacement {xe.A } can be expressed in relative forces by sub

stituting (14.21) into (14.27), thus

T T
{xe} = [A] {xe.A } = [A] [GeHFe}. (14.28)

Finally using (14.14) we can express the relative displacement vector {xe }

in the external forces

(14.29)

The matrix [Grl is called the inertia-relief flexibility matrix and will be
used later in the component mode synthesis (eMS) method.

An unconstrained system consists of three mass-spring dynamic systems
with the following mass matrix [M] and stiffness matrix [K]. The system
is loaded by an external force vector {F}

[
1 0 OJ r1 -1 OJ { 1 1[M] = 0 1 0, [K] = -1 2 -1, {F} = 0 .

o 0 1 0 -1 1 0

If we constrain XI the stiffness matrix [Kee ] is

[Kee] = r2-1].l-1 1
The flexibility matrix [Gee] is

-1 [11 2
1J'[Gee] = [Keel =

and the total flexibility matrix [G el is
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[Ge] = ro OJ
lO Gee

14 Free-free Dynamic Systems, Inertia Relief

[
00OJ

= 011.
012

The rigid-body mode [<I>r] and [A] are

{I) [2 -1 -11{<Pr} = ~ 1 , [A] = [l] - [M][<I>rH<I>r]T = ~ -1 2 -1 .

1 -1 -1 2

The final flexibility matrix [Gf ] becomes

[

0.5556 -0.1111 -0.44441
[Grl = [Af[GeHA] = -0.1111 0.2222 -0.1111 .

-0.4444 -0.1111 0.5556

The relative elastic deformation {x c} will be

[

0.5556 -0.1111 -0.44441 { 1) [0.5556J
{xc} = [G f]{F} = -0.1111 0.2222 -0.1111 0 = -0.1111 .

-0.4444 -0.1111 0.5556 0 -0.4444

14.5 Problems

14.5.1 Problem 1

A dynamic system consists of 5 dofs; Xl " ,xs' The mass and the stiffness

matrix and the external force vector {F} are given as

[M] =

1 000 0

o 1 000
00 1 00, [K] =
00010

o 0 0 0 1

1 -1 0 0 0

-1 2 -1 0 0
o -1 2 -1 0 , {F} =

o 0 -1 2 -1

o 0 0 -1 1

1

o
o
o
o

Questions :

1. Calculate the rigid-body motion {<Pr} with respect to the fifth dof Xs

2. Normalise {<Pr} such that {<Pr}T[M]{ <Pr} = 1
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3. Calculate the matrix [A]

4. Calculate the relative forces {Fe}

5. Check the equilibrium of the components of {Fe}

6. Calculate the flexibility matrix [Gee] with respect to the fifth dof X5

7. Calculate [Ge]

8. Calculate the relative displacement vector {xe }

311
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15 Mode Acceleration Method

15.1 Introduction

The mode acceleration method (MAM) will improve the accuracy of the
responses ; displacements and derivatives thereof such as element forces,
stresses, etc., with respect to the mode displacement method (MDM) when
a reduced set of mode shapes is used [Thomson 98, McGowan 93, Craig
68,77]. The MDM is often called the mode superposition method. The
MDM may only be used for linear dynamics systems. The MAM takes the
truncated modes "statically" into account.
Using the MAM, less modes may be taken into account compared to the
MDM.

15.2 Decomposition of Flexibility and Mass Matrix

15.2.1 Decomposition of the Flexibility Matrix

The undamped equations of motion of a multi-degrees of freedom linear
dynamic system is written as

[M]{x} + [K]{x} = {F},

with
• [M] the mass matrix
• [K] the stiffness matrix
• {x} the physical degrees of freedom
• {F} the load vector of external forces

(15.1)
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The eigenvalue problem becomes

15 Mode Acceleration Method

(15.2)

the j-th eigenvalue of the eigenvalue problem

the j-th eigenvector (mode shape) of the eigenvalue problem

In general the eigenvectors are normalised with respect to the mass
matrix [M] in such a way that (orthogonality relations)

(15.3)

with 0 ij the Kronecker delta function.

With the general modal matrix [<1>] = [<PI' <P2' <P3' ....'<Pn] the orthogonality
relations of the modal matrix are conform (15.3):

[<I>]T[MH<I>] 1= { [I] ,

[<I>{[KH<I>] J ('A)
(15.4)

with [I) is the square unit matrix .
Assuming the stiffness matrix [K] is not singular, we can easily derive

from (15.2) that:

(15.5)

Multiplying (15.5) from the left side by [<I>{[K] and from the right side by

[MH<I>{ (15.5) can be written as

[<I>{[KH'Afl[<I>HMHcI>]T_[<I>]T[MHcI>HMH<I>{ = {O} . (15.6)

After some manipulations we get

('Arl[<I>{[K]-[MH<I>]T = {O} .

Premultiplying (15.7) by the modal matrix [cI>] we get

[<1>] ('A)-l [<I>{[K]-[<I>HM][<I>]T = {O} .

This is equal to

(15.7)

(15.8)
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(15.9)

The inverse of the nonsingular stiffness matrix is called the flexibility

matrix [G] = [Kr' and therefore

(15.10)

A linear undamped dynamic system is described by the following equa
tion of motion

[
10OJ
020
003

The stiffness matrix [K] and the flexibility matrix [G] are

[

15 -5 -lOJ [0.1800 0.1000 0.lOO0~
[K] = -5 10 -5 and [Kr'= [G] = 0.1400 0.2200 0.1000 .

-10 -5 25 0.10000.10000.1000

The diagonal matrix of the system eigenvalues ('A) and the unit normalised

associated eigenvectors or mode shapes [<1>] , with [<I>{[M][<I>] = [I] , are
calculated as

[

1.3397 0 0 j [0.4206 0.2402 0.8749J
('A) = 0 8.3333 0 , [<I>] = 0.5067 -0.4804 -0.1117 .

o 0 18.6603 0.3212 004003 -0.2644

FinaIIy the flexibility matrix [G] = [<I>] (A)- , [<I>] T becomes :

[

0.1800 0.1000 0.1000~
[G] = 0.1400 0.2200 0.1000 .

0.1000 0.1000 0.1000

15.2.2Decomposition of the Mass Matrix

The modal matrix [<I>] is normalised with respect to the mass matrix such
that (15.4):

[<I>{[M][ <1>] = [I].

Premultiplying the previous equation with the modal matrix [<1>] and post-

multiplying the previous equation with [M] [<I>] T the result will be:
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(15.11)

Using the orthogonality relations of the modal matrix with respect to the
mass matrix we obtain:

[cI>][cI>{[M] = [I] .

Thus finally the inverse of the mass matrix can be calculated as:

[Mr
l = [cI>][cI>{ .

The mass matrix is:

(15.12)

(15.13)

[
10OJ

[M] = 020 ,

003

[

0.4206 0.2402 0.8749J
The unit normalised modal matrix is: [cI>] = 0.5067 -0.4804 -0.1117 .

0.3212 0.4003 -0.2644

T -I [1 0OJThe reconstructed mass matrix becomes: [M] = ([cI>][cI>]) = °2 °.
003

15.2.3 Convergence Properties of Reconstructed Matrices

The number of eigenvalues m of a multi-degrees of freedom linear
dynamic system, consisting of n degrees of freedom is, in general, much
less than the number of degrees of freedom, hence m « n .

The modal matrix [cI>] can be partitioned in the kept modes and the
deleted modes:

(15.14)

Reconstructing the flexibility matrix [G] gives

(15.15)

with
• [Gr] the residual flexibility matrix
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and reconstructing the inverse of the mass matrix using only the 'kept"
modes will give

(15.16)

In reconstructing the flexibility matrix the eigenvalues can be found in the
denominator. These eigenvalues will increase in ascending order and the
influence on the participation in the flexibility matrix will decrease rapidly.

The diagonal matrix of the system eigenvalues ('A) and the unit normal
ised associated eigenvectors or mode shapes [<I>] are calculated as

[

1.3397 0 0 ] [0.4206 0.2402 0.8749J
('A) = 0 8.3333 0 , [cI>] = 0.5067 -0.4804 -0.1117 .

o 0 18.6603 0.3212 0.4003 -0.2644

The convergence of the inverse of the mass and stiffness matrices will be
shown when one and two eigenvectors are taken into account. The measure
of convergence is 100% if the measure of error

(15.17)

with:
IlAII the norm of the matrix [A] . The norm of the matrix is defined as the
largest singular value of the matrix [A] , [Strang 88]. The singular value
(SVD) is closely associated with the eigenvalue-eigenvector factorisation
of a symmetric matrix. The delta matrices are defined by

• [OM-I] The difference between [Mr
l

- [cI>k][cI>dT

• [oG] The difference between [G]-[cI>d('Ak)-I[cI>k]T

Table 15.1. Convergence properties

Number of
ascending modes

k=1

k=1&2

k=I&2&3

90.3

84.8

0.0

15.5

1l.2

0.0

The convergence errors are illustrated in Table 15.1. One sees the rapid
convergence of the flexibility matrix.
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The basis of the MAM are the damped matrix equations of motion:

[M]{x} + [c]{i} + [K]{x} = {F(!)}, (15.18)

with
• [C]

• {x}

• {F(!)}

the damping matrix
the physical degrees of freedom; displacements, velocities and
acceleration
the applied dynamic loads

The MAM is, in fact, rearranging the matrix equations of motion of (15.18)
in the following manner

-I ...
{x} = [K] ({F(!)}-[M]{x}-[C]{x}) . (15.19)

Applying the MDM in linear dynamic systems the physical degrees of free
dom {x} are depicted on the modal matrix [<1>]

{x} = [<1>]{11},

with
• {11 } the vector of generalised coordinates

(15.20)

(15.21)

In real life the displacement vector {x} will be depicted on a reduced set
of 'kept" modes [<1>d and the 'tleleted" modes [<1>ctpre not considered.

The displacement vector {x} will be approximated by

{x} = [<1>k<1>ct]{ ~: }'" [<1>k]{11k}·

With the aid of the orthogonality relations (15.4) of the normal modes the
mass and stiffness matrices can be made diagonal. Assuming the same for
the damping matrix [C], we get

(15.22)

and with Aj = roj
2 the coupled equation of motions can be expressed in

uncoupled equations of motion for the generalised coordinates

~j + 2~jroj~ + roJl1 = {<pj}T{Fun .
We can now write

(15.23)
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•• T . 2
Tlj = {<!>j} {F(t)} -2~lOjTl-(J)jTl.

Equation (15.19) can be written

{x} = [Kr' {F(t)} - [Kr'[M][<I>k]{~}-[Kr'[C][<I>k]{';} '

From (15.5) it follows that

[Kr'[M][<I>k] = (Akr'[<I>k] '

and (15.10) and (15.22) yield

[Kr '[C][<I>k] = [<I>k](Ak)-' (2~k(J)k) '

after substituting, (15.26) and (15.27) into (15.25) it becomes

(x} = ([G] - [<I>k] (Ak)-I [<I>dT){F(t)} + [<I>k]{Tld.

Finally, we obtain the MAM equation

{x} = [G,HF(t)} + [<I>d{Tld.
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(15.24)

(15.25)

(15.26)

(15.27)

(15.28)

(15.29)

The displacement vector { x} consists of the MDM plus a static contribution
of all 'tleleted 'modes [<I>d~ Quite often (15.29) is written as

(15.30)

with
• [G ,] the residual flexibility matrix

• [\JIMAM] = [G,]{ F(t)} the 'residual flexibility attachment modes", in

fact, the MAM correction on the MDM

In [Chung 98] an efficient manner to create the residual attachment modes
is suggested. Using [Chung 98] the displacement vector {x} becomes

with

A

{x} = [\JIMAM]{F(t)} + [<I>k]{Tld,

['PMAM] = [G,][T] ,

(15.31)

(15.32)

and with

• ['PMAM] the 'Chung" residual flexibility attachment modes .

• [T] the square load-distribution matrix, with unit loads in the col
umns at locations where the loads {F(t)} are applied.
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To generate the residual attachment modes the following procedure can be
followed:

1. Solve the linear system [G] = [Kr1[I]

2. Generate the flexibility matrix [Gd = [<I\](Akf l [<I\{ with

[<I>k{[MH<I>k] = [I]

3. Generate the residual flexibility matrix [G r ] = [G]-[<I> k](Akf1[<I>k{

4. Generate the load distribution matrix [T]

5. Finally generate the "Chung" attachment modes ['PM AM ] = [GrHT]

A linear undamped dynamic system is described by the following matrix
equation of motion

[
1 0 o~
020

003

The load vector and the load-distribution matrix are

{F) ={ ~ } and IT] = [Hl
The first eigenvalue Al and the unit normalised associated first eigenvector

or mode shapes {<I> I} are calculated as

Al = 1.3397, {<I>d ={ ~:;~~~ l
0.3212 J

The residual-flexibility matrix

{<I>d {<I>dT [0.0479 -0.0191 -0.00091
[G r] = [G] - AI = -0.0191 0.0284 -0.0215 .

-0.0009 -0.0215 0.0230

The residual-flexibility attachment modes; classical and according to
[Chung 98] become
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1
0.0959 } A [0.0479 °OJ

{'PMAM} = -0.0382 and {'PMAM} = -0.0191 °°.
-0.0017 -0.0009 °°
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The following example illustrates the influence of the MAM . The tran
sient responses of the dynamic system, consisting of three degrees of free
dom, when the first degree of freedom is exposed to a constant force, will
be calculated:

1. The complete system, i.e. all three modes included

2. The first mode only

3. The first mode only with MAM correction

The transient responses are calculated numerically with the aid of the
Wilson- e method [D'Souza 84], with e = 1.4. The initial displacements

and velocities at t =°are zero.
The undamped equations of motion of the 3 mass-spring system are

or

[

1 001 Xl
°1 ° X2
°°1 ..X 3 r

1 -1 °11 Xl} 11 }+ -1 2 -1 x2 = ° ,
° -1 . 2 x3 °

[M]{x} + [K]{x} = {Fun .

The force vector {F(t)} = 0 when t < 0 and {F(t)} = j~ }when t> 0 .

The damping matrix [C] will be introduced as modal damping after the
equations of motion are uncoupled using the orthogonality relations of the

modes, [<I>dT[C][<I>k] = (2Slo).
The diagonal matrix of the system eigenvalues (')...) and the unit normal

ised associated eigenvectors or mode shapes [<I>] are calculated as

[

0.1981 ° ° J [0.7370 -0.5910 0.3280J
(')...) = ° 1.5550 ° ,[<1>] = 0.5910 0.3280 -0.7370 .

° ° 3.2470 0.3280 0.4003 0.5910
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The Wilson- e procedure is used with {x} = [<1>Hll} , the generalised

mass matrix [mg] = [<1>([M][ <1>] = [I], the generalised stiffness matrix

[kg] = [<1>]T[K][<1>] = (Ak) = (Olk) , {fg} = [<1>({F(t)} and the diagonal

modal damping matrix reg] = 2S(ffik) . The following activities will be

done:

• Solve the acceleration {x(O)} = [<I>][mgr1[<I>]T{F(0)} . The initial val
ues for the generalised coordinates can be calculated with

{1l(0)} = ([<1>([<1>]t[<1>({x(O)} .

• Set up the effective stiffness with a time step M. With a constant M the

effective stiffness is constant, [k] = ~[mg] + e: reg] + [kg] .e M o.t

• Set up the effective force vector

- ( 6 3)(f(t+ 8M)} = (fg(t+ eM)} + e2dt2[mg] + 8M[eg] {ll(t)}

(
6 ) . ( eM) ..+ eM[mg] + 2[eg] {ll(t)} + 2[mg] +T[eg] {ll(t)} .

• Solve [kHll(t + eM)} = {j(t + edt)} .
• Calculate the acceleration, velocities and displacements for the general

ised coordinates

.. 6 6 · (3) ..{ll(t + dt)} = 83M 2 ( {ll(t + 8M)} - {ll(t)}) - e 2M {ll(t)} + 1- 8 {ll(t)}

. . M .. ..
{ll(t + M)} = {ll(t)} + z({ll(t + M)} + {ll(t)})

. M 2
.. ..

{ll(t + M)} = {ll(t)} + M{ll(t)} + 6""(In«+ M)} + 2{1l(t)})·

• Calculate the physical displacement, etc.

{x} = [\{IMAM] + [<I>d{lld or { x} = ['l'MAMHF(t)} + [<1>kHlld,

{x} = [<I>kH~d and {x} = [<1>kH~k}.

The simulation time is 200 s with a time increment M = 0.05 s and the
modal damping ratio for all modes is S = 0.05.

Solution question 1; all 3 modes taken into account.
When the vibrations are damped out the displacements will converge to the
static displacements
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{ :: } = [G]{F} = ~H}
The plots of the displacements {x} are given in Fig. 15.1.
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Solution question 2; one mode taken into account (no MAM).
When the vibrations are damped out the displacements do not converge to
the static displacements

The plots of the displacements {x} are given in Fig. 15.2.

. . , .- . . - . . - - .. . . - - - - - -

....... - - ... - . - .
I • • •

s

1:

1(0

r "",(s)

Fig. 15.1. Displacements, MDM, 3 modes

Solution question 3; one mode taken into account and MAM.
When the vibration is damped out the displacements converge to the static
displacements

The plots of the displacements {x} are given in Fig. 15.3.
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Fig. 15.2. Displacements, MOM, I mode
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Fig. 15.3. Displacements, MOM, I mode + MAM
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15.4 Problems

15.4.1 Problem 1
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The complete set of modes is given by the modal matrix [~] . The modes or
vibration modes are orthogonal with respect to the mass matrix [M] , such

that [~f[M][~] = [I]. Prove that [M][~][~f = [I] .

The 6 motions as a rigid-body of a linear elastic body with respect to a point
A, redundant constrained, are denoted by [~r] ' The elastic modes with

respect to point A are denoted with [~e] . The matrix of the modal partici-

pation factor is given by {L;j}T = {$r,;JT[MH$e,j}' i=1,..,6 andj=1,2,....m.

The modal effective mass is given by [Meff,j] = {Lij}T{L;j} . Prove that

L[Meff,j] = [~r]T[M][~r] = [Mr], the mass matrix as a rigid body with

j

respect to point A, if all modes are taken into account.

15.4.2 Problem 2

A linear dynamic system consists of three degrees of freedom and has the
following characteristics [Lutes 96]:

• The mass matrix is given by [M] = m [~ ~ ~l.
00 :J

• The modal matrix is given by: [~] = [$1,$2,$3] = r~ ~ ~3J' with
6 - 1 2

[~{[M][~] ~ [1] .
• The natural frequencies of the dynamic system are

[0)1'0)2,0)3] = [~,2~,3~J with m (mass) and k (stiffness) as sca

lar values.
• The modal viscous damping is L~1'~2'~3J = LO.05,O.05,O.05J.

Reconstruct the following matrices :
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• The stiffness matrix [K]

• The damping matrix [C]
• Sketch the three mass-damper-spring system

15.4.3 Problem 3

15 Mode Acceleration Method

A linear dynamic system consists of three degrees of freedom and has the
following characteristics [Lutes 96]:

• The mass matrix is given by [M] = m I~ ~ ~l .
l~ 0 J

• The modal matrix is given by: [<1>] = [<II I'<liz' <113] = I~ ~ -~71' with

~ -2 9

[<I>]T[M][<I>];t: [I] .

• The natural frequencies of the dynamic system are

[OO I ,OOZ,003] = [~.Jf!,~J with m (mass) and k (stiffness) as sca

lar values.
• The modal viscous damping is L~1,~z'~3J = LO.Ol ,O.Ol,O.02J.

Reconstruct the following matrices:
• The stiffness matrix [K]

• The damping matrix [C]
• Sketch the three mass-damper-spring system

15.4.4 Problem 4

A rigid bar has a length L and a second moment of intertia /0' The bar is
hinged at A and in the middle supported by a spring with spring stiffness
k! . At B a mass spring system is connected to the bar with mass M and a
spring stiffness k2. The system is illustrated in Fig. 15.4.

• Set up the equations of motion using the degrees of freedom <p and u.
• Calculate the natural frequencies, generalised masses and stiffness and

the undamped modes with: /0=3 kgm/, L=8 m, kz=300 N/m and k2=200
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N/m and M=2 kg. Normalise the modal matrix [<1>] such that

[<I>]T[M][<I>] = [I].

- Calculate EM and EG (see Table 15.1) with

-the first mode {epl}

-the complete modal matrix [<1>] •

- Reconstruct [M] and [K] with a complete modal base [<1>] .
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(

Fig. 15.4. Dynamic system

15.4.5 Problem 5

) ( )

Calculate the transient responses of the dynamic system, consisting of three
degrees of freedom, when the first degree of freedom is exposed to a con
stant force

1. The complete system, i.e. all three modes included

2. The first mode only

3. The first mode only with MAM correction

The MDM must be applied.

The transient responses must be calculated numerically with the aid of the
'Park stiff stable" method [D'Souza 84, Park 75]. The initial displacements
and velocities at t = 0 are zero.

The undamped equations of motion of the 3 mass-spring system are

[~ ~ ~1 ::
00 1 ..

X3

[
10-10 0JjXl} j 1O}+ -10 20 -10 x2 = 0

o -10 20 x3 0
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or
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[M]{x} + [K]{x} = {F(t)} .

The force vector tro» =0 wheo t < 0 aod {F(tll ={ ~ }when t> O.

The damping matrix [C] will be introduced as modal damping after the
equations of motion are uncoupled using the orthogonality relations of the

modes, [<I>k{[C][<I>d = (2Slo) .
Use the Park procedure below with {x} = [<I>] {TI } , the generalised mass

matrix [mg] = [<I>{[M][<I>] = [I], the generalised stiffness matrix

[kg] = [<I>{[K][<I>] = (ll,k) = (ro2k) , {fg} = [<I>{{F(t)} and the diagonal

modal damping matrix [cg] = 2S(rok) . The follwing steps will be fol

lowed:

• Solve the acceleration {x(O)} = [<I>][mgrl[<I>] T{F(O)} . The initial val
ues for the generalised coordinates can be calculated with

{TI(O)} = ([<I>{[<I>])-l[<I>{{x(O)}, and

{l)(0)} = ([<I>]T[<I>])-l[<I>]T{,X(O)} .

• Set up the effective stiffness matrix with a time step si , With a constant
L\t the effective stiffness matrix is constant.

- 100 10
[k] = --2[mg]+6 A [cg]+[kg].

36L\t ut

• Set up the effective force vector
. 15 . 1 .

(f(t + eL\t)} = (fg(t + L\t)} + 6L\t[mg]TI(t)-L\/mg ]{TI(t - L\t)}

1· ( 150 15)
+ 6L\/mg]{TI(t- 2L\t)} + 36L\t2[mg] + 6L\t[cg] {TI(t)}

-( 102[mg] + ! [cg]){TI(t- L\t)} +(_1-2[mg ] + 6: [Cg]){TI(t- 2L\t)}.
6L\t ut 36L\t ut

• Solve [k]{TI(t+L\t)} = (j(t+L\t)}.

• Calculate the acceleration and velocities for the generalised coordinates
.. 1· .. .

{TI(t + L\t)} = 6L\t[ 1O{TI (t + L\t)} - 15{TI(t)} + 6{ TI (t - L\t)} - {TI (t - 2L\t)} ]

. 1
{TI(t + L\t)} = 6L\t[ lO{TI(t + L\t)} - 15{TI(t)} + 6{TI(t - L\t)} - {TI(t - 2L\t)}] .
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• It is advised to start with the Newmark-beta method to obtain {ll(M)} ,

{1l(2M)} , {~(M)}, and {~(2M)} to use Park's method to calculate
{1l(3M)}, etc.

• Calculate physical displacements, etc.

{ x} = ['PMAM] + [<I>d{lld or {x} = ['l'MAM]{F(t)} + [<I>d{llk} ,

{x} = [<I>d{~d and { x} = [<I>d{~d .

The simulation time is 200 s with a time increment M = 0.05 s and the
modal damping ratio for all modes is S = 0.02.
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16.1 Introduction

Residual vectors have been discussed by John Dickens and Ted Rose in
[Dickens 00, Rose 91]. The modal base, when the modal displacement
method [MDM] is applied, will be extended by residual vectors to account
for the deleted modes. This method is quite similar to the mode acceleration
method (MAM). Dickens proposed to construct a static mode (displace
ment) with respect to the boundaries based on the residual loads. Rose con
structed a static mode, again with respect to the posed boundary conditions,
however, based on the static part of the dynamic loads.

Since the residual vectors are treated as modes, they will have associated
modal mass, modal stiffness and damping. With the aid of artificial damp
ing the responses due to the residual vectors will be minimised.

In this chapter two methods of residual vectors will be discussed:
• The method proposed by John Dickens, [Dickens 00).
• The method discussed by Ted Rose, [Rose 91].

16.2 Residual Vectors

16.2.1 Dickens Method

The eigenvalue problem of an undamped mdof system is written

([K]-ro;[M]){<I>J = {O}

2
[KH<I>i} = rodMH<I>J .

(16.1)

(16.2)
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The modal static force can be expressed as

or using (16.1) we may write

The total static force is

{F} = [K]{x} = [K][<I>]{ll} .

If (16.5) is premultiplied by [<I>{ we obtain

[<I>]T{F} = [<I>]T[K][<I>]{ll} .

16 Residual Vectors

(16.3)

(16.4)

(16.5)

(16.6)

(16.7)

Using the orthogonality relations of the mode shapes with respect to the
mass matrix [M] and the stiffness matrix [K] ;

[<I>]T[K][<I>] = ( ro7m) , [<I>]T[M][<I>] = (m)

Equation (16.6) can be written as

{ll} = ( ro7mf 1
[<I> ]T{ F }

or for one generalised coordinate lli we achieve

1 T
lli = -2-{<Pi} {F} .

roim
(16.8)

By substituting (16.8) into (16.4) the static modal force {Fi } of (16.4),

becomes

The summation of all modal forces L{Fi } now becomes

(16.10)

If not all modes are taken into account in the modal displacement method
(MDM) the residual load {Fres } is

(16.11)
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If the modal base [<1>] is complete, [<I>r
1 and [Mr

l do exist, and with
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([<I>{[M][<I>])-I = (mr1 = [<I>r1[Mr1[<I>rT

equation (16.11) becomes

{Fres } = ([I]-[M][<I>][<I>r1[Mr1[<I>rT[<I>{){F} = O.

(16.12)

(16.13)

We will now construct the displacement vectors [x res] that are based on the

residual load vectors [Fres] . We now assume multiple-load cases [Fres] •

(16.14)

with

(16.15)

The stiffness matrix is regular because the boundary conditions , to pre
vent rigid body modes, are implemented. The vectors [x res ] will be made

orthogonal with respect to the modal base [<1>] and indicated by [<l>res] ' This
can be done as follows [Dickens 00]

- T - T
[K] = [xres] [K] [x res] and [M] = [x res] [M] [x res] ,

and solving the eigenvalue problem

and, furthermore

[K]{'I'} = (A)[M]{'I'} (16.16)

(16.17)

The modal base [<1>] will be augmented by the vectors [<l>res]' thus we get

a new modal base ['II]

['II] = ([<1>] , [<l>res])' (16.18)

This modal base ['II] is used to apply the modal displacement method.
The linear mdof dynamic systems is represented by the following matrix
equations of motion

[M]{xCt)} + [C]{xCt)} + [K]{x(t)} = {FCt)} . (16.19)

The coupled linear equations can be decoupled using the mode displace
ment method (MDM) or mode superposition method. The physical dis
placement vector x(t) is expressed as follows

x(t) = ['¥]{l1Ct)},
with
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• {ll(t)} The vector of generalised coordinates.

16.2.2Rose Method

16 Residual Vectors

The static residual vectors, as proposed by [Rose 91] are based on the static
part of the dynamic loads [F] = [{Fd, {F2 } , .. . ] . (16.14) is now written as

[K][xres] = [F] (16.20)

The stiffness matrix is regular because the boundary conditions, to pre
vent rigid- body modes, are implemented. The vectors [xres ] will be made

orthogonal with respect to the modal base [~] . The new modal base ['£1]
consists of

['£1] = ([~], [x res ]) ' (16.21)

The orthogalisation procedure of the modal base ['£1] will now be
described . The following eigenvalue problem will be solved

with

•
•

[K]{Y} = (A.)[M]{Y},

[K] = [,¥{[KH'¥] and

[if] = [,¥]T[MH'¥]

(16.22)

The solution of the eigenvalue problem of (16.22) will result in the original
modes, plus new (high-frequency) pseudomodes. The new modal base
becomes

[x] = ['¥]{i} .

The physical displacement vector {x(t)} is expressed as follows

{x(t)} = [X]{ll(t)} .

(16.23)

(16.24)

The following examples illustrate the influence of the residual vectors.
The transient responses of the dynamic system, consisting of three degrees
of freedom, when the first degree of freedom is exposed to a constant force,
will be calculated:

I. The complete system, i.e. all three modes included

2. The first mode only

3. The first mode only with residual vector correction [Dickens 00]
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The transient responses are calculated numerically with the aid of the
'Newmark-beta" method [Wood 90], with 'Y = 0.5 and ~ = 0.25. The ini
tial displacements and velocities at t = 0 are zero.

The undamped equations of motion of the 3 mass-spring system are

or

[

1 0 OJ x,
o 1 0 X2
00 1 ..

X3

[
1 -1 0J{ x'} {1}+ -1 2 -1 x2 = 0 ,

o -1 2 x3 0

[M]{x} + [K]{x} = {F(t)}.

The force vector {F(t)} : 0 when t < 0 and {F(tll • { ~ } when t> O.

The damping matrix [C] will be introduced as modal damping after the
equations of motion are decoupled using the orthogonality relations of the

modes, [cI>dT[CHcI>d = (2~lo)

The diagonal matrix of the system eigenvalues ("A) and the unit normalised
associated eigenvectors or mode shapes [cI>] are calculated as

r
O.1981 0 0 J [0.7370 -0.5910 0.3280]

("A) = 0 1.5550 0 , [cI>] = 0.5910 0.3280 -0.7370·

o 0 3.2470 0.3280 0.4003 0.5910

The Newmark-beta procedure is as with {x} = [cI>]{Tl} , the generalised

mass matrix [mg] = [cI>{[MHcI>] = [I], the generalised stiffness matrix

[kg] = [cI>]T[KHcI>] = ("Ak) = (OO2 k) , [fg] = [cI>{[F(t)] and the diagonal

modal damping matrix is [cg] = 2~(OOk) ' The following activities shall be

carried out

• Solve the acceleration { x(O)} = [cI>Hmgrl[cI>{{F(O)}. The initial val
ues for the generalised coordinates can be calculated with

{Tl(O)} = ([cI>{[cI>]f'[cI>{{x(O)} and

{~(O)} = ([cI>{[cI>]f'[cI>]T{x(O)} .

• Set up the effective stiffness matrix with a time step M. With a constant
M the effective stiffness matrix is constant.
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- 1 --l
[k] = -2[mg] + AA reg] + [kg] .

~M pilt

• Set up the effective force vector

(j(t+M)} = (fg(t+M)}+(Up-I)[mg]+~{fp-I)[cg]){~(t)}

+ (2~/mg] + (~ - 1)[Cg ]){~(t)} + (~~t2[mg] + it[cg] )rllCt )} .

• Solve [k]{TI(t+~t)} = (j(t+~t)} .
• Calculate the accelerations and the velocities for the generalised coordi

nates with

.. 1 I· (I ) ..
{TI(t+M)} = ~~/{TI(t+M)} -{TI(t)})-~M{TI(t)}- 2~-1 {TI(t)}

{~(t+ M)} = ~({11(t + M)} - {11(t)}) - Up - 1){~(t)} - ~{fp - 1){~(t)} .

• Calculate physical displacements. etc .

{x} = ([<I>d [<!>res] HTld •

{x} = ([<I>d[<!>reslHTid.

and

The simulation time is 200 s with a time increment M = 0.05 s and the
modal damping ratio for the elastic modes is ~ = 0.05 and for the residual
vector ~ = 0.05

Solution question 1; all 3 modes taken into account.
When the vibrations are damped out the displacements will converge to the
static displacements

t:: }= [G]{F} = ~tH
The plots of the displacements {x} are given in Fig. 16.1

Solution question 2; one mode taken into account (no residual vector) .
When the vibrations are damped out the displacements do not converge to
the static displacements
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The plots of the displacements {x} are given in Fig. 16.2

, • , I..... - . . - - - - - - - - - -
, • I I

337

so '00
Tirro (s)

1SO 200

Fig. 16.1. Displacements, MDM, 3 modes

Solution question 3; one mode taken into account and one residual vector
[Dickens 00].
When the vibrations are damped out the displacements converge to the
static displacements

The modal base ['II] consists of the first mode and 1 residual vector.

[

0.7370 0.2578J
['II] = 0.5910 -0.1991 .

0.3280 -0.2204

The plots of the displacements { x} are given in Fig. 16.3.
This example is the same dynamic system and has the same applied loads
as in the previous example in this chapter.

This following example illustrates the influence of Rose's method of resid
ual vectors.
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Fig. 16.2. Displacements, MDM, I mode
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Fig. 16.3. Displacements, MDM, I mode + I residual vector [Dickens 00]

The transient responses of the dynamic system, consisting of three
degrees of freedom, when the first degree of freedom is exposed to a con
stant force, will be calculated:

1. The complete system, i.e. all three modes included

2. The first mode only

3. The first mode only with residual vector correction [Rose 91]
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The same numerical method is used as in the previous example in this chap
ter.

Calculate physical displacements. etc. with

{x} = [x]{lld, {x} = [X]{~d and {X"} = [X]{~d .

The simulation time is 300 s with a time increment !i.t = 0.05 s and the
modal damping ratio for the elastic modes is ~ = 0.05 and for the residual
vector the damping ratio has been taken as ~ = 0.05

Solution question 1; all 3 modes taken into account.
When the vibrations are damped out the displacements will converge to the
static displacements

The results of the displacements are shown in Fig. 16.1.

Solution question 2; one mode taken into account (no residual vector)
When the vibrations are damped out the displacements do not converge to
the static displacements

{::t = [G]{F} *~{H
The results of the displacements are shown in Fig. 16.2.

Solution question 3; one mode taken into account and one residual vector
[Rose 91].
When the vibrations are damped out the displacements converge to the
static displacements

The modal base [\{J] consists of the first mode and 1 residual vector.

[

0.7370 0.0669J
[X] = 0.5910 -0.0517 .

0.3280 -0.0572
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The plots of the displacements { x} are given in Fig. 16.4.

. . . -." .. -,- .... , - .. - ,- - ..

o .... J .....' ...... ' .... .. ' ... _ ' . .. ..

"O~~!l?~~'OO~~'!l?~---,J,200""'--2!O:'-:----:l:m

TmtlSl

16 Residual Vectors

Fig. 16.4. Displacements, MDM, 1 mode + 1 residual vector [Rose 91]

16.3 Problems

16.3.1 Problem 1

The transient responses of the dynamic system, consisting of three degrees
of freedom, when the first degree of freedom is exposed to a constant force,
must be calculated:

1. The complete system, i.e. all three modes included

2. The first mode only

3. The first mode only with Dickens residual vector

4. The first mode only with Rose residual vector
The MDM will be applied.

The transient responses must be calculated numerically with the aid of the
'Park stiff stable" method [D'Souza 84, Park 75]. The initial displacements
and velocities at t=O are zero.

The undamped equations of motion of the 3 mass-spring system are
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or

[
10OJ
010
001

~~ + r~~o -;~ -~oJ{ :~ }={ ~ },
.. 0 -10 20 x3 0
X3
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[M]{x} + [K]{x} = {F(t)} .

The force vector {F(t)} = 0 when t < 0 and {F(t)} = { ~ } whent'O.

The damping matrix [C] will be introduced as modal damping after the
equations of motion are uncoupled using the orthogonality relations of the

T
modes, [<I>d [C][<I>d = (2Sjro) .

Use the Park procedure below with {x} = [<I>]{TJ} , the generalised mass

matrix [mg] = [<I>{[M][<I>] = [I], the generalised stiffness matrix

[kg] = [<I>{[K][<I>] = (Ak) = (ro2k) , {{g} = [<I>] T{F(t)} and the diagonal

modal damping matrix reg] = 2S(rok) .

• Solve the acceleration reO)} = [<I>][mgrl[<I>]T{F(O). The initial values
for the generalised coordinates can be calculated with

T -I T
{TJ(O)} = ([<1>] [<1>]) [<1>] {x(O)} , and

{~(O)} = ([<I>]T[<I>])-I[<I>]T{.x(O)} .

• Set up the effective stiffness matrix with a time step St . With a constant
M the effective stiffness matrix is constant,

- 100 10
[k] = --2[mg] + 6 A reg] + [kg] .

36M at

• Set up the effective force vector
. 15 . 1 .

{{(t + 8M)} = ({get + M)} + 6M[mg]TJ(t)-M[mg]{TJ(t- M)}

1 . ( 150 15)
+ 6M[mg]{TJ(t-2M)} + 36M2[mg] + 6M[eg] {TJ(t)}

( 10 1) ( 1 1)- -2[mg] + "A[cg] {l1(t -L\t)} + --2[mg]+6 A reg] {TJ(t-2M)} .
6M ut 36M ot

• Solve [k]{TJ(t+M)} = {f(t+M)} .
• Calculate the acceleration and velocities for the generalised coordinates
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.. 1 · . . .
{T\(t + M)} = 6M[ lO{T\(t + M)} - 15{T\(t)}+ 6{T\(t- M)} - {T\(t- 2M)}]

. 1tn«+ M)} = M,t[ 10{T\(t+ M)} - 15{T\(t)} + 6{T\(t- dt)} - {T\(t- 2M)}]

e It is advised to start with the Newmark-beta method to obtain {T\(M)} ,

{T\(2M)} , {~(M)}, and {~(2M)} to use Park's method the calculate

{T\(3M)} , etc.
e Calculate physical displacements. etc.

eModal base [<1>] ,MDM

eModal base ['¥] , [Dickens 00]
eModal base [X] , [Rose 91]

The simulation time is 200 s with a time increment dt = 0.05 s and the
modal damping ratio for all modes is ~ = 0.01 .
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17.1 Introduction

The combining of unreduced finite element models (FEMs) of subsytems to
a dynamic FEM of the complete system (satellite or launcher) will in gen
eral result in a finite element model with many degrees of freedom (dofs)
and therefore difficult to handle. The responsible analyst, to manipulate the
total dynamic model, will ask for a reduced dynamic FEM description of
the subsystem and will prescribe the allowed number of 'left' dynamic dofs
of the reduced dynamic model. The reduced dynamic model is, in general, a
modal description of the system involved.

The customer will prescribe the required accuracy of the reduced
dynamic model, more specifically the natural frequencies , mode shapes in
comparison with the complete finite element model or reference model. For
example the following requirements are prescribed :
• The natural frequencies of the reduced dynamic model shall than deviate

less ±3 % from the natural frequencies calculated with the reference
model.

• The effective masses of the reduced dynamic ,model shall be within
flO % of the effective masses calculated with the reference model.

• The diagonal terms at the crossorthogonality check [Ricks 91] shall be
greater than or equal to 0.95 and the off-diagonal terms shall be less than
or equal to 0.05. The crossorthogonality check is based upon the mass
matrix.

• The diagonal terms at the modal assurance criteria (MAC) shall be
greater than or equal to 0.95 and the off-diagonal terms less than or
equal to 0.10.

Sometimes the requirements concern the correlation of the response
curves obtained with the reduced dynamic model and the reference model.
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Reduced models are also used to support the modal survey, the experi
mental modal analysis. The reduced dynamic model will be used to calcu
late the orthogonality relations between measured and analysed modes.
This reduced model is called the test-analysis model (TAM) [Kammer 87].

In the following sections 7 reduction method will be discussed:
• The static condensation method [Guyan 68]
• The dynamic reduction method [Miller 80]
• The improved reduced system (IRS) [O'Callahan 89]
• Craig-Bampton (CB) reduction method [Craig 68]
• Generalised dynamic reduction (GDR) method [Gockel 83]
• System equivalent reduction expansion process (SEREP) [Kammer 87]
• Ritz Vectors [Escobedo 93]

All reduction procedures mentioned are based upon the Ritz method
[Michlin 62].

17.2 Static Condensation Method

In general it is required to reduce the number of dynamic dofs of a finite
element model (dynamic model) applying the static condensation method,
often called the Guyan reduction [Guyan 68], to a specified number of
dynamic dofs. A reduced dynamic model with 100 dynamic dofs is quite
suitable. The kept dofs will be denoted by {xa} and the eliminated dofs by

{xe} . Furthermore we assume there are no applied external loads {Fe} '

The undamped equations of motion are

[M]{x} + [K]{x} = {F} . (17.1)

In (17.1) the mass matrix [M], the stiffness matrix [K] and the displacement
vector can be partitioned as follows

The {xa} dofs will represent large inertia forces with respect to the inertia

forces related to the {xe } dofs. The large masses and second mass moments

of inertia are collected in the mass matrix [Maal . The inertia loads

[Maa]{ xa} are significantly larger than the other inertia loads
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[Mee]{xe}, [Mae]{xe}, [Mea]{xa} « [Maa]{xa}.

Only the inertia forces [Maa]{xa} are maintained in (17.2), so

345

(17.3)

Using the equation related by the {xe } dofs we are able to express the {xe }

dofs into the {xa } dofs.

(17.5)

The inertia loads in (17.5) are neglected. We can express {xe } into {xa }

(17.6)

Only the stiffness is involved in (17.6) and therefore we talk about static
condensation.

The total displacement vector {x} will be projected on the kept dofs
{xa }

(17.7)

The total kinetic energy in the dynamic system is

I . T • 1· T T •
T = 2{x} [M]{x} = 2{xa} [Teal [M][Tea]{xa}· (17.8)

The reduced-mass matrix [Maal becomes

- T
[Maal = [Teal [M][Teal.

The total potential energy in the dynamic system is

1 TIT T
U = 2{X} [K]{x} = 2{xa} [Teal [K][Tea]{xa}

(17.9)

(17.10)

Analogous to the reduced-mass matrix [Maal the reduced-stiffness matrix

[Kaal becomes

(17.11)
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The selection of the kept dofs {xa } is not always trivial. The kept dofs

shall be selected in such a way that the mode shapes can be described as
good as possible . The dofs associated with large masses shall be selected.
As a guideline the following mathematical selection may be used to select
the {xa } dofs. At least the dofs shall be selected for which applies

1~"2" -...!.!. ~ 1.5fmax
1t rna

(17.12)

where
• ka the diagonal term of the stiffness matrix [K] , translational and

rotational
• rna the diagonal term of the mass matrix [M], translational and rota

tional
• fmax maximum frequency of interest

Allen in [Allen 93a] described a more or less automatic way of selecting the
analysis dofs {xa } , however, it is still based upon (17.12).

The reduced eigenvalue problem can now be written as

-
{[Maa] - Aa[Kaal}{ <l>a} = 0, (17.13)

with
• {<jla} the eigenvector of the reduced eigenvalue problem

• Aa the eigenvalue associated with the eigenvector (mode shape) {<I>a}

The eigenvectors that belong to the complete set of dofs, using (17.7), is

(17.14)

where
• [<I>el the eigenvectors associated with the eliminated dofs

• [Geal the transformation matrix as defined in (17.6)

A 10 dofs dynamic system (Fig. 17.1) will be used to illustrate the static
condensation method. The constants are m = 1 and k = lQOOOO . The
dynamic system will be fixed in xl o- First, the natural frequencies and
modes of the full system will be calculated.

The systems matrices are as follows
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1000000000 1 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0100000000 -1 3 0 0 0 o - 2 0 0 0
0010000000 0 0 3 -1 0 o -2 0 0 0
000 1000000 0 o - 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

[M] = m 0000100000 , [K] = k 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0
0000020000 0 0 0 o -1 3 -2 0 0 0
0000004000 o - 2 -2 0 o -2 9 -3 0 0
0000000300 0 0 0 0 0 o -3 6 -3 0

0000000030 0 0 0 0 0 0 o -3 7 -4

0000000003 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o -4 4

xsl

X61

X7j L...-.,-------'

XSI

X9j

Fig. 17.1. 10 mass- spring dynamic system

The natural frequencies {j} (Hz) calculated are

{j} = LI4.25, 36.69, 38.52, 47.43, 63.69, 75.91, 90.25, 93.00, 106.51l.

The first four modes [<I>] are scaled such that

[<I>{[M][ <I>] = [l] and [<I>{[K][ <I>] = (ol) = «2nf)2)

347
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0.3064 -0.3878 -0.6533 -0.3762

0.2819 -0.1817 -0.2706 -0.0421

0.2819 -0.1817 0.2706 -0.0421

0.3064 -0.3878 0.6533 -0.3762
0.3204 0.6591 0 -0.3327

0.2948 0.3088 0 -0.0373

0.2583 -0.0304 0 0.1435

0.1750 -0.0333 0 0.3417

0.0777 -0.0185 0 0.2364

o 0 0 0

We select the following kept dofs; {xa } = LXI,x4' XS, X7J.
The natural frequencies {fa} of the reduced eigenvalue problem, (17.13),

are

{fa} = 114.39, 37.86, 38.98, 52.98f.

The modes [<I>OR] are scaled such that [<I>OR] T[M][<I>OR] = [I].

To compare the dynamic properties of the condensed dynamic system
with the complete or reference dynamic system we can compare the natural
frequencies with each other and of course the mode shapes. To do so we
have to lengthen the mode shape of the reduced system (4 dofs) to a total
number of 10 dofs.

0.3134 -0.4059 -0.6708 -0.4390

0.2802 - 0.1483 -0.2236 0.0347
0.2802 -0.1483 0.2236 0.0347
0.3134 -0.4059 0.6708 -0.4390
0.3269 0.7217 0 -0.4577

0.2946 0.2276 0 0.0285

0.2635 -0.0195 0 0.2716

0.1677 -0.0124 0 0.1728

0.0719 -0.0053 0 0.1728

o 0 0 0

The modes of the reduced dynamic model will be compared to the complete
dynamic model with three methods; the modal assurance criteria and the
normalised crossorthogonality matrices [Friswell 95, Maia 97] and the
crossorthogonality check [Ricks 91]:
• The modal assurance criteria (MAC). The absolute value of the MAC is

between 0 and 1. A value of 1 means that one mode shape is a multiple
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of the other. The MAC matrix is defined as

MAC = ([<I>{[<I>GRD
2

•

([ <I>{[<I>D( [<I>GR]T[<I>GR])

• The normalised crossorthogonality (NCO). The absolutes values of the
NCO are between 0 and 1. A value of 1 means that one mode shape is a
multiple of the other. The modified MAC is defined as

([ <I> { [M][<I>GRD
2

NCO= - ------=~---

([<I>]T[M] [<I>D( [<I>GR]T[M] [<I>GR])

• Crossorthogonality check. [C]= ([<I>]T[M][<I>GRD, [<I>]T[M][<I>] = (f)

and the terms on the main diagonal of the ([<I>GR{[M][<I>GRD are one.

The MAC becomes

T 2 0.9980 -0.0052 0.0000 0,0251]
MAC= ([<1>] [<I>GR]) = -0.0017 0.9897 0.0000 -0.0669

([<I>{[<I>])([<I>GR{[<I>GR]) 0.0000 -0.0006 0.9950 0.0000 '
-0.0540 0.0459 0.0000 0.8054

and the NCO

T 2 [0.9995 0.00020.0000 _0.00131
NCO= ([<1>] [M][<I>GR]) = -0.0004 0.9775 0.0000 -0.0194

[<I>{[M][<I>]([<I>GRIT[M][<I>GRD 0.0000 0.0000 0.9950 0.0000 '
-0.0019 0.0612 0.0000 0.7444

and finally the crossorthogonality

[

- 0.9996 0.0052 0.0000 _0.00921
rei- [<I>]T[M][<I> I = -0.0004 0.9888 0.0000 -0.0105 .

GR 0.0003 0.0000 -0.9975 0.0000

-0.00151 0.0330 0.0000 0.8629

The diagonal terms of the MAC, NCO and crosscorrelation [C) show us
the correlation of the mode shapes of the reduced dynamic model with the
reference model. The off-diagonal terms shows us the coupling between the
correlated modes. The first 3 modes, of both the reduced and reference
dynamic modes, do correlate very well. The fourth mode of the reduced
model is less correlated with the fourth mode of the complete model.
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17.2.1 Improved Calculation of Eliminated Dofs

Allen in [Allen 93b] proposed a method to improve the part of the eigen
vector {<l>e } with respect to (17.14) . The eigenvalue problem of the com

plete dynamic system can be written as

Using the second equation from (17.15) we have

[KeaH <l>a} + [KeeH <l>e} - A[MeaH <l>a}-A[MeeH <l>e} = {O} .

The vector {<l>e} can be related to {<l>a} using (17.16)

(17.15)

(17.16)

(17.17)

The matrix [Kee - AiMeel must be inverted for every eigenvalue Ai and that

is a very inefficient method. Instead of using one mode {<l>i} we proceed

with the complete modal matrix [<I>l, hence in accordance with (17.16)

(17.18)

[<I> el can be expressed in [<I>al

[<I>el = [GeaH<I>al + O"a)[KeXl[MeaH<I>al + (Aa)[Keerl[Mee][<I>el, (17.19)

with
• [Geal the transformation matrix as defined in (17.6)

• (Aa> the diagonal matrix if eigenvalues came from (17.13)

An iterative scheme can be set up

(2) -I -I (I )
[<Pel = [Gea][<Pal + (A) [Keel [Mea][<Pal + (A)[Keel [Mee][<Pel (17.20)

with

• [<I>.r"the first result from (17.6), [<I>el = [Gea ][<I>al

• [<I>J2) the second updated result ofthe part [<I>el of the eigenvector [<I> l

The complete eigenvector becomes
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The iteration scheme may be repeated.

17.3 Dynamic Reduction

351

(17.21)

The undamped equations of motion are with zero external forces, (17.1)

[M]{ X"} + [K]{x} = {O}.
In (17.1) the mass matrix [M], the stiffness matrix [K] and the displacement
vector can be partitioned as follows, (17.2)

with
• {xa} are the kept degrees of freedom

• { xe } are the eliminated degrees of freedom

The eigenvalue problem becomes

The first equation of the matrix (17.22) is, [Miller 80],

([Keal- A[MealH '1>a} + ([Keel - A[MeelH '1>e} = {O}.

(17.22)

(17.23)

From (17.23) we can express {xe } in {xa } and the relation is given by

(17.24)

Unfortunately the transformation matrix [Teal involves the eigenvalue A
which is not known . As a starting point we may substitute the eigenvalues
obtained by (17.13) one by one to calculate the transformation matrix

[Teal .

The transformation [Teal, matrix (17.24), can be developed in a series of

A, i.e. until 0(1..2) , [Miller 80]
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(17.25)

The reduced-mass matrix [Maa] becomes

- T
[Maa] = [Tea] [M][Tea] · (17.26)

Analogous to the reduced-mass matrix [Maa] the reduced-stiffness matrix

[Kaa] becomes

- T
[Kaa] = [Tea] [K][Tea]·

17.4 Improved Reduced System (IRS)

(17.27)

O'Callahan [O'Callahan 89] proposed a procedure for an improved reduced
system model. The IRS method is an extension of the Static Condensation
technique [Guyan 68]. The undamped homogeneous equations of motion
are (17.1)

[M]{X'} + [K]{x} = {O} .
Assuming harmonic displacements, etc. the displacement vector can be

written

and (17.28) becomes

[K]{X(ro)} = ro
2[M]{X(ro)}

.

(17.28)

(17.29)

This means that in the absence of external and damping forces the harmonic
inertia forces are in equilibrium with the harmonic elastic forces. The dis
placement vector {X( on} will be projected on the kept displacements
{Xa(ro)} using (17.7), [Guyan 68], hence

After substitution of (17.30) into (17.29) becomes

2
[K]{X(ro)} = ro [M][Tea]{Xa(ro)} .

With the aid of (17.13) we are able to define the vector ro2
{Xa(ro)}

(17.30)

(17.31)
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2 - -1-
m {Xa(ro)} = [Maa] [Kaa]{Xa(ro)}.

Thus, (17.31) now becomes

- -1-
[K]{X( ro)} = [MHTeaHMaa] [Kaa]{Xa(ro)}

Further expanded , this gives

353

(17.32)

(17.33)

The vector of eliminated dofs {Xe( on} can be recalculated

The complete displacement vector {X(ro)} can be related to {Xa(ro)}

Equation can be written

{X(ro)}= [{Xa(ro)}] = [T ]{X (ro)}.
{Xe(ro)} IRS a

(17.37)

The reduced-mass matrix and the reduced-stiffness matrix can be achieved
analogously to (17.9) and (17.11).

The reduced-mass matrix [M/Rs] becomes

- T
[MIRS] = [T/Rs] [MHT/Rs] , (17.38)

and analogous to the reduced-mass matrix [MIRS] the reduced-stiffness

matrix [KIRS] becomes

(17.39)

The IRS reduced-mass matrix and reduced-stiffness matrix are an
improvement to the reduced matrices obtained with the static condensation
technique [Guyan 68]. All kept dofs have a physical meaning, no mathe
matical dofs are involved. The IRS reduced-mass matrix may be used to
check the orthogonality relations of the mode shapes measured during the
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modal survey test (modal analysis) at a limited number of measurement
locations (accelerometers). The number of measured dofs is, in general,
equal to the kept dofs {xa } .

We select the following kept dofs; {xa } = LXI ,x4' XS, X7f and take into

account the first and second modes to reduce the model with the IRS
method.
The natural frequencies {fiRS} of the reduced eigenvalue problem are

{fIRd = LI4.25, 36.77, 38.53, 49.20f.
T

The modes [<I>/RSJ are scaled such that [<I>/RsJ [M][<I>/RsJ = [I].

To compare the dynamic properties of the condensed dynamic system to
the complete or reference dynamic system we can compare the natural fre
quencies with each other and, of course, the mode shapes . To do so we have
lengthen the mode shape of the reduced system (4 dofs) to a total number of
10dofs .

-0.3064 0.3936 -0.6565 0.4280

-0.2820 0.1770 -0.2626 -0.0085

-0.2820 0.1770 0.2626 -0.0085

-0.3064 0.3936 0.6565 0.4280

-0.3206 -0.6761 0 0.4345

-0.2945 -0.2872 0 -0.0139

-0.2585 0.0285 0 -0.2113
-0.1748 0.242 0 -0.2611
-0.0774 0.0118 0 0.1428

o 0 0 0
The MAC becomes

T 2 [0.9310 -0.0002 0.0000-0.09331
MAC= ([<1>] [<1>/RS]) = -0.0006 1.0000 0.0000 -0.0986

T T '([<1>] [<1>])([<1>/Rs] [<1>/RS]) 0.0000 0.0000 0.9999 0.0000
0.0623 0.0384 0.0000 0.9850

and the NCO is

T 2 [1.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0003

1
NCO= ([<1>] [M][<1>/RS]) = -0.0001 0.9981 0.0000-0.0168

[<1>{[M][<1>]([<1>/RS{[M][<1>/RS]) 0.0000 0.0000 0.9999 0.0000
0.0006 0.0294 0.0000 0.9117

and
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r

-1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0002l
[C]= [<1J]T[M][<1J ] = 0.0000 -0.9991 0.0000 -0.0086 .

IRS 0.0000 0.0000 -0.9999 0.0000

0.0003 -0.0150 0.0000 -0.9549

The diagonal terms of the MAC, the NCO and the modified [C] show us
the correlation of the mode shapes of the reduced dynamic model with the
reference model. The offdiagonal terms show us the coupling between the
correlated modes . The first 3 modes, of both the reduced and reference
dynamic modes, do correlate very well. The third mode does not show any
coupling with the other modes. The fourth mode of the reduced model is
now better correlated with the fourth mode of the complete model com
pared with the Guyan reduction method.

17.5 Craig-Bampton Reduced Models

The Craig-Bampton method is discussed in several publications [Craig 68,
Craig 77, Craig 81, Craig 00, Gordon 99] and is one of the most favourite
methods for reducing the size, number of degrees of freedom, of a dynamic
model (finite element model). The undamped equations of motion are
(17.1)

[M]{ x} + [K]{x} = {F(t)} .
We denote the external or boundary degrees of freedom with the index j

and the internal degrees of freedom with the index i. The matrix equations
(17.1) may be partitioned as follows

(17.40)

In [Craig 68] it is proposed to depict the displacement vector {x(t)} on a
basis of static or constraint modes [<1>5] with {xj } = [1] and elastic mode

shapes [<I>p] with fixed external degrees of freedom {x) = {O} and the

eigenvalue problem ([K;;] - (ApHM ;;])[<I>;J = [0] . We can express {x} as

(17.41)

The static modes can be obtained, assuming zero inertia effects,
{F;} = {O}, and successively prescribe a unit displacement for the bound-
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ary degrees of freedom, thus {xj } = [I]. So we may write (17.40) as fol

lows

From the first equation of (17.42) we find for {x.}

[Kji]{x;} + [Kij][xj ] = 0,

hence

and therefore

-I -I
[cI> ;j] = -[K;;l [K;j][I] = -[Kii ] [K;).

The static transformation now becomes

(17.42)

(17.43)

(17.44)

(17.45)

(17.46){x} ={ :; } = [ilX)! = [<I>,lW

Assuming fixed external degrees of freedom {xj } = {O} and also assum

ing harmonic motions x(t) = X(o»d Olf the eigenvalue problem can be
stated as

(17.47)

or, more generally, as

(17.48)

The internal degrees of freedom {x;} will be projected on the set of

orthogonal mode shapes (modal matrix) [cI> ;p] , thus

{x;} = [cI>;p]{T\p} .

The modal transformation becomes

The Craig-Bampton (CB) transformation matrix is (17.41)

(17.49)

(17.50)
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with
• [<I>.l the static or constraint modes

• [<I>p] the modal matrix

• {xj } the external or boundary degrees of freedom

• {TIp} the generalised coordinates. In general, the number of generalised

coordinates p is much less than the total number of degrees of
freedom n = i + j , p « n .

The constraint modes will introduce displacements due to adjacent struc
tures in a static way, while the elastic modes will introduce dynamic effects
generated internally in the structure.

The CB transformation (17AI) will be substituted into (17.1) presuming
equal potential and kinetic energies, hence

[\II]T[M][\II]{X} + [\II{[K][\II]{X} = [\II]T{F(t)}.

Further elaborated we find

(17.51)

(17.52)

with

• [Mjj] the Guyan reduced mass matrix (j-set)

• [Kjj] the Guyan reduced stiffness matrix (j-set)

• (mp) the diagonal matrix of generalised masses, (mp) = [<I>p]T[M][<I>p]

• (kp) the diagonal matrix of generalised stiffnesses,
T

(kp) = [<I>p] K[<I>p] = (/\,p) (mp)

T T -1
• [K;pJ= [<1>;) [K;;H<I>pJ + [Kj;J[<I>pJ = (- [KijJ [K;;l [K;;J + [Kj;])[<I>pJ = [OJ

(see (17045))
T

• [Kp;] = [Kip] = [0]

Thus (17.52) becomes
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Finally

.• T
[McB]{X} + [KCB]{X} = ['1'] {F} ,

(17.53)

(17.54)

with
• [McB] the CB reduced-mass matrix

• [KCB] the CB reduced-stiffness matrix

The CB matrices are j + p , j +P sized matrices. Equation (17.54) is fre
quently applied for component-mode synthesis methods (dynamic substruc
turing).

The accuracy of the CB reduction technique is very satisfactory and was
discus sed in [Claessens 96].

17.6 Generalised Dynamic Reduction

The generalised dynamic reduction (GDR), [Gockel 83, Wijker 91], is a
very elegant method to reduce considerably the number of degrees of free
dom of a dynamic finite element model. The GDR method is a mathemati
cal extension of the Guyan static reduction technique [Guyan 68] . A GDR
reduced dynamic model will represent, to a certain specified maximum fre
quency [ max (Hz), the modal properties very well ; i.e, the natural frequen

cies, the mode shapes, the effective masses, etc . with reference to the
complete finite element model. The undamped homogeneous equations of
motion are (17.1)

[M]{x} + [K]{x} = {O} .
The boundary and subsidiary conditions are already incorporated into the
undamped equations of motion, (17.1). The total number of independent
degrees of freedom is indicated with n . The n degrees of freedom are parti
tioned into two sets of degrees of freedom:

1. the kept a degrees of freedom

2. the eliminated e degrees of freedom

For a reduced dynamic model the number of a degrees of freedom a « n .
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In (17.1) the mass matrix [M], the stiffness matrix [Kl and the displace
ment vector can be partitioned as follows

(17.55)

The elimination of the e degrees of freedom is done with the static conden
sation method [Guyan 68].

The reduced-mass matrix [Maal becomes with (17.9)
- T

[Maal = [Teal [M][Tea l.

Analogou s to the reduced mass matrix [Maal the reduced-stiffness matrix

[Kaal, using (17.11), becomes
- T

[Kaal = [Teal [K][Teal

To improve the static condensation [Guyan 68] an additional condensa
tion will be applied on the e dofs. When the a dofs are fixed the following
eigenvalue problem is obtained .

{[Keel -Ae[Mee]){<I>e} = {OJ.

Equation (17.56) can be rearranged

([Keel - Ae[Meel + u[Meel - u[Meel){ <l>e} = {O},

or

{[Keel+u[Meel){<I>e}= {Ae+u)[MeeH<I>e}·

Equation (17.58) can be written as

- 1 1
{[Keel + u[MeeD [MeeH <l>e}= [AeeH <l>e}= (A

e
+ u) {<I>e} '

(17.56)

(17.57)

(17.58)

(17.59)

In the eigenvalue problem (17.59) the eigenvalue Ae has been shifted by

-v . The eigenvector {<I>e} remains the same.

The eigenvalue can be approximated using the power method. The
power method is a matrix iteration method . The power method will con-

verge to the largest eigenvalue (A
e
~ u) or the smallest value of (Ae + u) .

The iteration scheme after the n + 1-th iteration is

(17.60)
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or
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(17.61)

Assume the start vector {'Pe, I} can be expressed in the original eigen

vectors [<I>el

e

k=1

After n iterations

e

{'Pe,n} = Iak(A l+ ur {<Pe,d
e, k

k = 1

(17.63)

After n iterations a good approximation of the largest eigenvalue will be
obtained if

(17.64)

For a good convergency of the eigenvalue I.e. 1 in a range of

(17.65)

with
• fmax the maximum frequency (Hz) of interest

To achieve a good convergency (I.e,1 «u and I.e,2 "" Amax )

(17.66)

With 0 = 10-8 and the number of iterations n = 10 the shift factor
becomes

u = 0.18834Amax . (17.67)
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The elements of m start vectors ['P e, 0] are random numbers . The start
vectors are independent of each other. After n iterations and using (17.60)
we have obtained groups of vectors

['Pe,o], ['Pe, d, ·········' ['Pe,n- d , ['Pe,n] '

A new set of q vectors [Xe,q] will be defined, with q« e ,

[Xe,q] = (['P e,n]' ['Pe,n - d, ['Pe,n-2]' .......) .

(17.68)

(17.69)

The number q dofs must be taken y times the number of eigenvalues
below A.max • [Gockel 83] suggest that y = 1.5. The number of eigenvalues

below A.max can be obtained with the Sturm sequence [Strang 88] method.

The vectors [X e, q] are made orthogonal with respect to the mass matrix

[Mee ] , hence

(17.70)

This can be done with the QR method [Strang 88] or the Gram-Schmidt
method [Strang 88]. For an illustration of this the QR method will be
applied. A square matrix [A] may be decomposed with the QR method as
follows

[A] = [Q][R] ,

with
• [Q] the matrix containing a set of orthonormal vectors, and

[Q{[Q] = [I].

Define the matrix [Ye,q] such that

Cholesky decomposes [Strang 88] the mass matrix [Mee] as follows

T
[Meel = [Lee][Lee] .

Equation (17.70) now becomes

[~q]T[Xe,q][Lee][Lee]T[Xe,q][~q] = diagonal matrix .

(17.71)

(17.72)

(17.73)

(17.74)

This means that vectors in the matrix [Lee{[Xe,qHPq} form an orthogonal

set of vectors . The matrices [Q] and [R] are the result of a QR decomposi-
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T Ttion on the matrix [Lee] [Xe• q]' Thus [Lee] [Xe•q] = [Q][R]. Assume

[~q] = [Rr
1

, which results in

and

T T
[Lee] rx, q] = [Lee] [Ye,q][R] = [Q][R] .

Finally we obtain

T -I
[Ye•q] = [Geq] = ([Lee]) [Q].

The displacement {x} is expressed as follows

(17.75)

(17.76)

(17.77)

The reduced-mass matrix [Mvv] becomes

(17.79)

Analogous to the reduced-mass matrix [M vv ] the reduced-stiffness matrix

[Kvv ] is

T
[Kvvl = [Tnv] [K][Tnvl.

The GDR reduction method is very similar to the CB method .

17.7 System Equivalent Reduction Expansion
Process (SEREP)

(17.80)

The SEREP is proposed by [Kammer 87] and is based upon a partitioning
of the calculated mode shapes in combination with pseudo-inversion of
matrices.
The displacement vector x(t) is projected on the modal matrix [<1>]. The

number of m kept mode shapes is much less than the total number of
degrees of freedom n , hence m « n . The displacement vector can be written
as

x(t)) = [<I>]{l1(t)} , (17.81)
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with
• {ll(t)} the vector of generalised coordinates.
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The displacement vector x(t) will be partitioned into two sets; the kept
set of degrees of freedom denoted by a and the eliminated set of degrees of
freedom denoted bye, thus

(17.82)

We will express {x} in {xa } as follows

(17.83)

The a set of the displacement vector {xa } can be written as

(17.84)

We want to express the vector of generalised coordinates {ll} in {xa } .

However, the inverse of the rectangular matrix [<I>a] does not exist. Both

sides of (17.84) will be multiplied by [<I>a]T , thus

(17.85)

The matrix [<I>a([<I>a] is a square matrix and in general the inverse of that

matrix exists. The generalised coordinates {ll} are expressed in {xa }

(17.86)

The matrix ([<I>a]T[<I>a])-I[<I>a( is called the pseudo-inverse matrix of the

modal matrix [<I>a] , hence

(17.87)

The displacement vector of eliminated degrees of freedom {xe } can be

expressed in the set of kept degrees of freedom {xa } . From (17.82) we can

write

{Xe } = [<I>e]{ll},

and with (17.86) we obtain

(17.88)
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(17.89)

The complete displacement vector {x} can be expressed in {xa } , see

(17.83)

JX
a

) = [ T I -1 ~ { Xa }= [:J{Xa } = [TKammer]{xa}, (17.90)1Xe [<I>eJ([<I>aJ [<I>aD [<I>aJ ea

The reduced-mass matrix [MSEREP] becomes

(17.91)

Analogous to the reduced-mass matrix [MSEREP] the reduced-stiffness

matrix [KSEREP] is

(17.92)

The SEREP reduction method will provide 'physical' reduced matrices.
In general, the kept degrees of freedom {xa } will correspond to measure

ment locations and directions.

We select the following kept dofs; {xa } = LXI ,x4' XS' X7f (Fig. 17.1) and

take into account the first and second modes to reduce the model with the
SEREP method.

The modes [<I>] are scaled such that

[<I>]T[M][<I>] = [I] and [c1>{[K][<I>] = (0)2) = «2rcf/)

0.3064 -0.3878

0.2819 -0.1817

0.2819 -0.1817

0.3064 -0.3878

0.3204 0.6591[<1>] =
0.2948 0.3088

0.2583 -0.0304

0.1750 -0.0333

0.0777 -0.0185

o 0

The first two calculated natural frequencies of the reduced system are

{fa} = L14.25,36.69 f .
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Four natural frequencies are calculated but the third and the fourth natural
frequencies have no physical meaning. Only two modes of the reference
dynamic model are taken into account.

T
The modes [<I>SEREP] are scaled such that [<I>SEREP] [M][<I>SEREP] = [I]

-0.3064 -0.3878

-0.2819 -0.1817

-0.2819 -0.1817

-0.3064 -0.3878

[<I>SEREP] = -0.3204 0.6591
-0.2948 0.3088

-0.2583 -0.0304

-0.1750 -0.0333

-0.0777 -0.0185

o 0
The MAC and the modified MAC become

MAC= T ([<I>]T[<I>SERE~])2 = [1.0000 -0.00031 ,

([<1>] [<I>]) ([<I>SEREP] [<I>SEREP]) -0.0006 1.0000J

and

NCO= T ([<I>{[M][ <l>SE;EP])
2

= [1 .0000 -0.00041 .
[<1>] [M][<I>]([<I>SEREP] [M][<I>SEREP]) - 0.0004 i.oooo]

The first two modes of the reduced model, associated with the first two nat-

ural frequencies, {fa} = 114.25, 36.69f, do correlate very well with the
first two modes of the reference model.

17.8 Ritz Vectors

The set of independent base vectors, the so-called Ritz vectors, to reduce
the dynamic model mathematically are created using only a static analysis.
The dynamic loads will be applied to the model of the structure quasistati
cally. The undamped equations of motion of the structure, applying
dynamic loads, of (17.1), are

[M]{ x} + [K]{ x} = {F} .

For a base excitation the quasistatic loads (QL) are defined as:

(17.93)
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where:

• {FQd

• [T]

• {u}

• [T]{ ii}

17 Dynamic Model Reduction Methods

is the vector of quasistatic loads

is the rigid-body motion vector in a certain direction with
respect to the point of base excitation, translation or rotation.

the base acceleration, translation or rotation.

is analogous to the gravitational field.

Proper boundary conditions prevent a singular stiffness matrix [K] , so the

flexibility matrix [G] can be calculated [G] = [Kr
l

•

We will solve the following static problem

(17.94)

The displacement vector {Yl} is normalised with respect to the mass
matrix [M],

(17.95)

The new displacement vector {YI} can be obtained with

(17.96)

The other Ritz vectors can be calculated as follows
A

• Calculate displacement vectors {Yk} ;
A

{Yd = [GHM]{Yk _ d,k = 1,2, .., P
T A •

• Calculate scalars Ck; {y) [M]{yd = Cj,J = 1,2 , ....k - 1

• Create a orthogonal set of vector {'yd, k = 1,2,..,p with the Gramm
k-l

Schmitt method {'Yd = {,;'d- L,Gj{Y) and normalise the vector {'Yd

j = I

such that {YdT[M]{Yd = 1,k = 1,2, ...p . The same procedure as for

{Yl} is applied .

The displacement vector {x(t)} is projected on the Ritz vectors [Y]

[Y] = [Y" Y2' ..·,Yp ] '

hence

(17.97)
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{ x(t)} = [Y]{p(t)} .

The reduced mass-matrix [MRitz] becomes

T
[MRitz] = [Y] [M][Y] .

367

(17.98)

(17.99)

Analogous to the reduced-mass matrix [MRitz] the reduced-stiffness matrix

is [KRitJ

17.9 Conclusion

T
[KRitz] = [Y] [K][ Y] . (17.100)

Reduced models are also used to support the modal survey, the experimen
tal modal analysis. The dofs in the reduced dynamic model are related to
measurements. The reduced dynamic model will be used to calculate the
orthogonality relations between measured and analysed modes. This
reduced model is called the test analysis model (TAM) [Kammer 87].
Reduction methods that will give a TAM are:
• The static condensation technique [Guyan 68]
• The dynamic reduction method [Miller 80]
• The improved reduced system (IRS) [O'Callahan 89]
• System equivalent reduction expansion proces (SEREP) [Kammer 87]

The other methods :
• Graig-Bampton (CB) reduction method [Craig 68]
• Generalised dynamic reduction (GDR) method [Gockel 83]
• Ritz vectors [Escobedo 93]

will result in a hybrid reduced mathematical dynamic model; dofs related to
physical dofs combined with mathematical (generalised) dofs.
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18.1 Introduction

The component mode synthesis (CMS) or component modal synthesis
[Hintz 75] or modal coupling technique [Maia 97] is used when compo
nents (substructures) are described by the mode displacement method
(MDM) and coupled together (synthesis) via the common bounda
ries {xb} in order to perform a dynamic analysis, e.g. modal analysis,

responses, on the complete structure (assembly of substructures). The CMS
method can only be applied to linear structures. The component mode syn
thesis method can also be applied on components for which the modal char
acteristics were measured in combination with finite element reduced
dynamic models. Many papers and reports are available in the open litera
ture; e.g. [Craig 68, Craig 76, Craig 77, Cumier 81, Lacoste 83, MacNeal
71 Stavrinidis 84, Craig 00].

In general, a component or substructure is a recognisable part of the
structure, e.g. for a spacecraft; the primary structure, the solar arrays, the
antenna, large instruments, etc.

In the past, the CMS method was applied to significantly reduce the
number of dofs due to the imposed limitations on computers, however,
nowadays, these limitations are more or less removed but still the CMS
method is very popular. Subcontractors deliver their reduced FE dynamic
models to the prime contractor who will combine (synthesise) all these
models to the spacecraft dynamic FE model to perform the dynamic analy
sis on the complete spacecraft. The same applies to the coupled dynamic
load analysis (CDLA) when the reduced FE model of the complete space
craft is placed on top of the launch vehicle. In general, the dynamic FE
modal of the launch vehicle is a reduced dynamic FE model too.

Dynamic properties of substructures may be defined by experiment and
may be coupled to other dynamic FE models of other substructures.
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Hence, there are many reasons to apply the CMS method.
For dynamic analyses the components may be obtained by reducing the

number of dofs by applying the MDM. The physical dofs {x} are, in gen
eral, depicted on a small number of kept modes (eigenvectors), the modal
base,

{x} = [<I>]{11},

• [<I>] the modal base consists of the kept mode
• {11 } the generalised or principal coordinates.

(18.1)

The number of generalised coordinates {11} is, in general, much less
than the number of physical dofs {x} .

In this chapter an introduction to the CMS method will be given and a
number of methods will be discussed. We will assume undamped compo
nents, however, in a later stage during the synthesis the modal damping
ratios can be introduced.

18.2 The Unified eMS Method

There are many CMS techniques described in the literature. The modal
description of the components strongly depends on the boundary conditions
applied by building the reduced FE model of the component. The discus
sion of the CMS method will be focused on:
• Components with fixed-interface dofs {xb}

• Components with free interfaces
• Components with loaded interfaces

The component or substructure can be considered as a linear mdof
dynamic system. The equations of motion of a damped component are writ
ten as:

However, for the time being we will consider only undamped components,
hence
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with:
• {x;} the internal dofs

• {xb} the boundary or external dofs

• [M] the mass matrix
• [K] the stiffness matrix
• {F} the force vector

18.2.1 Modal Truncation

371

(18.3)

A general unified component mode synthesis method has been developed
[Curnier 81, Lacoste 83]. We start with equations of motion of two uncou
pled components (substructures) A and B, based on (18.3).

Atii Atib 0 0

Atbi Atbb + mAbb 0 0

0 0 MBii MBib

0 0 MBbi MBbb + mBbb

..4
x i

..4
X b

.13
x i

•.B
x b

K\ ~ib 0 0

+~bi~bb+k\b 0 0

o 0 KB ii ~ib

o 0 ~bi ~bb+kBbb

A
pAiX i

A
p4bx b (18.4)

B r",x i

B
p.BbX b

with

• m
A

bb the added mass to component A from adjacent component B

• m
B

bb the added mass to component B from adjacent component A

• kAbb the added stiffness to component A from adjacent component B

• kB
bb the added stiffness to component B from adjacent component A

The added matrices at the boundaries of the components can be obtained
with, for example, the static condensation method [Guyan 68]. The bound-
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ary dofs {xb} of the adjacent component are considered the {xa } dofs

during the reduction process. We distinguish components with:

• fixed-interface dofs: m\b ~ 00 and k\b ~ 0

• free interfaces m\b ~ 0 and k
A

bb ~ 0

• loaded interfaces 0 < m
A

bb::; 00 and 0 < k
A

bb::; 00 • If the interface is deter

minate k\b= O.

The reduced-stiffness matrix [kbb] and reduced-mass matrix [mbb] of the

adjacent component can be obtained using the static condensation method
(GR) as proposed by [Guyan 68]. The GR reduced-mass matrices are

(18.5)

(18.6)

and the reduced-stiffness matrices are.

(18.7)

(18.8)

When the interface between two components is determinate the reduced

stiffness matrices are [ktb] = [k~b] = [0] .

18.2.2 General Synthesis of Two Components

If both components A and B the physical dofs are depicted on a reduced
number of modes [cI>A] of component A and [cI>B] of component B we may

write

A A A 0 0 A
Xi cI> ii cI> ib 11i

A A A 0 0 A
Xb = cI>bi cI>bb 11b (18.9)

B 0 0 B B B
xb cI>bb cI>b i 11b

B 0 0 B B B
Xi cI> ib cI> ii 11i

The eigenvectors of a 3-dofs system are
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{
Xb1} [-0.5774 -0.7071 OA082j
Xi = -0.5774 0.0000 -0.8165 .

xb2 -0.5774 0.7071 004082

The modal matrix

[

cI>A. cI>A] {Xi} [0.0000 -0.5774 -0.81651
II ib = Xbl = -0.7071 -0.5774 004082 .

cI>~i cI>~b xb2 0.7071 -0.5774 004082

373

Synthesis is the assembly ofthe uncoupled equations in (18.9) of the two
components (substructures) A and B. The substructures will be coupled via
their common interfaces

(18.10)

This means

{X~} = [cI>~i]{T\:} + [cI>~b]{T\~} = [cI>:i]{T\:} + [cI>:b]{T\:} = {x:} . (18.11)

This will result in the following equation

(18.12)

If we introduce new generalised co-ordinates

(18.13)

Adding and subtracting (18.12) and the (18.13) will make {T\:} and {T\:}

explicit

(18.14)

(18.15)

We obtain the following relation
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A I 0 0
T1 i

1 A -1 A A-I 1 A -1 A
B T1 iA -2: [<I>bb] [<I>bi] [<I>bb ] 2: [<I>bb] [<I>bJ

T1 b AB (18.16)= T1 bB 1 B -I A B - lI B -I B
T1 b 2: [<I>bb] [<I>bJ [<I>bb] -2: [<I>bb] [ <l>bJ B

B T1 i
T1 i 0 0 I

and finally the relation between the physical dofs and the reduced set of
generalised dofs becomes

A A A
0 0 I 0 0

xi «1>;; «1>ib
I A -1 A A - 1 I A - 1 B

1~!
A A A

0 0 - 2[«1>bb ] [«1>b;l [«1>bb] 2[«1>bb] [«1>bi]Xb
==

«1>bi »:
B

0 0
B B I B -I A B - I I B -1 B

Xb «1>bb «1>bi 2[«1>bb] [«1>b i] [«1>bb] -2[«1>bb] [«1>bi]
B

0 0
B B

Xi «1>ib «1>;; 0 0 I

(18.17)

18.2.3 General Example

This general example is based on the work of [Cumier 81] and is an appli
cation of the three modal synthesis variants to 3 dofs launcher-payload
model. This model is illustrated in Fig. 18.1.

Launcher

x .A x A
~ ~

K

GJWvG]
A

Launcher m bb

payload

Fig. 18.1. 3-dofs launcher-payload model

The undamped equations of motion of the two uncoupled components are
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•.4 A

[M 00OJ
Xi

[K -K° 01
Xi

0
•.4 A

OM 0 0 Xb + -K K 0 0 xb 0=
o 0 m 0 •./J o 0 k-k B 0Xb xb
o 0 0 m •./J o 0 -k k B 0

Xi Xi

The coupled equations of motion become

•.4 A

={H[M ° 0]
Xi

[K -K OJ
Xi

o M+m 0 •.4 + -K K +k-k A
Xb Xb

o 0 m •./J o -k k B
Xi Xi

375

(18.18)

(18.19)

. h KkK + k d 2Kk he ei I f h d .Wit S = - + - +-- an P = M t e elgenva ues 0 t e ynamlc sys-
M m M+m m

tern described with (18.19) are

{A.} =

o

HS- Js2 _ 4P } ,

HS+Js2 _ 4P }

(18.20)

and the associated modal matrix [cI>]

K
1 K-2M

[cI>] = 1 0 1

l-E _k_
K k-2m

(18.21)

The equations of motion after the interface treatment mt b' m~b ' kt b and
Bkbb become
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•.4 A
M 0 0 0 Xi K -K 0 0 Xi

0
A 0 0

..4 A
0 0 Ao M +mbb Xb -K K +kbb Xb 0+ =

0 0 B ..B
0 0 B B 0m +mbb 0 Xb k + kbb -k Xb

0 0 0 •.B 0 0 -k k B 0
m Xi Xi

(18.22)

The following options can be taken into account
free-i A B A B• ree-mterface mbb = mbb = kbb = kbb = 0

fi . f A B A B
• ixed-inter ace m bb = mbb = 00 and kbb = kbb = 0

• A 11 B 11
• loaded-mterface mbb = m+k"m"k = 2m , mbb = M+KKM"KK = 2M ,

A l B 1
kbb = k-k-k = 0 and kbb = K-K-K = 0

k K

The characteristic equations are

K-AM - K
• launcher A = 0

-K K - A(M + mbb)

k-Am -k
• payload B . = 0

-k K -A(m+mbb)

With reference to (18.9) we find

A A A A 1 1 0 0 A
Xi et>ii et>ib 0 0 11 i -M 11 i

A A A A
a=

A
1 0 0

AXb et>bi et>bb 0 0 11 b M +mbb llb=
B

0 0
B B B

O l~=~
Bxb et>bb et>bi 11b 0 11 bB

B
0 0

B B B m+mbb B
Xi et>ib et>ii lli

0 o 1
lli

(18.23)
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Table 18.1. Characteristics general example

Rigid-body natural Elastic natural Interface Added mass

frequency frequency

e~dr e~dr

Ao A( A
mbb = 2m

0 A
K2M+mbb
M AM+mbb

0 2K free 0
-
M

0
ECM+2m)

loaded 2m
M M+2m

0 K fixed 00-
M

Payload

0 B B
k 2m+ mbb mbb = 2M
m Bm +mbb

0 2k free 0
m

0
!(2m+ 2i¥) loaded 2M
m m+ 2M

0 k fixed 00

m

Equation (18.17)becomes

-:~ iI~B I·a ~ 11b
2 I 2 B

11;
o 0

(18.24)
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1- ~ 1 ~
A 2 2

Xi

~
Aa 1 lliA

x b 2 2 AB [THO} . (18.25)= llb =
B a ~x b - B2 2 lliB

xi a 1-~-
2 2

The synthesised mass matrix [Msyn ] = [T]T[MID/HT] becomes

~M+am

2

ri ~M+am
(l-a)M+ 2(M+m) M+am 2

M+am 2(M+m) m+~M

2

m+~M (l-~)m+~(M+m)

(18.26)

and the synthesised stiffness matrix [Ksyn] = [T]T[KtotHT] becomes

[Ksyn]= r(l -~)2K ~ ~ ] .

o O(l_~)2k

The evaluation of the parameters is shown in Table 18.2.

Table 18.2. Evaluation parameters

(18.27)

Parameters

-Ma= --'--A-

M+mbb

-m
~= B

m+mbb

Free

-1

-I

Loaded

-M
M+2m

-m
m+~M

Fixed

o

o

The following properties are assumed :
• Launcher: K = 75 N/m, M = 200 kg
• Payload : k = 10 N/m, m = 5 kg

The following eigenvalues for the two synthesised components (launcher,
payload) can be calculated
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• free: 0.0000,0.7273,2.0623
• loaded : 0.0000,0.7273,2.0623
• fixed : 0.0000,0.7273,2.0623

which corresponds with the theoretical solution.

18.3 Special eMS Methods

379

In this section three special CMS methods will be presented:
• The Craig-Bampton fixed-interface method .
• The free-interface method with improved accuracy
• The general CMS method, which combines the fixed- and free-interface

CMS methods.

18.3.1 Craig-Bampton Fixed-Interface Method

The fixed-interface method (Craig-Bampton method) is discussed in sev
eral publications [Craig 68, Craig 77, Craig 81, Craig 00, Gordon 99] and is
one of the favourite methods used in the CMS.

We denote the external or boundary degrees of freedom with the index b
and the internal degrees of freedom with the index i . The matrix equations
(18.3) may be partitioned as follows

In [Craig 68] it is proposed to depict the displacement vector {x(t)} on a
basis of static or constraint modes [cI>c] with { xb} = [I] and elastic mode

shapes [cI>d with fixed external degrees of freedom [xb} = {OJ and the

eigenvalue problem [[K ii ] - (Jlop)[Mii]][cI>ii] = [0] . We can express {x} as

(18.28)

The static modes can be obtained, assuming zero inertia effects,
{Fi} = {O}, and successively prescribe a unit displacement for the bound-

ary degrees of freedom, thus {xb} = [I] . So we may write (18.3) as follows
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(18.29)

From the first equation of (18.29) we find for {xi}

[Kii]{Xi} + [Kib][Xb] = 0,

hence

and therefore

-I -I
[<I>ibl = -[Kii ] [Kib][I] = -[Kiil [Kib]·

The static transformation now becomes

(18.30)

(18.31)

(18.32)

(18.33)

Assuming fixed external degrees of freedom [xb } = {O} and also assum

ing harmonic motions xU) = X(ill)iltl t the eigenvalue problem can be
stated as

(18.34)

The internal degrees of freedom {Xi} will be projected on the set of orthog

onal mode shapes (modal matrix) [<I>ipl, thus

{XJ = [<I>ii]{Tl i}'

The modal transformation becomes

{x} ={ ;: }= [:'J:~,} = ["',]{~,}

The Craig-Bampton (CB) transformation matrix is (18.28)

["',. "',I = [ -[K;;l~l[KibJ ~'l
The Craig-Bampton (CB) transformation matrix is (18.28)

(18.35)

(18.36)
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with
• [<I>c] the static or constraint modes

• [<I>;l the modal matrix

• {xb} the external or boundary degrees of freedom

• {ll i} the generalised coordinates. In general, the number of generalised

coordinates i is much less than the total number of degrees of free
dom n = b + i , i « n .

The CB transformation (18 .28) will be substituted into (18.3) presuming
equal potential and kinetic energies, hence

['P]T[M]['P]{X} + ['P]T[K]['P]{X} = ['P({F(t)}.

On further elaboration we find

with

(18.37)

(18.38)

• [Mbb]

• [Kbb]

• (m)

• (k)

the Guyan reduced-mass matrix (b-set)

the Guyan reduced-stiffness matrix (b-set)

the diagonal matrix of generalised masses, (m) = <l>iT[M][<I>J

the diagonal matrix of generalised stiffnesses ,
T 2

(k) = [<I>J [K][<I>i] = (A) (mi) = (Wi) (m)

T T -I
• [Kib]= [<I>ib] [Ku][<I>i] + [Kbi][<I>i] = (- [Kib] [Ku] [Ku] + [Kbi])[<I>i] = [0]

T
• [Kib] = K bi = [0]

Thus (18.38) becomes

(18.39)

Finally
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with

• [McBl

• [KcBl

the CB reduced-mass matrix

the CB reduced-stiffness matrix

(18.40)

The CB matrices are b + i , b + i sized matrices.
If we look at the reduced-mass matrix [McBl and the reduced-stiffness

matrix [KcBl in more detail we observe only a mass coupling between the

internal dofs {Xi} and the external dofs {xb} in the reduced-mass matrix

[McBl via the sub- matrices [MbJ and [Mibl consisting of the modal par
ticipation factors . We now write (18.4) as follows

[~B ~]1~: I+ [~B 0]1~ I::: 1J1:B I
o MCB X 0 ~B x" ~B

..
[MtotHQtot} + [KtotHQtot} ::: {Ftot} ,

or

(m/ M(b 0 0 ..A (k/ 0 0 0 A
T\ i T\ i

Mti

-A ..A -A AMbb 0 0 x b 0 K bb 0 0 x b+
0 0

B B ..B
0 0 (k/ 0

B(m) M ib T\i T\ i
B -B ..8 -B B

0 0 M bi Mbb x b 0 0 0 Kbb x b

(18.41)

(18.42)

~CB, i

~CB,b

FJCB,i

FJCB,b

(18.43)

For coupling the substructures A and B we assume equal displacement and

acceleration of the external dofs x
A

b ::: x
Bband i b ::: :/b. Therefore, the

total displacement vector can be written as

A
11i

A
X b

B
11i

B
X b

(18.44)
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The transformation matrix [L] also applies to the acceleration. Using the
equations of Lagrange or assuming equal potential and kinetic energies
(18.44) can be incorporated into (18.43).

j
F'CB, i 1

= PJCB,i .

F'CB, b + F
B

CB, b

(18.46)

- A - B
The reduced-mass matrices [Mbb] , [Mbb] , the reduced_stiffness matrices

- A - B .A ..B
[Kbib] and [Kbb] , related to the common boundary dofs { x s} = {x b} and

A B • A B
{x b} = {x s} are added. The generalised masses (m;) and (m;) are

coupled via the modal participation factors (matrices [Mbi] and [Mib]) to
-A - B

the reduced- mass matrix [Mbb+ Mbb] . The generalised stiffnesses are not

coupled with the reduced-stiffness matrix [Ktb + K~b] .
The Craig-Bampton method is widely applied in the cases when the

component dynamic properties are described by their mass and stiffness
matrices .

A linear free-free dynamic system consists of 19 dofs; 1 to 19, The
lumped masses at dof 1 and dof 19 are m l = ml9 = 0.5 kg The masses

lumped to the other dofs, 2 to 18, are m2 = m3 = .... = m 17 = m l8 = 1 kg.
The 18 springs between the dofs 1 to 19 are equal,
k12 = k23 = .... = k17l 8 = kl 819 = 10000 N/m . The free-free dynamic sys

tem is illustrated in Fig. 18.2.

Fig. 18.2. Free dynamic system with 19dofs
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A linear free-free substructure consists of 7 dofs; 1 to 7. The lumped masses
at dof 1 and dof 7 are m, = m7 = 0.5 kg The other masses lumped to the

other dofs, 2 to 6, are m 2 = ... = m6 = 1 kg. The 6 springs between the

dofs 1 to 19 are equal, k12 = k23 = ... = k67 = 10000 N/m. The substruc

ture is shown in Fig. 18.3.

Fig. 18.3. Free-Free substructure with 7 dofs

Three substructures will build up the total structure as illustrated in
Fig. 18.2. The results of the analyses are shown in Table 18.3.

Table 18.3. Results of eMS natural-frequency calculations

#

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Complete Model
(Hz)

0.0000

2.7743

5.5274

8.2385

10.8868

13.4524

15.9155

18.2575

20.4606

22.5079

Model A
I mode per substructure
(7 dofs)
(Hz)

0.0000

2.7771 (0.1%)

5.5803 (1.5%)

8.9437 (9.5%)

II.9825 (10.0%)

15.5038

17.3217

Model B
2 modes per
substructure (10 dofs)
(Hz)

0.0000

2.7752 (0.0%)

5.5316 (0.1%)

8.2535 (0.2%)

10.9253 (0.4%)

13.6279

17.3217

19.7890

22.5478

23.7726

18.3.2 Free-Interface Method

The principle of CMS with the free-interface method (unconstrained
boundaries) is discussed by Graig, [Craig 76, Craig 77, Craig 00]. The basic
free-free undamped equations of motion are taken from (18.3), simply writ
ten as
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[M]{x} + [K]{x} = {F} .

The eigenvalue problem is

{[K]-ro7[M]}{l\lJ = {O} .

385

(18.47)

(18.48)

The n physical dofs {x} are projected on the linear independent set of
eigenvectors, the so-called modal matrix

hence

{x} = [cI>]{T\} .

(18.49)

(18.50)

The modal matrix [cI>] is orthogonal with respect to the mass matrix [M],
thus

[cI>{[M][cI>] = (m),

and orthogonal with respect to the stiffness matrix [K]

(18.51)

(18.52)

Equation (18.3) can be transformed (coordinate transformation) into a set of
decoupled n sdof equations of the generalised coordinates {T\}

(18.53)

(18.54)

with
• mk the generalised or modal mass

• mkro~ the generalised or modal stiffness

In the frequency domain with

• {x(t)} = {X(ro)}tt

• {T\(t)} = {n(ro)}jffit

• {F(t)} = {F(co)}tt

The solution of nk ( co) is

n ( ) = {l\ldT{F(CO)}
k CO 2 2 '

mk(cok - co )

The solution for the vector of generalised coordinates {n( co)} in the fre
quency domain becomes
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1 T
{ll(m)} = ( 2 2 )[<1>] {F(m)} .

mk(mk - ro )

The physical displacement vector {X(on} is obtained from

(18.55)

(18.56){X{m}} = [<I>]{ll(m)} = [<1>]( ; 2 ) [<I>]T{F(m)} .
mk(mk - ro )

The modal matrix [<I>] may be partitioned in the kept modes and the deleted
modes:

(18.57)

Reconstructing the flexibility matrix [G], with to -; 0

2 -I T 2 -I T
[G] = [<I>d (mkmk) [<I>k] + [<I>d](mdm) [<I>d] = [Gd + [G,L (18.58)

with

• [G,] the residual flexibility matrix, [G,] = [G] - [<I>d (mkm~fl[<I>dT
-I• [G] = [K] the flexibility matrix (the inverse of the stiffness matrix

[K] is only allowed if the structure is constrained such
that rigid body motions are eliminated)

If the rigid-body modes are eliminated we can express {X( ro) } , assum

ing for the modes k> m , mi» m2

(18.59)

Equation can be transformed back in the time domain, such that

(18.60)

and this is done in combination with (18.53).
If a substructure has rigid-body modes, the flexibility matrix [G] does

not exist, however, an alternative formulation can be derived. We write the
displacement vector {x} as follows

(18.61)

with
• [<1>,] the rigid-body modes (oi, = 0)

• [<I>e] the elastic modes of a free-free component (me =F- 0)
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• {Tlr} generalised coordinates associated with the rigid body motions

• {TIe} generalised coordinates associated with the elastic motions

387

The modal matrices [<P.l and [<pe] are orthonormal with respect to the

mass matrix [M], thus

T T T
[<P r] [M][<Pr] = (m r), [<Pe] [M][<Pe] = (m e) ' [<Pr] [M][<Pe] = [0] ,(18.62)

and orthogonal with respect to the stiffness matrix [K]

[<Pr]T[K][<Pr] = [0] , [<Pe{[K][<Pe] = (m/u~), [<Pr]T[K][<Pe] = [0] .(18.63)

Equation (18.47) can be written

[M][<PrHiir} + [M][<PeHiie} + [K][<PrHTl r} + [K][<PeHTl e} = {F} . (18.64)

Taking into account that [K][<Pr] = [0] (18.64) becomes

[M][<PeHiie} + [K][<PeHTle} = {F} - [M][<PrHiir}.

Using (18.53), and referring to (18.62), it can be easily proved that

(18.65)

(18.66)
.. - 1 T

{Tlr} = (m r) [<pr] {F} .

Equation (18.65) now becomes

[M][<I>eH~e} + [K][<I>eHlle} = {F} - [M][<I>r](mrfl[<I>f{F} = [AHF} (18.67)

(18.68)

with
• [A] the inertia-relief filter matrix with the following properties :

[<Pr]T[AHF} = [0] and [<Pe{[A] = [<Pe{ . The first equation

means that [AHF} is an equilibrium force system.

Because the force system [AHF} is in equilibrium the free-free sub
structure may be constrained in an arbitrarily point "B", which will take out
the rigid-body motions . This has no influence on the elastic deformation in
the substructure. The elastic deformation, with respect to "B", is {xB, e} and

can be calculated with

(18.69)
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B

Fig. 18.4. Constrained substructure in point B

The stiffness matrix [K] can be partitioned, giving

(18.70)

The dofs in point B are constrained, so the rows and columns in the matrix
[K] with respect to dofs associated with point B are removed. The stiffness
matrix [Kee] is regular. To calculate the complete vector of deformation

(inclusive the dofs associated with point B) we can define the constrained
flexibility matrix [GB, e] as follows

(18.71)

The total displacement of the free-free substructure can be written as

(18.72)

We force the displacement {xrel} to be mass orthogonal with the rigid-body

modes [cI>,], thus

(18.73)

This will result in

(18.74)

Thus, the free-free displacement [x,el} becomes
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The matrix [G] in (18.75) is called the elastic flexibility matrix in inertia
relief format. (18.75) must be used when the substructure is unconstrained
(free-free). (18.61) can now be written as

{ x} = [<I>r]{Tlr} + [<I>e,k]{Tle,d + {xred,

or the displacement vector { x} becomes

(18.76)

{x} = [<I>rHTl r} + [<I> e,k]{Tle,k} + [G]{F} = [<I>kHTlk} + [G]{F} , (18.77)

with
• [<I>k] the kept elastic modes (inclusive rigid-body modes)

Equation (18.77) will be partitioned in internal dofs {Xi} and external or

boundary dofs {xb} .

(18.78)

and the associated undamped equations of motion expressed in the general

ised coordinates {TId (including the rigid-body modes, ill; = 0)

(18.79)

Coupling of Two Substructures A and B
To couple the two substructures A and B we must force continuity with

respect to the external or boundary displacement {xZ} and {xZ} , hence

(18.80)

and at the boundaries the external forces of substructure A {FZ} and sub

structure B {~} are at equilibrium, hence

(18.81)

If we substitute the second part of (18.79) into (18.80) the following equa
tion is found
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With the introduction of equilibrated forces at the boundaries in (18.81),
(18.82) can be rewritten as

..A....A B B B A A B ...B A..A
{l'b}{[vbb] + [Gbb]} = cI>k,b{l1d -cI>k,b{l1d + [Gbi]{l'; } - [G bi]{r j } , (18.83)

or

..A ....A B -1 B B A A B ...B ....A..A
{ l'b} = {[Vbb] + [Gbb]} (cI>k,b {l1k } -cI>k,b{l1k} + [Gbi]{ l'; } - [ vbi ] {rj }) .(l 8.84)

and

[<m
t) 0 11 lit 1

O <
B) ..B

mk 11k
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A T • .AB B 1)[<1\) [KbbHGbj] ~
I

BT BTA BT 11
[[<I>k,j] -[<I>k,b] [Gbj] [<I>k,b] J

(18.88)

In the final synthesised dynamic system (substructures A, B, etc.) only
the generalised coordinates are left, while the interface dofs have been can
celled out. The coupling of the substructures is done via the stiffness
matrix. The mass matrix is a diagonal matrix with the generalised masses
on the main diagonal.

18.3.3 General-Purpose eMS Method

The general-purpose CMS method has been addressed by [Herting 79, VAl
93]. Both constrained and unconstrained substructures are covered by this
CMS method. We assume undamped substructures. The undamped equa
tions of motion for a substructure or component can be written using, (18.3)

[M]{ x} + [K]{x} = {F} .
In the previous section we have derived the solution for the physical dis
placement vector in the frequency domain, (18.56)

1 T
{X{w}} = [<1>]( 2 2 )[<1>] {F(w)}.

mk( rok - 00 )

Three groups of responses can be considered:

1. The rigid-body modes; 00; = 0, [<1>] = [<1>0] and mk = mo,

k = 1,2, ...., 6

2. The kept elastic modes, the natural frequencies which are in the fre

quency range of interest; wi"" 0(00
2),

[<1>] = [<I>d and mk'

k = 6,7, ...., m

2 2
3. The deleted elastic modes: rok » 00 , [<1>] = [<I>d] and md'

d = m+ 1, ....

Equation (18.56) can be written

[
1 T 1 TJ{X(ro)} = [<1>0](--)[<1>0] + [<I>d ( 2 2 )[<I>d {F(ro)}

-mow mk(wk - 00 )
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The constant acceleration, when 00 -7 0 , becomes

(18 .90)

(18.94)

and the static displacement vector (00 -7 0), premultiplied by the stiffness

matrix [KJ, is given by

[K]{xstat } = lim [K]{X(oo)} = [KJ([<I>d(~)[<I>dT){F(t)}
(()~o mkook

+[KJ([<I>d](_1_2)[<I>d(){F(t)}. (18.91)
mdood

If (18.90) and (18.91) are substituted into (18.3), with 00 -7 0 , we can

express [KJ([<I>dJ<_1_2)[<I>d(){F(t)} as follows
mdood

( [<I>d]( ~)[<I>d{){F(t)} = {F(t)} - [M][<I>o](~ )[<I>o{{F(t)}
mdffid 0

Equation (18.89) is transferred in the time domain giving:

I T
{x(t)} = [<I>o]{T1o(t)} + [<I>d{T1k(t)} + [<I>d](-2)[<I>dJ {F(t)} . (18.93)

mdood

If the result of (18.92) is substituted into (18.89) and if (18.93) is premulti
plied by the stiffness matrix [KJ we get
[K]{ x(t)} = [K][<I>oHllo(t)} + [K][<I>kHllk(t)} + {F(t)}

- [M][<I>o](~ )[<1>0{ {F(t)} - [K][<I>k](_1_2)[<I>k{{F(t)} .
o mkffik

Making use of [K][<I>oJ = {O}, (18.94) can be written as

[K]{x(t)} = [K][<I>kJ( {llk(t)} - {llstat(t)}) - [M][<I>oJ <...!...) [<I>o{{F(t)} + {F(t)} ,
mo

(18.95)

or
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(18.96)

with
• {Ok(t)} = ({Th(t)}-{T\stat(t)})

We return to (18.3)

the normal mode generalised coordi

nates.

the inertia-relief coordinates (no:S; 6),

[VAl 93], and have units of acceler
ation.

With use of (18.96) we can express [Kii]{Xi } as follows

[K ii]{xi} = {Fi} + ([KiiH<I'k. il + [KibH<l>k,b]{ Dk(f)})

-([Mi iH<l>o, il + [MibH<l>o,b]){ Do(f)} - [Kib]{xb} ,

and furthermore,
-I <;:

{Xi} = [Kiil {Fi} + ([<l>k,il-[GibH<l>k,b]){Uk(f)}

-I <;:
-[Kiil ([MiiHGibl + [Mib])[<l>O,b]{uo(f)} + [Gib]{xb} ,

with
- I

• [G ibl = -[Kii ] [Kib]

• [Gib][<I>O,b] = [<I>o,J

The displacement vector {X}, using (18.98), can be written as

{xl = { ;: t= Io/J{ ~: t= [o/]{~},
with

- -I
{Xi} = {Xi} + [Ki;l {FJ .

Thus we can write for the transformation matrix ['P]

(18,97)

(18.98)

(18.99)

(18.100)
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[\1'"] = [-[K;;fl([M;;HGib] + [Mib])[<I>O,b] ([<I>k,i]-[GibH<I>k,b]) GibJ. (18.101)

001

Some remarks can be made;
• When the number of modes is zero and the inertia-relief effects are

ignored, the transformation matrix ['¥] in (18.101) is the same as the
Guyan reduction of matrix condensation transformation.

• Modes provide dynamic motion relative to the static deformation.
• Rigid-body motion and redundant constraint information are contained

in the [G ib] transformation
• Inertia-relief deformation shapes are contained in the

- I .
-[K;;] ([M;;][Gib] + [Mib])[ <1>0.b] matnx.

• The sum of rigid-body dofs {oo} and elastic generalised dofs {od

shall be less than or equal to the number of internal dofs {xi} '

The general undamped equations of motion are

[M]{x} + [K]{x} = {F(t)} .

If we apply the transformation (18.99) the following undamped equation
of motion are obtained

(18.102)

or

(18.103)

The data recovery of the physical dofs, displacement { x} , velocities {x}

and acceleration {x}, can be obtained as follows . The displacements {x }

become

and the velocities {x}
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and the accelerations {x} are

395

(18.105)

(18.106)

We may improve the solution of the displacements {x} by using the mode
acceleration method [MAM]

(XMAM)~1X;,;:M ) = [G;J1XbJ + [IKufl({F;J -(M;~JlX;) - IMuJlX;JJ '

(18.107)

The damping effects are ignored here.

A free-free dynamic system consists of 20 discrete masses, each m = 1
kg, connected with springs, each k = 10000 N/m. The total mass matrix
and stiffness matrix are

1 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0

0 1 0 0 -1 2 0 0
[M] = , [K] = 10000

0 0 1 0 0 0 2 -1

0 o ... 0 1 0 0 .. . -1 1

In this example only the natural frequencies of the complete and reduced
models, using the general-purpose eMS method, will be given. The results
of the reduction process are shown in Table 18.4. The number of elastic
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modes taken into account are reflected in the accuracy of the natural fre
quencies. The accuracy of the modes is not considered in this example.

Table 18.4. Results of reduction process, natural frequencies

#
Natural frequency
(Hz)

Reduced model
natural frequency

(Hz)

Reduced model
natural frequency

(Hz)

Complete model

I 0.0000 0.0000

2 2.4974 2.4974

3 4.9795 4.9795

4 7.4308 8.8043

5 9.8363 11.7091

6 12.1812

7 14.4510

8 16.6316

9 18.7098

10 20.6726

a. number of boundary dofs, constarint modes

b. number of rigid-body modes

c. number of elastic modes

18.4 Problems

18.4.1 Problem 1

0.0000

2.4974

4.9795

7.4308

9.8363

12.1812

16.8204

19.0208

A linear free-free substructure consists of 7 dofs; 1 to 7. The lumped
masses at dof 1 and dof 7 is m\ = m7 = 0.5 kg The other masses lumped

to the other dofs, 2 to 6, are m2 = ... = m6 = 1 kg. The 6 springs between

the dofs 1 to 19 are equal, k12 = k23 = ... = k67 = 10000 N/m. The sub

structure is shown in Fig. 18.3.

Couple two substructures with each other, substructure 1 node 7 with node
1 of substructure 2, and calculate the natural frequencies and associated
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modes . There are no other boundary conditions (free-free structure) . Use
the following CMS methods:

1. Craig-Bampton method

2. Craig-Chang method

3. Herting method

18.4.2 Problem 2

A structure may be identified with two components or substructures; com
ponent 1 and component 2, as illustrated in Fig. 18.5.

Component 1

Connections ~

Component 2

Fig. 18.5. Component 1 and component 2

Calculate the modal characteristics (natural frequencies, mode shapes and
effective masses) . All masses have a mass m = 1 kg and all springs have a
spring stiffness k = 100000 N/m

Calculate all elastic modes per component (except for the Herting method).

Complete system

Fig. 18.6. Synthesised components
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• Component 1

l.Craig-Bampton method (using constraint modes)

2.Herting method
• Component 2

l .Craig-Bampton method (using constraint modes)

2.Craig-Bampton method (free-free)

3.Herting method
• Synthesis

I .Component 1 - method 1, component 2 method 1

2.Component 1 - method 1, component 2 method 2

3.Component 1 - method 1, component 2 method 3

4.Component 1 - method 2, component 2 method 3
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19 Load Transformation
Matrices

19.1 Introduction

The mathematical reduced (condensed) dynamic model consists of the
reduced- mass and reduced-stiffness matrices. The damping matrix is, in
general, not delivered in a reduced form because the damping characteris
tics will be introduced later in the dynamic response analyses.

Because the reduced dynamic model only consists of reduced matrices
during the dynamic response analyses no direct information about physical
responses; e.g. forces, stresses, can be made available. The reduced
dynamic model will only produce response characteristics of physical (e.g.
IIF dofs) and generalised degrees of freedom; displacements, velocities and
accelerations.

To be able to produce responses, stresses and forces, in selected struc
tural elements during the dynamic response analyses using (coupled)
reduced dynamic models the so-called load transformation matrix (LTM)
can be used. The LTM defines a relation between forces and stresses in cer
tain structural elements and the degrees of freedom of the reduced dynamic
model. In general the transformation matrix is called the output transforma
tion matrix (OTM) [Chung 98, Fransen 02]. Besides LTMs displacement
transformation matrices (OTM), acceleration transformation matrices
(ATM) can also be defined [Bray 91], however, in this chapter only LTMs
will be discussed. The creation of OTMs and ATMs is quite the same as the
generation of LTMs.

In the following sections two methods of obtaining LTMs will be dis
cussed. Both methods are based upon the mode displacement method
(MOM) and the mode acceleration method (MAM) [Craig 81]. The meth
ods described are:
• The LTMs of a reduced dynamic model with boundary conditions, such

that rigid-body motions are prevented, thus {xj } = {O},
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• The LTMs of a free-free reduced dynamic model. In general, six rigid
body motions will exist.

19.2 Reduced Model with Boundary Conditions

The reduced dynamic model has been created from a reference finite ele
ment model mass and stiffness matrix for which the boundary conditions
prevent at least the six motions as a ·rigid-body. The stiffness matrix is not
singular in that case.
Using the MAM the displacement vector {x} can be written as:

the stiffness matrix
the MDM solution

the modal matrix of the kept modes

the vector of generalised coordinates

(w~) the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues (natural frequencies)

the external force vector

with:

• [K]
• [<1\]{11k}

• [<I>k]

• {11k}

• (I....k) =
• {F(t)}

The flexibility matrix [G] = [Kr' exists and can be expressed as:

[G] = [<1>] (wr'[<1>( = [<I>k](Akrl[<I>k( + [<I>d](Ad)-I[<I>d]T

[G) = [<I>](A)-I[<I>]T = [Gk] + [Gr].

Finally the displacement vector becomes:

{x} = ['I'MAM] + [<I>k]{lld ,

(19.2)

(19.3)

(19.4)

with:
• [G.l the residual flexibility matrix

• [Gd the residual flexibility matrix based upon the kept modes

• [<I>] the modal matrix of all modes
• [<I>d] the modal matrix of the deleted modes

• ['I'MAM] = [Gr]{F(t)} the residual attachment modes, in fact the
MAM correction on the MDM
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In [Chung 98] an efficient manner to create the residual attachment
modes has been suggested. The displacement vector {x} becomes using
[Chung 98]:

with

~

{x} = ['I'MAMHF(t)} + [<I>d{lld ,

[\{IMAM] = [G,HT],

(19.5)

(19.6)

and with:

• [\{IMAM] the 'Chung"residual attachment modes

• [T] the square load distribution matrix, with unit loads in the col
umns at locations where the loads {F(t)} are applied.

The internal generalised forces {cr} ; forces and stresses, in certain struc
tural elements are proportional to the displacement vector { x} :

{cr} = [DoHx} ,

with:
• [Do] the output transformation matrix, also denoted with [OTM]

Rewriting (19 .7) we obtain the following expression for {cr} :

or

{cr} = [LTMFHF(t)} + [LTM1]Hlld .

Quit often, (19.9) is written as

{crMAM} = [LTMFHF(t)} + {crMDM} ·

(19.7)

(19.8)

(19.9)

(19.10)

The undamped equations of motion of the 3 mass-spring dynamic sys
tem (Fig. 19.1) are:

[

1 a OJ Xl
m a 1 a X2

a a 1 ..
X3

[
1,5 -1 -0'511 Xl ) [1 a 0Jll )+ k -1 3 -1 x2 = -mii a 1 a 1 .

-0,5 -1 2,5 X3 a a 1 1
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The displacement vector {x} is with respect to the base (relative displace
ments) . The right side of the equations of motion form the inertia loads due

to the base acceleration ii .

O.5k

F(t)

I

I I}

Fig.19.1. 3 mass-spring dynamic system (constrained)

The eigenvalue problem of the dynamic system is defined as:

[
- A[~ ~ ~L ~ [~.~ -3

1

-~~5J )1 :~ )=1~ ).
o 0 ;J -0.5 -1 2.5 x

3
0

The first eigenvalue Al and the associated mode shape {<!>I} are:

k 1 10.7511 }
A( = 0.5539;;;, and {<!>j} = J;z 0.4886 with {<!>l}T[MH<!>I} = [I] = 1 .

0.4440

The LTMs will be based upon the first natural frequency and associated
mode shape. Thus the reduced model will only consist of the first mode
shape.
The forces in the springs can be calculated with:

{cr} = [DoHx},

with a stress matrix [Do] defined as follows:
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1 -1 0

o 1 -1
[Dcr] = k 0 0 1

0.5 0 -0.5

o 1 0

The flexibility matrix [G] is:

1[1.1818 0.5455 0.4545J
[G] = [Kr' = k 0.5455 0.6364 0.3636 .

0.4545 0.3636 0.6364

The flexibility matrix [Gd, which is associated with the first natural fre

quency Al and mode shape {<I>I } , is:

{<Pd{<Pl}T 1[1.01850.6625 0.6021J
[Gd = A = k 0.6625 0.4310 0.3917 .

, 0.6021 0.3917 0.3559

The residual flexibility matrix [G,] is

1[0.1634 -0.1170 -0.1475J
[G,] = [G] - [Gd = k -0.1170 0.2054 -0.0280 .

-0.1475 -0.0280 0.2804
~

The modified residual attachment mode matrix ['VMAM] becomes:
~

['VMAM] = [G,HT] = [G,][I] = [G,] .

The load transformation matrices were defined as:
{cr} = [LTMFHP(t)} + [LTM l1]{ Th (t)}.

This gives:

0.2804 -0.3225 -0.1195

0.0305 0.2334 -0.3084
[LTMF] = [Dcr]['VMAM] = -0.1475 -0.0280 0.2804 ,

0.1555 -0.0445 -0.2140

-0.1170 0.2054 -0.0280

and
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0.2625

0.0446

[LTM1]l = [D crH<1> d = 0.4440

0.1535

0.4886

19.3 Reduced Free-Free Dynamic Model

The calculation of the stresses and forces that are related to the degrees of
freedom at the unconstrained boundary {xj } and the generalised coordinates

{llp } may be inaccurate when the contribution of the high natural fre

quency modes is neglected. With the aid of the MAM the stresses and
forces in the structural elements become more accurate .

The equations of motion for a component or a substructure are:

(19.11)

The force vector {Fj } represents the interface forces between components,
and
• {x;} the internal degrees of freedom

• {xj } the external degrees of freedom (in general at the boundary)

The internal degrees of freedom {Xi} may be written as [Klein 88]:

(19.12)

For a Craig-Bampton model [Craig 68], [Craig 81]

(19.13)
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• [<Pij] = -[Kiir' [Kij ] the constrained modes

• ([Ki;l- A;[Mi;l){ <Ppi} = {O} the eigenvalues problem of the internal
degrees of freedom

• {l1p } the generalised coordinates (modal amplitude coefficients)

The displacement vector {x;} can be written as:

(19.14)

The complete displacement vector {x} becomes :

Ix} = [j = -[K"rl [Mu Mi] [~ ~;Jt~ }+ [-[Kul;' [Kij~ Ix) (19.15)

o
The stresses or forces in particular structural elements of the component

can be expressed as:

or

or

-[Kiir'iM oo M.l [<I>p <l>iJJ1~p ) + [-[K.T' [K oolj { }l' II IjJ 0 I ; . II IJ xj
J I

o

(19.16)

, (19.17)

(19.18)
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and

(19.19)

(19.20)

The load transformation matrix [LMTd can be defined by setting

{9 • {O} and { ~ } • [I], and the load transformation matrix [LMT, I

by setting {x} • {f} and { ~ } • {O} .

For { xj } = {O} the external degrees of freedom have been fixed and if

{ ~ } • {OJ no inertia forces are active.

The delivery of a reduced dynamic model is frequently accompanied by
the load transformation matrices. During the coupled dynamic loads analy
sis the stresses and forces may be calculated in selected structural elements.

The undamped equations of motion of the 'free-free" 4 mass-spring
dynamic system are (shown in Fig . 19.2):

..

[' 001
Xl [15 -1 -05 O~

Xl 0

o 100
..

k -1 3 -1 -1 0X2 x 2m
+ -0.5 -1 2.5 -1

=
o0 1 0 ..

x3 0X3

000 1 .. o -1 -1 2 x 4
F4X4

with:
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• Ix,} = f:: }the internal degrees of freedom

• Xj = X4 the external degree of freedom

• F4 the interface force

Fig. 19.2. 4 mass-spring dynamic system (free-free)

407

The partitioned mass matrices become:

[M,,] =+~ ~1 'IMjj ] =mand [Mijl = [Mj,J' =mf ~ },

and the partitioned stiffness matrices:

[Ki;l = k[ ~~ -; ~~'~l, [Kjjl = 2k and [Kijl = [Kj;lT = kf _°1 t.
-0.5 -1 2.5J -1 J

The following eigenvalue problem for the {Xi} degrees of freedom must

now be solved. This eigenvalue problem of the internal degrees of freedom
is defined as:

([Ki;l- A[Mi i ]) {Xi} = {O}.

The eigenvalue Al and the associated mode shape {<I>I} are:
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k 1 { 0.7511} .
AI = 0.5539;, and {<I>I} = {lj>p} = J;z 0.4886 .with

0.4440

{lj>I}T[M]{lj>I} = [I] .

The LTMs will be based upon the first natural frequency and associated
mode shape. Thus the reduced model will only consist of the first mode
shape.

The constrained mode [lj>ijl is:

[~,) = -[K"r'[K'j) ={ : }.

The forces in the springs can be calculated with:
{cr} = [Da]{x} ,

with a stress matrix [Dal defined as follows :

1 -1 0 0 1 -1 0 0
0 1 -1 0 0 1 -1 0

[Dal = k 0 0 1 -1 , [Dad = k 0 0 1 and [Dajl = k -1
0.5 0 -0.5 0 0.5 0 -0.5 0
0 1 0 -1 0 1 0 -1

The load transformation matrices were defined as:

{oj = ILTM'I{ ~ }+ [LTM,]{xj },

and are as follows:

-0.4739 -0.6364

_ [ -I{ [lj> lj>iJ}] _ -0.0804 -0.0909
[LTMd - [Dad -[Kiil [Mii Mi~ P J - k -0.8016 -1.4545 ,

o I -0.2772 -0.3636

-0.8821 -1 .5455

and
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o
o
o
o
o

[LTM z] = {O} means that the structure has a determinate interface.

19.4 Continuous Dynamic Systems

The LTMs are generally applied to discrete dynamic systems (finite ele
ment model), however, for continuous dynamic systems the same proce
dures can be used . The continuous dynamic system must be discretised
using assumed modes within the framework of the Rayleigh-Ritz method.
The real discretization in generalised coordinates can be done with the aid
of the Lagrange equations. Once the continuous dynamic system has been
discretised and transformed into a set of generalised coordinates, associated
with the assumed mode approach, the same procedure may be followed as
described in previous sections.

The procedure to generate the LTMs for continuous dynamic systems
will be illustrated with two examples, a massless 'blamped'' beam, with a
discrete mass at the tip with constrained (Fig. 19.3) and free-free boundary
conditions (Fig. 19.4). The bending moment and shear force at the
"clamped" positions are to be calculated.

x~---l
w(x)

L

£1~ ....,. -+ M
Clamped

w(L) = 0

w'( L) = 0

Fig. 19.3. Clamped beam
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Free-free
u

w(x)1
L

EI"'- .....__-+Mw(L) = u

w'(L) = 0

Fig. 19.4. Free-free beam

(19.21)

The displacement function w(x) due to the unit load F = 1 N at the tip of
the clamped beam is [Prescott 24] (Fig. 19.5):

1 3 1 2 1 3
Elw(x) = t/ - "ixL + 3L .

Clamped

w( L) = 0

w'( L) = 0
(

F= I N

EI J
w(x)1

L x (
)1

Fig. 19.5. Clamped beam

The displacement w(x, t) is expressed as an assumed mode <!>(x) multi
plied by a generalised coordinate T](t):

w(x, t) = <I> (x )T] (t) (19.22)

with:

(19.23)

The potential (strain) energy of the clamped beam is (Fig. 19.4):

L L

U =!f EI(w')~dx = !EIT]2f (<!>'(x)/dx = !12EIT]2
2 0 2 0 2 L 3 .

The kinetic energy of the discrete mass is:

(19.24)
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1 2 · 2 1 · 2
T = 2M$ (0)11 = 24Mll .

The virtual work applied by the external force is:

ow = -MLitOw(O) = -2MLiioll = QOll .

411

(19.25)

(19 .26)

(19.27)

(19 .28)

With the Lagrange equations an equivalent mass-spring system is estab
lished:

a T et au----+- - Q
ata~ all aTJ-

This results in the equation of motion of the equivalent mass-spring sys
tem:

.. 3EI it
TJ + -TJ = --.

ML3 2

The bending moment Mbend and the shear force D may be calculated:

Mbend(x) = -Elw' (x, t) and D(x) = -Elw' (x; t) .

Hence

The load transformation matrix [LTM F ] = [0] and

[LTM ] = -6EI{ x },
11 L3 1

with:

.. 3EI it
TJ + -TJ = -- .

ML 3 2

(19.29)

(19.30)

(19.31)

(19.32)

This example (Fig. 19.4) is the free-free beam with Xi = TJ and xj = u

and

w(x, t) = u(t) + $(X)l1(t)

The potential (strain) energy of the clamped beam is:

(19.33)
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L L

U = !f EI(w' )~dx = !E11l2f (<1>' ('.x))2dx = ! 12EI1l22 0 2 0 2 L3 •

The kinetic energy of the discrete mass is:

1 1 .. 2 1 . . 2
2U = 2M{<I>(O)1l + u} = 2M(211 + u) .

(19.34)

(19.35)

With the Lagrange equations an equivalent mass-spring system is estab
lished:

s: _aT + au = 0 and iL _aT + au = R.
ata~ all all atau au au

The reaction force R is due to the base excitation.
The equations of motions of the 2x2 dynamic system are:

(19.36)

(19.37)

Applying the MAM, the solution of the generalised coordinate 11 can be
written as:

(19.38)

with

[Mbend (X~ = _6EI{ x }ll *(t) .
D(x) J L

3
1

The load transformation matrices were defined as:

{oj = [LTM,J1 ~ }+ [LTM,]{xjJ

[LTM ] = Mf2x xl
1 L2 IJ (19.39)
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19.5 Problems

19.5.1 Problem 1

[LTMz] ={ ~ }.

413

(19.40)

A clamped beam with a bending stiffness EI , a length L and a mass per
unit of length m has been connected at the tip with a simple mass-spring
system with mass M and stiffness k (Fig. 19.6).

The displacement w(x, t) is expressed as an assumed mode lj>(x) multiplied
by a generalised coordinate l1(t) : w(x , t) = cD(x)l1\(t)with :

lj>(x) =(If -3(I) + 2 .

F(t )

11 z

1 1 M..
II

Clamped
EI,m k

A w(x)w( L) = 0
L

x(
)[

w'(L) = 0
(

Fig. 19.6. Beam mass-spring system

Perform the following steps:

• Set up the equations of motion for clamped beam and mass-spring sys

tem with a base excitation ii .
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• Set up the 'free-free" load transformation matrices

{o} = [LTM,I{ ~ }+ [LTM,Hxi} for the bending moment M(L) , the

shear force D(L) and the force in the spring with spring stiffness k

expressed in ii, ii and u .

• What is the physical meaning of the mass matrices [Mij] = [Mjl and

what are they called?

Answers: The undamped equations of motion:

[

O.94286mL 0 1.5mL] iii [12;I+ 4k
-2k j{ 11l} {O}

OM 0" +L = F .
112 -2k k 0 112

1.5mL 0 mL u" u Ro 0 0

The submatrices:

r
I2EI

+ 4k -2k] { 0}[Kid = L 3 , [Kij] =
o

-2k k

[M
jj

] = IO .94286mL ol , [M..] = { I .5mL } .
l ° ~ I) 0

The force matrix:

- 6Elx 0 0
L3

[D~] = 6EI
v __ 00'

L3

2k -k 0

19.5.2 Problem 2

A bending beam with a length L, a bending stiffness EI , and a mass per
unit length m , is simply supported at both ends. Both supports are enforced

with the acceleration ii. The following questions are to be answered:
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• Derive the equation of motion expressed in a relative deflection w(x,t) .
• Derive the analytical solutions for the bending eigenfunctions <j>(x).

• Derive the equations of motion using the generalised coordinates T1 (t) .

The physical deflection can be expressed as: w(x, t) = <j>(x)T1(t).

• Derive the ATM in the middle of the supported beam at x = ~L .

• Derive the LTM in the middle of the beam at x = ~L, with M = -Elw'

and D = -Elw"

19.5.3 Problem 3

The dynamic system is illustrated in Fig. 19.2 with the degrees of freedom
x I = X4 = O. A load F is applied in degree of freedom X2' however, in the

opposite direction. The stress matrix [Dol is defined as follows:

-1 0

1 -1
[Dol = k 0 1

o -0,5

1 0

Calculate [LTMFl and [LTMT]l.

19.5.4 Problem 4

The dynamic system is illustrated in Fig. 19.2. The degrees of freedom are

{Xj} = {:~} andLe.} = {::} . The stress matrix [Dol is defined as

follows

1 -1 0 0

o 1 -1 0

[Dol = k 0 0 1 -1

0,5 0 -0.5 0

o 1 0 -1

Calculate [LTMd and [LTM 2 ] .
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